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N. 1NTRODUGCTI1ON 
1 

Tei er ae lt try x 
to the diſcovery of gun powder; but when — 

| this was, of in what country, we are ignorant 
ok: it is however probable, that it mult have 
been in the eaſtern part of the world, becauſe ſaltperre, 
which is the principal ingredient, is found in great plenty 
in ſome provinceson the ſurface of the earth, and from 
thence is brought to ever ſince its uſe has been 
known; and ſaltpetre being mixed with ſulphur, or 

| ſome other combuſtible ſubſtance,” either by chance or 
otherwiſe, produced a power by its exploſion not known 
before, whereby bodies could be l to a great diſs 
tance, | 

It is generally ſuppoſed that the Chineſe were thie firſt 
that made this 3 for Ufano Valeſco, a Spaniſh - 
author, mentions, that powder and guns were found in 
China in the year $5, by king Vith; but whether it was 
known before in any other country is uncertain. 

| The firſt diſcovery of powder in Europe was made by 
Bartold Schwartz, a Monk, at Mentz, in 1320, by acci- 
dent; my a chymiſt, he happened to mix ſome falt- 
petre with ſulphur in a mortar, and covered it with a 
ſtone; the compoſition accidentally taking fire, the 
exploſion blew the ſtone to a conſiderable diſtance, "This 
ſuggeſted the notion, that if this compoſition was pro- 
perly confined, it might be uſeful in the attack and de- 
fence of places : : and from thence ER invention of guns 
may be dated in Europe. 

* 
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tions ac 
aud lightning could be imitated ; Schwartz eats Bulk. 

Ttah. W 
dome authors ſy, that the firſt guns were mad of 

Roger Bacon, who lived about 50 years before, man; 
ion Known in his time, by which thunder 

who applied it to military uſes. 
, It is ſaid that the Yenetians made the firſt a of guns | 
at the ſiege of Claudia Jeſſa, now called Chiogeis, in 
1366, which were brought there by two Germans, with 

wder and leaden balls; but father Daniel proves fone ph 
from records, that the French had guns in 1338. As 

the invention of guns is ſo immediately connected 
oy that of powder, it could not well be otherwiſe than 
that Schwartz was the inventor of both; and that they 
were from thence carried to France, ada afteryards to 

iron bars laid lengthways, and kept together with ſtron 
iron hoaps 3, and others, with thin ſheets of iron roll 

92 5 up together and hooped; but which way they were | made, it muſt have been in a rudeand imperfect manner, 
like the firſt eſſays of many new inventions. 

The firſt guns were but ſmall, and their ſhot of lead; 
but afterwards, when their uſe became better known, 

they were caſt of gun metal, and of extraordinary. lize ; 
and their ſhot were made of ſtone : for the Turks had 
ſome at the ſiege of Conſtantinople, that threw a weight 
of 500 lb. and Louis XI. had one caſt of the ſame ſize z 

many others are mentioned in hiſtory, which carried 
ſhots-that weighed from 80, go, to 100 pounds. 

But as theſe guns were ſo very heavy, and could not 
be tranſported without great difficulty, they have been 
reduced to ſmaller calibers, and made their ſhot of iron. 
Since that time the largeſt caliber that were uſed was a 
48 pounder ; but at prelent no larger are made in the 
land ſervice than 24; and at ſea 42 pounders. 

It was long imagined, that the more powder a cannon. 
was loaded with, the greater its execution would be; for 
which reaſon chey were loaded with as much powder as 

| | | their : 

ee ao. a. 

ms — — + 
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I ( | : 
heir ſhot weighed, and to reſiſt ſo great a forte, they 
were made very heavy,” and of 2 great length, in order 

left the piece. + + _ 103 Je ey # | | i 

This great charge was diminiſhed afterwards to two 
thirds, and then to one half, without leſſening the weig ht 
of the guns, or theit length. The cbevaler Belidor 
made ſome years ago ſeveral experiments relating to the 
charge of battering pieces, whereby he found that one 
third of the weight of the ſhot was ſufficient, and the 
French uſed no more during the two laft wars: it is very 
probable that leſs might do; for ſome experiments were 
made at Wookwich with light field pieces, and it was 
found chat one fourth and even one fifth was ſufficient 
for the charge of theſe pieces. 

Notwithſtanding the great importance it would be to 
a nation to have its ky carried to ſuch perfection, 
as to make uſe of as little metal and workmanſhip as 

ſible, and at the ſame time to bring as many and as 
arge calibers into the field as others, thereby reducing 

its immenſe expence to as little as is abſolutely neceſſary; 
yet it will be found upon examination, that very little 
improvement has been made in the proportions of guns 
ſince Dilichius, a German, who wrote near 200 years 
8 | 

It is true St. Remy, a French author, publiſhed in 1723 
the moſt complear and extenſive Treatiſe of Artillery, 
in two volumes in quarto, that is extant; which has 
ſince been much improved in the laſt Paris edition, in 
three volumes, publiſhed in 1745, containing all the 
improvements made in the artillery ſince the firſt edi- 

NTRODUCTION. $1 

to give time to the powder to burn all before the ſhot 

tion: but as it is only a collection of memoirs he re- 
ceived from the different artificers employed in theſe 
works, and who had no other knowledge than bare imi- 
tation, it could therefore not be expected that what they 
tranſmitted to him was grounded upon ſuch mechanical 
principles as depended upon mathematics, without which 
no real improvements can be made. 

. Alt 



1 4 INTRODUCTION. 
All the authors chat wrote ſince have done no more 
ths copicd his works in an imperfe&-manner, even the 
erman authors follow him ; though it is plain that the 

French have chiefly copied Hilicbius: for their field cars 
riages are exactly the ſame to this day as he has deli- 

neated them in his work ; and as to the alterations they 
have made in the proportions of guns. they are trifling 
and very little to the purpoſe. 
If we conſider the various lengths and veights that 

have been given to pieces of artillery at different times 
by all nations, it will appear, that no principle is ſo 
uncertain and unſettled as that upon which the artillery 
artificers. have N their conſtructions. For in 
men Elizabeth's time they made ſame 18 pounders 24 

Y long, caſcable included, ſuch: as the culverin in 
Dover Caſtie, and that at Nancy; and in king Charles the 
ferond's, Count Mansfield made ſome 6 pounders that 
weighed but 180 Ib. and 25 of Ib. as is 
related in the account of the ſiege ot Breda by the Spa · 
wards under the command of Spinola; and aboge the 

ſame time the Speriards caſt ſome others not much 
heavier z one of them we had at Mooltuich was 7 feet 

long, weighed only 21: 3: 4, and carried a ſhor of 
about 41 pounds of our weight. . 

Though theſe light pieces were then highly eſteem- 
| ed far their eaſy carriage and facility of working, yet 
much heavier and longer have been made ever ſince. 
without any manner of reaſon, till 1744, when Colonel 
Wiideman, a German, brought light pieces in uſe again 
as a new invention of his own. His pieces were made 
of ſheets of copper rolled up and ſoldered together; 
they were ſo very light, that a 6 pounder weighed no 
more than two hundred and a halt, and yet ſtood all the 

oots that were required. 
This gave riſe to our light field pieces ; but it was 

not without great difficulty that they were received, and 
no leſs than the expreſs command of his royal bighneſs 
the lare duke of Cumberiand, could have prevailed ** 

the 



2 INTRODUCTION. * 
| the ſervile attachment for an old eſtabliſhed chin 
though ever ſo erroneous. which, when once covered by 
the veil of time, decomeès in a manner ſacred, 12 
But even lighter field pieces chan the preſent might 

be uſed; for on the 56k of June 1751, ſome experi- 
ments were made on Putney-Common by baron Stark, 
"a German, with à piece made of a new metal of his 
invention; which piece was a 6 pounder of 3 feet and 
a half long, and weighed 3222 0, as he ld and it 
was fired 300 rounds in three hours and '45 minutes, 
being loaded each time with a pound and a quarter of 
hos. bug without receiving the leaſt damage. 
"I his trig] being reported to lord Ligonier, then maſter 
general of the ordnance, he and the reſt of the principal 

W@ officers of the board reſolved to try our light 6 pounders, 
in order to know whether they would ſtand the ſame 
trial or not; and accordingly,” on the 15th of June, my 
lord pitched upon one amonglt thoſe that had been uſed 
at the battle of Lafeldt. This piece was four feet and 
a half long, and weighed 4: 3:0; and after being 
fired 300 rounds in three hours and 2p minutes, loaded 
with the ſame charge as that above, was found not to 
have received the leaſt damage. The ſame trial has 
been repeated afterwards with a gun of the ſame dimen- 
fions as rhe former, which had been made by another 
founder, and it ſucceeded as well. 

Theſe trials ſhew, that thoſe light pieces are ſaficiently 
ſtrong for any action ever ſo obſtinate; and that pieces 

in general may be made lighter than they are at preſent, - 
: ppears fiom ſeveral other trials made fince with light 

W braſs pieces, according to my CATERER, as will be 
Wihewn hereafter, 
= lt is ſaid that ſuch light pieces would not do for bat- 

tering breaches, nor on board of ſhips, becauſe of their 
recoiling too much; bur-it ſhould be conſidered, that 
batteries made upon theſe occaſions are always, or ought 
to be near the object, and the charges now uſed are but 
half the former, becauſe a * which has a ſufficient 

velocity 



wi INTRODUCTION: | 
War juſt to enter the wall, ſhakes it more and de · 
ſtroys it ſooner than if the velocity was much greater. 
This is a matter of fact grounded upon experience. 
It is ſuppoſed at preſent, that no leſs caliber than a 
24 pounder will do to make à breach; and it may {ſo 

| — that the heavy pieces cannot be carried through 
bad roads, as in America, or over high hills, as in Scot- 
land. Upon theſe occaſions it ſeems to be abſolutely 
neceſſary to have light pieces: for which reaſon we have Y 
given a new conſtt᷑uctiqn of light pieces 1 Page 6a, 
where the weight of a 24 pounder is 18: 1:5 which 

differs in ſome things from thoſe uſed at — — becauſe 
mine are made the ſame number of calibers long, and 
their weights in proportion to that of their ſhot, as we 

| ſhall prove hereafter thev ſhould be; whereas the large 
| calibers of the preſent are made ſhorter and lighter in 
proportion than the ſmall z and it has been found by 
experience, that the preſent light 24 pounders recoil too 
much, let the hind part of the platform be ever ſo my 
railed. 

Attillery has hitherto been conſidered | merely as Prac= 
tical, without conceiving that for want of the mechanical 
Principles deduced from mathematics, no improvements 
can poſſibly be made. For all the experience of the 
artillery officers cannot be of any uſe in the conſtruction 
of pieces, as their buſineſs is to make the beſt uſe of | 
them, and not how they are made, neither are they ever 
conſulted upon that ſubject. | 
Io put the artillery upon a better footing than it has 

hitherto been, proper experiments ſhould be made in 
time of peace, and by ſuch as have ſufficient knowledge, 
ſo as to be able to draw juſt inferences, which is ſeldom 
the caſe, as it appears by thoſe hitherto made, and which 
will be inſerted hereafter, where it will be ſhewn how 

little the moſt of them may be relied on. 
It is certain, that in moſt caſes common geometry 

and the principles of mechanics is ſufficient; but there 
are others which cannot bę determined without the higher 

principles 

E Aa = = 2 ww: A ka 
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 INTRODUCPLION, (wi 
principles of mathematics. For how, can the velocities 

of ſhots and ſhellg be determined without being ac- 
quainted with the laws of reſiſtance, and which cannot 
be known without the uſe of fluxions, nor the finding 
the curve deſcribed. by the ſhot, which is one of the 
moſt intricate caſes? Again, the proper length and 
charges of pieces cannot be determined without the laws 
of motion in a refiſting medium: it is true that expe- 
riments may be made for that purpoſe ; but how far we 
may depend on them, without being confirmed by a 
proper theory, will appear hereafter, 

A. remarkable cuſtom has prevailed all over Europe, 
which is the making ſmaller calibers much longer in 
proportion than thoſe of a higher nature; imagining, 
1 ſuppoſe, to increaſe thereby the velocity of the ſhot, 
without knowing that a piece may as well be too long 
as too ſhort ; Fa 12 as this pernicious cuſtom prevails, 
no improvement can be made in artillery ; for as a greater 
number of ſmall calibers are uſed than large, and the 
ſmall are thereby as beavy again as they need be, were 
their length of a juſt proportion. e. 
Had it been known that every caliber has but one 

determined length and charge by which it will carry its 
ſhot. farther than any other greater or lels, and that it 
cannot exceed a determined velocity, let the ſhot be 
impelled by any force whatever, and that theſe velocities 
are always in proportion to the diameters of the ſhot, 
this practice would not have been followed. But as the 
demonſtrations of theſe principles depend on the method 
of fluxions, which would not have ſo well ſuited in a 
practical treatiſe as this, I was obliged to write a treatiſe, 
where every thing relating to artillery, not inſerted here, 
will be found... ; 2 

To ſettle artillery upon a proper foundation, we ſhall 
relate all the moſt remarkable experiments made here 

and abroad, beginning with thoſe inſerted in St.-Remy's 
memoirs, volume i. page 114, which arc ſaid to be the 
oldeſt upon record. | "ge > * 



* _ - INTRODUCTION... 
It 18 eaſily perceived. 2 e 
that no dependance can be cad dar blank. xt = 

| had on theſe experiments. — 
For it is a plain contra- 33 ö 
dicion, that the poirß— wu ůʒ 
blank ranges of a 24 and 2: | ö 
16 pounder | ſhould | be 

longer than that of the 
Fer and that the 

m range of theſe laſt 
ns ſhould be no more 

* that of the 24 poun- |- 
der. Again, the 16 poun- [— 
der random range to be ſo 
much greater than the reſt, 

As neither the length and W of pine he oh 
| weight of the charges are mentioned, though the ex- 
periments were true, no uſeful inferences can be draw 
from them. 

Monfieur du Metz, Besten ge- 
neral, made in his time the rel ne 
experiments on the ranges of guns, 

| by which he found that the French 
jeces loaded with two "thirds the 

weight of the ſhot, and thoſe of the 
new invention loaded with one third, 
ranged the ſame diſtances when ele- 
vated at an angle of 45 degrees, 
As neither the — 2 or the weight 
of the pieces are mentioned, nothing 
enn be concluded from theſe experi- | 
ments. It is ſurpriſing that St. Remy did not mark the 
dates of theſe experiments, nor what the French pieces were 

at that time, as well as thoſe of the new invention. If 
J may venture to gueſs, their length were 10 feet, all 
except the 8 and 4 pounders, which were only 8 feet, 
according to the ſecond table hereafter; and thoſe that 
are called of the new invention had ſpherical chambers. 

* 

P n 8 
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can be of no uſe. 

volume i. 
This table ſhews how 

ude and imperfect the 
firſt trials of artillery were, 

LG TIT de EAT AEST e I 4.4 

n 

ade in thoſe times. 

hat the 24 pounder, tho? 

ore than 4300 lb. where- 
us the preſent of 10 feet 
eigh 54001b, If the 
ormer were found to be 
ufficiently ſtrong, what 
ould induce them to load 
hem with ſo much metal 

s, that if experiments are 
ade for a particular fancy 
nly, and are not enquired 
to by the ſucceſſors, all 
e attempts an author can 
ake for improvement 

ublic, 

and what enormous length 
the ſmaller calibers were 

It is alſo to be obſerved; _ 

13 fect long, weighed no 

feet is a better length for a + 
other caliber, 'when loaded wit 
equal to the two thirds of their ſhot; but ag no piece is 
loaded at preſent with that charge, theſe experiments 

in run 
Ir this be true, all that can be concluded k, "that 10 

. 

1 ®_ 

pounder than for any 
a weight of powder, 

of 

w;+- — 
9 

There are ſeveral glee the lengths and weights of 
the French pieces uſed at different times not ſpecified, 
except the laſt of the preſent. 

That-which ſeems the oldeſt 18 the ee bas 7 3. 

«yy 

ow? All that can be ſaid 

re vain and uſeleſs to the 

. 1. 
Calib.j Length. Weg 

Feet Inch. 7 

4810: O [| . 7200lb.| 

40 16 : 6 5000. 

| 22 22:0 | 5200 

24 | 13: © | 4300 

20 | 16:0 7000 

+7 r c-L 
ow 3717 

| 12 | 33 - OT 4230 

10 I 13 0 3850 

8 [15:0 | 3500 
. — — 

12 : 6 [2 000 



INTRODUCTION. 
Ia the table facing page 207, . il. are marked the 

| following dimenſions, _ 
| This table ſhews that Ta 51 II. 
the length 2 weight of 

pieces were better propor- 
doned in that time than 

ng Og APE" : "1 len 0 24 5 . 5100 

tis pounders ſhould be the Sa 2 *. = 
- fame as that of the 333 as | 16 | | . 4100 

Sv om hoc 8 and 4 to be mw s — 
of the ſame length, ſnews r: 0 $466 

the little reaſoning made Dees bd ja © I 
' uſe of in that time. 8 | 8 we | 1980 

The laſt regulations that rf EWA <; — 
were made in 1 1732, and |- 8:0 1200 
which are follow at pre- 5 — 
ſent, may be ſeen in the next table. It is evident, that 
the lengths and weights were not deduced from any ſolid 

| reaſon, but from the fancy of thole who are moſt at the 
head of that branch. 
That the weight of theſe 
guns is greater than they TaBLE I. 
need be, appears from our (Calib.} Length. | Weight, 

iron 24 pounders weighs -. — 
ing no more than 4800, 24 0: 1.5 | 540olb 

— 

- 

Ss SS A a a SDSS two Xx —_—Y a—_ _ a c-- 4 _. & „ Mt 

which is even too much, | — 
as will be ſhewn hereafter; 16 9:6 | 4200 

9 

„ Xt +4 ws and according to this pro- 
portion, the ſet of them | x2 
contains 3250 Ib. of metal * Joe 

the neat weight, and not-by 112 pounds for a hundred 
weight, as we do; but it is ſhewn in page 11, the 
100 French pounds weigh ſomething more than 1 146 

t 
2 2 | ] more than. the ſtrongeſt 8 a 2100 

conſtruction requires. 1-5 . * * 8 f 
It muſt be obſerved, 4 6:9 l 1150 1 
that the French reckon by _ 3 

e 
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pieces are expreſſed Tenge | Range. | Range , Range. | 
in- feet and inches, | [— ꝛawp 

and the ranges in to: 6]-2486 |] 2614 |. 2496 
yards: out of a great — — os 

many trials, three of o: © 2870/2632] 2426 
the longeſt ranges of {P———|———p——— — 
each piece are ſet 9 : 6| 2633 2560 | 2500 

and were always load... — 

experiments, 

= = =D DS. \ 

. INTRODUCTION = 
pounds; 10 that a Trench hundred near welght "= our 

more than our hundred of 142 pounds, 
We ſhall now come to the experi 
or under the direction of Exgiiſs officers. The firſt on 
record that came to my knowledge are thoſe made by 
general Armſtrong, ſurvey or- general, in 1736, which are: 
The length of theſe nn 

down here. All theſei ⸗(=äww — 
pieces were braſs 24 | 9 : 0 2796 | 2494 | 2563 
pounders, and all ͤ— — — 
weighed nearly 5200, 8: 6| 2586 | 2490 | 2466 

1 

ed with two thirds of | 8 : 0 2438 | 2450 | 243 
the hore weoighethnt— [TT TOTT 
is, with 16 pounds, 

The intent of .theſe experiments was to find the beſt 
length for a battering piece, when loaded with the com- 
mon charge then given; and that of g feet 6 inches 
was fixed upon as the beſt, though the firſt and laſt of 
the 9 feet ranges were the longeſt of thoſe in the ſame 
columns: this was owing, I ſuppoſe, to this length being 
more convenient for battering than that of g feet long. 

If we examine ſtrictly into theſe experiments, it will 
be found, that no improvement can be made from them. 
For no two guns can be equally bored, and the leaſt 
difference may cauſe a conſiderable one in the ravges : 
nor no two vents can be pierced ſo as to come out at the 

ſame diſtance from the bottom of the bore, which is of 
the greateſt conſequence, as we ſhall prove from repeated 

2 - Length 

ments made at home, 'Y 
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IA ISTRODYETHLON. 1 
But ſuppofing all the pieces! were exactiy bored alike, 
and the 3 the ſame; what other concluſion 

could be drawn from theſe experiments, than that the 
beſt length of a 24 pounder is ꝙ feet 6 inches when load - 
ed with 16 pounds of povdetꝰ h is not probable, that 
if a leſs charge was uſed, as at preſent is the caſe, this 
length would be the beſt; neither can we drau any in- 
ferences from them in reſpect to the length of greater 
or ſmaller cal iber, 19 £91599 919092 icon 2775 

It is not ſufficient to make experiments without an 
intention of their being: uſeful towards the improvement 
of artillery in general, and ſuch as proper concluſions 
may be drawn from them; otherwiſe the greateſt uſe they 
can be of, is to determine ſome particular caſes only, 
which are by no means ſuffici enn. 
-  'Fhe beſt and moſt; uſeful experiments that have 
hitherto; been made, are thoſe of general Milli amyon's, 
aſſiſted by major Hiſlope, and ſeveral other officers of 
artillery, which ſhall inſert here, as taken from major 
Hifepe's accouht .. i e e ee 
Exp rRIMHurs made at Mabon in Minorca in 1945; 
with two iron 18 pounders, one of 11 feet long, Which 
weighed 51:0: 5; and the other of 9 ſeet weighed 
39: 1:3. They were fixed upon a rocky ground, and | 
ſo contrived as to be elevated to any number of degrees. 

Hence it appears, that when the pieces were loaded 
with 9 pounds of powder, the range was greater than 
when loaded with more or leſs. 5 

Again, that the pieces of 9 feet long carried farther 
than thoſe of 11, in almoſt all the ſame citcumſt ances, 
though the firſt is lighter than the ſecond; which ſhews 
thaz the length of the ranges does not ſo much depend 
on the weight, as on a proper length, and on a proper 
charge. | 4.1 | 
The accuracy of theſe experiments is confirmed by 
the theory; for we have proved in our appendix, that 
the greateſt range an 18 pounder can have, when ele- 
vated to 45 degrees, cannot be quite equal to 4190 

b 3 _ yards, 



and 1 that 
are n will have their ranges like wiſe ſo 

| of the ſame caliber. either longer or ſhorter, n with 

would be, to caſt a gun of any caliber of 22 diameters 
of its ſhot long; to examine whether it is truly bored, 

r INTRODUCTION. 
yards, becauſe we have ſuppoſed 
mot cannot polibiy have, but may. ane aps 

ſuch a velocity as the 

1E * 

No as dae en it help 
yards, which — by 30 yards, the eee 
ones evidently prove the accuracy of theſe experiments; 
and it proves with no leſs certainty, that g of 

r communicated the greateſt velocity to the * 
| tas it poſſibly could receive by any force: whatever. 

When thus experiments agree with a theory fountled 
upon unexceptionable principles, there cannot W 
the leaſt doubt of their certaintʒ. 

As 9 feet is nearly 21 diameter of an 16 5 to 
and 9 pounds of powder half the weight ThE « the ſhorty 

whoſe lengths and char 

velocities are proportional to the 
as we ſhall prove in the appet» 

becauſe their 
diameters of your 
dix: we may conclude with ſome degree of certainty; 
that if the length of a piece of any caliber be a 1:diametery 
of its ſhot, and loaded with powder equal to half the 
weight of the. ſhot, it will carry farther than any other 

any charge whatever. 
Thus we have at laſt determined that impoctust 

qyueſtion in artillery ſought for ever fince its invention ; 
but to be entirely convinced of the truth of our deter- 
mination, more experiments of this kind ſhould be made 
with various calibers ; but care ſhould be taken that they 

may not be liable to any exception. 
T he moſt certain way of praceeding, in my opinion, 

and that the vent comes exactly out at the bottom of 
the bore; then let it be fired with various charges and 
elevations, till there is a ſufficient proof of its beſt 
charge; this being done, a part of the piece muſt be 

N ven of the — of its diameter, and the firſt trials 
repe ated 

i 4utly. 

s 

; 

f 

* 

2 
0 

f 
of 

; 
; 



muſt be bent, which requires great care to ram the 

= priming fires without the 

INTRODUCTION. _ mw... 

repeated as before: and when the beſt and its 
range are aſcertained, the length of the piece muſt be 
diminiſhed again by the length of the diameter of its 
ſhot, Theſe trials being continued till the 
ranges diminiſhes, then the beſt length and charge will 
be aſcertained of that caliber; and thoſe of any other 
caliber may be found in the ſame manner. The only 
care to be taken in theſe experiments, is to mix well the 
powder, and to dry it in the ſun, that it may have always 
the ſame ſtrength as nearly as poſſible : another caution 

experjme 
_ and ſerene weather, and of the ſame heat, becauſe 

powder will act more violently in a cold froſty morn- 

* — it is proper to know the beſt 
a piece, yet in realſervice their length depends 

different circumſtances : thus ſhip 2uns ſhould be ſhort 
and light, ſo as to be eaſily houſed and loaded, becauſe 

muſt be taken, which is, to make theſe nts in 

than in hot weather, as ye ſhall ſhew. 
length and 

= y on the uſe they are made of, according to the 

the rammer handle is made of rope in long pieces it 

powder and ſhot home; and when this is not done, the 
powder, which is always in 

chat the lhot was dil- cartridges; the ſailors chinki 
charged, load it again, and m 
has been found fo for three —— — and when at 
laſt the powder in the firſt cartridge takes fire, often 
burſts the gun, and deſtroys the failors placed near to 
ſerve it; whereas when the guns are ſhort, the rammer 
handles may be made of wood in all ſmall calibers, and 
the ſervice become more expeditious. Beſides, ſhips now 
come ſo near to one another, that the ſhots are not re- 
quired to go ſo far; provided it takes place it is ſuſſicient. 

| The only objection againſt light guns is, that if they 
recoil too much, they will be apt to tear their tackle; | 
but it has been found by experience, _ half the uſual 
charge is quite ſufficient, and perhaps If then the 
Charge is PO ** weight of Fe gun may like- 

4 - wi 

ng as before, This 
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vWwiſe be diminiſhed, without increafing»the-recoil.-: This 
mould however be done with diſcretion,” and not with- 

out proper trials; for hazards ſhould be avoided as 

much as poſſibleQ. e e 2008 
ſhould: be ſhort and 

light, in order to be able to advancę or retreat as faſt ag 
the army ſuch are thoſe we make uſe ot at preſent, with 

perry little alterations in the calibers above a 6 pounder. 
HBattering pieces, on the contrary, ſnould be of 4 

proper length to enter into the embraſures, that by their 
laſts they may not deſtroy them too ſoon, becauſe it 
cannot be prevented entirely ; for which reaſon the gun- 
ners repair them every evening when it is dar. 
With regard to garriſon pieces, their length ſnould be 

ſuch as that the ſhot may go fartheſt, becauſe in a ſiege 
- they will oblige the beſiegers to open their trenches at a 
greater diſtance, which is generally without gun ſhot; 
and in a fort placed near a navigable river, or the ſea, 
they will reach the ſhips, when the ſhips cannot reach 
r be | 4 

For theſe reaſons we make in our new conſtructions 
the length of light field pieces 14 diameters of their 

ſhot, the ſhip guns 15 of thoſe diameters, and the bats» 
tering as well as the garriſon pieces 21; whereby the 
24 pounder for battering becomes ꝗ feet 8 inches long; 
which is 2 inches more than the uſual length. We 
might likewiſe uſe a 32 pounder, which, according to 

Ys t 

Ki our conſtruction, page 52, would weigh but 5400, that 

is; only 200 more than our preſent braſs 24 pounder. 
The intent of the following experiments, which I 
made in 1753 with two ſmall mortars, was to find the 
ptopereſt place of the vent, and the beſt figure of the 
chambers: their bore was three inches, and 7.5 long; 
one had a cylindric chamber of one inch diameter, and 
two long; the other a concave in the ſhape of an egg, 
with a ſmall cylindric entrance of half an inch diameter, 
and the infide terminated by a ſharp edge. Both theſe 
chambers held an ounce of powder at firſt, but widened b 
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W, firing ſo as to hold an ounce and a quarter after- 

rds. Each had two vents; one in the middle, aud 

e other at the bottom; I had a ſcrew to ſtop one when” 

e other was uſed: the mortars weighed 36 x 
ach, and the ſhells 2 pounds 7 ounces at a medium. 

Ve have not marked the angles of elevations, becaule 

ey were unneceſſary; only ſo far as that they were th 
me, when the lower and upper vents were compared. 

1 

FPdr. [Vent] Cylind. | Concave ieren! 
— — — Loaded with che com- 

0 630 | 750 [mon ſhoœting powder. 
= 630 286 Weather cool in thge IS 

& | 5000 686 [morning, and fultry- / 
a 580 | 722 fſafierwards 

1 560 n iT 899 

| err — | 
© 2 806. | IN 

i 
—2—— — *. 

= * | 839 [Wich common orduanceſßf 
82 75 875 powder. Weather war | 

| > 804 275 ga and windy. 7 
— | —|——————_ ‚—ĩ— mmm. 

— 1100 J 1194 | y 

"|| 1023 | 1088 [Wich che beſt ordnance}. 
© 8 1003 1121 [powder. Weather war . 
2 | * | 1020 1122 aud windy.” j 
2 1020 1200 | 
— * _— . 

— 4 . 

Ranges in Ranges in — 
Yards, |. Yards, 

| 
up # 'F = 

Colonel Deſaguliers and myſelf made ſeveral other 
xperiments, together with a mortar of the ſame ſize 
hat had ſeveral ſhifting chambers. The ſubſtance of 
hat was moſt remarkable in them are as follows: 
A narrow cylindric chamber of about four inches 

ong holding 12 grains of powder, being loaded with 
grains by means of a thin cartridge : when'the powder 
as placed cloſe to the ſhell, fo as the lower part of the 

chamber 
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chamber was empty, and fired by means of a quick 

Voss loaded again with the ſame charge placed at the 

and when the powder was placed in the middle of the 
chamber at an equal diſtance from the bottom and the 

f ell, the diſtance or range was a mean between the two 
fermer. Theſe experiments were frequently repeated, 

that the ſame quantity of powder, placed in the ſame 

of looſe powder, I put a little piece of writing paper 

paper. 

filled, the longeſt produced the greateſt range. 

tecond. th 

* as 

match introduced through the vent; and after this, it 

bottom of the chamber, and the empty ſpace between 
the ſnell and the powder; the ſhell went near twice the 
diftance in the: firſt experiment that it did in the ſecond, 

and the ranges in the firſt caſe were always nearly double 
thoſe in the ſecond. From what cauſe it may proceed 

ſpace, ſhould produce ſuch various effects, is not in my 
wer to conjecture, | „ 
The ſame mortar being loaded with the ſame quantity 

upon it, by which the ſhell went much farther than 
when loaded with the ſame quantity of powder, without 

" Three cylindric ſhifting chambers of different lengths 
holding the ſame quantity of powder, produced the ch 
ſame range when full; but when they were not quite 

Two chambers in the form of a fruſtum of a cone, 
the largeſt baſe was at the bottom in one, and the ſmalleſt Wt 
of the other; the firſt carried the ſhel} farther than the Wl r 

The colonel tried two experiments more; the one h 
between grained and mealed powder; and they were Wl 
both found to be of an equal ſtrength : and the other i © 
de put a ſmall phial filled with water into the chamber * 
amongſt the powder, and found its ſtrength conſiderably 

- Inerealed ; that is, the ſhell went farther with the water 5 
than without it. The colonel tried likewiſe a cylindric ! 
chamber of about four inches long, with four vents, 1 
one at the bottom, one at the upper end, and two in Wn: 

| the 
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he middle, all four at am equal diſtance from each other, 

ſo that when one was uſed, the others were ſtopped by 

ſcrews; and he found that the lowelt carried the ſhell 

fartheſt, and the ranges of the others diminiſh
ed in pro- 

portion as they were diſtant ſrom the bottom. 
1 

periments. Firſt, that the vent placed near the bottom 
of the chamber is more advantageous than any where 

elſe; though this has been found fo in mortars, we are 

not certain that it is the ſame in guns, which thould 

therefore be tried; and if it be found the ſame, the 
query is, whether the bottom of the bore ſhould not be 
flat, inſtead of toundiſh, as is the cuſtom, or to pierce 
the vent from the breeth moulding, as colonel Neideman 
did, or elſe as the French do in ſome of their mortars, - 

0 6.000023 6. 5X 

— 

ich « ſmall cop at the end of the chamber to receive 
* WF the vent. From henee it appears how inaccurate expe- 
+ WF finents have hitherto been made, and how neceſlary it 

is to make new with all the neceſſary precautions, in 
order to improve artillery, and to bring it to perfection. 

Before theſe experiments were made, it was imagined, 
that when the vent is in the middle of the chamber the 
range would be the greateſt, becauſe if a tube filled 
with powder was lighted in the middle, the powder 
would be burnt in half the time it would if lighted at 
one end, and it was ſuppoſed the greater quantity 
burnt before the ſhot was ſenſibly moved from its place, 
the greater force it would receive;. but notwithſtanding 
this plauſible reaſon, experiments have evinced the con- 
trary. | 
The next obſervation to be made is, that the concave 

chamber is preferable to the cylindric, and this to any 
other; which has not hitherto been conſidered ; the 
Spaniards make theirs ſpheric, the French in the ſhape of 
a pear; and we. conical. The various opinions authors 
and artilleriſts have concerning the figure of chambers. 
are very extraordinary. The chevaller Belidor eſteems the 
conical the beſt; but his reafoning concerning the pro- 

perties 

„ 

„%„„%%/XI1lf ³UU˖ foro dia 4.4 * 

Many uſeful obſervations may be made on thefe ex- 
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2 of, different chambers in page xxiv. of his Bas 

 Frangajis, are ſo very weak and inconſiſtent, that 
it is needleſs to an{wer them: how Io great a man as he 
is in all other reſpects could deſcend to, ſuch volgen 
errors is inconceivable, 4 Rb 5 
Mr, Robins, in page 41, old edit. brüssel, thar the 

figure of a chamber has no, effe&t upon the action g 
powder, without ſheu ing the leaſt reaſon for his ;alles 
— Sous Buketuirg will have a parabolic form, ima. 
gining. that if che fire was introduced to the fogus, the 
rays of lighted powder would; by the nature of, the 
figure, reflect into parallel direction in the ſamę manner 
as the rays of light: ſuppoſing this was true, the ſhell 
would not receive a greater. force by. it, becauſe a fluid 
acts always in a perpendicular direction to the ſurfage it 
ſtrikes; thus in a globe the directions of the fluid tend 
all to the center, as we ſhall prove in the fifth theorem; 
and when all the forces are reduced. to the direction o 
the ſhell, it is that force reunited into one direction that 
produces the real effect, and not the partial ones. This 
not only refutes what his lordſhip ſaid, but likewiſe Be» ¶ ſho 
lidor and Robins, as having all ſplit upon the ſame rock. 
It is not the inward figure of the chamber, but its 
entrance, which produces the effect; becauſe the ſmaller 
it is, the nearer it reduces the effect into the direction of 
the ſhell. This is likewiſe proved by the practice of 
making ſky- -rockets, which being choaked at the end, 
by which it confines the force of ex ploſion into a narrow 
ſtream, and incteaſes its violence ſo as to make the 
rockets riſe ſo high as they do; whereas if the opening 
was not confined, they would ſcarcely riſe at all. The 

notion that a concave chamber. with a narrow neck 
ſhakes the mortar violently without increaſing the force 
of exploſion, or the range, is ſo inconſiſtent with the 
laws of motion, that it merits not the leaſt attention. 

It is the general opinion of the artillery officers, that 
a mortar or gun carries farther when it is warm by much 
firing than when cold, or in the heat of the day thay in 

the 

\ 
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he morning. The conſtant practice by fea and land is, 
hat wben the guns are much heated to diminiſh their 
harges, from the notion that they carry them much 

farther; which is a miſtake. For when: guns are 
nuch heated, they ate liable to be ſpoiled ; and it is 
,rudent to leſſen their charges in that caſe. For it ap- 
pears from my firſt four experiments made in the cool 
of the morning, that the ranges were greater than thoſe 
hen the weather grew warm. The chevalier Belidor 

made ſeveral experiments for that purpoſe, which I have 
ſeen, and which are mentioned in general only in his 

follows: ſeveral mortars: were fired in the cool of the 
morning; the ſame trials were repeated in the middle of 
the day when it was very hot, and the ranges in the 

chamber of a mortar was heated with lighted charcoals, 
as hot as could be without endangering the powder from 
taking fire; the range in this ſtate of heat was much 
ſhorter than when the mortar was quite cold. It is true 
that heat will dry the powder, and giwes it a greater 
force, if it remains a certain time in the chamber, which 
is not the caſe in briſk firing; and dried powder is better 
than when it is damp; yet the elaſticity of the air is 

from the ſtate of the atmoſphere. | 
Having ſaid every thing neceſſary in reſpect to the 

or ſtrength of their ſeveral parts, which ſhould be pro- 
portional to the efforts of fired powder; but its abſolute 

ments, The weight of the guns depends on the charge 
ot powder, and on their length; and though the charge 
has been leſſened from that given formerly, yet the 
thickneſs of metal remains in general the ſame; nor 
have the experiments with light guns mentioned before, 

| prevailed 

orning were always greater than thoſe in the heat of 
the day: but as this was not ſufficiently ſatisfactory, the 

© 

Bombardier, page xxxviii; but the particulars are as 

much increaſed by cold, and relaxed by heat; I mean 

length of guns, we are now to conſider their thickneſs 

force cannot be determined otherwiſe than by experi- 



veigh 2400, and are g feet long: a 24 pounder would 
in the ſame proportion weigh 3200, and their length 

| lighter than the preſent; even a 32 pounder of that 
length would weigh only 4200, and in my opinion make 

wi INTRODUCTION: / 
prevailed as yet in diminiſhing the weights of lar 
calibers. 

£9 | > 

I had two braſs 12 pounders caſt for admiral Keppel, 

according to the conſtruction in page 54 z they weighed 

13: 1:0, which ſtood the full ordnance proof; the old 

weigh 29: 1:0, I 1 | 

I had alſo ſeveral eighteen braſs pounders caft-for the 
* 

India Company; ſome of them were lately proved at 
© Waolwich with fifteen pounds of powder, though the 

charge in ſervice ſhould not exceed fix pounds: they 

9 feet 8 inches. I look upon this proportion to be ſuffi- 
ciently ſtrong for braſs battering pieces, though much 

better battering pieces; becauſe the largeſt ſhot makes 
à2 a breach ſooner than a ſmaller, and the ancients made 
uſe of 48 pounders for that purpoſe ; but on account of 

their unweildineſs they were reduced to 24 pounders, 
not that they were better, but more manageable. That 
theſe guns are ſufficiently ſtrong appears not only from 
their proof, nor that they weigh twice as much as thoſe 
of the light nature, bur likewiſe from ſome old 32 iron 
pounders caſt in king Charles the ſecond's time; ſome 
of them remain ſerviceable to this day, and they weighed 
4200 only. 

The firſt caſt guns were made of what is called gun 
metal, and this metal continued for a great while bel 
caſt iron was uſed ; but in time, as artillery became more 
in uſe, the number of cannon became very great, and 
to leſſen the expence iron guns were invented; but the 
opinion of their being liabte to burſt when much heated 

firing, was the cauſe of making them heavier than 
the braſs ; and as ſome did burſt in effect, either through 
wrong management, or the unſkilfulneſs of ſome foun- 
ders, this notion has prevented the more general uſe 
that might be made of them to this day, But for what 

reaſon 
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reaſon we make them much heavier now than in king 
Cbarles's time cannot be accounted for; for the preſent 
32 and 42 pounders weigh 54 and 38 or 56 hundreds; 
whereas they weighed formerly only 4200 and 3200. 
This cannot be owing to better ore, or to more ſkilful 
founders; becauſe l have ſeen iron caſt by the Carron 
company that could not be broke by any means, but 
would flatten and tear like braſs. 1 had two iron three 
pounders caſt by that company for lord Zgmont that 
weighed 3: 3: © each, which ſtood the full ordnance 
proof with three pounds of powder; whereas their charge 
in ſervice ſhould never be more than one fourth, or at 
moſt one third of that quantity. I had ſince two fix 
and two twelve pounders caſt by the ſame company for 
the Portugueſe ſervice z the firſt weighing 7 : 3: o, and 
the others 15: 2 : oʒ and though they are not yet proved. 
I will anſwer for their ſtrength. The old 6 poundets 
weigh 17 : 1 : o, and the 12 pounders 332: 2: o. 

That iron pieces are preferable to braſs evidently ap- 
ars from the experience we had in the laſt war ; for 

at Belleifle the braſs guns were ſoon rendered uſoleſs, and 
iron ſhip guns were uſed to finiſh the ſiege. I have 
been aſſured by. ſeveral artillery officers, that in all the 
ſieges we made in the laſt war, they were obliged to uſe 
iron guns, becauſe the braſs did never ſtand great firing, 
though they weigh 400 more than the iron. 

This is eaſily accounted for, becauſe gun metal is a 
compoſition of copper and tin: the copper requires a 
red heat to melt, and tin only a common fire; ſo that 
when the gun is heated by much firing, the tin melts, 
and the copper alone remains to ſupport the force of 

_ exploſion; by which the muzzle droops, and the vent 
widens ſometimes to that degree, as a man's fiſt may go 
init, To make the vent more durable they put in a 
piece of copper to grain it, as it is called. This grain 
is fixed into the mould before the melted metal is ler in 
to make them unite together ; but as copper is fofter 
than gun metal, inſtead of making the vent more 

; durable, 
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| ſuch metals have as yet been diſcovered. It is true, 

this war that I heard of, what occaſion is there for any 

ſame weight as the braſs, and proved in the ſame man- 

they can, with a pound and a quarter of powder, 'in the 

* 
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durable. as it is imagined, it rather weakens it in my 
opinion. If a ſteel grain was put in, provided it can 
be united with the metal, there is no doubt but it would 
be better than any other metal; for it has been found 
by experience, that a new vent of iron being made, it 
was ſcarcely ever ſpoiled afterwards. The French had 
a gun with an iron vent at Belleiſle, which was found 
after the ſiege to be the only one that ſtood out the ſiege 
without -being ſpoiled. To make a compoſition of gun 
metal of a durable ſubſtance, the ingredients ſhould be. 
ſuch as require the ſame degree of heat to melt; but no 

that ſome Saxons pretend to have that ſecret; but as 
they have nor yet made any guns of it, no dependance 
can be made on it. | 
As good iron caſt from virgin ore has all the quality 
that can be deſired in gun metal, and not one burſt all 

other? and there is ſuch a plenty of it every where, 
eſpecially in England, and the founders are ſo expert in 
their buſineſs at preſent, that they can make it more or 
lefs malleable, as they pleaſe ; beſides, the expence is ſo 
much lefs, as 9 or 10 to one; which one would think 
ſhould be a ſufficient motive to uſe no other. Although 
the artillery officers agree, that iron battering pieces are 
preferable to braſs, yet to make field pieces of iron they 
by no means approve of, becauſe they ſay it would be 
too dangerous to ſtand by them in time of action; but 
what ſhould prevent a proper trial to be made? And if 
it does not ſucceed, the expence would be inconſider- 
able; and if it does, as I do not doubt it will, what a 
prodigious expence would be ſaved. 

I would adviſe to have two ſix pounders caſt of the 

ner; then fire them three hundred rounds as quick as 

ſame manner as the braſs were tried ; and if they ſtand 
ſuch a trial, let the officers then judge whether there can 

be 
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be any danger in uſing them. We are not | to judge 
raſhly in a matter of ſo great importante as this, with- 
but 2 full and ſufficient proof; It is not the opinion of 
a few perſons we are to judge by, but by matter of fact. 
I may poſſibly be miſtaken, though I think to have 

ſufficient proofs of what I aſſert; and therefore recom- 
nd proper trials to be abſolutely certain. ' 
As we propoſe chambers to be made in: all calibers 

from an 18 pounder upwards, it will not be improper 
o ſhew here their advantage, firſt from experiments, 
and afterwards from theory. General '//#/tamſon and 
he reſt of the artillery officers made likewiſe - ſeveral 
experiments with ſhells from a bomb veſſel in the har- 
dour of Mahon in 1746. Of which I ſhall only inſert 
he range of the fifth, which was 4570 yards ; the mortar 
as loaded with 35 | and 10 ounces, the ſhell weighed 
wo hundred or 224 pounds, and the angle of elevation 
degrees; and the range of the ſeventeenth experi- 
ent with a ten inch mortar was 3787 yards; the ſhell 
eighed 97 lb. and the mortar loaded with 12 pounds 

pf powder, Now the charge of the firſt mortar being 
bout 5.6 parts of the weight of the ſhell, produced a 
greater range than the 18 pounder gun loaded with half 
he weight of the ſhot z the ſecond mortar was loaded 
ith no more than an eighth part of the ſhell's weight, 
nd yet its range differed but 3 73 yards from that of 
he gun. This great difference between the forces of 
owder, when it was confined in a chamber, and in a 
zun without a chamber, can ariſe from no other cauſe, 
han that the direction of its force is nearer to that of 
he ſhell than it is to that of the ſhot. Ir is true, that 
he refiſtance of the air is leſs on the ſhell than on the 
ot; but, on the other hand, the bore of the mortar 

8 ſo ſhort, and ſo wide in compariſon to the width of 
he chamber, that the exploſion of the powder can only 
ct upon the ſhell before it is ſenſibly moved from its 
lace; inſtead of which it acts upon the ſhot till it 
aves the gun, All this being conſidered, the advan- 

0 | tage 
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tage of chambers in guns, as well as in mortars, will 

a means be depended upon: ſince the ſmalleſt error in 

| \ UTHORS agree, and experience ſhews, that 

deſcends; and though it riſes again when the heat l 
abated, yet it remains always be 

be found to be very conſiderable. Wich 
We ſhall prove this likewiſe by theory hereafter in 

theorem the vt. * 
Though we have ſhewn that the theory of powder it 
as yet defective in many teſpects for want of « ſufficient 
number of good experiments, thoſe which have hitherto 
been made were with too ſmall quantities, as can by no 

few grains becomes very conſiderable in the charges of 
artillery pieces; neither do we know the time of the 
degrees of inflammation, All that can be done, ist0 
ſuppoſe that it fires all at the firſt inſtant, and proceed 
upon this ſuppoſition, though erroneous, till ſuch time 
that the law of inflammation; has been diſcovered. 

— 4 - * * v * 9 —̃— * 
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TRHEORVY of POWDER. 

| TAHEZORE M |. 

The exploſſon of fired powder produces a permanent elali 
fluid, and farms a ſphere, if not prevented by any exit 
nal obſtacle, | # 

fired powder produces an elaſtic fluid ; and if i 
be fired under an exhauſted receiver, the mercurial gage 

| ow its common, [taps 
dard; which plainly ſhews, that the fluid produced by 
fired powder 1s elaſtic and permanent, 4 

Again, if a ſmall quantity of powder be fired on 
table, its flame riſes in the form of a ſemi- ſphere; and 
in whatever veſſel powder is confined, the exploſion mil 
always burſt it in the weakeſt part, if the elaſtic force 

be 
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be ſufficient. Conſequently fired powder acts on every 
ſide alike ; which could not happen, unleſs the exploſion - 
was ſpherical, * 

REMARK. 

Though authors agree, that powderproduces an elaſtic 
fluid when fired, yet they differ in the manner of it. 
Moſt of them ate of opinion, that powder is only con- 
denſed air, which being heated by the exploſion, as 
well as the natural air contained between the interſtices 
of the gtains, produced this elaſtic fluid. Others affirm, 
that the air contained in powder exiſts in its natural ſtare x 
which being heated expands itſelf, and produces the 
exploſion, But this is contradicted by the above cited 
experiment: for when the heat in the receiver is abated, 
the mercurial gage ſhould, according to this ſuppoſition, 
riſe again to the ſame height as it was before; which is 
contrary to experience, | IK 

Sir Iſaac Newton lays, in his Optics, Query 10, that 
if ſalt of tartar be mixed with powder, and that mixture 
be heated till it takes fire, the exploſion will be more 
violent and quick than that of powder alone; which 
can proceed from no other cauſe, than the actioſ of the 
vapour of the powder upon the falt of tartat, whereby . 
that ſalt is rarefted ; and therefore the exploſion of pow- 
der arifes from the violent action, whereby all the mix- 
ture being quiekly and vehemently heated, is rarefied 
and converted into fume and vapour; which vapour, by 
the violence of that action becoming ſo hot as to ſhine, 
appears in the form of flame. Thus far Sir 1/aac Vetoton. 

But whether the elaſtic force of powder be owing to 
the expanſion of air, or to ſome other fluid produced hy 
the ingredients of which it is made, is not material in 
reſpect to what follows; it being ſufficient for our pur- 
pole, that the force produced thereby acts chiefly accord - 
ing to the ſame law as all other efaſtic fluids; which it 
will be proved to do by experiments hereafter. | 

| C-2 THEOREM 
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'THeoR EM II. 

The denſities of the ſame quantity of an elaſtic fluid,” con- 
tained in different capacities, are as theſe capacilies in. 
ver ſely. 5 

For the ſame quantity of matter being reduced to half 
the bulk, will have its parts twice nearer each other; 
if it be reduced to one third or one fourth of the bulk, 
the parts will be three or four times cloſer to each other; 
and whatever the bulk is reduced to, the parts will 
always be cloſer to each other in the ſame proportion, 
And fince the denſity of matter conſiſts in the cloſeneſy 
of the parts, it is evident that the denſity increaſes-as 

the bulks diminiſh z conſequently, the denſities of the 
ſame quantity of an elaſtic fluid, contained in different 
Capacities, are as theſe capacities inverſely, | 

Con. I. 

Hence it follows, that the denſities of different quan» 
tities of the ſame elaſtic fluid, contained in the ſame or 
equal capacities, are as theſe quantities. For if twice 
the quantity be contained in the ſame capacity, the den- 
ſity will be double; if three or four times the quantity 
be contained in the ſame capacity, the denſity will be 

triple or quadruple; and therefore, in general, whatever 
the ratio is between the quantities contained in the ſame 
or equal capacities, that of the denſities will always be 
the ſame. . | 4 

ge Cox. II. 

Hence the denſities of different quantities of the ſame. 
_ elaſtic fluid, contained in different capacities, are as the 
quantities directly, and the capacities inverſely. For 
becauſe the denſities of the ſame quantity of an elaſtic 

fluid, 
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fluid, contained in different capacities, are as theſe capa- 
cities inverſely, by Theorem II. and the denſities of 
different quantities of the ſame fluid, contained. in the 
ſame or equal capacities, are as theſe quantities directly 
by Cor. I. it is evident, that if the quantities are dif- 
ferent, as well as the capacities, the denſities will be as 
the quantities directly, and the capacities inverſely, 

„ Lai ML. 7 avs 114 

The intenſity of heat produced by the txplofion of fired pow- 
Aer, will be as the denſity of the dt. 
For the heats of the ſame, quantity of powder, fired 

in different capacities, will be as theſe. capacities in- 
verſely-z and the heats of different quantities, fired in 
the ſame or equal capacities, are as theſe quantities di- 
rely. Therefore the intenſity of heat produced by 
different quantities of fired powder in different capacities, 
is as the quantities directly, and the capacities inverſely; 
or as the denſities by the laſt Corollary. f yy 

THEOREM, IV. 

The elaſtic force produced by an explofion of fired powder, is 
in the compound ratio of the denſity of the fluid, and be 
intenſity of beat. | 

For the elaſtic force of condenſed air is as the force 
of compreſſion, and the force of compreſſion is.as the 
denſity ; and ſince the elaſtic force is alſo increaſed by 
hear, it is manifeſt, that the elaſtic force is in the com- 
8 ratio of the denſity of the fluid, and the intenſity 
of heat. He: 

This may likewiſe be proved as follows: ſince every 
particle of the fluid has the ſame degree of heat, and 
the total force of the exploſion is equal to the ſum of 
the forces of all the parts; the elaſtic force of the ex- 

c 3 ploſion 



- afterwards that the force increaſed by heat, he ſays, we 

RX INTRODUCTION. | 
ploſion is therefore in the compound ratio of the heat of 
one particle, and the ſum of all the particles, or, which 
is the ſame, the denſity of the fluid. Conſequently the 
tlaſtic force, produced by the exploſion of fired powder, 
is in the compound ratio of the denſity of the fluid, and 
the intenſity of heat, | : 1444) 

REMARK, 

and therefore he ſuppoſes the increaſe of force, produced 
by heat, to be conſtant, in his propoſition ; but finding 

have hitherto ſyppoſed powder, when fired, to be equally 
kot with iron, at the beginning of its white heat; but 
we have obſerved, that it varies according to the quan- 
tity of Z. fired together. The flame therefore m 
have all the different degrees, from that of a langui 
red reat, to the heat ſufficient for the vitrification of 
metals; which agrees exactly with what has been ſaid in 
the laſt Theorem. That heat increaſes greatly the elaſti- 
city of air, is known by heating an empty bottle, well 
corked, in boiling water; for it will either drive the 
cork out, or elſe burſt the bottle. It is likewiſe well 
known, that the ſteam of boiling water produces a great 
elaſtic force, and perhaps more than fired powder, ; al- 
though cold water ſeems to be entirely void of elaſticity, 

fince it cannot be compreſſed by any force we know oh 
Hence it ſeems as if cold water was in its denſeſt ſtate j 
and it appears very probable, that the denſity of air hay 
its limit, beyond which it never can be reduced, 

Cad. L 

Since the intenſity of heat is as the denſity of the 
Avid, by Theor. III. and the elaſtic force of fired ey 

er 
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der is in the compound ratio of the denſity of the fluid, 
and the intenſity of hear, the elaſtic force of fired pow- 
der is therefore in a duplicate ratio of the denſity; and, 
conſequently, by Cor. II. of Theor. II. the elaſtic force 
of fired powder is in the duplicate ratio of the quantity 
of powder directly, and the duplicate ratio of the capa- 
cities inverſely. | » by £4 | 

| | * ſt Cox. II. 

Hence, if the quantities of powder ate in the ſame 
ratio as the capacities in which they are contained, the 
forces of exploſion will be equal. 9 "or 

For ſince thele forces are in the duplicate ratios of the 
quantities, of powder directly, and the duplicate ratio 
of the capacities inverſely ; the ſingle ratios being equal 
by ſuppoſition, the duplicate will likewiſe be equal. 

C OR, III. 

By a known property of fluids in general, the preſ- 
ſure againſt any ſurface is in the compound ratio of the 
impreſſing force, and the ſurface preſſed ; and ſince, of 
all equal ſolids, the ſphere has the leaſt ſuaface, it is 
evident, that of all capacities which contain the ſame 
quantity of powder, the ſpheric is the ſtrongeſt, or, 
which is the lame, is the leaſt preſſed, 

Cor, IV.. 

Hence, the forces againſt ſpheric ſhells, filled with 
quantities of powder proportional to their capacities, 
are to each other as the ſquares of their radii , for the 
forces of exploſion being equal by Cor. IL the forces 
againſt theſe ſhells will be as the ſurfaces preſſed ; and 
they being as the ſquares of the radii, the forces im- 
preſſed will be in the ſame ratio of the ſquares of the 
radii, Conſequently, if the thickneſs of ſhells are pro- 

| Cc 4 portional 
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ortional to their radii, will be equally ſtrong; 

fince their thickneſs will — prot — ſquares 
of the radii, 5 3 as _ mpeg forces. 
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oy is alſo manifeſt, A the forces galt the concave 
part of the cylindric ſurfaces, filled with proportionable 
uantities of powder, are as theſe ſurfaces : for the 

fo rces of. exploſion are equal in this caſe, by Cox. II. 
and therefore the impreſling forces are as the ſurfaces 
preſſed. Now becauſe cylindric furfaces are in the'eom- 
pound ratio of their radii and their axes ; if the axe; 
are equa], the forces are as their radii; if the radii att 
equal, as their axes; and if they are u as che 
ſquares of the radit or ares. 

RR MAR k. 

When pieces of artillery are loaded with charges pro- 
portional to the weights of their ſhots, the axes of the 
charges are proportional to their radii; and as they are 
equally preſſed by the elaſtic force of powder, as far as 
the charge reaches, their outward ſurface ſhould be ſo 
far parallel to their inner one, and the thickneſs of the 
metal made proportional to the radii of their baſes 3 or 
becauſe the diameters of the bores are proportional to 
the diameters of the ſhots, and from thence to the 
mouth, the outward figure ſhould be that deſcribed by 
the rotation of a cubic hyperbola about one of irs aſſym- 
totes, which is placed in the axis of the bore : this ap- 
pears from what has been ſaid in Cor. I. after Theor. IV, 
But becauſe of the action of the ſhot againſt the inſide 
of the piece, the thickneſs of metal mult be ſomewhat 
more towards the muzzle than what this figure makes 
it. 

Before the foregoing Theory can be applied to any 
particular example, it is neceſſary to find the ratio be- 

tcween 

2 Aon 
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tween the preſſure of the atmoſphere and the elaſtic 
force of powder, which is very difficult, becauſe authors 
diſagree very much in their experiments on that head. 

For Mr. Robins ſays, that the air contained in powder - 

is but 244 times denſer than that we breathe; and that 
its elaſticity cannot be increaſed above five times by the 
heat of the exploſion; and from thence he concludes, 
that the elaſtic force of fired powder is about 1000 times 
greater than the preſſure of the atmoſphere. The late 
Mr. Hawk/bee aſſured me, that he found, by ſeveral ex- 
periments, the flame of powder to occupy about 5000 
times the ſpace of the powder unfired, Mr. Belidor ſays, 
that, by ſome experiments he made, he found that ſpace 
to be about 4000 times - increaſed, and that the ſame 
thing had been found by Mr. Amonton. © Mr. Bigot de 
Morogues ſays, in page 65, that he found that ſpace to 
be from 4 to 4500 times; and laſtly, Daniel Bernoullie 
found it to be from 4 to 6coo ®, | 1 

It is certain that theſe experiments'are attended with 
great difficulties, on account of the quickneſs with which 
the powder fires, and the flame diſappears. Another 
difficulty ariſes from the inequality of the preſſure of the 
atmoſphere, as well as from the different ſtrength of 
powder ; and therefore it is impoſſible to arrive at any 
tolerable degree of exactneſs, notwithſtanding all the 
precautions that can poſſibly be taken in making the ex- 
periments : ſo all that can be expected will be to take 
ſuch a number as agrees neareſt with the experiments 
made on the velocities of ſhots, which is that of Mr. 
Belidor's, as being a mean between the greateſt and leaſt 
of theſe ſeveral expzriments, y 

Mr, Boyle ſays, that the greateſt denſity of air is to the greateſt 
rarefaQtion, as unity to 520,000, 

THEOREM 
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againſt am part of a (oe 

 fpheric ſurface deſcribed | 
by the arc DM about the 
radius C D as an axis, 

| cular to the dia- a 
meter AB, is 10 theabſo®» AP © C | 
ute force, as the ſolid deſcribed by the ſegment P N DC 
terminated by the fine PM of that arc, is to the cylinder of . 

the ſame baſe and altitude; and the force againſt the 
 femi-ſphere is to the total Mee, as the od ſphere ia the 
c(ircumſcribed cyli 

Draw the radius C M; then, EL the nature of fluids, 
the ſurface is preſſed in a direction perpendicular to every 

point; whence the abſolute force in the direction C M 
1s to the force impreſſed at the point M, in the n 
PM as CM is to CP; and as this happens in 22 
to every point in the arc M D, the force impreſſe 
the arc MD, will be to the abſolute force as the area 
PMDC'is to the rectangle made by CP and CD: 
confequently the force againſt the 3-0 deſcribed by 
the arc M D about the axis C D, is to the abſolute force 
2s the ſolid deſcribed by the ſegment P MDC in that 
rotation to the cylinder, deſeribed by the rectangle PC 
and CD; and the force againſt the ſemi-ſphere is to the 
abſolute force, as the ſemi-ſphere is to its circumicribed * 
cylinder. | 

Mr. Robins and Mr. Moregues, have ſuppoſed, that 
the force againſt.the ſemi ſphere was equal to that againſt 
the circle AB of the baſe : but they did not conſider, . 
that the directions of the forces againſt the different parts 
of the ſphere were obhque to the direction CD, in 
which the ſphere is ſuppoſed to move; and therefore 
the total force muſt be leſs than the abſolute force. ; 

This. 

7 



This Theorem agrees 

prop. 35» book ii. 
exactly with Sir Iaac Newton's = 

e 

Since the ſphere is the two-thirds of its circumſcribed 
cylinder, it follows that the ball is ated upon by the 
two thirds of the abſolute force of the powder. 85 

Examete I. 

If we ſuppoſe C P to be a third part of the radius 
C A, it will be found by geometry that the cylinder, 
whoſe radius of the baſe is C P, and altitude C D, is to 
the ſolid deſcribed by the pace CPM D about the axis 
CD; or the total force of the powder is to that part 
which acts upon the furface deſcribed by the are M D, 
as 900 to 875: and fince the femi-ſphere is ated upon 
by the two thinds of the total force of the powder, and 
if the quantity be the ſame in both cauſes, the force of 
exploſion upon the ſphere will be to the part which acta 

the * deſetibed by MD, as 600 to 875; 
which ſhews that the force againſt the ſurface is only 2 
parts leſs than the abſolute force goo : whereas the force 
againſt the ſemi-ſphere is but 600, the two thirds of the 
abſolute force 9goo. | 855 

— 

EXAMPLE II. 

If CP be one half of the radius CA, then it will 
be found in the ſame manner as before, that the cir- 
cumſcribed cylinder is to the ſolid deſcribed by the ſpace 
CPM; or the total force of the powder is to the 
part acting upon the ſurface deſcribed by the arc MD. 
as 900 to 841; and the force acting upon the ſphere 
acting upon this ſolid, as 600 to 841. 

Con. 
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Hence it is mavifeſ that chambers, whoſe diameters 
are but one third of the diameter of the bore, are more 
advantageous than thoſe whoſe diameters are: one half, 
as they are made at preſent in our mortars; and if 

have its limits. This agrees 8 with ſeveral expe- 
riments made for that purpoſe : fot! Mr. Hawkſbee tried 
ſeveral times a little mortar, which had three ſhifring 
chambers of the ſame capacity, and always found that 
the chambers. which were en carried the ſhell 
fartheſt. . 
, As the firſt _ of artillery was' printed 1 ths 

18 braſs pounders have been proved, and the general 
conſtruction 'of theſe pieces appears to be properly 
adapted to braſs guns for the land ſervice, I ſhall inſert 
it here, in order to ſhew how- much the metal might de 

6 entral confrudiion of braſs cannon for the land ſervice.” 

Let the leng th A B, ſee Plate I, be 21 diameters of 
its ſhor, the 8 of the metal at the breech and 
vent 18.5 parts, and at the mouth 9; the reſt of the 
conſtruction may be the ſame as that * in page 46. 

9 WP ; 
> . a * 

AK Weight - 
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Weight and dimenſions, of braſs guns for. land ſervice, 
— Io, og +048 Wok 15+ SO SLE TO» 14S: "a 

It muſt be obſerved, [Calid; Length, | Weight, || 
that we made the lengths —— 
of the 24, 32, and 42 ira: 4.1 
pounders the ſame, be- N — 
ing ſufficient for batter- 
ing pieces, and reduces 
the weight of the two 
laſt conſiderably z that 
theſe pieces are ſufficiently | 
ſtrong , appears from the moo — 
old iron 32 and 42 poun- 24 | 9: 8 32: O0: 16 
ders caſt in king Charles — — 
the ſecond's time, which 32 9: 8 [42:05 20 
weighed no more. But it — 
mult be remembered, that | 42 9:8 52: O0: 24 
the charges of theſe pieces _ | n ee 
ſhould never exceed one third of their ſhot's weight, 
becauſe that charge has been found ſufficient by expe- 
riments in all battering: piece. 5 
Me have inſerted this table Iron Field Pieces. 
of the dimenſions of iron field CA. Length. "Weight. | a 
pieces, in order to ſhew how [woo | 
they may be conſtructed, in| 3| 3: 32:1: of 
caſe it ſhould be thought _— 1 
proper to make trial of their 6 is 0 

9 6 

| 
| 

ASD. 12:0: 6 1 

oo'| w |.o | on 

| 

T 

ſtrength. Their length is 
14 diameters of the ſhot, the . 32 9 
thickneſs of metal at the — — . 
breech and vent 18 parts, 12 5 N 9:0: 90 5 

and 9 at the mouth; the reſtꝛp² — | 
of the conſtruftion is the] 18 | 5:10 |[13:.2: © 
ſame as that of the light — — 
braſs field pieces. 24 Q: 3.18: 2: © 

The proof of theſe pieces | Fes 
ſhould be made with one half of the ſhot's weight of 

powder, 

1 
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powder, and their charge in ſervice one fourth, which is 
the ſame as thoſe of — 1 lb. 

If theſe pieces are ca m good virgin ore by a 
ſkilful founder, ſuch as the ok. oft. and th: 
others, without mixing any pig .iron, there cannot be 
the leaſt doubt but they will be as uſeful, and laſt longer 
than the light braſs ; becauſe their vents ſcarcely ever 
ſpoil, and the, pieces never bend at the neck. | 

The reader may perhaps be glad to know the greateſt 
velocities that ſhot can have, ang their greateſt ranges, 
which often have been ſought for by moſt artilleriſts, 
but they could never agree; for which reaſon we ſhall 
inlert them in the following table, 
The firſt column contains . 
* weight of the ſhor, the heme Velocines. | Ranges, 

Or OE ET "OO IE W * 0.4 8 

ſecond the number of feet | I, 
moved over uniformly, in | | 623.7 K 2326 
a ſecond by the greateſt ve- | |. 7” 
locityz and the third the 

eateſt random ranges which 
theſe ſhots can poſſibly have, 
tet the charges be ever ſo 
great. . ' "5 NAT 

This ſhews that ſmall ca- 
bers can never go ſo far as 
greater, and contradicts the 

common pradtice of making 
{malt calibers longer in pro- 
portion, in order to go far- 
ther. . 
A ten inch ſhell may go 
to 5384 yards at an eleva- | 
tion of 45 degrees, and a L Ml 
thirteen to 704 1 - wr) at the ſame degree of elevation; 
which is upwards of four miles. Again, the greateſt 
velocity a leaden bullet of three quarters of an inch 
diameter can poſſibly have, is at the rate of 395 feet a 
ſecond, when uniformly continued. aha 



INTRODUCTION: ' 
The demonſtration: of theſe velocities and ranges 

xXxxix 

given in the appendix. Mr. Robins thinks to prove, ia 
his ſeventh problem, that the velocity of the foregoing 
leaden bullet is 1668 feet in a ſecond, which is more 
than four times greater than that above; and what is 
more extraordinary, he pretends to have found the fame 
velocity by experiments. As he ſeems to build his 
theory upon Sir Iſuac Newton's principles, had he read 
the 4oth propoſition, book ii. he muſt have been con- 
vinced of his miſtake; and from over - rating the velo- 
cities, the reſiſtance of bodies moving in the air is, 

ty-· four times according to his computation, above twen 
too great in a 24 pounder. 

Heights Dillanoe. 

= = 

: 

| 
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from the ſurface of the ſea, and the reſpectivye diſtances 

|| „ INTRODUCTION. 7 

| As the diſtance: a-ſhip may be ſeen ar ſea is eſteemed 
uſeful, we have given them from one yard high to 30, 

| 
"0 in yards and miles: they are deduced from the round. 
1 ' neſs of the ſea's ſurface, according to the prob. in art. 411, 
* of our treatiſe of mathematics: the mean diameter of the 
| earth being 16548856 French toiſes, according to our 

determination; which being reduced into Enghfp yards, 
gives 7,1447018 for its logarithm; to which adding 
continually the logarithm of the height, gives the loga- 
rithm: of the ſquare-of the diſtances in yards; and the 
diſtances in yards being divided by 1760, the number of 

| yards in a mile, gives the number of miles which theſe 
| diſtances contain, \ | 
13 The navigator may always know the height he is from 

1 | " the ſurface of the ſea, when he obſerves the hull of 
| 

| 

o 

another ſhip, at the water edge, then he has rhe diſtance 
marked in the table againſt the height from which he 

| obſerves; but if any part of the ſhip he obſerves is hid 
1 dy the ſurface of the water, he mult give a gueſs how- 
high the part hid is; then if he adds the diſtance againſt 

' __ that height expreſſed in yards, to that againſt the height 
be ſees, the ſame will be the true diſtance to. the ſhip. 
p EXAMPLE. Suppole he obſerves a ſhip from a height 

{| of 15 yards, and the part of the ſhip hid is ;5 yards; 
1 then the diſtance 6470 againſt 5 yards, added to the 
i diſtance 14468 againſt 15 yards, gives 20938 yards or 
12 miles nearly for the diſtance required. ., | 

We have not conſidered the refraction of the air, by 
which the ſhip may be ſeen a little farther than what is 
marked in the table, But if the ſhip is within the hori- 

if zon, and the height of the part feen between the ſurface. 
il of the water and the horizontal line, then the diſtance _ 
!' anſwering to this height, ſubtracted from the firſt, gives 
|| that between the two ſhips, | 8 
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WEIGHTS any MEASURES. 
O proceed with order in the enſuing work, 
it is proper to mention the neceſſary weights 
and meaſures uſed in Artillery, for the bet- 
ter underſtanding the uſe and conſtruction 
of the tables. | 

An inch- is the leaſt common meaſure; 12 inches 
make a foot, 2 feet a yard, a pole is 16.5 feet, a furlong 
40 yards, and a mile 1960 yards, Theſe meaſures are 
alſo ſub-divided into 10, 100, and 1000 parts. 

Avoirdupois weight is uſed in Artillery, and in all 
heavy commodities z a drachm is the leaſt weight, 16 
of which make an ounce, 16 ounces a pound, 14 pounds 
a ſtone, 112 pounds a hundred weight, 20 hundreds a 
ton, rn os 

As French weights and meaſures are proper to be 
underſtood in Artillery, we ſhall give the proportion 
between ours and theirs. The gentlemen of the Royal 
Society in London, in conjunction with thoſe of the Royal 
Academy of Sciences at Paris, are ſaid to have, with 

B | great 
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ame meaſiires wit 
thoſe of France z the reſult of which is, i 
The Enznptoot to the T1. 

The UI pound avoirdupois to the French pound 
marc, as 63 to 68. Whence 100 French pounds make 
very near 108; and therefore their hundred · weight is to 
ours, as 108 to 112; that jb, as 27 to 28, atcording 
to this proportion. | 

The proportion of the French and Engliſh foot is nearly 
exact; for I tried two French ſectors, the one made by 
Te Maire feemed to be exactiy divided, and ound that 
three French inches make 3.2 of ours; fo that the French 
foot is to ours as 32 te 30, which is near 114 to 107; 

ſince if 114 be multiplied by 15, the product will be 
1710; and 107 multiplied by 16, Fick 17121 Which 
exceeds the former by 2 only. 

But the proportion of the French and our weights i is 
by no means right, as will appear hereafter, when we 
give tables of ſhots. It is hard to judge how ſuch a 
miſtake could happen, unleſs the 1 44 they compared 
were not thoſe uſed in the Artillery there and here. 

Before we proceed any farther, i : will be neceſſary to 
premiſe ſome geometrical propoſitions, which ought to 
be known, in order to underſtand ſeveral parts of this 

| work, ; * 4 

— — - U — - v ꝛ¶ — ͥ ͤ-ſ —— . — 2 —— 

Seeds? 

I. The diameter of the circle is to its circumferenct 
| as 113 is to 355 nearly, 
II. The ſquare of the diameter is to the area of the 

circle, as 452 to 355. 
III. The cube of the diameter is to the ſolid content 

of a ſphere, as 678 to 355. 
IV. The cubes of the axes are to the ſolid contents 

| of equialtitude cylinders, as 452 to 355+ 
V. The ſolid content of a ſphere is to the circum- 

{cribed cylinder, as 2 to 3. Theſe propoſitions 
are demonſtrated in the Ninth Section of my 
Elements of Mathematics, k 

T 
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The following table contains the weight of a cubic 

foot, expreſſed in ounces, of the ſeveral ſubſtances ſpe- 
cified, which I have for the moſt; part taken from Mr. 
Cotes's bydroſtatic lectures. Thoſe of gun metal have 

r been computed from their mixture, and the caſt iron 
" WY from the 9 pound ball, whoſe diameter is four inches, 
5 BY exceedingly near, according to Sir Jonas Moor. 

Specific gravities of bodies. 

* C — 9000 Steel — m— 7643 
b 3 .— 7320 Marble — — 7700 10 
[ Gun metal — 8784 Dry Oak — 925 
e Caſt braſs — 8000 Dry aß — 800 
h Lead — — 11325 Dry maple — © 755. 
| Iron — — 7645 Dry em —— 600 
K Caſt iro — 7425 Dry fir — — 350 
a Shells — — 4892 Powder -—— 380 

For his father weighing ſeveral iron balls with a 
curious ſcale, found one nearly round, whoſe diameter 
was 6.63 inches, and weighed 41 pounds; from thence 
the diameter of a 9 pound ball is found to be 3.9995 
inches, which being ſo very near 4 inches, by taking it 
as ſuch, no ſenſible error can happen in computation. 

Having the weight of a cubic foot of theſe bodies, - 
that of any parts may be found by proportion; and on 
the contrary, the weight of any part of a body being 
given, its ſpecific gravity, or the weight of a cubic foot, 
may be found. Thus a cubic foot, or 1728 cubic inches 
of gun metal, weigh 8784 ounces, or 549 pounds: then 
dividing 1728 by 9, we get 192 cubic inches; and 
dividing 549 by 9, we get 61 pounds. Hence 192 
cubic inches of gun metal weigh 61 pounds. 
Again: 1728 cubic inches of caſt iron, weighing 7425 

| ounces, or 464 pounds and an ounce, which we ſhall 
neglect; then 1728 divided by 16, gives 108, and 464 
divided by 116, gives 3 Hence 108 cubic inches — 

B 2 ca 
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- quorient 1.923 will be the diameter of a one pound ball; 

the given weight, gives the diameter required, 

. uſe of logarithms; for if the logarithm .2839793 of 

the given logarithm.28 39793, to the third part .4600704 

will be the logarithm of the diameter of a ball weighing 

caſt iron weigh 29 pounds. Theſe two examples will 
be uſeful hereafter in finding the weight of guns; 
A ſhell, whoſe diameter is 124, weighs 192 pounds 
when loaded, as will be ſhewn;z and 355 is to 678, as 
the content or weight 192, is to the content or weight 
of the cube $66.69 made by its diameter: but the cube 
2072.67 of 124, is to the cube 1728 of 12, as the 
weight 366.69 is tothe weight 4892 of a cubic foot, or 
the ſpecific gravity of ſhells.  _ 

Again: a cylinder of powder, whoſe axis and dia- 
meter are each 3.42 inches, contains one pound, or 16 
ounces, as will be ſhewn hereafter; and 355 is to 432, 
as the weight 16 ounces of the cylinder is to the weight 
20.372 ounces of the cube made by its axis: but the 
cube 40 of 3.42 is to the cube 1728 of 12, as the 
weight 20.372 is to the weight 880 ounces of a cubic 
foot, or the ſpecific gravity of ordnance powder. 

ai. - la a. awnS O<« a 

3 * CD ww . — woe & 

ExAur LE I. 

To find the diameter of an iron ball, whoſe weight is 
given, ſuppoling that of a 9 pound is 4 inches. Say, 
the cube root, 2.08, of 9 pounds is to 4 inches, as the 
cube root of the given weight is to the diameter ſought; 
or if 4 be divided by 2.08, the cube root of , the 

which being continually multiplied by the cube root of 

This may be done in a ſhorter manner by making 

1.923 be conſtantly added to the third part of the loga- 
rithm of the weight, the ſum will be the logarithm of 
the diameter. Suppoſe a ball to weigh 24 pounds, add 

of the logarithm 1.3802112 of 24, the ſum .9440494 

24 pounds, which therefore is 5.5468 inches, 1 

— — age 
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If the weight be expreſſed by a fraction, the rule is 

ſtill the ſame; for inſtance, the diameter of a pound 
| and à half ball, or of J, is found, by adding the-Joga- - | 
rithm .2839793, found above, to .0580971, one third 
of the logarithm of 4; the ſum . 3426764, will be the 

logarithm of the diameter required, which therefore is 
2.2013 inches. 282 

The diameter of an ounce ball is found, by ſubtract- 
ing. 4013733. one third of the logarithm of 16, from 
the logarithm . 2839793, of one pound; as this loga - 
rithm is leſs than the other, an unit muſt be added to 
it; then the difference. 882606, will be the Jogarithm 
of the ball's diameter, which weighs an ounce. This 
logarithm being continually added to the third part of 
the logarithm of the weight expreſſed in ounces, and 
an unit being taken from the ſum, the remainder will 
be the logarithm of the diameter: thus, let the ball 
weigh eight ounces, add . 300300, the third part of 
the logarithm of 8, to the logarithm .882606 of one 
ounce; the ſum . 18363, after having ſubtracted unity, ; 
will be that of the diameter, which is 1.526 inches. 

As the diameter of the bore, or the caliber of the 
piece, is made one twentieth part larger than that of the 
ſhot, according to the preſent practice, ve have com- 
puted the following. ä 
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AR T. I'L LIE RY. . 

The numbers in the firſt horizontal line are units, 
and thoſe in the firſt vertical columa the tens : the other 
numbers under the one, and qppaũte tq the others, ace 
the reſpeRive diameters of ſhot and calibeta. Thus to 
find the diameter of the ſhot, and the caliber of a 24 
pounder, look for the number 2 at the fide, and for 
4 at top; then the number 5.547 under 4, and oppoſite 
to 2, will be the Kaen of the ſhot in inches and 
decimals, and the number 5.824, under the firſt, the 
caliber of the 24 poynder, Again, to find the diameter 
of the ſhot, and the caliber of a 36 pqunder; look for 
3 at the fide, and 6 at the top, then the number 6.350, 
under 6, and oppoſite to 3, will be the diameter of the 
ſhot, and the number 6.666 under it, the caliber of the 
36 pounder. In the fame manner may be found the 
diameter of the ſhot and the caliber of any gun, under 
a 60 pounder : thoſe above 48 are not uſed, © 

B 4 Diameters 
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This table is conſtructed upon the ſuppoſition that 
the diameter of a four pound ball is three French inches, 
according to their authors; and from thence, the dif- 

ference between the logarithm of three inches, and one 

third of the logarithm of four pounds, gives the lo- 
garithm. 2764347 of the diameter of a one pound ball, 
which being continually added to one third of the num- 
ber of pounds of the ball, the ſum will be the loga- 
rithm of the diameter of that ball in inches and decimals. 
The windage of the French guns is but one twenty - 
ſeventh part of the balls diameter; which, therefore, 
being added to the diameter, gives that of the caliber. 
Mr. Saint Remy gives a table of thele diameters in page 
126, vol. i. new edit. in inches and duodecimals, with- 
out mentioning how it was conſtructed. In page 82, he 
ſays, that Butterfield has computed it, and that it is 
very exact. Butterfield was an Engliſh mathematical- 
inſtrument- maker eſtabliſhed at Paris. 

This table agrees nearly with that given by Saint 
Remy, p. 136, as appears from the following numbers, 
where lines and points are reduced into decimals of an 
inch. X - 

The firſt column contains the[, _ 
weights of the ſhot, - the ſecond] 24—5.444—5.451 
their diameters in inches and de- 36—6.229—6.237 
cimals according to Saint Remy, | 39——06.417—6.409 
and in the third the ſame diameters | 41—6,513—6 517 
according to our tables. Hence, | 46—6.776—6.771 
our diameters are greater as far as a thirty ſix pound 
ſhot, and leſs above it, Therefore the French table has 
not been conſtructed from the rule that the weights of 
ſhots are as the cubes of their diamerers, unleſs ſome 
errors have been commitred in their computations. 

The following table has been computed upon the ſup- 
poſition, that the French foot is to the Engiiſb as 114 is 
10 107, as we have ſhewn in page 2; and from thence, 
the logarithm of the diameter of a French pound is 
3039558, expreſſed in Engliſh inches and decimals. 2 As 
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ARTILLERY. 
As to the reſt of the diameters they are found in the 
ſame manner as before. 

b guns in Engliſh 
inches. 

\ 

Diameters of the ſhots and bores of Frenc 
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AR TFILLE RN. IT 
This table ſerves to compare the French calibers to 

urs; for example, the diameter g.808 of .a-24 pound 
ball is ſomething more than 5.769, that of our 27, That 
6.392, of their 32, nearly equal to 6.408, that of our 
7. That 6.648 of their 36, nearly equal to 6.684 of 

bur 42. | | | | | | 7 

The diameter of a French ꝗ pound ſhot is4.188 inches 
pf our meaſure, and its cube 73.453; and as the dia- - - 

eter of our 9 pounder is 4 inches, and its cube 64 
herefore the French weight is to ours as 73.453 is to 64, 
or as 70 to 61 nearly: which differs greatly from the 
atio mentioned before. Therefore 100 French pounds 
ake 1144 pounds, and not 198, as the former pro- 

DOrtion gives. —.— N 8 . | 

The proof that this ratio is the neareſt that can be 
ven by two figures, we ſhall ſuppoſe, with Sir Jenas 
ver, that the diameter of a9 pound iron ſhot is 2.9995 « of 

nches; then as 114 is to 107, as 3.9995 is to 3.7593 | 
French inches, whoſe cube is 32. 899, and 70 is to 6 
8 9 to 75.8428 pounds French weight, Therefore the 
ube 52.899 is to the cube 27. of 3, as the weight 
5.8428 is to the weight 4.0004 pounds of the ſhor, 
hoſe diameter is 3 French inches, which agrees nearly 
ith the ſuppoſition of the French : but if = ratio 68 

o 63 be ſuppoſed, a 9 pounder Exgliſb weighs 8, 33823 
hen by proportion the weight of a thor, whoſe dia- 
eter is 3 French inches, will be 4.2558 pounds, or 
bove a quarter more than 4 pounds; which is certainly 
more than it is poſſible not to perceive. . 

Iron 
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Whence the diameter of any bullet is found, by di- 
viding 1.6706 inches by the cube-root of the number. 
which ſhews how many of them make a pound; or this 
may be done in a ſhorter manner. From the logarithm 
.2228756 of 1.6706 ſubtract continually the third part 
of the logarithm gf the number of bullets in the pound, 
and the difference will be the logarithm of the diameter 

required. _ 9631 TITS; 
Thus the diameter of a bullet, whereof 12 weigh a 

pound, will be found by ſubttacting. 3597270, a third 
part of the logarithm of 12, from'the given logarithm 

2228756, or, when this logarithm is leſs than the for- 
mer, an unit muſt be added, ſo as to have 1.222876, 
and the difference. 8631486 will be the logarithm of 
the diameter ſought z which is .7297 inches; obſerving 
thar the number found will always be a decimal, when 
the logarithm which is to be ſubtracted is greater than 
that of one pound; becaule the diviſor is greater than 
the dividend in this caſe. 2 KY 

From the ſpecific gravity of lead, the diameter'of any 
bullet may be found from its given weight. For ſince 
a cubic foot weighs 11325 ounces by our table, and 678 
is to 355 as the cube 1728 of a foot, or 12 inches, is 
the content of the ſphere, which therefore is 5929.7 
ounces ; and ſince ſpheres are as the cubes of their dia- 
meters, the weight 5929.7 1s to 16 ounces, 'or one 
pound, as the cube 1728 is to the cube of the diameter 
of a ſphere which weighs a pound; which cube there- 
fore 1s 4.66263, and its root .1.6706 inches, the dia- 
meter ſought, | 

Sir Jonas Moor makes this diameter 1.69 inches : 
though he was very curious in his experiments, yet as 
the ſpecific gravities have likewiſe been determined by 
Cotes and ſeveral eminent men, it would be a preſump- 
tion in me to determine which of the two diameters is 
the moſt accurate; for which reaſon we ſhall give two 
tables, one of which of theſe ſuppoſitions, leaving the 
choice to the impartial reader, 

D;ameters 
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*% a 1 * 

Diameter 1 jade bulls from 1 t 39 in FR young ate 
cording" to * | 

L — 3 2 —— 

bo] 1: | 2 4.35} 4 TE 

00 11:67 10. 5 158 1. 051+ 977 | 

91 7510, 730] -711]. 693). 677 
ba B41: ca 4 id ts; 60 2 587 *$79;- 571. 56 

| A UE 532) +526 — | 506]. 5o1l. 

Diameter of 7 Bullets 1 1 60 39 in the gude a 
| ng to Sir Jonas Moor. 

N 
1.0640. 98 

1 o. 7840. 760 0.73800. 7190. 70iſo 685] 

2 — 0.612 0.603þ.594[0- 586 0, 578 | 

—5 17 0. 5120 50% o. 50 $44 0:537 0-53210.527\0-521 

The diameter of the muſket bores differ not above one 
fiftieth parc from that of the bullet ; for if the ſhot but 
Juſt rolls into the barrel it is ſufficient. The govern- 
ment allows 11 bullets in the pound, for the proof of 
muſkets, and 14 in the pound, or 29 in two pounds, 
for ſervice: 17 for the proof of carabins, and 20 for 
ſervice; and 28 in the pound for the proof of piſtols, 
and 34 for ſervice, 

As powder meaſures are uſefol in artillery, being 
more handy than weights, ſaving time, and are necet- 
fary in ricochet firing, we ſhall inſert here ſome expe 
riments I made upon that ſubject in 1753, at the royal 
e of artillery. 

I. A cy- 



* 
— 

I. A cylinder, whoſe axis and diameter were two 
inches each, contained 3 ounces and 3 grains, or 51 
grains; and as ſimilar cylinders are as the cubes of their 
axis; if we ſay 51 grains are to 256 grains, or one 
pound, as the cube 8 of 2 inches is to the cube 40.155 
of the diameter of a like cylinder holding one pound. 

II. A cylinder, whoſe axis and diameter were 4 inches 
each, held 25 ounces and 10.5 grains, or 410.5 grains; 
whence 410.5 grains are to 256 grains, as the cube 64 
of 4 inches is to 39.912, the cube of the axis of a cy- 
linder holding one.pound, 94 5 4 It BY 

III. A cylinder, whoſe diameter and axis were 6 
inches each, held 5 pounds 6 ounces and- 6 grains,- or 
1382 grains. Hence 1382 : 256 :: 216 : 40.04 for 
the cube required. C XY 

LV. A two-inch cube held 4 ounces and 1 grain, or 
65 grains; and as 462 is to 355, ſo is the cube 8 of 
the axis to the content of the cylinder, which therefore 
is 51.05, Hence 65: 236: : 8: 40: 117, the cube of 
the axis. 9 

V. A fix inch cube held 6 pounds 13 ounces and 13 
rains, or 1757. grains; ſo then 452 1355 :: 1787: 
* or 1 360. the content of the cylinder; — if 
1380: 256 :: 216: 40.07, this fourth term will be the 
cube of the axis required. Hence a medium of theſe 
five experiments gives 40,053 cubic inches, whoſe cube 
root 3.42 will be the diameter of a cylinder holding a 
pound of powder. 2 
From hence we may deduce the ſpecific gravity of 

powder. which is no more than the content of a cubic 
foot expreſſed in ounces. Now fince 355 is to 452, as 
the content 16 ounces of the cylinder is to 20.37, the 
content of the cube of its axis, and the cube 40 of the 
axis is to the cube 1728 of 12 inches, or a foot, as 
20.372 ounces to 880 ounces contained in a cubic foot 
of powder. 

Sir Jonas Moor found by ſeveral experiments the di- 
ameter of a cylinder holding a pound of powder to be 
3-165 inches, | 

Dia- 
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= Diameter * beights of e ooh mak * t 
1 o 39 ounces, "— to ny author... . 

— Ee IS. 4 dv cot, cmcct 

— go 

wk _ 

* wars of . yy 1 — 0 EI 8 

1 

2 " 

4 ſw | 

— — 

1357 

2.963 

3-744]3-80313-85 

— 263 

is 2.714. 

| 85 2 . . . 

3.10503. 191 

171 1 

1.957 

— 

1 — 

— 

14 309'4-35314-39714: 

ay, 

2.15412. 

3.27103. 
—— 
3 91513+ 
— — 

\ 

4 The Wgaehn of an ounce is cakes 3 * | 
4 numbers are found, by adding one third of the logarithm 

of the number of ounces. Thus the number of 8 ounces 
is found by adding .3010300, one third of the logarithm 
of 8 to that of one ounce, which gives. 4336767 for 
the logarithm of che aumber —__ ; Nov ag WO 

Diameter and 2 heights of Hide powder meaſures from 1 
| to 39 Pounds, accoriing to the author. 

© +$] © 
— — 

e ” * — 

O 3.42 
— — — — 

7.3687. 600 36807 

9 2839.435 

1 1 
— — — 

43094932 

7.830.041 

ENEF] 
15:429 

8.24: 243 
— — 

9-583 

10.63110.74 10.86 = 08 

726 9:05 

* 

5.848 

O. 

6 
— — 

6.21406. 5406 8247. 

8.43408.61 

10,13 

Te. 1611 1.29 

| - 5 

— — 

8.7948 963 

10.2610. 38 
— — — 

1.451. co 

Diameter 
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Diameter of cylindric powder meaſures, w
hen ihe diam ter | 

is to the axis as 2 10 3, according to the author. 

31 | A * 3..3 18> 

e ſ—— — — — 1 

o| © 2.15512.268|2.371]2.472 
— ee M$ bone: 

112-554 2.98803. 0493. 1643. 164 

n 3-218 i oz 3.5573. 60⁰ Ld | 

313.684 113-97 3:915|3.951 ee | 

> — IS = 3 2 

4 308/4-743]5-10915-428[5-714/5:96«[6.215] 
—— — — — — ſꝶ— — — — — — 

7.024%. 201 7.368 7. 5297. 082 78300. 975 
— 141 — — — ——ñ — 

8.496 8.518 8.735 e 9.181 
— — ———ů—— 

— — [. | — E 11S 
9.58 39.679 2.259 9-863 19.00/10.05[10.1 

Theſe diameters are found, if thoſe of the former 
tables be divided by 1.1447, the cube root of Z. 

As I look upon theſe experiments to have been made 
with great accuracy, this difference can proceed from 
no other cauſe, than that the grain of the powder was 
ſomething finer in his time than at preſent. The chang- 
ing the ſize of the grains, is attended with many in- 
conveniences without the leaſt advantage; for the 
powder meaſures made at one time are either Jarger or 
leſs than what they ſhould be at another, whereby great 
miſtakes are made in loading of pieces. Sometimes 
more, and other times leſs powder is uſed than. intended ; 
and to change them continually, is attended with ex- 

pences, 

1 



ſo much more powder than he intended, till he found 

by which the force of ſome is partly expended. before 

guliers made ſome experiments with grained and mealed 

undoubtedly the beſt. 

* 

18 ARTILLERY. 
pences, and cannot always be done abroad, where they 
have no conveniency to do it: ſuch miſtakes were made 
at Minorca ſome years ago, where the powder meaſure 
held 35 pounds inſtead of 30; and at the end of the 
ſeaſon, the officer could not account for the ſpending 

the miſtake by examining the meaſure. 
When the grains are made as large as we do at pm. 

ſent, it happens that ſome of them are much ſmalle 
than others, and the ſmall take fite ſooner than the ref}, 

the reſt is fired, and conſequently the total force is ngt 
ſo great as it would be, if the grains were nearly of the 
ſame ſize. | 

It has been imagined by ſome, that the large grained 
powder is ſtronger than the ſmall : but Captain Deſs 

powder; both which carried the ſhot the ſame diſtance, 
It may be preſumed, that powder was not grained at iu 
firſt diſcovery, but in courſe of time experience ſhewed 
that it kept longer in grains than otherwiſe ; for which 
reaſon this cuſtom is tollowed by all nations, and is 

Diameters and heights of cylindric powder meaſures, bold- 
ing from 1 ounce 10 19, according to Sir Jonas Moor. 

Theſe diameters are in inches and decimals. 

BL 
— — i — — — — — — — — 1 
0 o [l.257/1.5831.811 1.994. 14802. 28202. 4030 z 5 120. 60 | 

I (2.706 2.793!2.876({2.953 3.02713.098[3.165[3.23 249.0132495 

Diamet 
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Biameferb ahd heights ef eylindric powder menſaren, hold. 
iu from'1 10 19 pound. 1 

be NU 
— 1 I 44 TT Op p< o o [3.165[3.988 4.565 024542 5.75 16.0546. 33006. 58 

pb 21. 1. — — — — — ——ů— — 

b 11 (6.890!7.039 7.245 7:442/7.62817;805 7.97 8.138ʃ8.29 818.3911 

, 
This laſt table is conſtructed in this manner; multiply 

ontinually the cube 31.705, of 3.165, by the number 
xpreſſing the weight of powder, and the product will 
e the cube of the diameter and axis of the cylinder 
dught. Or thus, add continually .5003737, the loga- 
thm of 3.165, to the third part of the logarithm of 
e number ſhewing the weight, then the ſum will be 

ze logarithm of the diameter required. 
Thus one third .2006866, of the logarithm of 4, 
ing added to the logarithm . 5003737, gives .7010603, 
or the logarithm of the diameter of a cylinder, holding 
pounds of powder, which is 6.024 inches. 
The diameter of a cylinder, holding an ounce of 
dwder, is found by ſubtracting one third of. 4013733, 
logarithm of 16, from the logarithm .50047 37, then 
difference .0990004, will be the logarithm of the 

ameter required ; which being continually added to 
de third of the logarithm of the given number of 
nces, gives the logarithm of the diameter ſought, 
As powder mealures are more convenient, when their 
is is longer than their diameters, we ſhall give the 

C 2 Diameters 

Hr! 
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% ARTILLERY. 
Diameters of cylindric powder-meaſures, when the diamay 
is to the height, as 2 to g, according to Sir Jonas Moor, ; 

1 i A 1 8 1 C 

1s] © | I 2 3 + 5 | N 8 | 9. 

TT eee nne 3 E c 

ere ee eee, 
1 2.36412. 440l2. 5 1202. 880 2.644% 70602. 565 2.820l2 874 2.920 

Nr 
To , 

of © 12.76513.483! 

E * 

2 

575 

143% 
— — — — — — RK 

| | 
17.505 84495 7.62817.749 7 863 

Theſe two laſt tables are conſtrued, by multiplying 
continually the diameter in the two former tables, 
the cube root .873 of 3, then the product will give d 
diameters of cylinders, holding the ſame quantity 
powder, or elſe by adding—— .0586971, the logarith 
of .873, or the third part of that of 3, to the logaritli 
.5003737, found above; then the ſum. 4416766, bei 
continually added to one third of the logarithm of f 
number exprefling the weight, the ſum will be the login 
rithm of the diameter ſought. = 

For example, to find the meaſure that ſhall hold 
pounds: the logarithm of 28 is 1.4471580, one t hel 
of which being added to the given logarithm .44167088 7 
gives. 9240626, for the logarithm of the diameter ny 
quired, which therefore is 8.396 inches. oh 

This rule is proved from the known property in g. 
metry, that equal ſolids have their baſes and altituſſſ 
reciprocally proportional. Hence, if à expreſſes 
diameter of the baſe or altitude, and x the diamete 
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the baſe of the cylinder required ; then becauſe the dia- 
meter x of the baſe is to its altitude as 2 to 3 by ſup- 
poſition, the altitude will be r; and hene, AA., 
by the condition of the problem, or + 4 S the 

cube root of which is 29 =, n del 
In the ſame manner may be found the diameter of a 

cylinder, which is to its altitude in any other given 
ratio, ſuch as 1 to 2, or as 3 to 5. | 

As it is neceſſary that an artillery officer ſhould know 
how to compute the number of ſhot contained in a ſquare 
vr oblong pile, finiſhed or unfiniſhed, we ſhall give here 
a method for finding the number of ſhot more general 
han that in our Elements of Mathematics, page 98, 
deduced from a moſt compendious principle. 

AVESTIGATION of a general rule for finding the ſums 
of ſeries's. | 

If z expreſſes the number of terms of a ſeries, whoſe 
um can be expreſſed by the product of factors that are 

n an arithmetical progreſſion ; to find the z or general 
euerm of that ſeries. 

7 | N. B. The general term of a ſeries is ſuch an ex- 
preſſion compoſed of a variable z and conſtant 
quantities, that when z is made equal to o, 1, 2, 
3, or 1, 2, 3, 4, it gives the firſt, ſecond, third, 
fourth term of that ſeries. ' 

It is evident, that by diminiſhing the value of z by 
he common difference x of the factors, the ſum will be 
liminiſhed by the laſt term, and the difference between 

eſe two ſums will be the z or general term required, 
Thus if z. 2 ＋ u. 2 +2n.z ＋ 3, be the ſum of 

ny ſeries, by writing 2 — n for z, we get 2 — 7. 2. 
+ n. 2 + 23: which ſubtracted from the firſt, gives 
u. Z 2 + n.z + 2n, for the general term required. 
N. B. The points between the factors ſignify multi- 

s | plication, 
| C 3 ä General 
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| 3 Stneral Ru LE. 

i From the ſum of a ſeries, to find its gneral term; 
11 wultiply the ſum by the number of faflors and the comm 
1 difference, and ſirike out the laſt fatter, 
70 N. B. Whether the ſum is multiplied by a conftan 

| number, or the factors deereaſe or increaſe, th 
| rule is the ſame. 
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Thus the ſum 42 gives o for a general term; . 24 
gives 2 23; the ſum ⁊. 2 — 1. 1 — 2 gives 3 z. 2 —1 

j and F gives 4 1. z. 8 + 
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General RULE. 

From the general term of a ſeries to find the ſum 
any number z of terms. 

Increaſe the faftors by one more factor, and divide by th 
number of factors thus increaſed, and by the common 4 
Ference. 
Thus the general term à gives 4.2 for the * 4 
gives 742.2 ＋ 13 2,2 +1 gives 3 2. 2+ 1.3 + 
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Obſerve, when the firſt value of z is o, the fact 

muſt be of a decreaſing progreſſion ; but if it is a 
2 of an increaſing progreſſion, en 

5 ew. 

EXAMPLE J. 

Let he ſeries. be any arichmetical progreſſion as 
a+1n, a +21, a + 3, Cc. whoſe general term 
@ + Zn, when the values of 2 are o, 1, 2, 3, and i 
ſum a2 ＋ n. 2 — 2 — 1. of z terms. It 1, 2, 3, 
then a n = 1, and 2. 2 ＋ 1, the ſum of z term! 
If 5, 7, 9, 11, then 4 = g, » = 2, and 5.2 + 2X. 2 
or z. 2 + 4, the ſum of 2 terms, 

ExA url 
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 ExamnyLz II. 

Let the feries be the ſquares of an-arithmetical pro- 
greſſion, as 4 6, 4 a, a +2 |; Sc. whoſe general 

term is 2 + Zu or a4 + 2142+ 22, and o, I, 2, 
2, the values of z : hence the ſum bf the two firſt terms 
184892 +#2.2— 1, and fihte 22z=2 + 2:2—t, 
whoſe ſum is 2 z. 2—1 +E2.2—1.2—2, or 72. - 
Z—1.22—1, when reduced under the fame deno- 
mination, - | | | 

Therefore aaz + . 2 — 1 + Hitz. 2 — 1. 22 — 1, 
is the Sum of z terms of that ſeries 

Thus if the ſefies is the ſquares of the natural num- 
bers 1, 2, 3, 4, then 4 =#=1, And æ +2. 2 — 14 

* 

22. 2 — 1. 22 — 1, or 32.2 + 1. 22 +1, when redac= | 
ed under the ſame denominatioh. 

If the ſeries is 1, 9, 25, 49, that is the ſquares of the 
numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, then is 4 1, 1 2, and z + 
22.2 — 1 + 22 — f. 22 — 1, or 52:22 ＋ 1, 22— 1, 
the ſum when reduced. If x = 10, then will 1330 de 
the ſum of the 10 firſt terms. | | 

ExaneL? III. 

If ab, a＋ 1.5 ＋ t, a2. ＋2, be the ſeries, which is 
that of the horizontat range of a tectangular pile of ſhot, 
whoſe general term is FE Iz, of ab 2X22, 
and o, 1, 2, 3, 4, the values of z; the ſum is therefore 

abz ＋ 4 + 6. 2. 2—1 12. 3—1.22—1, by examp. II. 
This ſeries may be reduced to A. 26 INK 2þ+2=1 

＋ 422 ＋ 1.2 — l. by 22. For 2a+2—1, multiplied by | 

20 ＋2—1, gives 44b+24+26,2z—1+2Z—1.2—1, and 
2 — 1.2 — 1 added to 42 ＋ 1.2 —1, and the whole di- 
vided by 4 gives the firſt ſum. 

e General 
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| General Rur for an incomplete pile. 
[118 To twice the length and breadth of the upper ſurface, add 
. the corner row leſs one. 
118 To the product of theſe two numbers add one third of the 

product, the corner row leſs one by the corner row more one, 
and multiply the ſum by one fourth of the corner row, 

Thus, if the ſides of the upper ſurface are 20 by 4, 
and the corner row 6; 
Then the ſum of 40 and 3. multiplied by the ſum of 

8 and 5, gives — 585 
One third 7, 7 muliphie by 5s gives — — 112 
Then the ſum 5964 of theſe two products, multiplied 

by 6 and divided <1 4. oF 895 for the number of 
ſhot contained i in that pile. 

CASE J. 

When the pile is complete then þ=r, and the ſum 
A, becomes 34+ 22— 1K by 55. z+1, Which gives this 

o mma” 
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General RULE for a complete pile. 
— 

75 three times the upper row add twice the corner row 
leſs one. 

Multiply the ſum by the produft of the corner row, by 
the corner rom more one, — divide the product by 6. 

— — —— 
— — — 

- - 
. 

—— — — 

— 82 — —ͤ—ñ—wñn —— — — — 
. 

1 If the upper row be 20, and the corner one 12 ; then 
1 3 times 20, added to 23, gives — — — 83 

i Multiply 82 by 12, this product by 13, and divide 
by 6, which gives 2158 for the number of ſhot re- 
quired. 

CASE II. 

When both à and þ become unity, the ſum A be- 
comes 32. 2 ＋ 1.2271, which gives this 

General 
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General R u l E for a complete ſquare pile. 

Multiply the corner row by that row more one, multiply 

this product by twice the corner row more ont, and divide 
6. | 

If the corner row be 50, then + 50.51 . 101, or 
25. 17 . 101, gives 42925 for the number of ſhot re- 
uired. * * 

, N. B. By dividing before the multiplication is per- 
formed, as we have done, and which is always 

poſſible, the operation becomes ſhorter. 

When b=a+ I, the ſeries becomes 4 a+ 3 424 1442, 

and if each of theſe terms be divided by 2, it will be 
that of a triangular pile, and becauſe 4=a+1, the ſum 

A divided by 2, gives 2442—1 +2a+2
+1 +32+1.% 

ix by 2. | 

7 ; 
General Ru LE for triangular incomplete piles. 

To twice the fide of the upper row, add the corner row 
leſs one, and the corner row more one. | 

To the product of theſe two numbers, add one third of the 
product, the corner row leſs one by the corner row more one, 
and multiply the ſum by one eighth of the corner row, 

If the fide of the upper row be 26, and the corner 
20; then twice 26 added to 19, gives 71; twice 26 
added to 21, gives _ t 73 
And 71 multiplied by 73, gives :? — 5182 
One third of 21 multiplied by 19 1 
The ſum 5316, multiplied by 20, and divided by 8, 

_—_ 13290, for the number of ſhot contained in the 
pile, | 

Casr 
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General Ru LE for @ complete 3 pile. 

| Mattiph the baſe by the baſe one more, this prot 
| | the baſe more two, and divide 56. 

[| If the baſe be 40, then 40 by 41, by 42, and 
5 product divided by 6, gives 11480 for 5 number 
1 ſhot contained in this pile. 4 
"8 | Theſe are all the different rules that can be given | 
Wil on that ſubject, and to ſave the reader the trouble o 

' computation, we ſhall inſert here four large rables wal 
taining the number of ſhot in 2912 complete piles: 

firſt column of theſe tables contains the number of 
corner rows, and the upper horizontal line the num 
of the upper ranges. The number of ſhot in a'pils 
againſt the number of the corner row, and under thi 
of its upper range. The laſt column contains the ny 
ber of ſhot in a triangular ile, oppoſite to the nun 
of its corner row in the column. 

Ul . 

3 1 4 | 4 
MH Cas IV. F 
r | it i ' When a is unity, the ſum inthe If caſe boo 
i! 

| | "| 3 
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i | __-4245Þ1:2+2, which gives this 
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TAMNS 1 43 

Conſtruction of GUNS, 
F 4 

H A T has been ſaid in-the Introduction, with 
regard to the proper length of pieces, aud 

properties of different amber in mortars, will en 
us to form ſome general conſtructions of pieces 

ducted from experiments and theory, and therefore 
liable to exceptions, than thoſe hitherto given by 9 0 

| | wh 
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vhich ſeem to have no other foundation, than the par- 
ticular fancy of the contriver, and generally a bare imi- 

tation of others. Before we proceed any farther, it is 

neceſſary to give the names of the ſeveral parts of which 

pieces are compoſed, in order that what is faid may be 

clearly underſtood, IS | 

Names of the ſeveral parts of a gun. 

Plate I. F ig. J. 
AB. The length of the gun, 
A E. The firſt reinforce. 
E F. The ſecond reinforce. 
F B. The chace. 
HB. The muzzle. 
A h. The caſcable. 
AC. The breech. 

CD. The vent field. 
F I. The chace girdle. 
r. s. The baſe ring and ogee. 
t. The vent aſtragal and fillets, 
pq. The firſt reinforce ring and ogee. 
vw. The ſecond reinforce ring and ogee. 
x. The chace aſtragal and fillet. 
2. The muzzle aſtragal and fillets. 
n. The muzzle mouldings. 
m. The ſwelling of the muzzle. 

Ai. The breech mouldings. 
The vacant cylinder, wherein the powder and ball are 

lodged, is called the Bore, and the entrance of the bore, 
the Mouth of the Gun. The cylindric parts T, by 
which the gun is fixed upon its carriage, are called 
Trunnions; and the handles on braſs pieces, are ealled 
Dolphins, from the fiſh whoſe form they repreſent. 
The diameter of the bore is called the Caliber of the 
Piece, Laſtly, the difference between the diameters of 
the ſhot and tlie bore, is called the Windage of the 
Gun, 

REMARKS 
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TIEN RIM AAKS. 18) wh 

The length of a gun is always reckoned from the 
hind” part of the baſe ring, or beginning of the ci 
cable, to the extremity of the muzzle. The ſecondire. 
inforce begins at the ſame circle where the firſt end; 
and the chace at the ſame circle where the ſecond rein. 
force ends. No bp WY SUIT OSA APY 

I be firſt reinforce includes the baſe ring, ogee nen 
to it, the vent field, vent aſtragal, and firſt reinforc 
ring; the ſecond reinforce, the ogee next to the firſ 
reinforce ring, and the ſecond reinforce ring; and the 
chace, the ogee, next tothe ſecond reinforce ring, the 

chace girdle and aſtragal, the muzzle and aſtragal. The 
trunnions and dolphins are always placed on the ſecond 
reinforce ; the firſt, ſo as the breech part may weigh 
ſomething more than the muzzle part, to prevent the 
iece from kicking up behind when it is fired; which it 

will always do ſo long as the center line is placed beloy 
that of the piece, as has been the cuſtom ever ſince 
their invention. On the contrary, the dolphins are ſo 
placed, that when the gun 1s ſuſpended thereby, the 
breech and muzzle parts may equally poiſe, 

The artilleriſts here differ in the names of ſeveral 
parts; not one of them can tell preciſely how far the 
muzzle reaches, nor the caſcable; for ſome call the, 
ſwelling the muzzle, others the breech mouldings, the 
caſcable, and ſay, that the button is a ſeparate part by 
xſelf, and not included in the caſcable. wy 

As no one has hitherto attempted to write upon Ar- 
tillery in Eugliſb, and to fix the names, it is no wonder 
that tlie practitioners differ, ſince they have no guide to 
go by. The only thing we could do, was to fix the 
names of the parts in the moſt convenient manner 
to their conſtruction, and to prevent confuſion, We 
have called the part from the beginning of the muzzle 
aſtragal to the mouth, the Muzzle ; becauſe that aſtragal 
deriving its name from the muzzle, it ſeems hee 

T 7. | that 
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that the muzale ſhould reach ſo far. As to the caſcable, 
it cannot properly be determined otherwiſe than we have 

done; ſince it is commonly ſaid, that a piece is of ſuch 

a length, excluſive of the caſcable; it agrees likewiſe 
with what general Armſtrong ſays in his Conſtruction, as 
well as the diſtinction made by the founders and prac- 
titioners. eit nn ahr 5.5864 

Formerly pieces were diſtinguiſhed by the names af 
Sakers, Culverins, Cannon, and Demi-cannon ; bur at 

preſent their names are taken from the weight of their 
ſhot z as for example, a 12 or 24 pounder, carries a 
ball of 12 or 24 pounds weight. 1 
As moſt conſtructions of authors agree in general, 

and differ only in ſome particulars, we ſhall give that 
of general Armſtrong's, formerly ſurveyor- general of the 
ordnance, which appears to me leſs deficient than any 
that have hitherto been given, which are | | 

WM 

General Ru L A for braſs and iron guns. 

The length of the gun being divided into 7 equal 
parts; the length of the firſt reinforce A E, is two of 
theſe parts; the ſecond E F, one, and a diameter of the 
bore ; ſo that the chace FB is four of theſe parts, 
wanting a diameter of the bore, | | 
The diſtance from the hind part of the baſe ring, to 

the beginning of the bore, that is, the breech AC, is 
always equal to the thickneſs of the metal at the vent. 
The trunnions T, are always a caliber in length, and 
as much in diameter, clear of the ſecond reinforce ring, 
and placed in ſuch a manner, that a right line drawn 
through their centers touches the lower part of the bore, 
as in the fourth figure, where that line is marked a, b, 
and paſſing through the third diviſion ; that is to be three 
ſevenths — the hind part of the baſe ring. The 
length of the caſcable A h, is always two calibers and a 
quarter. ä ö 

Theſe 
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Theſe diviſions are in general made by alt nations, 

only the trunnions are A n eee 
ward by the French. . 

| General a of naß bun. ef 
The caliber of the gun is en into 16, 
equal p arts. | 54 

The thickneſs. of metal at the baſe ring Kan 
the bore, ies — — _ 

At the end of the firſt reinforce ring,. 14: 
At the ſame place, for the * of the ſe - 

cond reinforce, — — 13.5 
At the end of the ſecund 2 — — un 
At the ſame 2 2004 for the beginning of he 

chace, — — 105 
At the end of of the-chace 0e ele 3 
ing excluded, — — 8, 

 MovLlDinGcs. 

| baſe ring, — — 1.5 inches, 
Breadth of the J ogee, next to the baſe 

_ — — 2. 

From the ogee to the fore part of the 
aſtragal, a caliber. | 

The fillets of the aſtragal, are each — .28 
The aſtragal, or half-round — — 86 
Total of the aſtragal and fillets, —— 1.12 
At the firſt and ſecond reinforce ring, 

the fillets are — — «2G 
Breadth of the firſt and ſecond rein- 

force rings — — — 1.25 
The ogees next to theſe rings, — 1.5 
The fillers at the muzzle, — — 23 

» This figure does not anſwer to the following conſtructions, but 
it is ſufficient to ſhew the reader how to proceed, according to the 
given dimenſions. 

The 
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he muzzle ogee, in a 12 nder and upwards, is 

N 9 a 9 2 under it is an 
ch only. Kae chace "Side and aſtragal is ong ga- 
iber. The ſpace from the mouth of the gun to the 
nuzzle aſtragal, in an 18 pounder and ypwards, is equal | 
oa diameter of the ſecand reinforce ting: but in a 12. 
dounder and under, it ig equal to the diameter of the 
ürſt reinforce xing. 
The riſing of the mouldings af the frſt and ſęcopd 

einforces, is an eighth of an inch; and the riſing of 
he baſe ring is determined by laying 2 | ryler to the ex- 

remities of the firſt and ſecond reinforce mouldings. 
he ſwelling of the metal at the muzzle i is always equal 

o the diameter of the ſecond reinforce ring, 

Ct 

From the hind part af th the E ha: # to the fore part 
o the fillet next — the hot mm, a caliber. 
From the fore part of the filler next to the button, 

o the centre of the button, one caliber. 
From the hind part of the baſe ring, to the hind part 

f the fillet, between the two * ogees, + of a caliber. 
Diameter of the fillet next to the button, 1.5 ca- 

lber. 
Diameter of the neck, + of a caliber, 
Diameter of the button, ſomething more than a ca- 

ber, it is fix inches in a 24 paunder, - 
It muſt be obſerved, thas 0 the ſhell at the. vent is 3 

nches broad, and reaches the baſe ring, to within 
x quarter of an inch of the vent aſtragal, leaving that 
pace for the eaſe of turning, and the vent is a fifth part 
ff an inch, 

* The reader muſt obſerve, that general Armſtrong made two 
dees, though there is but one marked here, 

| | General 
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ſon given for it. 

the ſix, 8; the three, 7; and the 1.5 pounder, 6 feet, 

others, grounded upon no better reaſon than the for 
mer. 

W 

Nen 8 . 

3 G 

+ General dimenſions for iron guns... 
The calibet of the gun is here divided into is eq 

The thickneſs of metal at the vent froenrn 
the bore, is . — 16 pam 

At the end of the firſt reinfbree - — 145 
At the beginning of the ſecond reinforce, 13.5 
At the end of the ſecond reinforce, — 1 3 
At the beginning of the 'thace, — 11. * 
At the end of the chace or rhuzzle, — 8. 
As to the mouldings, and the reſt of the aiménb 

they are much the ſame as before, only the diameter 
the vent is here one fourth of an inch, without any res 

The lengths of the guns, according to this gentls 
man, were as follows; the 32 pounder braſs, 10 feet; 
the 24 and 18 pounders, 9.5 feet; the 12 pounder, gj 

The iron 32 pounder, 9.5 feet; the 24 and 1l 
pounders, co the 12, eight; the 9, ſeven ; the 6 
ſix and half; and the 3 , four and half feet. , 
"Some of theſe 4. 50e have been altered fine fd 

The reader may eaſily perceive the perplexity of thek 
conſtructions, ariſing from the different ſcales that: 
uſed without the leaſt neceſſity. That the greateſt pa 
of the mouldings ſhould have the ſame dimenſions, tron 
a 3 pounder to one of 32, appears contrary to realo 
and eſpecially contrary to the rules of architectut 
from whence they have been taken. To make as mal 
mouldings in iron guns, which are rough and not rurnel 
as in braſs ones, is another blunder; bur theſe are trie 
in regard to the abſurdities in general committed in thek 
conſtructions; which cannot better be diſcovered, 4 ˙ 
by examining all the parts ſeparately, each in thel 
order. 4 , WY oY Lad 
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29% Length of _ grins, 

If the continual changing the length of pieces be 
conſidered it will appear evident, that practice alone is 
n{ufficient to determine that which is the beſt; and if 
he experiments hitherto publiſhed on that account are 
xamined with ſome attention, it will be found, that for 
ant of proceeding from proper principles, the reſult of 
hem is erroneous and incanclufive. 5 
For the greateſt part of them were made ta diſcover 

ach a length as ſhould carry the ſhot fartheſt, without 
nentioning what the charge ſhould be; believing that 
he greater the velocity of the ſhot is, the more its exe» 
ution would be: but it has been found on the contrary 
by experience, that a velocity which is ſufficient to carry 
he ſhot juſt through a wall, does more execution than 
ne that is greater. Others, ſuch as Mr. Dumetz, and 
he late general Armſtrong, endeavoured to find the beſt . 
ngth of a piece, when loaded with two thirds of the 
ots weight; and to attain which, Mr. Dumeiz made 
ſe of different calibers, which had all the ſame length, 
iz, 10 feet, and he found that the 24 pounder carried 
$ ſhot fartheſt. | | | 
Now, what can be conciuded from theſe experi- 
ents? Nothing more, as I conceive, than that 10 
et is a better length for a 24 pounder, loaded with that 
atge, than for any ſmaller caliber : but it does not de- 
rmine, that this length is ſuch, as to carry the ſhot 
rtheſt of any other; for we are not certain, whether 
e of 8 or 9 feet long would not be better than this, 
ce no trial has been made to ſhew that it would not. 
lides, we are as much at a loſs as ever, to know what 
e the beſt lengths for ſmaller or greater calibers. 
From the experiments made by general Armſtrong, it 
as concluded, that 9.5 feet was the beſt length for a 

| pounder, though that of 9g feet produced the greateſt 
nge. f 

D As 
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34 err. 

As theſe pieces were all of the ſame weight, it is pla 
that ſome of them were too ſtrong. in proportion | 
their length; and if they had been reduced to a prope 

\ 'fize, their ranges might probably have changed; 
1uppoſe this is in reality the beſt length for a 24 pounds 
we are nevertheleſs in the dark with reſpe& to the oth 
calibers. So that the moſt that can be made of thi 
experiments, is, that the length of the 24 pounderhy 
been determined ncarly, with regard to the charge my 

_ uſe of. 5 4 
But it has been found ſince by experiments, that 

pounds of powder are ſufficient for a 24, pounder, why 
it is to make a breach; for the French uſed no more 

the two laſt wars in all their fieges. This beingt 
caſe, all former experiments are exploded, and conk 
quently others ought to be made, in order to deterau 
the beſt length for that charge. 5 
hut are we certain that this charge is the beſt thats 
be uſed ? I think by no means; for we have foul 
that one fourth of the weight of the ſhot is ſufficienth 
field - pieces, and even a leſs one. And we are nota 
tain, that the ſame charge might not do in batter 
pieces, or on board of ſhips; ſo that new trials thi 
be made firſt, to know the beſt charge before the leng 
of the pieces can be determined. wk 

The making ſmall calibers longer in proportion th 
great ones, i attended with many inconveniences and 
no advantage, ſo far as I can judge, ſince there is1 
neceſlity for their carrying as far as the heavy of 
which I ſuppoſe was the reaſon the artiſts went upd 
but this ſuppoſition is erroneous ; becauſe there is! 
one certain length that is better than any other, greal 
or leſs, as we ſhall ſhew; and therefore they maj 
well be too long as too ſhort. | © 

Another inconveniency attends this praCtice, wh 
is, that ſome of theſe pieces weigh above twice mt 
than they ought to do, according to the molt hei 

- conſtruction, whereby their carriage from place " pla 
| . co 
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becomes more troubleſome, and the expence at leaſt one 
third mare. 3 1 % | 

Laſtly, when the lengths of pieces are not propor- 
tianed to the diameters of their ſhot,” the experiments 
made with one caliber will not be of any uſe to any 
other, nor the dimenſions uſed ; and therefore as many 

eriments muſt be made as there are different cali- 
bers, as well as ſo many different conſtructions, in order 
to make them equally good and ſtrong; and I may add, 
that this practice is the principal reaſon that fo little 
improvement has been made in the conſtruttion of 
pieces, and that ſo much confuſion is met with in them; 
whereas, if they are all the ſame number of diameters 
Jong, one general conſtruction will be ſufficient for all 
thoſe made of the ſame metal; and when the dimen- 
ſions of any one piece have been determined by expe- 
iments, it will ſerve for them all; the pieces will be 

ſimilar, and their weights in the iame proportion to that 
ff their ſhot. Finally, the conſtruction of all kind of 
dieces will be ſo ſhort and eaſy, as that they may be 
amprehended in a few leaves, as will be ſeen hereafter. 
Since then neither practice, nor any theory hitherto 

bubliſhed, no more than the experiments made in Eng- 
ind or France, have as yet furniſhed us with any ſatisfac- 
ory rule to proceed by, and yet Artillery cannot be 
mproved without it; we ſhall endeavour to ſhew here, 
doth from theory and ſome unexceptionableexperiments, 
hat there is a certain length of a gun better than any 
ther longer or ſhorter, whereby it will carry its ſhot 
he fartheſt poſſible. For general Williamſon of the 
\rtillery made many experiments at Minorca, which are 
elated in the introduction; whereby it appears that an 
'ghteen pounder which weighed 3900, and length 9 
et, carried farther than another eighteen pounder that 
eighed 5100, and was 11 feet long, when equally load- 
a, and with the ſame angle of elevation; it was found 
Kewiſe, that nine pounds of powder was the beſt charge, 
d carried the ſhot farther than any other, From 

D 2 whence 
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whence it appears, that the greateſt length of this calibe 

| ought not to exceed g feet; but whether it might ng 
be leſs has not yet been triec. 
Now as 9 feet is 21 diameter of the ſhot nearly; and 

it is very probable that all calibers, proportionably 
and charged, will produce ſimilar effects, we may dra 
this concluſion, that the length of pieces which carry thei 
ſhot fartheſt does not exceed 21 diameter of its ſhot z and 
that their beſt charges are equal 4o half the weight of that 
ſhot. | | 4871 

This will receive no ſmall degree of certainty fron 
what we have proved in the appendix to this-work, ch 

page 122, where we have ſhewn, that the greateſt vc 
cities which cannon ſhot of different calibers can han fic 
are always proportional to their diameters; and as thet the 
lengths ought to be in proportion to their charges, 
they are proportional to the diameters of their ſhot, th 
length muſt therefore likewiſe be proportional to i; 
diameters of their ſhot. : { 
We have likewiſe proved in the ſame page, that iq 

greateſt velocities of projected bodies have certain limit 
which they cannot exceed, let the force that acts up 
them be what it will; which confirms that part of i 
experiments with reſpect to the beſt charge, 

Now ſince the greateſt velocities of projected bodi 
are proportional to their diameters, the largeſt .calike 
will therefore carry their ſhot fartheſt, Conſequenti 
the queſtion of finding the length of a piece, ſo ai 2 
produce the greaieſt range, depends on its caliber, i by 
length, and on its charge, which we have here dem — 
mined. | | Wo - | 

As theſe experiments are the beſt and only ones tid = he 
ever were made on Artillery, as far as I have ſeen "3 
know, and agree exactly with the theory we have gin. 
in the appendix, ſo we may affirm this theory to belly. — 
beſt and only one grounded upon true and unexceptio 
principles, and that all others hitherto publiſhed # 

| | with 
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without foundation; and therefore all the concluſions 
drawn from them erroneous. IRR Ray 
Though it may be convenient on ſome particular 

occaſion to have guns which carry their ſhot as far as 
ſible, yet in common practice this rule is not to be 

tollowed ; for on board of lhips theſe long and heavy 
guns would not anſwer ; ſo well as ſhorter and lighter, 
becauſe ſhort guns are eaſier loaded, require leſs room 
for the recoil, and are more expeditious in action; and 
ſince ſhips come ſo near together in action as they do at 
preſent, the long ranges are intirely uſeleſs: beſides, the 
charge of, half the weight of the ſhot is too much, and 
ought never to be uſed, one third at moſt is quite ſuf- 
ficient, and perhaps leſs, does more execution, and heat 
the guns leſs: all theſe advantages ought not to be 
neglected. N art 5 
The length of battering pieces ought to be ſuch, as 

to enter into the embraſures ſo far, as that the blaſt of 
exploſion does not deſtroy them in a day's firing; in 
that caſe they may be repaired again at night, becauſe 
it is impoſſible to prevent the effect of the blaſt intirely : 
for which reaſon all calibers, not exceeding a 24 pound» 
er, may be 21 diameters long, but thoſe above cannot 
be ſo long without inconveniencies; but the charges 
ſhould never exceed one third of the ſhot's weight, be- 
cauſe it has been found by experience that this charge 
is ſufficient, and perhaps leſs would be better. 

It muſt be obſeryed, that guns ſhould never be loaded 
with more powder than is juſt ſufficient to produce the 
deſired effect, which a ſkiltul commander can or may 
always diſcover in practice; by which the guns will not 
de heated more than is neceſſary, and they may be fired 
longer without receiving much damage. 
What has been ſaid in reſpect to battering pieces may 

be applied to garriſon ones; only the beſt charges may 
be given them on particular occaſions, as at the begin- 
ning of an attack to oblige the enemy to begin his ap- 
proaches as far as poſſible, or in a place ſituated near 
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38 ARTIULERY: 
the ſea, or a navigable river, to Ne ſhips * 
coming too near. 

The field pieces ſhould have the beſt length and 
charges, in order to annoy the enemy at the greateſ 
diſtance, excepting the bartalion guns, which ſhould be 
ſhorc and light, that they may advance as well as rein 
as quick as the army. From whence follows this 

| General R u L E. 

That the length f guns ought-t0 be determind fron then 
partic cular uſes. 

Thitkneſs of Me AL 

It is an univerſal cuſtom in Europe to make the * 
with reinforces; that is, they are, as it were, made d 
three fruſtrums of cones joined together, ſo as the led 
baſe of the former is always greater than the greateſtd 
the ſucceeding one, whereby the metal breaks off in v 
places on a udden, as the reader has ſeen in the = 
ſtruction of pieces given here before. But ſince po 
acts uniformly and not by ſtarts, it is hard to jud 
whence this ridiculous cuſtom has atiſen, which | = 

be as old as the invention of guns; and nothing be 
the ignorance of the effects of powder has been tb 

cauſe of its being handed down to our time. Our vens 
ration for old cuſtoms is ſo great, that whoever at 
tempts to make any change is looked upon with cor 
tempt, let his reaſons be ever ſo plain and good; thi 
I know too well by experience. 

Yet 1 ſhall freely communicate whatever I think 
be an improvement and uſeful to the public; let the c 
ſequence be what it will, I ſhall do my duty. Sind 
then powder acts gradually and not by ſtarts, the 
ſhould be no breakings off in the metal; and we ban 
ſhewn in the remark after Theor. IV. that the pies 
ſhould be cylindric, from the baſe ring to the wy 
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e charge, and from thence, by the nature of the ex- 
joſion, a curve line bending inwards quite to the mouth = 
the piece: but as the conſtruction of the curve is 
ot very eaſy, and differs in the main but very little from 
right-line, by making the part between the end of 
e charge and the-mouth conical, it will be ſufficiently 
xa& for practictde. | Tos | 
When pieces were loaded with two thirds of their 
ots weight, the thickneſs of metal was then at the 
nt equal to the diameter of the ſhot; but ſince there 
no occaſion to load pieces with more than half that 
eight, the thickneſs of metal ought to be leſs ; for 
hich reaſon the preſent light 6 pounders are only the 
o thirds of the diameter of the ſhot thick, and their 
ngth 15 diameters: the ſame thickneſs is given to the 
4 pounders, and their length is but 12 diameters z and un 

os this thickneſs has been found ſufficient by many trials, 
ben the charge and length remain the ſame, there is 
o reaſon to make them ſtronger. 

The ſtrength given to iron guns is certainly more 
an required, ſuppoling the charge no more than one 

wo 

CY = 

ird of the ſhot's weight; this has been found true by 
eme, whoſe thickneſs at the vent was equal to the 
„ iameter of the ſhot, and half that thickneſs at the 

th 
VENT. 

The common method of placing the vent is withia 
bout a quarter of an inch from che bottom of the chamber 
r bore: yet it is imagined, that if the vent was to come 

ut at the middle of the charge, the powder would be 
u otlamed in leſs time than in any other caſe. But not- 
a ichſtanding that this appears 10 viſible, and ſeems to 
e demonſtrable, yet I have found the contrary, to the 
erat ſurprize of the ſpectators. I had two mortars, 

ie chamber of one cylindric, the diameter of the baſe”. 
ie inch, and the axis two; the chamber of the other 
the D 4 | concave z 
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of the ſhell greater, when the lower vent was uſed, tha 
when the powder was fired by the middle one. The 

theſe parts; the French ſuppoſe the diameter of the ſhit 
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concave ; each of theſe chambers had two vents, one a 
the bottom, and the other in the middle, and contrived 
in ſuch a manner, that one could be ſcrewed up, wid 
the other ſerved to fire; and I found always * range 

ſame thing was tried by colonel Deſaguliers and me, 
with different cylindric chambers, ſome of which wee 
three or four times the diameter of the baſe'in length, 

This being fact, it remains now to know, whether 
the ſame would do in mortars of a larger ſize, ori 
guns; for I muſt own, that after theſe trials, and ſom 
others of a ſtill more extraordinary nature, which have 
been mentioned in the introduction, I can ſcarcely bs 
lieve any thing relating to the effect of gunpowder, bu 
what has been found true by a ſufficient number of er 
periments, | | 4 

denn 

The windage, or difference between the diameter d 
the ſhot and the bore, is not the ſame in Exgland u 
abroad. Suppoſe the diameter of a ſhot divided into 
20 equal parts, then the diameter of the bore is 21« 

divided into 26 parts, and the diameter of the bore u 
be 27; what the proportion is in Holland and othe 
parts of Germany I do not know; but it is evident, that 
the leſs windage there is, the truer the ſhot will go; 
and having leſs room to bounce from one ſide to another, 
the gun will not be ſpoiled ſo ſoon ; for which realor 
I ſuppoſe, in the following conſtructions, the diamete 
of the ſhot to be divided into 24 equal parts, and make 
the bore 25, which is a medium between the Engliſh and 
French method. This we do not ſo much in order i0 
differ from others, as on account of the convenient ſeal 

their carriages, as will be ſeen hereafter. Th 
| a 
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e 1 The French make little chambers in their 16 and 24 
ved pounders, of one third of a caliber Tong, and as much 
ut in diameter; by this means they ſay the metal becomes 
noe chicker at the vent; and prevents its ſpoiling ſo ſoon, 
nal But as chambers are much more advantageous in other 
Tre reſpects, we ſhall conſtruct ſome hereafter, ſo as to have 
all the advantages that can be had. ds 
rel Some are for making the bottoms of the bore conical, 
others ſpherical; and laſtly, ſome quite flat; but I can 
de find no reaſon to prefer one way before another, ex- 
US cepting the conveniency there may be in adapting the 

cartridges in a more eaſy manner to their form, 
ave 
be. 
but 
er 

TzxvnNIONS 

The method of placing the trunnions ſo that their 
axis touches the lower ſurface of the bore, as is practiſed 
all over Europe, is ſo abſurd, that it is amazing no 
author or artiſt has thought proper to change it; the 
only reaſon I eyer heard given for this practice, was, 

e that by this means they were ſtronger fixed to the gun, 
va 2nd of conſequence would not break off ſo ſoon as in 
ws any other place. As inſignificant as this reaſon is, it 
al {crves however to defend that old eſtabliſhed cuſtom, 
ot „ be 
to 
0 f | 
. p b A 

But to ſhew the abſurdity of it; ſuppoſe A B to re- 
preſent the center line of the bore, and CD the diſtance et 

Le of the center line of the trunnions from that of the bore, 
Now becauſe when the piece is fired, the exploſion acts 
ol againſt the breech B, and makes the piece recoil, but 
being fixed to the carriage by the trunnions, endeavours 

to turn about the point D, whereby it preſſes alſo upon 
the coins under the breech B, where they by their elaſti- 

city 
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city repel it upwards, and its weight brings it down 
again. The piece therefore acquires a pendulous motion 
about the center D, which cauſes the coins to fly. of 
changes its direction, and ſhakes the carriage with gie 
violence, and often breaks it to pieces. Way” 
In long pieces this effect is not ſo ſenſible as in ſhon 
ones; and though carriages generally break in their cen. 
ters, yet the cauſe has never been attributed to the wrong 
ſituation of the trunnions; not even after the man 
accidents of that kind which have happened lately: for 
a ſhort and light 24 pounder was tried at Woolwich, tg 
know whether they might not be as uſeful in action a 
the light 6 pounders; but eyery time it was fired, 
it broke its carriage to pieces. From theſe accident, 
and its recoiling more than the heavy pieces, they wert 
rejected as uſeleſs, without thinking in the leaſt. cha 
both inconveniencies might eaſily be remedied, 
The piece ſtood upon a platform of ſtone quite lev, 

which is not, nor ever has been, practiſed on any occa- 
ſion whatever; for in the field they are placed upon the 
rough ground without any platform ; and as the recoil 
is never ſo great in ſuch a ſituation, as upon a level ſtone 

atform, this 2 is to no purpoſe: and that this 
is fact beyond diſpute, appears from the trials made at 

the ſame time with light 6 pounders, which recoiled 
likewiſe in an extraordinary manner, notwithſtanding 
they are found in real ſervice not to do fo, | 

In a ſiege, when batteries are erected, the platforms 
are made of wooden planks, raiſed behind, more or 
leſs, according as it is neceſſary, to prevent the pieces 
from recoiling farther than is convenient to reload them, 
And fince this may be done at pleaſure, without the 
leaſt inconvenience, the rejecting them on that account 
is frivolous and abſurd. | | 
To prevent thele pieces from breaking their carriages 

is eaſy, if we dare break through old cuſtoms, by 
making the axis of the trunnions to paſs through the 
center line of the bore, as may be ſeen in our conſttuc- 

, tions 
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ons hereafter. The pretence of their breaking off 
tom the piece 15 taken away, by making ſhoulders to 

hem; beſides, this objection 18 only imaginary, ſiace 

e has never been tried. | 
What we have ſaid upon this head is likewiſe con- 

ont med by practice in howitzes, which, being fixed to 
ber carriages in the ſame manner as guns, are properly. 
ns WW othing elle than ſhort guns with chambers ; for their 
ny Wruonions are placed in the manner we propoſe, and, 

when fired, acquire no other motion than a backward- 
"ne, without ſhaking in the leaſt the carriage, nor did 

4 Whhcic trunnions ever ſuffer, _ 5 | 

MouLDIiNnGS 

As they are made by way of ornament only, they 
Jepend chiefly on the maker's fancy; it muſt however 

be oblerved, that they ſhould be plain and ſimple, and 
a» ſuch as are uſed in architecture, from whence they have 
e been borrowed ; the metal ſhould be projected as little 
) as can be, that the piece may lie cloſe on the carriage: 
te mouldings of our mortars are oddly jumbled toge- 
cher, without any order or judgment; and thoſe of our 
l iron guns are more numerous than is conſiſtent with 

reaſon, for they have fillets on both ſides the firſt and 
ſecond reinforce rings, which are not uſed in braſs 
pieces; and as theſe mouldings are not turned in i 
they appear ridiculous, and more ſo in ſwivel guns, 
which have as many as thoſe of the largeſt caliber, 

MuzZzzZzLE. 

The ſwelling of the metal at the muzzle ſeems to 
have been made merely. to make the pieces look grace- 
ful, or perhaps to appear of a larger caliber to an enemy 
at a diltance than they really are, When they are too 
heavy, the piece is liable to bend at the neck when 

N heated with much firing, which makes it either break 
| or 
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of bend, and ſo become uſeleſs. Some are of opinion, 
that the metal ſhould be as high at the muzzle as at the off 

baſe ring, that the viſual ray over the metal may be 
parallel to the center line of the bore, which they img. 
gine to be neceſſary for aß or pointing the piece i — 
a proper manner; but thoſe who are for this practice a 

very little acquainted with real ſervice: for as the ſhy 
deſcends in its — by the force of gravity, the piece 
muſt be laid higher than the object to be hit; ſo tha 
when the metal is equally high before and behind, the 
object is hid intirely by the thickneſs of the metal; and 
conſequently the piece can never be laid true; whetey 
if the height of the metal be leſs at the muzzle than x 
the breech, the elevation of the piece, when pointed 
at the object, will anſwer the deſcent of the ſhot at 
certain diſtance, and the ſkill of the gunner will be fuf- 
ficient to make a proper allowance when the object i 
either farther or nearer. - 25108 

CASCABLE. 

They are made of various figures; ſometimes lie 
bunch of grapes, or as the heads of different kinds of 
animals: the French diſtinguiſh their calibers by 'the 
different forms of the caſcables; but as this is expenkive 
when they are well carved, and looks paltry when no 
well done, the manner of making them quite plain, 
with a button and a few breech mouldings, as we do 
here, ſeems in my opinion much neater, and is leſs es 
penſive. It is true, that the diſtinguiſhing the different 

calibers is very proper; but this may be done in ano 
ther manner, more agreeable to the ſight, and cheaper 

Line of Direction. 

Formerly pieces were made with a cavity upon the 
baſe ring, and a button upon the higheſt part of the 
muzzle, whereby they were directed in the ſame mannet 

| a3 
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on, s fowling-pieces-are'z but how this line came to be lef 
te of in latter times I cannot tell; for to find the center 

beine of a piece every time it is to be fired with a plum- 
na- met or an inſtrument, as is the cuſtom, is very tedious, 
in uncertain, -and- unmaſterly; for as it is impoſlible to 

turn the outſide of a piece true to the bore, conſidering 
the bluntneſs of the tools and the heavineſs of the engine, 
the center line can never be found to any tolerable de- 
oree of exactneſs, by an inſtrument applied on the out- 
fide of a piece; and when the ſhot does not hit the 
mark, the gunner is at a loſs to know, whether it is 
owing to his want of ſkill, or to this line not being 
rightly marked; whereby it is impoſſible he fl. ould be 
able to form a right judgment how to direct the piece. 

But when the line of direction is marked on the piece 
in the aforeſaid manner, and the ſhot does not hit the 
mark, he knows how to rectify the miſtake, becauſe the 
line remains always the ſame, whether it be marked 
right or not, which I have ſeen many times. It is ſaid, 
that the platforms .are- never” rightly level, and if one 
wheel of the carriage ſtands higher than the other, the 
line of direction becomes uſeleſs ; but I can find no 
reaſon for not laying the planks level when the platform 
is made, ſince I always have ſeen a level uſed; and this 
may even be done ſufficiently exact by the eye with- 
out a level, ſince a ſmall trifle, either on one ſide or 
other, cannot cauſe any great error in the laying of the 
piece; and in a field engagement, where no batteries are 
made, it is of no ſignification, whether the piece points 
a * to the right or left, provided it is not too high or 
too low. | 
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The choice of calibers depends on two conſiderations, 
viz, they ſhould never be leſs than thoſe of other na- 
tions; becauſe in an engagement by land or ſea, the 
larger ſhot have always the advantage; and their dia- 

meten e 
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meters ſhould have a ſenfible difference to diftingy 0 
! their ſhot with eaſe; otherwiſe it may happen in an 

out again; which ſometimes cannot be done withog 

_ "carriages, | 
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nt, when men are generally in ſome” confuſtnl 
that the one will be taken for the. other, as has 
pened to my knowledge, whereby the piece becuny 
unſerviceable, till the ſhot ſticking in it, has been blow 

"rendering the piece unſerviceable. | 
As the conſtruction of pieces, as well as ac of th 

ought 'to depend on the. diameter of thy 
thor, methinks they ſhould be expreſſed by wholeny 
bers as much as can be, or at leaſt by ſome eaſy T 
tions. Thus they ſhould be expreſſed by 3; 3.6 of: 
2 51 8.51 6 inches; kr anſwer nearly to lf {vc 

4, 6, 9, . 18, 24 and 31 pounders. And as hinc 
ne; of a 9 pound ball is 4 inches, and way as U 
in a manner as a ſtandard to make the reſt by, | wlll {:co 
ſorry to fee that this caliber has been rejefted lately i way 
braſs cannon, part 
This is what we thought neceffary to oremils befor cen: 
we enter upon the conſtruction of pieces, to ſatisfy 3! 
veader, that they are the reſult of a well aſſerted the mu: 
and of ſuch reaſons as ought to be well confidered bal 1 
fore hand; but whether they will ſatisfy artiſts prejudice acl 
in favour of the moſt abſurd, old eſtabliſhed cuſtoms, vl the 
what time will ſnew: the ſubject i is of ſo great an in the 
portance to the nation, that it deſerves to be well en 1 
mined before-hand, and proper experiments made boi firlt 
fore any change is introduced ; for which reaſon 1 fb the 
mit theſe my endeavours to ſerve the public to e part 
judgment of my ſuperiors. the 

nior 
"Mw" 6 

General ConSTRUCTION for braſs battering Pieces, * 

Plate 1. Fig. Be 

Let the length A B, of the piece, be 18 diameters of 
the ſhot; divide that diameter i in 24 equal parts 2 

- ſcale 
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ale, whereby all the reft of the dimenſions are deter- 
mined. Make the diameter of the bore equal to 23 of 

W theſe parts; from the hind. part A of the baſe ring, to 
the fore part D of the vent aſtragal ſet off 40 parts; 
make the thickneſs of metal taken from the bore at A 
and D, equal to 18 parts, that is, three quarters of the 
ſhot's diameter, and g parts, or half that thickneſs at 
the mouth; then the lines drawn through theſe points 
vill determine the figure of the gun, which therefore is 
cylindric from A to D, and conical from thence to the 
mouth. t ! | | rr add, 

The center line of the trunnions croſſes the center line 
of the bore at right angles, and at a diſtance of three 
ſevenths of the total length A B of the gun, from the 
hind part A of the breech ; their diameter is 18 parts, 
as well as their length, free from the projection of the 
ſecond reinforce ring; the ſecond reinforce E F, is al- 
ways two thirds of the firſt AE; the breech AC is 16 
parts, the chace girdle FI, 14; the muzzle H B, the 
tenth part of the total length of the gun, which is here 
43 parts, and the diameter of the ſwelling, m, of the 
muzzle is 6 parts diſtant from the mouth, | 
The breadth of the baſe ring and ogee next to it are 

each 6 parts; the firſt and ſecond reinforce rings, and 
the ogees next to them, 5, the aſtragals and fillets 4 ; 
the cavetto at the mouth 2.5, and the fillets one each. 
The baſe ring projects the metal by two parts, the 

firſt and ſecond reinforce rings by one, or rather leſs ; 
the fillets of the aſtragals by one half, and the round 
part is deſcribed from a center placed in the outline of 
the piece, There is a circular ſhoulder about the trun- 
nions, whoſe diameter exceeds that of the-trunnions by 
b parts, and projects even with the ſecond reinforce - 
ling. f 

of - | CA s- 
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*. The diſtance from the hind part A, of the baſe ring] 
to the center C, of the button, is 27 parts, the tach 
of the button 9, the breadth of the quarter round g 
the ogee 5, and the fillers one each. From the cet 
8 of the button, draw lines to the extremity of the bak 
ng E, F, in which find the center O, (6 as the att d. 

bois d meets the arc of the button in the line C F, and 
touches the ſecond fillet : theſe arcs will determine the 
neck ; the line Op, drawn through the center ©, 
allel to C A, will determine the pry fillet, and o; 
the firſt. 

To deſcribe the ogee, join the POS n, Qs * the 
Hllers ; through the point Þ draw the line rp, paralld 
to On, produced; in theſe two lines find the cetiten 
ps ſo as the arcs deſcribed through the points n q, theet 
in the middle of the line n q: the arc which determine 
the quarter round, is deſcribed from a center ry 
P g. produced ſo as to meet the extremity E, of the 

ale ring within one part. The fhell is 6 parts broad, 
and the diameter of the vent a fifth N an inch. 

Moz z z. Fig 3. 

Take the line B K, equal to twenty parts, and ere 
the perpendicular IK, after having made L P, equal 

ſcribed, through the point K, ſhall meet the point I 
and if through the point a, at 4 parts diſtant from H 5 
the line a r, be drawn perpendicular to LI, the centet 
r, is to be found ſo as the arc deſcribed through the 
point I., may meet the extremity of the filler a, "The 

cCavetto is no more than a concave quarter found, 
It has been found by experiments, that when pietei 

have chambers, they require a leſs charge than they 
would do otherwiſe; for which reaſon | would make a 
chamber in all pieces of 24 pound ball and upwards, 
whoſe diameter ſhould be two thirds the diameter of the 
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pre, and length equal to that diameter; - Such as is re- 
ſented in the firſt figure; © Although this chamber 

tains but one nintk part of the ſhar's weight of 
oder, yet the effect it produces is nearly equal to that 
a fourth part; which is ſufficient in large piece. 
Whatever faults chere may be found with the par- 
ulars of this and the following conſtructions, it can- 
t, however, be denied but this is the true method 
hereby artillery pieces ſhould be made; for ſince ar- 
itecture has its certain rules hereby to conſtruct the 
eral parts of a column from its diameter, there is no 
aſon why the parts of a NF ſhould not be . 
the ſame manner. 

To find the weight of metal.” 

The ſquare of 43, the diameter of the 
vzzle without mouldings, — — 1849 

The ſquare of 61, the diameter at the vent 
lragal,.— — ᷑̃— — 3731 
The rectangle, or main plan of theſe dia- 
eters, 43 and * —_ 4, 2623 

>» 

EL... M.o-._._.- 

— 

The ſum of theſe three products added, — 8 193 3 
Which multiplied by one third of 392, the 
neth D335 — — — 1070552 
The ſquare of the diameter 61, multiplied | 
40, the length AD, —— — 148 840 
Four times the cube of 18, for the trunnions, 
ſcable, and mould, — 2 — 23328 f 

The * of theſe laſt three products added, 1 1242720 
The ſquare of the bore 25, multiplied by 
length 416, — — — " 260000 

——_______ 8 

The difference between — two laſt fo 982720 
Ade ſquare of the diameter is to the area 
me circle, as 452 to 355, — — #71826 
| | 3 i Theſe 
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| 3nto 24 equal parts: and as a cubic foot of gun ma 

cubic inches 61 pounds; the laſt ſum reduced in i 
proportion gives 2432198. 

ag pounder; and if this number be divided by g, 

any gun, according to this. conſtruction, muliplied! 

of the gun. 

* 1 ' b , 9 

'\ * ne 
4 HA 

Theſe are cubic parts of the ſhot's diameter, divi F 

weighs 459 pounds, according to our tables, gr 3 

But the cube of 24, the.diameter of the ſhow, iy 
the cube of 4, the diameter of a 9 pound ball, 'az x 
x6 unity, ſo is 245215 to 1135: pounds, the weight: 

ſhall have 126 pounds of metal for every pound of 4 
ſhot's weight. Conſequently the weight of the tha 

126, and the product divided by 112, gives the wh 

| Length and weight of battering piece. 

Old Pieces. New Pieces, | 
« ' { 0 

| Calib. [Length- Weight, | | [Calib, [Length Weight 

Q 00 O © . O | 12 6 % „ 

„ed see: 0; $6 - 7: 6 40 10 
— : — . — 

12 [9:0 29:0: 0 24 | 8: 4 [27 : 0:0 

o 32 9 2 06 18 926 48: 

24 9 656120 6, : 6 o £10 #4 [9:6|1z0: o | 36 [9:6Noeg 
. 42 0 20 55:2: 7] 4 10:0 47 ;t: 

az 9661 2210 | 48 ha: s 4 
— 

The lengths of pieces are in feet and inches; 
guns of the ſame caliber are not always of the 
length, nor of the ſame weight; theſe given hen 
thoſe moſt commonly uſed at preſent ; but for what! 
ſon the 32 pounder is longer than the 42 is only kl 
to the maker. | 
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+, | Remarks on this cohſifublions 

We have ſhewn in the Introduction, that the guns 
duld be cylindric as far as the charge reaches, and 
om thence conical to the mouth; and therefore the 
altruction is conformable to the theory: we have like- 
ſe ſhewn, that the center line of the trunnions ought to 
through the center line of the bore ; for when it is 
ver, as has hitherto been the cuſtom, the carriages. 
deſtroyed in-aſhort time; thediſtance of the trunnions 

m the breech-is the ſame in both, and we found it 
ewiſe to be right by computation : the length of the 
and 42 pounders is agreeable to that commonly 

ren to battering pieces ; and ſince both theſe calibers 

igh leſs than the old 24 pounders, they may be uſed. 
lead thereof, as well as the 48 pounder, which weighs 

little more than ſome 24 pounders, eſpecially as a 
ch is much ſooner made by large calibers than by 
ones; and that they are ſtrong enough we are 

hat of theſe. in the proportion of 8 to 9, have been 
nd by repeated experiments, to bear any firing 
never; and they need not be loaded but with one 
h of the ſhor's weight, when they are made with- 
chambers, fince the force of a 32 pounder, loaded 
8 pounds of powder, is greater than thar of a24 

nder loaded with 8 pounds, in the proportion of the 
phts of their ſhot ; that is, in proportion of 4 to 3; 
the force of a higher caliber is ſtill greater. 
is true that theſe new pieces would” recoil more 
the old, if they were loaded with the ſame charges, 
h is not the caſe ; beſides, it may be eaſily pre- 
ed, by allowing a greater ſlope to the platform. 
ſequently the pieces, r to this conſtruction, 
greatly the advantage over the old ones. 

LOEWS Con- 

ain, ſince our preſent field-pieces, whoſe ſtrength is 
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Conſtruction of iron battering and garriſon pieces, © 

Let the length A B be 21 diameters of the ſhot, d 
vide that diameter into 24 equal parts as before, make 
the diameter of the bore 25, from the hind part Ad 
the baſe ring, to the fore part D of the'vent a 
ſet off 48 parts; make the thickneſs of the metal, 
from the bore at A and D, equal o 25 A and 1 
at the mouth 3. 
The center line of the trunnions croſſes the center lin 

of the bore at right angles, at the diſtance of three 
venths of the total length of the gun, that is nine d 
meters from the hind part A of the breech : their 

- meter is 24 parts, as well as their length, free from t 
ogreſſion of the ſecond reinforce ring; the firſt uc 
— 9 diameters and 3 parts; the ſecond 5diatt 
and 9 parts; the breech A C, 24 parts; the m 
H B, go; the chace girdle F . 16 ; the diameter < 
the ſwelling at the muzzle is 6 parts Gin from th 
mouth; and the reſt as before. 
By the ſame manner of computation as before, | fi 
two hundred weight of metal for every pound of t 
ſhot” S weight. Hence we have the following, = 

Iron battering and garriſon — bb 
{ Caliber, | Length, 1 Weight, 

"$5: . 4: 10 ö 

. 
. 6 6: 1 

ESE. if Fn 

EEE, 8 
— — — — — 

18 9: © 

24 9; 8 
— — — —— — 

el 9: 8 
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Obſerve, that the 32 pounder is but 19 diameters 

long; the thickneſs of metal at the breech 24, and 11 
at the muzzle, Experience has ſufficiently ſhewn in this 
laſt war, that iron guns ſtand-much better, in making 
a breech, than the braſs; for the latter have failed in 
ill the ſieges they were uſc r. 
| can affirm, that a hundred and a half of metal is 

ſufficient for one pound of the ſhot's weight, provided 
he guns are made of good ang ore: and one ſhould 
hink it would be the intereſt of the nation, to make uſe 
pf * that is to be found in the country for that 
N WIE 1 Ng 8 

beſides, a ſet of 6, 7, 12, 18, 24, 32 of braſs pieces, 
eigh 22700 weight, which, at 130 J. per ton, coſt 
4751. 105..and the ſame ſet of iron weighs 19400, 
ton coſts 16 J. and the whole ſet 1551, 45. So that 

p ſets of iron coſt no more than one of braſs. 

Conſtruction of braſs pieces for ſbipt. 

As long guns are very inconvenient on board of ſhips 
dn account of the difficulty in loading them, we ſhall 
uppoſe the length A B to be 15 diameters of the ſhor, - 
hich diameter being divided into 24 equal parts, as be- 
ore, and the diameter of the bore being likewiſe 25 
parts; the diſtance AD is 40 parts; the breech AC 18 
e thickneſs of the metal at A and D is 20, and 10 at 
e mouth B; the reſt of the conſtruction is the ſame as 

efore; only the diameter and length of the trunnions 
re 20 parts each, 

— 

By the ſame manner of computing the weight of 
etal as before, we ſhall have 14 pounds of metal for 
very pound of the ſhot's weight; which gives the fol- 
wing table. Age 

E 1 iter e [thighs * 
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. Remarks on this conſtruttion. - 

In this conſtruction we have not conſidered i 
ſtrength ſo much as the weight, on account of the x It 

coil; for ſhould that be too great it might be aten 

. ed with great inconveniency, ſuch as tearing the t preſe 

But when theſe guns are loaded with one fourth of n th 
ſhot's weight, if there are no chambers made, the H 

coil will be but little greater, or perhaps no more th piece 

that of old guns loaded with half of the ſhot's weight "*! 
this 1 caſe, there is not the leaſt reaſon to mi 
pieces ſo heavy as at preſent, nor ſo long: for if it he t. 
conſidered that ſhips may carry 12, 18, 24, 36, 42,0” © 
pounders of this new conſtruction, inſtead of 6, 9, 11 han 
18, 24, and 32 pounders of the preſent, and at the f I 
time carry leſs burthen ; it muſt appear to every ration"? 
perſon, what advantage ſuch a ſhip muſt have above F"#/7 

enem 
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nemy's of the ſame rate. To illuſtrate this by an ex- / 

,mple, we ſhall give here a liſt of the guns, length and 

weight, Which are on board the Royal Grorge, 

Weight. Total“ 
61:2: 10] 1820 

55120: 1428 

29:0. of 812] 
19 % 00 3204. f 

o — 

Total 4366 or 218.3 tons. 

r. Num. Length. Weist. Total. 1 
42] 28 [8:4 [46:2 0 30:0: © 
32 28 | 726 [35:1 19 991: 3: 1 * 

24) 28 7:0 26:2 7 | 743: 3:21 
18 16 | 6:4 2030 0 | 320: 0: ol 

—_— — 

Total © Ga 3357 £2; 22 
Total in tons — 167.8 
Difference —— 50.5 

It muſt be obſerved, that inflead of 28 pieces of 42 
pounders (formerly taken from the French) which are at 
reſent on board, the ſame number of ours are to be put 
n their place. | 5 | 
Hence it appears,. notwithſtanding, that there are 28 

pieces of 32 pounders in the new liſt, inſtead of 28 
welve pounders, and 16 cighteen pounders inſtead of 
ne ſame number of ſixes ; yet the difference between 
he total weights is 50. 5 tons, an object too conſiderable 
ot to be obſerved. - Beſides, the new guns being ſhorter 
han the old, they may be fired much faſter, _ 
That the ſtrength of theſe guns is ſufficient, appears 

rom the trial of 2 twelve pounders made for admiral 
eppel , they were loaded with 12 pounds of powder each . E 4 | —̃ UT— — time, | 
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time, and ſtood the proof, without receiving any 4 
mage; and | may venture to ſay, that they would 

| ſtand any number of firings with the common 50 

General conſtruction far i iron Rip guns. 

Let the length of the piece be 13 Mete of the 
ſhot; the diameter -of the bore 25 parts of the 
ſhot's diameter divided into 24, as before; the diſtanal 
AD, 40 parts; the breech A C, 243 the thickneſs d 
metal at the vent 24, and half that thickneſs at the 
mouth; the diameter and length of the trunnions 24 
ng and the reſt of the conſtruction the ſame as be 

ore. 
By the ſame way of computing as before, we ſul 

find 140 pounds of iron, or a hundred and a quarter 
for every pound weight of the ſhot : ſuppoſing cht 
108 cubic inches of caſt iron weigh 29 ATW accond 
ing to pur table of ſpecific gravities. | 

tron pip guns.. 

Od pieces. 
4 — We . th. 

:6 

: © 
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| Remarks on this conſtruction. 
» 1 8 1 " Pn anne 1 

The making iron pieces in ſuch a manner as not to 
be heavier than is neceſſary, nor yer too, weak, ſo as to 
be in any danger to break when fired briſkly. for ſome 
time, is of the greateſt importance, inſomuch as all our 
ſhips, one or two excepted, are provided therewith 3 

for by making them too heavy the ſhips cannot carry 
ſo many large. calibers as they otherwiſe might, 
which is agreed by the beſt Judges to be a great diſad- 
vantage; if, on the other hand, they ſhould be fo weak 
as not to bear a briſk firing, the burſting of a piece in 
an action might create ſuch a confuſion as to cauſe the 
loſs of the ſhip, But to prove beyond doubt that no 
danger can be apprehended from guns made according 
to this conſtruction, provided the iron is good (ſuch as 
that of the Carron 11 appears from the trial of 
2 three pounders made for lord Egmont; for they both 
ſtood the ordnance proof loaded with three pounds of 
powder, and I am certain they would have ſtood if they 
had been loaded with double that charge. There was 
alſo made 2 ſix and 2 twelve pounders for Monſ. De 
Malo, the Portugueſe envoy ; and they ſtood their proof, 
and would have done it, if they had been loaded with 
much greater charges than the weight of their ſhot. 
Now ſince all the calibers are proportionally ſtrong, 
according to their charges, the one being found ſtrong 
enough by practice, all the reſt muſt be ſo too. Se- 
condly, we have_a great many 6 and g pounders that 
were caſt formerly, and which have been uſed a great 
while, and are leſs thick at the muzzle aſtragal than the 
new ones: this being an undeniable fact, proves again 
that the new are of a proper ſtrength. The reaſon that 
the preſent guns are ſo much heavier than the new, is 
owing to their greater length; beſides the charges of 
powder have hitherto been greater than was neceſſary, 
and the ſtrength of the pieces has, or ought to have 

| been 
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been made in ; proportion. With regard to the length 
of theſe new pieces, they. are ſuch as are conceived by 
ſome of the beſt ſea officers to be much more conven. 
ent than if they were longer, on account of the rope 

Total of the Weights . -—— 445820 : 241935 * 
Difference ——— —— 20388500 or 101944 tons. 

rammer they are obliged to uſe; for in long pieces, i . 
the rope is hard, and ſtiff, it is bent with great difficulty, Ml _. 
And if not, will ſcarcely ſuffice. to ram the ſhot home,” Wl © 
COTE «© 3 et peat, | | . 5 I 3 : 5 P PR. bi 

Guns of a new confirufion uſed in the ſrueral men of wn, (i; 
25 um. Weight Weight Num. Weight oiſ Weight erf at 
N of of of |. old. the new] | 
* uns. old. | number number | 
1 . rr pf 

| 100 4367. 3 21838. 3 12780 |; ha 
. go 3$537+-3 277 : 29 10 7 

9. H Zee 0 
74 ot. © | 98912, | 59696 6g 15 

| 70 2997. | 29970. o 193% | 
64 (2543+ 3/1305, 00 23. | 58506, 3] 30015 Ca 
60 [2177. 301185. 0% 30 65332» 2 35550 8 
50 1881. 11035. 0 19 35743. 3] 19565 
44 1365. 2 705. 0 8 10924. 5640 \ 
40 1234. 20312. 9 | 11110. 2} 2812 | 

36963. 3 459-2 7 | 5546. 1 3150 
| 32 | 956. 2| 435-9 28 | 26782.9 12180 

28 | 593. 2| 285-0] 23 | 13650. 1] 6555 
24 | 531. 3] 255.0] 12 | 6381.0] 3060 
20 | 421.2) 191.1] 15 | 6322.2] 2869 

Difference of the expences 163 108 1. 

If to this we add the difference 2632 1 1. between the 
braſs guns of the Royal George and the ſame ſet of iron, 
we get 189429 l. for the difference between the expence 
of Bo old and new ſet. And if the number of guns 00 
board of the ſloops and thoſe in the garriſons, as well u 
thoſe which ſerve in the field, it may perhaps amount i0 
as much more, | 

Henct 
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| Hence every ſhip. may carry very nearly double cali- 
bees of theſe new guns to thoſe: of the old ones, and 
chat with ſafety, and be leſs burthened at the ſame time, 

as has been fully proved : the great advantage of ſuch 
à change muſt be plain to all ſuch as are concerned in 
naval affairs. 1 muſt obſerve one thing more, that the 
{mall charge we propoſe may appear inſufficient in eali- 
bers under 4 24 Pounder ; but when it is conſidered, 
that when” ſhips come to a proper diſtance, the ſm 
ſnots have as mueh chance A the ſhip a 
large, though their effect is lels in proportion ; but 
a great diſtance the. reſiſtance of the air is greater in 
proportion as the diameter diminiſhes, as Mer. Robins 
has rightly obſeryed. 1 $ 
But as all commanders make, or ought to make a 

point of it, to come cloſe to an enemy before they begin 
to fire, there is no reaſon to fear but that thels {mall 

4 

calibers are as uſeful as any others. 
4 * 

Number 
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hi N The firſt column contains the number of guns which 
FR the ſhips carry, according to the preſent eſtabliſhment; 

the numbers in the firſt horizontal line expreſs the 
4k calibers uſed on board of the men of war; and the 
| | number of each ſort are under them oppolite the num- 
| | ber the ſhips carry. 
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Let the length AB of the piece be 14 Kateden 60 
diameter of the ſhot divided into 24, and the bore 23 
as before; the thickneſs A C of the breech 14, the 
diſtance A D 39; the thickneſs of metal at the vent 
AD 16, and 8 at the mouth; the diameter and length 
of the trunnions each 16 parts, and the reſt of the con- 
ſtruction as in the firſt. | 
A ring of metal is caſt under the caſcable'i in theſe 

light pieces, as is ſeen in figure the ſecond, which ſerves 
to faſten the head of a ſcrew, that is uſed inſtead of 
coins to raiſe the piece by: this ring is deſcribed from 
the ſame center, and with the ſame radius as the neck; 
the diameter of the hole to receive the bolt is 5 parts, 
and the thickneſs of the ring is 4 parts. 
By the ſame way of computing the weight of metal 

as after the firſt conſtruction, we find about 85 pounds 
of metal for every pound of the ſhot's weight, which 
gives the following dimenſions, - 

# 

FIELD PIECES. 
Preſent, | | New, ” 

Calib, Lan Weight. | Calib. Length. Weight. | 

3 [3:6 [2:3:00 3 |3: 32212 

6 | 4:6 4:3:10 6 4121422: 5) 

re $13: 8 "9 [143-8 6: 3 $| 

24 5:6 [16:3:13 12 RES 95 

18 5:10 18 3 1 

24 6: 58:1: o| 
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From whence it appear, that the weights of the 
new conſtructed: pieces hearly agree with thoſe uſed a; 

ent ; the lengths of the 3 and 6 pounders new are 
eſs, and thoſe of 12 and 24 ſomething, more than the 
lengths of the preſent. - We have hitherto uſed but the 
four calibers marked above, and even the 12 and 24 
very little, becauſe it has been found that theſe pieces, 

on a level platform, and loaded with one-fourth 
af che ſhor's weight of powder, reeoil too much: yet 

as platforms are never made upon any of, withour 
a-flope, and in an engagement are placed upon turf, 
and. the advantage of the ground is o may be taken, 
the fiting theſe pieces upon à level platform made of 
ſtone is net an experiment to be depended upon. 
Theſe light 18 and 24 pounders may ſerve in private 

expeditions for battering pieces, eſpecially where the 
road-is very bad, and no heavy pieces can paſs, and yet 
battering pieces are required; which is the caſe whete 
a fort or any other poſt is to be taken; for no leſs cali- 
bers are eſteemed ſufficient to make a breach, or induce 
the commander to ſurrender. There have been much 
lighter pieces made not many year ago, as a 6 pounder 

| weighing but three hundred and a half, and which 
carried its ſhot very well with a pound and à quarter of 
der; but it is imagined that they are attended with 

inconveniencies in real uſe, for which reaſon they have 
been rejected. 

Conſtruction of iron garriſon bieces. 

Let the length of theſe pieces be 18 diameters of the 
| ſnot, and the reſt of che conſtruction be the ſame as 
that of iron ſhip guns: then by a like computation as 
Wt before, we find 1725 pounds of iron for every pound 
k ( of the ſhot, and from thence we get the following di- 
| menſions. f | 

- l IRON 



T alid. Len b. | Weight. | lib. .} Lengt eight. | 
— — | on — | 

$1 | 412. 424
 124 

12 6 % 18 22: 0 
— — — — — — 

|... 18, „6 e 0h 
— — — — — 

24 8:4 37: 0: 0 

32 9 2 [49:2 : 18 
\ | #25 254 - 

10: 0 164 3:0 2. of 
** 

As the 32 pounder weighs about the ſame, and iv | 
nearly the ſame length as the old 24 pounder, it max 
well ſerve upon the ſame occaſion. As to the _—_— 
and weights P the other calibers, I imagine them ſuch 
as are proper for the uſes they are commonly applied to. 
The 42 pounder. may alſo ſerve near the ſea, or in har- 
bours, to prevent enemy's ſhips from paſſing by, with 
more advantage than 24 and 32 pounders, which are 
chiefly uſed at preſent upon thoſe occaſions. 

But if ſome of the ſmaller calibers ſhould be thought 
too ſhort, according to the preſent practice, they may 
be lengthened ſo much as neceſſary, without changing 
2 * the other dimenſions, which do not depend on 
the length, | 
Having given general conſtructions for the ſeveral 

ſorts of braſs and iron cannon, which are neceſſary upon 
different occaſions by land or ſea, TY plain and 

eaſy 

= R 
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WY eaſy. manner we cguld think of (which. none haye yer 
Wi done) and as theſe conſtructions are grounded on the 
WH . moſt plauſible reaſons, ſupported by theory and practice, 
it is hoped our endeavours will be of uſe to the Public, 

as expendes are conſiderably leſſened. For if the great 
quantity of metal required in all the guns neceſſaty 9 

the nation, and the vaſt number of horſes now uſed in 
the field be conſidered, and that according to our con- 

ſttruction above one-third will be ſaved, as'likewiſe x 
proportional number of horſes, one would imagine theſe 

advantages ſufficient to induce the directors of cheſe 
affairs to examine well our ſcheme, and to male proper 
trials, in order to be convinced whether what is here 
propoſed is of any real advantage or not; at the ſame 
time guarding againſt the crafty inſinuations of ignorant 
artiſts, who find fault with improvements merely out ot 
a ſelfiſh vanity, without judgment or knowledge. 
As we propoſe to make chambers in all guns above 
an 18 pounder, it may be objected, that the difficulty 
of loading them will prevent their uſe ; but as a ram- 
mer may be contrived ſo, as to load theſe pieces as en 
as others, the only difference being to put the powder 
in cartridges, which is more than recompenſed by ſaving 
almoſt half of it; beſides, the pieces will not be heated 
ſo ſoon, and conſequently they may be fired much 
oftener without any danger of being damaged. When 
all theſe advantages are well conſidered, it will be found 
that chambers in large cannon is an improvement notto 
be neglected. 8 | 
We muſt obſerve one thing more before we leave this 

ſubject, which is, that as we make the diameter of the 
bore but one 24th part larger than that of the ſhot 
(whereas the common practice is to make it one 20th 
part more) if the bores of the new conſtructed guns att 
made as uſual, they will be ſomething lighter than what 
we have marked them in the preceding tables. But as 
a ſhor-goes much truer when it juſt fits the bore, and 
does leis damage to the gun, by not bouncing from 3 ch 
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de to the other, it is to be hoped that they will be made 
in the manner we p 4215 "A * . 
It is true that ſome attillery officers ſay, that the 
windage of a gun ſhould be equal to the thickarſs of 
the ladle; becauſe when it has been loaded for a While. 
the ſhot will not eome out without being looſened there- 
by, in order to unload it; and when this cannot be done, 
it muſt be fired away, and ſo Joſt ; but as the windage 
of a 9 pounder, according to our conſtruction, is .166 
ff an inch, this is conceived a ſufficient thickneſs for 
a ladle, and thoſe of a higher caliber become ſtill thicker © 
in proportion. But ſuppoſe this thickneſs. is not ſuffi- 
jent, the loſs of a ſhot is a mere trifle in reſpect to the 
zdvantage got thereby beſides, as there is always a wad 
before the ſhot, I do not fee that any duſt or dirt can 
et into the piece; and therefore when the muzzle is 
owered, the ſhot will roll out of courſe. £ 
There is another advantage in theſe general conſtruc- 

ons, which is, that the diameters of the ſhot's being 
narked on braſs rulers at full length, and divided into 
4 equal parts, they will ſerve as ſcales to draw the 
Iraughts in full. lengths for the uſe of the founders and 
he carriage-makers, whereby the patterns may be made 
th great eaſe and exact neſs. 

PART III. 
Conſtructions of MozTARS and How1iTzes 

ORTARS are a kind of ſhort. cannon' of a 
large bore, with chambers. Their uſe is to throw 

low balls filled with powder, called bells; which 
ling upon any building, or into the works of a for - 

0 ication, burſt, and their fragments deſtroy every thing 
din reach. Carcaſſes are alſo thrown out of them, 
1 ich are a fort of ſhells with five holes, filled with 

_ - puck 
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pitch and other combuſtible matters, in ore 
buildings on fire; and ſometimes baſkets fu 
the ſize of a man's fiſt, are thrown from them 
enemy, placed in the covert way in the time ora 

Mortars are diſtinguiſhed here chiefly by the gan 
of the bore. For example, a ten inch -mortar 
the diameter of whoſe bore is ten inches; there are 
ever ſome ſmall ſorts, as cochorns and royals'; the nan 
of the firſt is derived from that of the inventor 

Sea mortars, or thoſe placed on board of ſhips," 
longer and much heavier than the land. There is 
another ſort, called bowirzes, of a German in ventiall 
which differ from the former, in having their run 
placed nearly in the middle, and being mounted 2 
Carriages Ice vg gun · carriages. a I A 

PLaTz II. Fig. 5. = 
4 

» 

The principal parts of a mortar are on the ourſidel 
chaſe A, the reinforce B, the breech C, and 
nions D. In the inſide, the part where che than 
lodged, is the bore; and the part where the powdal 

lodged, called the chamber. The parts 2 
= The figure of the chamber is made variouſ 

_ ferent nations; the Spaniards ule chiefly the ſphenanl 
French the conic, cylindric, and the bottled or c 
the Engliſb make them in the form of a fruſti 
cone. Each nation has its reaſons, or bag 
prefer their make before that of others; but wan, 
conſiders theſe different forms in an impartial man 
and the reaſons given by authors for adhering ro bi 
preferable to others, will find, that nothing is e 
mined upon true principles or experiments, chal * 
proportions of the ſeverai parts ot a mortar z wal 
therefore begin to give ſome tables of their di 
and afterwards examine the different parts e 
as we have done in guns, in order that the re 
diflnguith their pertections and imperfections, 

Di 
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' Dimenſions of the braſs land mortars now in uſe. 
Fig. 53 

Diameter of the bore. 
— 

| 
| 

| 
—
 

13 
|
 

10 
.
 

|
 

Total length 
of the mortar 

—
 

—
 

44 
9
 

25-5 
16.5 

From 
the 

mouth 
to the reinforce 

© 
—
 

15.25 
10 

8.5 
4+75 

L
e
n
g
t
h
 

of the reinforce 
_ —
—
 

' 
— 

8
.
7
5
 

5
 

*: 
78 

8-4 
. 

Length of the trunions 
from end to end 

32 
· 5 
r
 

12 
D
i
a
m
e
t
e
r
 

of the trunions 
 — 

— 
5.15 

| 
6.3 

5 
2.75 

—
 
L
e
n
g
t
h
 of the b

o
r
e
—
 

—
 

24 
18. 

13 
8
.
 5 

Length 
of 

the 
c
h
a
m
b
e
r
 

— 
—
 

12 
7.8 

7.75 
4
.
5
 

N
 

Greateſt 
diameter 

of 
the 

chamber 
6
 

4.5 
4 

3 
F
c
 
Leaſt 

diameter 
of 

the 
c
h
a
m
b
e
r
 

—
 

6
 

1 
$. 6

 
3.4 

2.4 
Diameter of the muzzle 

ring 
—
 

21 
15.15 

11. 2 
8 

* 
: 

ld Breadth.of 
the muzzle ring 

— 
— 

1. 1 
8
 

6
 

*7 
*
 

.
 

we. 
Breadth 

of che aftragals 
and 

fillets 
—
 

1.25 
1. o 

75 
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0 
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Diſtant 
from 

the muzzle 
rin 

—
 

1.5 
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| 
1.0 

o 
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i
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e
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near 
the muzzle 

n
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b
e
.
 

6.9 
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Diameter 
near 

the rein force 
—
 

18.1 
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of the reinforce 
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15.15 
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u
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h
e
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©
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h
e
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9. 8 
6.9 
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Chamber 
contains 

powder 
—
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8 Es mM reaſon we ſhall mas no farther upon. den, 

66 = A111 
VN. F. The extremity of the bore is Ss round, * 

formed by an arc, whoſe radius is equal 90 that of 
the bore, and terminated by the lines which forn 
the — Fang the bottom of the chamber is ſemi. 
circular, the optfide of the etal. is determined by 

u circular arc, deſcribed from the fame center u 
the bottom of the chamber, and aer the line 
drawn parallel to its fides, 

"As all the neceſſary dimenſions are ſer down here 
. accurately, the reader may eaſily conſtru@ theſe mortar if 
by the help of the plate, which ſhews their form; fo 

| Dine of ſea mortars in inches. Fig, 6, 7 

* of the mortar — — 63 36. 
F oy muzzle to the reinforce 21 | . — ; 

” (reinforce —— 18 + 14 
Length of the rem 24 | 30- 

X chamber —— 21 1 | 

Frs greateſt diameter — — 8.3 ks 
Its leaſt diameter — „ 6 

Breadth of the muzzle ring — 2 34 
Of the muzzle, ogee, and fillet 1.9 0 
From the muzzle to the aſttagal o 4 
Of the aſtragals 9 ᷑ V 

4.5 f..8 

— 
98 2 1. 1.6 

Thickneſs of metal ac the muzzle 4-7 "2b 
At the muzzle ring — — 5.3 6 
Near the reinforee— — 4.7 — 

At the reinforce — — 8 6 
Behind the reinforce — — 9.5 6 
Trunions length from end to end 45.4 | 36 

*% 



ee n R T. 
Its greateſt diameter — — 12 

Its leaſt diameter — 10 
— — 6 

5 wy" ] Fry *r . 

N. B. The thickneſs of 3 at . 8 wal 
near the reinforce; is taken from the lines produced, 
which determine the bore, of the . mortar ; and 
behind the reinforce it is taken from. the lines, 
which terminate the chamber. The round part or 
the breech of the mortar is circular, and deſcribed 
from the ſame center as the bottom of the chamber 
in the 10 inch, and ſo as ta. come within 3.5 inches. 
of the end of the mortar in the 13 inch z and in hot 
ſo as to touch the outlines, which are drawn pa- 
rallel ta the ſides of the chamber. 

The reader may eaſily perceive, that wherever ſtands 
an o in the two laſt tables, there is no ſoch dimenſion 
in that mortar; for there are e in one which 
are not in the other. | 

Dimenſions of Howrnzzs by inches. Fig. 8. 

Diameter of the bore — — 10 
From the muzzle to the reinforce 19. 28 | Lb 
Length of the reinforce  —— 11.9 | 10.7: 
Total length of the howitz — 30.4 * 

| bore '—- — 29-2 
Length of the J chamber — 1266 998 
Its greateſt diameter + 6:5: ä 46 
Is leaſt diameter 2 85 „ 
Breadth of the muzale ring 1.7 1.25 
From the muzale ring to the aſtraga +3 40 
breadth of the aftragal  '——— wn 327 
Of the ogee hefore the reinforce 26 6 1.4 
Or the ogee behind the reinforce yn net of. 

. 



68 ARTILLERY. | 
N. B. The extremity of the bore is made round, and Its 

formed by an arc, whoſe radius is equal to that of Its 
the bore, and terminated by the lines which form L. 
the chamber : the bottom of the chamber is ſemi- 
circular, the outſide of the metal is determined by W Ct 
2 circular arc, defcribed from the fame center as W 
the bottom of the chamber, and touching the lines 
drawn parallel to its ſides. 3 ; ; 

As all the neceſſary dimenfions are ſet down here 
accurately, the reader may eaſily conſtruct theſe mortars 
by the help of the plate, which ſhews their form; for 
which reaſon we ſhall inſiſt no farther upon them. 

Dimenſions of ſea mortars in inches. F ie, 6 ; 7. 

Diameter of the bore — — 13 5 20 
Length of the mortar — — 63 36 
From the muzzle to the reinforce 21 20 

 Creinforce —— 18 2. 
Length of the Noor — — 24. Io, 

chamber —— 21 15 
Its greateſt diameter — — 8.3 6.6 
Its leaſt diameter — — 7 3 
Breadth of the muzzle ring — 3 2.4 
Of the muzzle, ogee, and fillet 1.9 | 0 
From the muzzle to the altragal o Eh 
Of the aſtragals _ * 1.6 

reinforce rings —— 1.9 | © 
Yogees next to them — 45 | 2:2 

Of the Ichace ring — — 15 | 0 
chace ogee — H— 2,2 | © 
chamber aſtragal] —=— o | 1.6 

Thickneſs of metal at the muzzle 4.7 2.8 
At the muzzle ring — — 5.4 6 
Near the reinforce — — 4.7 3.3 
At the reinforce — — 8 6 
Behind the reinforce — — 9.5 6 
Trunions length from end to end 45.4 | 36 

Its 



A@TILLERY 69 
Its greateſt diameter — — 12 3 2 
Its leaſt diameter — — 10 | 8 
Length of the part diminiſhed „ 

Chamber contains powder Þ 32 fa 12:8 
Weight of the mortar — C.81:1:18 | 32:3:7 

N. B. The thickneſs of metal at the muzzle, and 
near the reinforce, is taken from the lines produced, 
which determine the bore of the mortar; and 
behind the reinforce it is taken from the lines, 
which terminate the chamber. The round part or 
the breech of the mortar 1s circular, and deſcribed 
from the ſame center as the bottom of the chamber 
in the 10 inch, and ſo as to come within 3.5 inches 
of the end of the mortar in the 1 3 inch; and in both 
{o as to touch the outlines, which are drawn pa- 
rallel to the ſides of the chamber. 

The reader may ealily perceive, that wherever ſtands 
an o in the two laſt tables, there is no ſuch dimenſion 
in that mortar; for there are mouldings in one which 
are not in the other. 

Dimenſions of Ho WIT Zz Es by inches. Fig. 8. 

Diameter of the bore — — 10 8 
From the muzzle to the reinforce 19.4 I6 
Length of the reinforce 11.9 10.7 
Total length of the howitz — 50.4 | 37.4 

bore— — 29.2 | 2549 Length of the e eee, 9.9 

Its greateſt diameter — 6.5 4.6 
Its leaſt diameter — — 3.6 4 
Breadth of the muzzle ring — 1.7 | 14.25 
From the muzzle ring to the aſtragal 4.3 | #4© 
Breadth of the aſtragal —— 13 7 
Of the ogee hefore the reinforce 2. 1.4 
Of the ogee behind the reinforce 1.7 O 

F 2 Of 



570 ARTILLERY, 
Of the aſtragal — — 1.4 ot. 
Of the baſe ring — 1.8 1.25 
From the baſe ring to the aſtragal 22 | 0 
Breadth of the aſtragal —— 1.3 O 
Thickneſs of metal at the muzzle 2.75 2.25 
At the muzzle ring —— =— 5 F. 9 
Near the reinforce — =— 244 2.6 
At the reinforce =w—— — 5.0 3.4 
Behind the reinforce — — 44 25 
Diameter of the baſe ring — 20 14.7 
Diameter at the vent aſtragal — 17.5 12.5 

caſcable — . 8.25 7.6 
Diameter of the {button — 7 3 

|  Cneck —— 5 3.5 
Breadth of the ogee and fillets I 9 
Of the ſecond ogee and fillets ' 1.6 9 

Diameter of the I nd — 5.6. | 95 
Length and diameter of the trunion 6. 4.4 
From the fore reinforce to the trunion 2. Woe 

A 

Chamber contains powder # 18 4 
Weight of the howitz — C. 31: 2: 26 | 12:1:11 

Remarks on the conſtruction of MOoRYARS. 

Of all the parts of Artillery, the conſtruction of mor- 
rars is the moſt variable and uncertain; almoſt every 
artilleriſt has ſome favourite notion or other concerning 
their figure. Mr. Belidor mentions, in his Bombardier 
Frangois, four different chambers ; namely, the cylin- 
dric, the ſpheric, the conic, and the bottled ; of theſe 
he ſays the cylindric is the worſt, and the conic the 
beſt; for, ſays he, the vent being at the end of the 
cylindric chamber, prevents the powder from taking 
fire ſo quick as in the conical one; he alledges likewile 
another reaſon againſt the uſe of theſe chambers, which 
is, that they are ſeldom gaſt ſo as their axis correſpondk 

| wit 
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with that of the bore, whereby the direction of the ſhell 
becomes: variable and uncertain. | Fo 

But ſince there is no neceſlity for placing the vent at 
the end of the chamber, as he ſuppoles, all his argu- 
ments, on that account can only be againſt the preſenr 
practice, and by no means proves their badueſs; and 
had he conſidered the exploſion of powder as an elaſtic 
fluid, as he ought, he would have eaſily perceived that 
the direction of the chamber, with regard to that of 
the ſhells, is of no conſequence, ſince the action of 
fired powder is every where perpendicular to the ſurface 
it acts upon. Beſides, according to the experiments 
I made, which are mentioned in the preface, the force 
of powder, when fired at the end, is greater than when 
fired in the middle. I dare not however infer, that the 
fame thing will happen in larger mortars, becauſe I have 
found by experience, that we ought to depend upon 
nothing but what has been found to anſwer in pieces of 
the ſame caliber ; and therefore all the different ſizes of 
mortars ſhould be tried and examined, to determine 
where the vent is to be placed in the moſt advantageous - 
manner, 8 
We have proved in the fifth Theorem, and the ex- 

amples that follow, that the action of fired powder 
diminiſhes in proportion as the ſurface preſſed enlarges; 
the ſame thing we have likewiſe found by experiments, 
and therefore the conic chambers are the very worſt of 
all, 
The late General Borgard made his chambers likewiſe 
conical, terminating in a circular form at the bottom, 
as has been ſhewn in the foregoing tables of the dimen- 
ſions; and ſo as the ſides of the chamber produced meet 
the extremities of the diameter at the mouth; imagining, 
I ſuppoſe, that the powder acts in right lines parallel to 
the ſides of the chamber. Though he was one of the 
braveſt officers of his time, and ſerved about ſeventy 
years, yet his qualiications as an inventor were but very 
moderate. 

F 4 As 



= ARTILLERY. 
As to the advantage of concave chambers of any kind, 
it conſiſts in this, that their entrance may be made nar. 
rower than thoſe of any other form, and that this is a real 
advantage, we have proved both by theory and practice: 
yet when tlie entrance is ſo {mall, as not to admit of a 
man's hand, they are not eaſily cleaned ; and if any 
ſparks ot fire ſhould remain, cannot be ſo well extin- 
guiſhed ; for which reaſon 1 would make them of this 
form only in ſea mortars, becauſe they are loaded with 
large quantities of powder, and in the land ones cylin- 
dric : ſince theſe latter need be charged with but little 
powder. — 

As to the vulgar notion, that mortars with concave 
chambers, when fired, ſhake their beds with great vio- 
lence, and make the direction of the ſhell very uncer- 
tain, it is grounded upon ignorance, and deſerves no 
_— 

The length of mortars is no more aſcertained than 
the reſt of the dimenſions : the French make the length 
of the bore a diameter and an half of the ſhell-; on the 
contrary, we. make that of our land mortars two of 

- theſe diameters, and three in the ten inch ſea mortar, 
which cauſes a great difference in the weights; for our 
thirteen inch land mortars weigh C. 25 : O: o, whereas 
the French weigh only C. 13:0:0, _ 

It is a query, whether this difference produces any 
material advantage in the ranges; if not, it would be 
unneceſſary to make them ſo long as we do, ſince this 
increale makes them ſo much the heavier. For the 
ſame thing (viz. that thoſe guns which carry fartheſt 
are not the beſt) is alſo true in mortars; fince if they 
carry their ſhells about 12 or 1500 yards with a mode- 
rate charge, it is in my opinion ſufficient in reſpe& to 
land mortars; becauſe when they carry farther, the hit- 
ting an object becomes ſo extremely uncertain, as to 

render that advantage uſeleſs; therefore all means ſhould 
be tried to make them as light as conveniently can 7 

— 
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The thickneſs of metal in the different parts of a 
mortar, is as. undetermined as the reſt; for not any two 
ſorts are equally ſtrong ; ſome are as much too weak as 
others the reverſe, and thoſe who have the direction of 
theſe things are ſo ſlightly acquainted with the common 
principles of geometry, that when-a mortar of any ſize 
is made with proper dimenſions, and has been found in 
practice to anſwer perfetly well, they cannot make 
another either leſs or larger, that ſhall ſtill ferain the 
properties of the farmer, 
The reaſon is, that commonly none but: workmen are 

employedPan them, whole knowledge canfiſts anly in 
imication and gueſs. For though a workman may be 
yery capable to execute the work, ar to fee it done, yet 
it can hardly be ſuppoſed: that he is able to determine 
the proper dimenſions of the ſeveral parts. - 
The parts of mortars are formed in 1mitation-of thoſe 

of guns; for which reaſon they make them with a rein- 
force, This only overloads the martar with a heap of 
uſeleſs metal, and that in a place where the leaſt ſtrength 
is required; yet, as if this unneceſtary metal was not 
ſufficient, they add a great projection at the mouth, 
which ſerves to no other purpoſe than to make the mor- 
tar top- heavy. The mouldings are likewiſe jumbled 
together, without any taſte or methed, though they are 
taken from architecture. 
As there has not the leaſt hint hitherto been given, 

with regard to a general rule to conſtruct all ſizes of 
mortars by, without which, the artillerift cannot poſſibly 
underſtand what he is about, nor can he judge whether 
be is right or wrong, whenever he attempts to conſtruct 
others of a different ſize from thoſe in uſe at preſent, 
he muſt remain in ignorance, let him take ever ſo much 
pains, we ſhall give the following rules. 
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General dimenſions for land mortars. 

Plate III. Fig. 9. — — 

„ « 

* 

1 8 

— ——— w— ꝗ B ³ . = RI... 

„ 

"EA bore — 20 130. [20 
Diameter of the q chamber - * go 

| bore— = 4 45 40 
Length of the chamber - 21 420 
From the end of the chamber to 0 the . of 
end of the mortar — þ n 

Total length of the mortar —— 
From the mouth a to the reinforce 5 — 
Length of the — be —_ 18 

muzzle ring and fillets 
Breadth of the ogee next x it — on g 
From the ogee to the muzzle aſtragal 5 

aſtragal and fillets 2. 8 
ogee before the te- } 
inforce— 5 3 

two ogees and fillets ) 
behind the rein- 6 5 

— *, 

_ 

* + - 1*— * * "Ou 
- * — — — — ; 8 

223 

8 S 

— + 

w 8 
Breadth of the 

— 

— — — r 4 
force 1 

8 at the muzzle 8 4.5 4 
Thickneſs of metal TOE the reinforce 6 5 4+ 5 

reinforce 7 3.81 54 
Thickneſs of metal at he ene 12 2 12. 

muzzle ring 6.3 5. 8 5 

Diameter of the trunions 14 13 2 
Lengthof the trunions from the mortar 15 14 3 

. d | 4 d 
Chamber contains pow der—— ——| —— | — 

LN . 421442 |-466* 

| 5d | 24 | 3d. 
Weight of the mortaa—— — —— 

= WEE 
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N. B. The chamber is cylindric, and the bottom a 
ſemi- ſphere; the round part of the mortar is de- 
ſcribed from the ſame center as the bottom of the 
chamber. The letter à in the content of the cham- 
ber and that of the weight of metal, expreſſes che 
cube of the diameter of the bore in inches; that 
is, d = 2197 in a thirteen inch mortar, and d = 
1000 in a ten inch, | 99 

The reader may ſee that the diameter of the bore is 
o be divided into 30 equal parts, for a ſcale to ſet off 
Il the reſt of the dimenſions. The ſame ſcale ſerves 
> conſtruct their beds, which renders the whole eaſy 
d uniform, a neceſſary conſequence, of well ſettled 
rinciples. „ 

Remarks on theſe dimenſions. 

We have endeavoured to diſpoſe the metal in ſuch a 
anner, as to make the ſtrength of the parts nearly in 
roportion to the forces which act upon them: at the 
hamber it is ſufficient, though leſs than in moſt mortars 
ow in uſe; for the thickneſs of metal there is greater 
an its diameter, which 1s more than ever has been 
lowed in any braſs gun whatever; it is true that the 
fort alſo is greater, but then an allowance has been 
ade accordingly : we made a reinforce, merely to 
omply in ſome manner with the common practice, 
ough the mortar ſhould be conical from the chamber 

d the mouth, according to the action of powder, as 
roved before; however, the difference between the 
einforce and chace is no more than juſt ſufficient to 
mit of an ogee, whereby the mortar looks more 
raceful to the eye; at the mouth the projection is no 
reater than is neceſſary for the mouldings, more would 
ſuperfluous, and make the mortar top heavy; be- 

des, as we ſuppoſe it capable of being either railed or 
preſſed, and not fixed to its bed, as hitherto the cuſtom, 
at operation would thereby become more difficult. As 

to 

— — — — — — 
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to the vent, we do not pretend to determine its true Ithe 
place, though we have always found the nearer it wa ful 
to the bottom the farther the ſhell went; but as theſe 
experiments were made with a three inch mortar only, 
no juſt concluſion can be drawn from thence with regard 
to larger. 

The cylindric figure of the chamber, is, in my opi. 
nion, the beſt for theſe kind of mortars ; for though 4 
we have ſhewn that the concave figure, or thoſe whoſ der 
entrance was the leaſt, will throw the ſhell fartheſt of MP 
any with the ſame charge; yet in this caſe, where but - 

OT little powder is required, their entrance would become 
too narrow and inconvenient to clean; whereas when MW ſinc 
they are cylindric, the difference between the advantage will 
of the one and the other will be but little, and na 
attended with any inconveniencies. Ie 

Colonel Deſaguliers and myſelf made ſeveral expe. tim 
fiments with different chambers, which contained the and 
ſame quantity of powder, and we found that the cylin Wl n 
dric threw the ſhell always farther than any other whoſe Ml that 
entrance was larger, and more eſpecially when they were ¶ hi 
not quite filled. We made likewiſe ſome other expe- Ml Ne. 
riments, which were, by putting as much powder Jud, 
would fill half the chamber into a cartridge made «| 
common writing paper, and when it was put into the ff tha. 
chamber, ſo as to be cloſe to the ſhell,-leaving a vacancy able 
at the bottom, it threw the ſhell near twice as far 2 1 
when the cartridge touched the bottom, and the vacancy Ml ©" 
was left between the ſhell and the powder ; we repeated thir 
this experiment ſeveral times,and found always the ſame that 

effect. Another remarkable thing happened; I puta mn 
en piece of common writing paper upon the powder, the 

chamber being but partly filled, and the ſhell went much beit 

farther than with the ſame charge when there was n0 all 
aper. Laſtly, we compared two chambers of the ſame = | 

content, the one cylindrical, and the other conical; they MW ** * 
had both the ſame height, and the diameter of the bot- 
rom of the conical one was but half the diameter of 

: the 
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the entrance, and when theſe chambers were not quite 
full, the cylindric one threw the ſhell much farther than 
the other, and this happened as often as the experiment 
was repeated. Whoever conſiders theſe experiments 
with ſome attention will find, that we know very little 
of the effects of gunpowder as yet, and that we ought 
to depend upon nothing but what has been tried. 
That our chambers hold a ſufficient quantity of pow- 

of der for any occaſion: whatever, has been proved by 
+ of experiments; for I fired a three inch mortar, with an 
du WM ounce and a quarter of powder, at an angle of elevation 

of 45 degrees, and the ſhell went 1200 yards; and 
hen ſince our mortars are ſimilar to that tried, the powder 

will give the ſhell the ſame velocity; but becauſe the 
reſiſtance of the air is in this caſe inverſely as the ſhells 
diameters, the three inch ſhell will meet above four 

ye. times the reſiſtance of a thirteen inch ſhell ; from whence, 
the and ſome other experiments made upon Moolwich Com- 
in. non, with the preſent thirteen inch mortar, I conclude, 
of WI that the ſhells in our mortar will range about a mile, 
ere vhich is more than is wanted; for when the ranges are 
be- greater. they are ſo uncertain, and it is ſo difficult to 
; judge how far the ſhell falls ſhort, or exceeds the diſ- 
of WI cance of the object, that it ſerves to no other purpoſe 

che chan to throw away the powder and ſhell, without being 
icy able to do any execution. | 
* The firſt of theſe mortars is of the ſame length with 
our land mortars ; the ſecond with the French; but the 
el chird is ſhorter than either. The reader may eaſily ſee, 
ne *bat theſe dimenſions are general for any ſize of mor- 
+ a WI £418 whatever, as all conſtructions ought to be, whereby 
the hey become all alike; and conſequently one of them 
* being found ſtrong enough by practice or experience, 
ao all the reſt will be ſo too; which can never be the caſe 
me in particular conſtructions, as hitherto has been the caſc 
ey n all countries fo far as I know. 

the To 
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To find the weight of metal, 

The ſquare of the mean diameter 41 of the 
muzzle part, multiplied by 30, gives — 
The ſquare of the diameter 44 of the rein- 

force, multiplied by 18, gives t— 34848 

The ſquare of 34, the chamber part, —_— 68 
tiplied by 34 4, gives - —— — F 39% 

Four times the trunion 2940, for the — 6 
and MOUNINgs — — - YN 

Sum-total in cubic parts of the diameter of 
the bore  — — 77367. 

The content of the bore in like parts is — 4410 
The content of the chamber is — 203 

The two laſt ſums ſubtracted from the con- 
tent of the mortar, leaves — — 

This reduced in the ratio of 452, to 355, 
of the ſquare of the diameter to the circle, Þ 7115 

Wt 
gives — — — 

Then as 192 cubic inches weigh 2 bo 
of metal, we get — 2200 

But as the diameter d is divided into 30 equal part; 
if we ſay, as the cube of zo is to the cube d, ſo is 2260; 
to the weight of the mortar of the firſt ſort, it will b 

found to be 24 nearly. In the ſame manner ar 

found the weights of metal of the other two mortar. 

To find the contents of the chambers. 
The ſquare of 10 multiplied by the length, reduce 

207, gives 2033 in the firſt mortar; but as the di- 
meter is divided into 30 equal parts, if we lay as the 

cube of 3o is to the cube a, ſo is 2033 to Cz d, we 
| / 

get 

2 on 
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get the cubic parts of the diameter. Now, becauſe the 
diameter of a cylinder, which holds one pound of pow- 
der, is 3-165, according to Sir Jonas Moor, if we divide 
the laſt number by 31.7, the cube of that diameter, we 

ſhall have — d, for the content of the chamber; 
55900 | | 

which being reduced, gives 255 or - nearly, In the 

ſame manner are found the contents of the chambers of 
the other mortars. 

In order to compare theſe mortars with thoſe uſed at 
preſent, we ſhall inſert their weights and charges in the 
following tables. 

Weight of the new mortars, 

8}. | # $9 

Fiſt 16: 1: 10%: 1: 2103: 3: 6122211 

Second 13:0: 005: 3: 22 3:0: 001: 1 

Third 11 3 2 

Diam. | 13 | 20 | 8 9 

1 92: 6/1: 30: 8. 2 

Weight 

A — Eo 
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Weight of the preſent mortars. K 

Dian. e 
Wit. 5:0: Olo: 2: 1804: O0: 10 1: 90 3:0 

1 

Cham. | 9:1:814:0: Oo: 10]1 : 0 0 8720 

Hence if we compare the weights of our mortars with 
thoſe of the preſent ones, we ſhall find the difference be. 
tween the 13 inch to be, 8: 2: 18 between the 10 
inch, 3: 0: 15, and between the 8 inch, o: 14 
Now as the difference between the weights of the 1; 
inch mortars, is much greater than between any others 
it is evident they are much heavier in proportion than 
they ought to be, in reſpect of the ſmall ones; it ap. Diſt 
pears therefore, that no true proportion has been ob- | 
ſerved in their conſtruction. | 

Though our mortars are ſo much lighter than the 
preſent ones, yet I may affirm, they are equally ſtrong, 
becauſe they are as thick at the chamber as they need 
be; and at the muzzle, or where the leaſt thickneſs is, oun 
are ſtronger; for the 8 inch mortar is but an inch in 
that place, whereas ours is 1 inch and a third; the 10 
inch, is 1.6 inches thick, ours 17 and as to the rein Mig 
force, it is loaded with more metal than it need be, 
ſince the force of powder is very little more there than 

at the muzzle. But the difference between the weight: 
ariſes chiefly from the chambers, which are both wider 
and longer in the preſent mortars than in ours, and there- 

fore they require more metal, 

General Dimenſions of howitzes. Fig. 11. 

Diameter of the bore, — — 30 20 30 
Length of the bore, — — 90 go | 97.5 
Diameter of the chamber, — 15! 15 15 

Length 



Length of the chamber, — — 33 | 33 | 33 
From the muzzle a, to the rein- 

force by * — 30 50 | 54.5 

Length of the reinforce b e, — 34 
— From the reinforce c, to the end * 
0 of the ho witz, — 30 50 | 50 
— Total length of the howitz, — 134134 141. 5 
9 Thickneſs of the metal at the 
a muzzle, —.— — 81 7 8 
id Thickneſs near the reinforce — S745. 09 
be. hickneſs at the reinforce, — 10 9 10 
10% Thickneſs at the chamber, — 1615 16 

* 4 Breadth of the muzzle and baſe 
13 ring, fillets included, —— 3 5 5 
er Breadth of the ogees, that behind 
ian WY the reinforce excepted, — 3-5 3.5 |3-5 
ap: WDiſtance between the muzzle and 

breech, ogees and aſtragals, — 6 6 | 7 
Breadth of the aſtragals and fillets, 3 3 
Breadth of the ogee behind the re- 

inforce, — — 6] 6 6 
he muzzle and baſe ring project 
the metal bß — 1.31. 3 1. 3 

110 i ength of the trunions — 18 18 | 18. 
10 iameter of the trunions 13 15 | 15 

ein: Piſtance of the trunions from the 
be, fore end of the reinforce, — 6 5 5 
haa | 4 4 4 
zhts [a 3 — 

der Arne chamber contains powder, —— 116116 | 116 
ere. veight of the howitz, 22.254 1974 2. 4d 

The caſcable is 24 parts long, the radius of the but- 
dn 8, the ogee and fillet included 4. 
The reader may obſerve, that for want of room in 
e plate, the button could not be marked, which he 
ay eaſily ſupply from the given dimenſion in the ſame 
anner as in guns, 

gi G The 
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The dimenſions of the firſt howitz are nearly the ſame 

as thoſe of the preſent, the chamber part excepted ; the ¶ Fto 
reinforce is not ſo ſtrong as it is commonly made, with. Nat ti 
out any ground or reaſon, becauſe the force of exploſion 
acts but very little more there than at the muzzle, The 
dimenſions of the ſecond are Jeſs, and yer I am per. 
ſuaded ſufficient ; for a 6 inch howitz is an inch and ,, 
thick near the muzzle, whereas the preſent 8 inch mor-. 
tar is barely an inch in that place; for which reaſon [ 
would prefer the ſecond fort before the firſt, becauſe 
there can be no reaſon aſſigned to load them with more 
metal than is neceſſary, 
The third ſort is a quarter of the bore's diameter 

longer than the other two, and the reſt of the dimen- 
fions the ſame as the firſt; hence the artilleriſt is left to 
his choice to uſe which he likes beſt. 

Weight of the howitzes and powder. 

Bore. 28. 1 6 

iſt, 44: O: 13020: 0: 910: 1: O: 1: 5 
ö \ 1 8 * 

Weight 2d, [38: 2: 872 3] 9:0: 093: 2:24 
— 

— 
— —„— — — 

3d, 47: 0: 7/21: 1: 1400: 3: 13: 5 

Powder, lis: 13: ol 8:9: 14 4:6: 91:19:12 

Weight of the preſent bowitzes and powder, 

Bore, — 10 8 7 

Weight gr : 3: a67j'rs 2: I 

Powder, [18 : 0: 0 4:0: 
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From theſe tables of the weights of howitzes, we ſee 

hat the preſent 10 inch weighs about one third more 
an it ſhould do in reſpect tg the 8 inch, for the weights 
zould be in proportion to the cubes of the diameters. 
ow the cube 512, of 8, is to the cube 1000, of 10, 

; the weight 12: 1:6, of the 8 inch, 1s to the weight 
4:0: 3, which ſhould be the weight of the 10 inch. 
hence it evidently appears, that no better propor- 
jons have been followed in conſtructing howitzes than 
nortars, 

This ſuperfluous weight of the 10 inch howitz has oc- 
;fioned its diſuſe, at leaſt theſe 25 years; whereas by 
blerving a due proportion, and ſuch as our ſecond ſort, 
ot only a 10 inch but even a 13 inch might have been 
ſed, if it had been thought proper, It may be obſeryed 
gain, that though ours are ſo much lighter than the 
thers, they are full as ſtrong, becauſe the metal is better 
Iiſpoſed over all the parts, and there is not that yſeleſs 
mp at the muzzle, reinforce, and trunnions, as in 
hoſe made at preſent. 
It is to be wondered that no greater uſe has hitherto 

een made of howitzes, ſince the ſhells may do execu- 
lon likewiſe as ſhots, and beſides grapes of ſhots, or 
bells, might be fired out of them to more advantage 
han out of guns, eſpecially in a ſiege where the diſtance 
$ but ſmall; and in the field, if they were placed in 
he flanks, or between the battalions; the terror they 
yould cauſe, eſpecially amongit the horſe, by rolling 
mongſt the ranks with the fuſe burning, and the ex- 
eftation of their burſting every moment, would dif- 
der the braveſt men, by means whereof they might 
ilily be broke, and the day thereby won. | 
In a ſiege where the works are not lined with walls, or 
hen the walls are once battered down by cannan, there 

En be no ſpeedier way to complete the breach than by 
ring ſhells into them; for they will lodge in the earth, 
nd when they burſt will produce the ſame effect 

mines. This practice has been recommended by 
G 2 St, Remy, 

SG. IA en MM. OS. AA. 3 
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St. Remy, and the French followed it in the. ſiege df f. 
Bergen -0p-200m, where they chiefly uſed mortars, mount. ſff"* * 
ed upon field carriages for that purpoſe ; belides, when 712 
you are pretty near the enemy's works, grapes made e 
ſhells will do wonderful execution, as 1 have been 41 on 
ſured by ſome artillery officers, wha have tried it, and * p 
found that all the fuſes took fire. — ay 

As howitzes are eaſier carried from one place to ang. % F 
ther than mortars, which require alſo a good deal of af 
time to prepare the ground, to lay the beds, and mount 
them, the uſe of the former would be more convenient ag 
than the latter in all caſes, except in throwing ſhell 
upon powder magazines. It may be obſerved, that the = 
wheels and axletree of the preſent 10 and 8 inch howin — 
carriages, are of the ſame ſtrength as thoſe of a 24 and 
18 pounder's carriages, without any judgment or res. 
ſon, For ſince the wheels of an 18 pounder's carriage 
ſupport a weight of 48: o: o, which is juſt four tina; 
the weight of the 8 inch howitz, there is not the lea eng. 
proportion obſerved between the weight and the ſtrength; S 
to ſupport it; it is true, that an 8 inch ſhell is heave 
than an 18 pound ball, but when it is conſidered that the — 
force of the ſhell affects the carriage in its recoil only, Bi the 
and not at all the wheels; this can be no reaſon foie - | 
making them fo ſtrong as has hitherto been the cuſtom}, 

Of Sea Mortars. hick 

As theſe mortars are generally fired at a much greate 
diſtance than ever is required by land, they are mad Hnick 
ſomething longer and much heavier than the land. 1 
Their proper dimenſions can only be determined from 
their charges of powder. The chamber of the preſent 
13 inch holds 32 pounds of powder, though the late 
General Borgard told me, he never made uſe of more 

than 12 pounds, and as he had more experience in that 

fervice than perhaps any other, we may depend on - | | a 
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ſe faid ; beſides, ſome very expert officers employed in 

he late war aſſured me they never exceeded the charge 
e 15 pounds. Now, as this chamber is never half filled, 

e powder won't act ſo forcibly as if there was no 
acant ſpace between the charge and the ſhell; it is 
herefore plain, that a charge of 12 or 15 pounds of 
owder at moſt will be ſufficient z; beſides this cham- 
er being conical, and its greateſt baſe two thirds of 
he diameter of the bore, leſſens the force of powder 
onſide rably, and more ſo when not filled, as. Colonel 
Deſaguliers and myſelf found by ſeveral experiments 
nade with juch a chamber, and compared with a cy- 
indric one of the fame content. This being an un- 
Joubted fact, the following dimenſions, will, I may ven- 
ure to affirm, be ſufficient in all reſpects. 

General dimenſions of ſea mortars. Fig. 10, 

diameter of the bore divided into - — 30 | 30 
ength of the bore, — — — 75 75 
Diameter of the chamber, — — 15 15 
neth of the chamber, — — 33 33 

tom the end of the chamber to the end of | 
the mortar, - — — mo 20 | 20 

Total length of the mortar,  — —128 | 128 
rom the muzzle a, to the reinforce b, — 43 | 43 
ngth of the reinforce b %” — — 28 28 

hickneſs of the metal at the muzzle, mould- 
ings excepted, — — — 8 7 
; near the reinforce, — 9 8 

lickneſs of metal 4 at the reinforce, — 10 9 
at the chamber, — 16 16 

muzzle ring and fillets, — 4 | 4 
readth of the Jogr next to it, and of that 

| ; before the reinforce, — 3 3 
ſtance from the ogee to the muzzle aſtra- 
gal, — — 1 

G 3 Breadth 

— 

— 

— — — 

tt — — 

- _ : 

— ——— I EE ͤ — 

— 
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NY \ aſtragal and fillets, — 3 } , 
Breadeh of the Lege behind the reinforce, 4 | | 
The muzzle ring projects the metal, by — 1.5 | 1 ® 
Diameter of the trunions, — — 18 ee 

Length of the trunions from the mortar, — 20 a 

© i our 

The content of the chamber, — — 126 1 uſe 
Weight of the metal, ' — — 2.74 | ul - 

The arcs which determine the round part of U dri 
mortar are deſcribed from the ſame center which M Up 
termines the bottom of the chamber: the weight but 

on metal, and that of the powder which the chamber cn 
tains, have been found in the ſame manner as int 
guns, allowing four times the value of one trunion ll 2%! 
the trunions and mouldings. qu 

Weight of ſea mortars and powder, 

Diameter of the bore, T3 5 

© preſent ſea mortars, |81 : 1: 18032: 3: 
Weight of the firſt new mortar, 41: o : 19118 : 2:1 

| the ſecond,” ——|}5:1: 2116: 0: 
preſent mortars, 32: 0: 12: 8: 
new mortars, — 17: 7: of 8:0:( Powd. cont. in 

The enormous weight of the preſent 13 inch mom 
proceeds from the antient notion, that thoſe pieces whic 

throw a ſhell fartheſt are the beſt ; for which reaſon ti 

artiſt imagined, that the heavier they were, the fart 
they would carry. But by the account of all thoſe! 
tillery officers whom J have converſed with, and vi 
have been employed in that ſervice, the ſhip or bom 
ketch is not able to bear the ſhock of thoſe mort: 
when loaded with their chambers full of powder; 
conſequently it is ridiculous to make them fo bear 
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The firſt of the new mortars is as ſtrong at the muzzle 

as the 10 inch preſent one, and conſequently ſtrong 
enough upon all occaſions; and I may venture to 
affirm, that the ſecond ſort is ſo too; ſince it is above 
twice as ſtrong as the land. With regard to the ſize of 
our chambers, we have ſhewn before, that they never 
uſe above 15 pounds of powder in bombarding ; we 
have likewiſe proved in the theory of powder, as well 

dric chamber has over the conic when the greateſt bale is 
uppermoſt, ſo that there cannot remain the leaft doubt 
bur that our chambers are full as large as they need be 

on any occaſion. 

of It may appear ſtrange to ſome of my readers, that 
{oY mortars ſo much lighter than the preſent ſhould be near 

equally ſtrong. 1 account for it in this manner, their 
chambers are near twice as long as ours, and as the 
thickneſs is very great in that place, there mult needs be 
a great deal more metal there than is neceſſary ; the ſame 
thing may be ſaid with reſpect to the reinforce part, 
which without any reaſon is made about twice as ſtrong 
as the muzzle part; though the force of exploſion is 
nearly the ſame in both places. This was never con- 
lidered in the conſtructions of old mortars, 

In the bombarding of Havre de Grace, the mortars 
were fired quick and with a full charge, by which they 
were ſpoiled and rendered uſeleſs in a ſhort time; for 
the vents grew ſo large, and the metal melted in the 
chambers, that it would have been dangerous to fire 
them any more, and ſo were rendered entirely uſeleſs, 

It has been obſerved both in guns and mortars, that 
the great thickneſs of metal, inſtead of being an advan- 
tage, renders them ſooner uſeleſs. For at the battle at 
Lafelat ſeveral 6 pounders, that weighed 1900, were 
ſpoiled, and the light, which weighed but 4: 3: o, 
received no damage; and our fea mortars generally 
tail when much fired with great charges; whereas the 
land, which do not weigh one third of the others, 

(3 4 ſcarcely 

as by ſeveral experiments, the great advantage a cylin- 
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ſcarcely ever fail: the reaſon of this is imagined to be, tha 
thin metal heats not imperceptibly ſooner than thicker, 
and cools much ſooner ; and when thick metal is once 
much heated requires a longer time in loading, and cons 
ſequently accumulates the heat to ſuch a degree as to 
make it incapable to reſiſt the ſhock of the fire. Thi 
1s confirmed by experience, 

Plate IV. Fig. 12. 

The following mortar with a concave chamber is, | 
think, preferable to the two former; the baſe a b, o 
cd, is ten parts; the diſtance between the lines a b, and 
cd, is 26 parts; and its greateſt tranſverſe diameter 20; 
the thickneſs of metal at the chamber is 16 parts, as be- 
fore; the outſide form is ſimilar to that of the chamber, 
and all the other dimenſions are the ſame as thoſe of the 
firſt of the two preceding mortars. This mortar wil 
weigh nearly as much, and its chamber contain the ſame 
quantity of powder as the firſt; but as the entrance of 
It is to that of the former, as 4 to 9, the powder will aft 
with a greater force ; for which reaſon it is preferable, 

As the entrance is wide enough to introduce the hand, 
and clean it without any inconveniency, it may be loaded 
with as much eaſe as any other; whereby we avoid the 
— made by ſome againſt theſe kinds of cham- 

rs. s 
As to the placing the vent both in guns and mortars 

in the beſt manner, I muſt confeſs it is beyond my 
knowledge; and it appears to me, that nothing but ex: 
periments can determine it; for thoſe I made with two 
ſmall mortars appear ſo contradictory to theory, and the 
notion we have in reſpect to the exploſion of powder, 
that Jam more uncertain than ever; and it is verſ 
probable they will vary more in thoſe of larger calibers, 
tur which reaſon we leave it undetermined. I ſuppoſe 
it, in all the preceding draughts, pretty near the 2 ls) 
> | ET | chamber; 
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ARTILLERY. 99 
chamber; becauſe the few experiments I made ſhewed 
that to be the belt place in ſmall mortars, 

SHELLS. Plate IV. Fig. 14, 

As the dimenſions of ſhells are undetermined, and no 
roportion obſerved therein, nor is it known how much 

the thickneſs of the bottom ought to exceed that at the 
fuſe hole, ſo as they may burſt in the greateſt number 
of pieces, we have in the tollowing dimenſions obſerved 
the proportions of the preſent 13 inch ones; ſo that if 
they are right, we are certain that ours will be fo 
too; but if it ſhould ſo happen, that the ſhell of 
any other caliber is found to have a better proportion 
than that we have made uſe of, the general dimenſions 
may eaſily be made in the ſame proportion, by ſaying, 
the diameter of the ſhell is to 30, as any part expreſſed 
in inches, is to the ſame part, expreſſed in parts of the 
diameter divided into 30 equal parts. 

of the bore, —— — 30 
Diameter ö cd of the ſhell, — — 29. 5 

of the hollow ſphere, —— 21 
of metal at the fuſe hole, _ 9.8 

Thickneſs at the bottom or oppoſite part — 5 
Diameter a b of the fuſe hole, —— —— 4 

d 

The weight of the ſhell unloaded, — 7 

Weight of the powder the ſhell contains — 236. 5 

The fuſe hole is conical, and when produced, ter- 
minates at the extremity d of che diameter cd, which 
paſſes through the center. 

There are two handles of hammered iron fixed in the 
mould when they are caſt, which faſten to the ſhell, and 
ſerve to lay hold on when the mortar is to be loaded 
thereby, as likewiſe to carry them from one place to an- 

other, 
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diameter of the bore, as well as in the conſtruction o 

| 
| 

Powd. 9 4: 34 

* war þ * . 8 88 4 - 

N 

other. In France theſe handles are caſt iron; but thi 
renders them clumſier, and liable to break ſooner than 
the others. The letter d ſtands here for the cube of the 

mortars. 07 
Two reaſons are given for making ſhells thicker 3 

the bottom than at the fuſe hole; one is, that they x: 
thereby better enabled to reſiſt the ſhock or impreſſion af 
the powder that diſcharges them; the ſecond, that the 
ſhejl always falling with the heavieſt part undermoſ, 
the fuſe will of courſe be uppermoſt, and therefore vil 
not be extinguiſhed by its fall, Both theſe reaſons ar, 
in my opinion, of no conſequence; for if the ſhell 
were every-where equally thick, and of the ſame weight 
as thoſe above-mentioned, the blaſt of powder lodged 
in the chamber would hardly be able to break them; 
and as to the fuſe falling uppermoſt or not, that is of 
no detriment, ſince the compoſition of fuſes is ſuch 
that nothing but an abſolute ſtoppage from the air is 
able to choak them; for they burn in water as well az 
any other element ; for which reaſon I would make 
them every-where equally thick, becauſe they would 
then burſt into a greater number of pieces. But to be 
certain, it would be eaſy to make the experiment. 

The quantity of powder they ought to be filled with, 
ſo as to burſt into moſt pieces, is not known ; but molt 
artilleriſts agree that they ſhould not be quite fpll; and 
Colonel Deſaguliers,after having made ſeveral experiments, 
imagines, that two thirds of the weight which would 
fill them is the quantity they ſhould be loaded with, 

Weights of the preſent ſells and powder, 

— 23 8 5.8 4.6 | 

: 150: 2 : 250: 1: 150: 0: 12:0: 

| 
——_— .—_——_—_— ͤ—ü— 
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part of the bore's diameter, which is ſomething leſs in a 
13 inch one, and decreaſes in proportion to the ſhell's 
diameter; whereby our ſmall ſhells become ſomething” 
heavier than the preſent. 

There is another kind of thortar which ſerves to fling 
ſtones into an enemy's works, when near at hand; ſuch 
as from the town 1nto the trenches in the covert way, or 
upon the glacis, and from theſe trenches into the town, 
or ravelins. As we have none of that ſort here, I ſhall 
give ſuch dimenſions as agree nearly with thoſe men- 
tioned.in St. Remy, whoſe diameter is 15 inches. 

Dimen/ions of flone mortars, Fig. 13. 

Diameter of the bore, — uw. 
1 — — — i. 0 

Its greateſt diameter, — — 8 
Its leaſt diameter, — — 6 
Diameter of the cylindric part to hold a 
wooden tapeon, — — 14 

Depth or axis of that cylinder, — wad" 
From the muzzle to the reinforce, — — 20,5 
Length of the reinforce, — — 8 

Thickneſs 
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Breadth of the 
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92 ARTILLERY. 
: | Cmuzzle, —— 

Thickneſs of the metal at the „ 

* entrance of the 
— chamber, — 

The chamber enters into the trunions, by — 
Diameter of the trunions, | 
Length from end to end of the trunions, —» 

Hare ring and fillets, — 

' „ — — 

chamber belt. — — — 
ogee next to this belt, —— 

— 1102 

Weight of the metal contained in this mortar, 3.1 

Content of the chamber, | 

The bore is terminated by two quadrants of a circk, 
terminated by the reinforce and lines drawn from the 
ends of the cylinder made to lodge the tapeon parallel 
to the axis of the mortar; and the round part on the 

- outſide are arcs deſcribed from centers, taken in the line 
which terminates the reinforce, and ſo as to meet the 
extremities of the belt, The bottom of the conic cham- 
ber is terminated by an arc of 60 degrees, and the round 
part of the outſide is a ſemi-circle. 3 

Thus a 15 inch ſtone mortar weighs 10: 3: 4, and 
the chamber contains 3 pounds of powder; this agrees 
very nearly with the French mortar of the ſame lize, 
which weigh 1000 pounds. When it is conſidered that 
we made the chamber part ſtronger than theirs, we con- 
ceive that this mortar may likewiſe ſerve to throw 
baſkets full of hand-grenades, which will be much more 
dangerous to an enemy than ſtones. + | 

The reader may eaſily perceive, that the conic cham- 
ber is very proper here in this caſe, as a great force i 
not ſo much required as the extent of that force againl 
the tapeon, for frar it might break it in the * 

0 
artill 
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The form of the bore at the botto
m being different from. 

chat in other mortars, is likewiſe adapted here to the 

bodies to be thrown out of it; baſkets are made to fit the 

bottom of the bore, which, when filled, are let into the 

mortar by means of two handles, in order to load it 

quicker, The ſtones generally made uſe of ypon this oc- | 
caſion are pebbles the bigneſs of a man's fiſt, and as 

round as can be found. But as we ſaid before, hand- 

grenades or ſmall ſhells' made for that purpoſe, of about 
two or two and a half inches diameter, will anſwer the 
purpoſe much better than ſtones. "This has been prac- 
tiſed at Bergen-op-2oom with a common mortar, and ſuc- 
ceeded to the atisfaction of the artillery officers who 

tried the experiment, 
Having thus given general conſtructions for mortars | 

uſed on all different occaſions either by ſea or land, it re- 
mains to ſhew in what the uſe of howitzes differs from 
that of common mortars ; as they are carried upon gun 
travelling carriages, they are eaſily tranſported in the 
feld from one place to another, and are more readily 
fired than the others ; they have likewiſe another ad- 
vantage, which is, that they may be laid to any eleva- 
tion, whereas the common. mortars are fixed upon their 
beds at an angle of 45 degrees, whereby they are not ſo 
uſeful in a ſiege : for the ſhells thrown into the works, 
either from the trenches into the fortification, or from 
the fortification into the trenches, ſhould always be di- 
rected in a leſs elevation than 45; and when they are to 
be thro wn upon powder magazines, or any other build- 
ing, with an intention to deſtroy it, the elevation ſhould 
be greater, in order that they may fall with more force. 

All theſe conſiderations are ſeeming advantages in fa- 
vour of the howitzes; but if we conſider that a 10 inch 
howitz weighs conſiderably more than a 13 inch mortar, 
and an 8 inch one more than a 10 inch mortar, it is 
ealily perceived that the uſe of howitzes is not fo (| uperior 

tO that of the common mortars as is imagined by moſt 
atilleriſlts, As to the differext degrees ot elevations in 

which 
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which they may be directed, it is a property that wa 
ought to have as well as they. For there 18 50% 

| © leaſt occaſion to fix them on their beds ſo as,ng; walhad 
moved, ſince no nation but this does it ; not gr, 

them on their beds with ſo much cordage, as if 
weight was not ſufficient.to keep them in their ſituation 
The reaſon given for this practice is, that if they, wad 
not laſhed to their beds they would kick up befog 
fall backwards, which is trifling,. and inconſiſten with 
the rules of mechanics; beſides the French. wlll 
which are much lighter. than ours, and are. not 
never oyerſet; and as no nation makes more 
them than they do, it is very improbable they M9 
neglect a thing of that kind if there was any neveliih 
for it. : ? 7 11. ci 102 40 L 40 b 

As to the advantage of carrying howjtzes, upon 
velling carriages, it is as inſignificant as the. rei, nad 
no 2 can be given why mortars may not he 
in the ſame manner, That this may be done, ape 
from the practice of the French during the lat 
But what will not people do to ſupport an old cu » 

- 
- 

* 

Pa " let it be ever ſo abſurd? : 3 

A 101 N 44 101 
— — — 

— —O — 
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"7 R- * "Ke "6: 1571 Conſtruction of [hip and travelling Carriages. 
Y if * E RE are three different ſorts of gun carria 

namely, thoſe yſed in garriſons, at ſea ah 
ſhips, and in the field. The two firſt differ only in ſome 
iron rings, and alſo that the trucks or wheels of gait 
riſon carriages are made of caſt iron; whereas, 

| carriages are of wood; but the reſt of the conſtrudal 
| is the lame. F 

* x 

| | | | Confirullilt 
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Conſtruction of ſhip and garriſon Carriages. 

„ Plate V. Fig. 15. 
* 

ln a line A B, take two points C, D, ſo as their in- 
erval be equal to the diſtance from the center of the 

nions to the extremity of the breech, that is, equal 
o three ſevenths of the gun's length; through theſe 
points draw two lines at right angles to AB; in the firſt 

te CE, CF, each equal to half the diameter of the 
ſecond reinforce ring; and in the ſecond DG, DH, 
ach equal to half the diameter of the baſe ring; then 
he lines drawn through the points E, G, and F, H, 
jill determine the width within of the carriage. | 
If to theſe lines there be drawn two parallels at a cali- 

ders diſtance, they will determine the breadth of the 
ſide pieces; and by ſetting off from D to B, the length 
pf the caſcable, and from C to A, half the diameter of 
he trunions and half. the diameter of the fore trucks; 
Ihen will AB be the length of the carriage. 
The line E F paſſes through the center öf the tru- 

nion holes, which are a caliber. and whoſe center is a 

pieces, On each ſide of GH ſet off 6 inches for the 
breadth of the axletree, which is always 12 inches 
road; and the fore part of the trunion holes is the 
enter line of the fore axletree, whoſe dimenſions, as 
. as thoſe of the trucks, are given in the following 
able, 

Fig. 16. 

The height of the ſide pieces is 47 diameters of the 
ot before, and half that height behind ; and if halt 
he length of the ſide pieces be divided into four equal 

parts, beginning at the hind end, you will have the 
ſteps; the quarter-round is taken from the fore part. 

of 

quarter of an inch below the upper ſurface of the ſide 

be lower part of theſe pieces is hollowed in the form 
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of a circular arc, in order to make- them ſomething 

lighter without diminiſhing their ſtrength. Both axle 

trees are ſunk into the ſide pieces in the manner repy 

ſented in the 17th figure; and as to the tranſom, y, 

chuſe to place it directly over the fore axletree, it is 

diameter of the ſhot broad, and two high, and placed 

exactly in the middle of the height of the fide pieces; 

though it is cuſtomary to place the fore part in a line 

paſſing through the center of the trunion holes, and { 

as to project the axletree by an inch, and the lower edg 

to touch the axletree, 

n CC — | © | 

— 
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Dimenſions of ſbip and garriſon carr 

24 6. 2. 4 4 O 6 9 6 4 4 6 2 8 5 1 

me before 18 behind — 12 
breadth, —— ] 6, 

N, — 142 
1a re 

— f ——— iameter, 
adth, 

diameter, 
gth, 

height before, length, breadth, l 
length, height, breadth 

from the head 
height, breadth, 

Nature of the gu Width incloſed Fore ax'etree len 

length, 

Body 1 

axletree len 

Body 5 

d 

Fore trucks, Id Hind trucks, 1 Side pieces Trunions Arms Hind 
Thek 
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| Theſe dimenſions are expreſſed in inches and deci- 
nals; and as the arms of the hind axle-tree have the 
ame dimenſions as thoſe of the fore ones, they have 
yen omitted, as well as the height behind the ſide 
eces. 
1 may be obſerved, that theſe dimenſions were uſed 

ln 1948 ; but if the guns are made different from thoſe 
that time, the length and width of the carriages will 
TA differ. The height of the ſide pieces and the dia- 
neter of the trucks depend on the height of the port- 
ales in ſhips' from the deck. - Thoſe of the lower tiers 
weht to be ſuch, that when the breech of a gun lies 
won the hind axle- tree, the muzzle of the gun ſhould 
nuch above the port-hole, in order that it may not puſh 
te ſhutter open when the ſhip rolls in ſtormy weather, 

— —— — 

——— 

General conſtrudtlion of carriages for new Guns. 

We ſuppoſe the diameter of the ſhot to be divided 
mo 24 equal parts, as in the conſtruction of the gun, ſo 
ut the guns and their carriages may be conſtructed by 
te ſame ſcale 3 which is both more methodical and eaſier 
Ir the reader and the artilleriſt. 
This being ſuppoſed ; take C D equal to 6 diameters 
{the ſhot and 10 parts; and CE, CF, each equal to 
4 parts, as likewiſe DG, DH, each equal to 39.5; 
ke breadth of the ſide pieces is a diameter or 24 parts; 
VB to a diameter and 12 parts; AC to 2.5 diameters, 
te breadth of the fore axle-tree is 30 parts, its length 
; Clameters;z the length of the arms 44 parts, and 
tir diameter 24. In the elevation, the height before 
the ſide pieces is 4 diameters, and behind half that 
ght; the height of the fore axle- tree is 42 parts, that 
the hind one 30; the bed bolt paſſes under the mid- 
of the fourth ſtep, and even with the liſt or hind ſtep, 
The breadth of the wooden trucks is always equal to 
t of the ſide pieces, which is here one diameter or 
parts; the diameter of the fore ones 4 diameters, 

H and 
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and that of the hind 3 diameters and a half: but we haz 
obſerved before, that if the port-holes in ſhips are mad 
higher or lower, theſe diameters muſt be increaſed 7 
diminiſhed. 

The French make uſe of a carriage on board of ſhip 
with two trucks before only, and are preferred by man 
officers to thoſe of 4: I had ſome of them made, whie 
ſeem to anſwer very well; they are nearly of the fax 
height before as the common; but to leſſen the 
height of the ſide pieces, the trucks are made of a lia 
diameter; they have no ſteps, and behind have a tra 
ſom for the ſtool-bed to reſt upon inſtead of the body 
the hind axle-tree. Theſe carriages do not rec 
ſo much, and are more readily pointed, becauſe 
trucks are not tight to their axle-tree, When they ai 
traverſed but a little, the carriage will move without 
truck, and then fall back again ſo ſoon as the hand 
ſpike is taken away, 

The French garriſon carriages are made much in 
ſame manner; but the trucks are made larger and 
ſeveral pieces, and have a trail like travelling carriage 
but much ſhorter, 

Fig 17. 

This elevation ſhews the inſide of the ſide pieces, Wi 
ſome of the irons, not elſe to be ſeen, and the manner 
would have the fide pieces let into the axle. trees, whi 
is more ſimple, and yet equally as ſecure as the col 
mon manner, as likewiſe how the tranſom is to 
placed, and not obliquely as the cuſtom is. The 
of the figures in this plate ſhew the plans and elevati 
E the axle-irees and the ſtool - bed, as well as the t 
Om. 
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trons for ſhip Cartiagti. 

Cape ſquares, — — — 2 
Eye bolts . — 2 
e. Joint bolts, — | — — 2. 

d. Tranſom bolt, — —— 1 
ded bolt. — — — 1 
1 Bracket bolts, _— — — — 2 

Hind axle-tree bolts, — — LI 4 

; Breeching bolts with rings,  — — 2 
| Burr S, — * — — 2 

1 Loops — — e 6 
u. Dowel pins, — — — 4 
5 Square rivetting plates, = — 8 
p. Rings with keys, — — — 10 

Traverſing plates, — — — 2 
1 Linch pins, — — ** 4 

$. Axle-tree hoops, — 3 2 
Axle · tree ſtays, — — FEM '2 
„ Keys, chains, and ſtaples, — < > 
. Stool bed bolts with rivetting plates, — 2 

| The garriſon carriages have the ſame irons, excepting 
the breech rings, and their trucks are of caſt iron ; for 
hich reaſon their axle-trees have copper clouts under- 
death, to diminiſh the friction of the iron againſt the 
yood, | 

Of travelling Carriages. Plate VI. Fig. 19. 

Previous to their conſtructions, it is neceſſary to men- 
ton the names of the ſeveral parts they are compoſed 
of, which are as follows. The long fide pieces QP, 
RS, are called the Cheeks; the fore part QR of the 
carriage, the Breaſt ; and the hind part P'S, the Trail; 
T, the Trail Tranſom; V, the Center Tranſom; X, 
the Bed Tranſom ; and Y, Breaſt Tranſom ; GH, the 
lll H 2 EP Body 

y \ 
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Body of the Axle - tree; m, n, the Trunion Holes; and 
w, the Pintle Hole. ur 

| | poll 
1 | poll 
Dimenſions of the preſent Cheeks, cent 

Nature of the gun, — — 41 ; - 
; ay bf | — —— — 5 7 

Length of the cheeks, — — 113 ſis i o [ 
Thickneſs, — — — 5.8 4.6] 3.60% ; Wc" 
Height of the plank«c — — 22 |i9 18 13 Fro 

k q before, —ſ|o 7 % Mn 
Height of the cheek \ center — — 17 15 12 9.5 f 

. trail, — — 112 11 110 7. 7 hi. 

Head from the center, — — ò.ln.Jj, de 
Length of the trail, — [18 Jigs 12 lo lap 

| 291 
Axle- trees. xd 

; 1 — lad 
Nature of the gun, | — — 24 | 12 6 3 vin 

length — — 38. 5 39 40 is eng 

Body, Lace — 27 16. f 6 or perf 
height, — — 9 [8.5 87. leig 

| length, — — — 21 20. 5 19 17.5 q 

Arms, < body diameter, — —17 | 6.5] 6 $. | in 
linch diameter, — — 5 [„ 443. of t 

; lide 
N. B. The under part of the axle-tree ſhould be in 

one continued right line, as we have ſhewn in 
our Elements of Mathematics. 

| WIC 
All the dimenſions in the preceding tables are inW! Q 

inches and decimals, except the length of the cheeks MM I 
which are in feet. (raw 

| the | 
Conſtruction of travelling Carriages, Plate VI. Fig, ul. burt 

| of tþ 
Let Abcd be the plank, and AB the height be. M 

fore of the cheeks; ſet off from B to C the ſum of tte ita 
head AB, and the diſtance from the hind part of tim 

trunions rens. 



Sint 
runnions to the extremity of the caſcable; then from the 

int A as center, deſcribe an are CD through the 
— C, on which as a chord ſet off the height at the 
enter, and draw the lines AD, BC. On BC take 
BE, equal to the head A B, and towards the head 
Er, r 8, each equal to half the diameter of the trunnions, 
© that E S will be the width of the trunnion hole, whoſe 
enter is about a quarter of an inch below the line B C. 
From the point r draw r F, perpendicular to A D; ia 

E 
= — — 

which is ſunk about an inch into the cheeks. On the 
ide FH make a ſquare, and from the interſection I of 
dagonals, as center, deſcribe an arc, with a radius of 
29 inches, or equal to the radius of the wheel; this arc 
jill repreſent a part of the wheel. Then if a ruler be 
hid fo as to touch this arc, and cut the plank in two 
points M L, ſuch that the diſtance ML be equal to the 
length of the trail, and you erect at theſe points two 

> $5 US os 
Ly Yu Y fi 

OE 

eight of the trail; by drawing the lines CN, NO, 
nd DM, you will have the figure ABCNOLDA 
of the cheek required, 

lde with more eaſe on the ground, which is done by 
lividing LO into four equal parts, ſo that LP be one 
if them, by drawing MP; and at the points M and P, 
recting two perpendiculars on D M, and on MP, 
wich meeting in Q, then the point R, which biſects 
Q, will be the center of the arc MP required. 
The mortiſe V of the center tranſom is determined by 

(awing a line through the point C, perpendicular to 
lhe horizon K M, in which Cp is taken equal to a 
'ourth part of the ſhot's diameter, and pq equal to two 
of theſe diameters for the height, and in p z, parallel to 
KM, the breadth p x equal to one diameter. The 
litance between the center and bed tranſom X is two 
Cameters this laſt is a diameter each way. The breaſt 
ranlom J is a diameter broad and two high; the ſides 

H 3 are 

AD take FH, equal to the breadth of the axle-tree, . 

jerpendiculars MN, L O, to K M, each equal to the 

The part M P is made round, that the carriage may 

ä öZͤ— —— — — — —— — _ — 
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are parallel to the head A B, and terminate above even 

with the bottom of the trunnion hole one way, and when 
produced the inſide meets the point S. Laſtly, the mor- 
tiſe T of the trail tranſom is equal in length to the trail, 
a diameter high, and is parallel to the upper fide NO, 
ſo as when the lower is produced to meet the point P. 
All theſe mortiſes are divided into four * g { | | darts by ig 

horizontal lines; the upper part is ſunk half an inch in- hav 
to the cheeks; the two middle parts are ſunk to the 
depth of two thirds of the thickneſs of the checks, bur WM «, 
the lower part is not ſunk in at all. They are made in gde 
this manner to prevent the wet from getting into the WM ne 
joint and rotting the tenons. io 

| | VII. 

Conſtruction of the plan. Fig. 19. ty 
: | 

_ Draw the indefinite line A B, in which take the points Wi 
CD, fo as their interval be equal to the diſtance from ibo 
the center of the trunnions to the extremity of the baſe 
ring; through theſe points draw EF, K L, at right 7 
angles, to AB; make DK, DL, each equal to the 
radius of the baſe ring, and CE, CF, each equal fi 50. 
the radius of the ſecond reinforce ring; then the lines . 
drawn through the points F, L, and E, K, will deter- 
mine the width within of the carriage; if to theſe lines 
two others are drawn parallel, and at a diſtance equal te 
the length of the trunnions, you will have the thicknel: 
of the cheeks QP and RS. * 
On both ſides of the points E and E, ſet off half the ne: 

diameter of the trunnions, in order to have the trunnioqſ n. 
holes m, n; draw the breaſt tranſom Y of a diamete 
broad, fo as the inſide be in a line with the fore par - 

of the trunnion holes; and if C A be taken equal tor 
in the laſt figure, the line RQ at right angles to A T 
will determine the breaſt of the carriage, and the total nd 
length AB of the carriage is determined by the laſſi tre 
figure, e 1 1-2 met 
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If you ſet off from the line K L two diameters for the 
length of the caſcable, you will have the hind part of the 
tenter tranſom V, whoſe width is a diameter as well as 
the bed tranfom X, and their interval is two of theſe 
diameters, as has been ſaid before; the trail tranſom T 
determined as before by the length of the trail; ' In 
the middle of this tranſom is the pintle hole of an oval 
igure, wider above than below, that the pintle may 
have room to play on uneven ground, 
The bed w is a board of an inch and a half thick, a 

foot broad, and ſunk into the bed and center tranſoms ; 
the width of the axle-tree has been determined before, 
ind its fore part paſſes through the centers of the trun- 
nion holes : there is a board fixed upon the axle-tree 
with one end, and the other upon the bed tranſom, 
which ſerves to lay hay or ſtraw upon for wadding. 
Between the trail and center the breadth of the cheeks 

ᷣ diminiſhed on the inſide by a ſixth part, beginning at 
about a diameter from the trail, and ends within a dia- 
meter and a half from the center tranſom, 
This is the common conſtruction of field carriages 

but as it relates only to the four calibers, whoſe dimen- 
ſons have been given, the reader will till be at a loſs 
how to conſtruct any other; and as the length of the 
cheeks depends not only on the caliber of the gun, but 
lkewiſe on the height of the wheels, as well as on the 
length of the pieces, which varies very often: therefore, 
in the following conſtruction, we ſuppoſe the wheels of 
the common ſize, and the guns to be 20 or 21 dia- 
meters long, which is the common length at preſent of 
the 24 pounders. | 

General dimen/ions of travelling Carriages. Fig. 18. 

The length A d of the plank is 12 diameters of the ſhot 
ind 7.5 feet beſides ; its height A b three dia meters and 
three quarters; the height A B of the cheeks three dia- 
meters and a quarter; ſo that B b is half a diameter, the 

AY 
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| height DC at the center 70 parts of that diameter, 

of the cheeks, The under part of the trail is made 

104 ARTILLERY. 

divided into 24 equal parts, as in the conſtruction g 
uns; the length of the trail is three diameters, and its 

Freight MN two; the breadth F H of the axle · tree is 
two diameters, and the reſt of the dimenſions depend 
on the ſize of the gun. Dr 

General Construction of 2 carriages for tbe new tou 
15 | ung. SY 

Plate VI. Fig. 18. draw 

The length Ad of the plank is 10 diameters of the Mtvo | 
ſhot, and 7.5 feet; its height A b, three diameters andMjou 
three quarters; the height A b of the cheeks, three 8. 

| diameters and a quarter. Set off from B to C eight Or 
diameters, and twenty parts of that diameter divided Mite r 
into 24, as in the conſtruction of guns; then from the Moles 
point A, as center, deſcribe an arc through the point C, Nigur 
on which, as a chord, ſet off 50 parts from C ta D, {vill 
and draw the lines AD, BC. On BC take BE, equal Heng 
to the head AB, and towards the point B, the parts Whit t 
Er, rs, each equal to 9 parts, ſo that E S will be the 
width of the trunnion holes, whoſe center is ſunk about 
a quarter of an inch into the cheek. From the point t 
draw rF, perpendicular to A D, and in A D take FH R. 
equal to 30 parts for the breadth of the axle tree, which Narri 
is ſunk into the cheek about an inch. On the ſide F H Noe 
make a ſquare, and from the interſection I of the dia- 
onals, as center, deſcribe an arc with a radius of 29 Wir, 

inches, which arc will repreſent a part of the wheel, 
Now if a ruler be laid fo as to touch this arc, and cut 
the plank in two points M, L, fo that the diſtance ML}, 
be equal to three diameters, and there be erected at theſe 
points the perpendiculars MN, LO, to K M, each 
equal to two diameters, then, by drawing the lines CN, 
NO, and D M, you will have the outline ABC LDA 

round, 
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| La, and the mortiſes of the tranſoms are made as 

beſore. nean; 

ConftruZion of the plan, Fig. 19. 

Draw the indefinite line A B, in which take the points 
CD, ſo as their interval be 7 diameters and 17 parts; 

w arough theſe points draw EF, K L at right angles to 

AB; make DK, DL, each equal to 32.5 parts, and 
CE, CF, each equal to 27.5 parts; then the lines 
dawn through the points F, L, and E, K, will deter- 

nine the width within of the carriage. If to theſe lines 
theo others are drawn parallel, and at 18 parts diſtant, 
d du will have the thickneſs of the cheeks, QP and 

led ne radius of the trunnions, in order to have the trunnion 
the Mholes m, n. If CA be taken equal to r B in the laſt 
C, Wigure; the line RQ, drawn at right angles to A B, 
D, oll determine the breaſt of the carriage, and the total 
ual length A B is determined by the laſt figure. The reſt 
rts f the conſtruction is the ſame as before. 

ut Remarks on this conflruttion, 

H Regard muſt be had in the conſtruction of theſe 
ch arriages to their ſtrength, and that the piece may lay 
Ei Hoe and ſteady in it; as likewiſe that the gun may be 

properly elevated, in caſe ricochet firing ſhould be re- 
wired, . 
The thickneſs of the cheeks are here ſuppoſed eighteen 

parts inſtead of a caliber, as 1s uſual ; this we eſteem 
ufficient, becauſe pieces are now loaded with no more 
ban one third of their ſhot's weight, or ought not at 

ch; which charge has been found ſufficient for batter» 
7 g pieces. ko | 
de The length of theſe carriages is ſuch, that a 24 
42 under may be elevated to about an angle of 9 degrees, 
mn and 

8. - | 
zt On both ſides of the points E F, ſet off 9 parts for 
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and the ſmaller ones to 10, or 11 ind 12, wh 42 

than ſufficient upon all occaſions. The 2 481 
bent too much at the center, becauſe, if t | 
become very weak in that part. We make the runs 
holes ſo as one half of them is over the axle. tree, whos 
the common practice is to make them juſt Ai 
which, in my opinion, occalions the weight of wi 
to hang too much beyond the center or the wheel! 

Plate VII. VII. 
e 

- 

In theſe plates are the plan and elevation of x4 
pounder travelling carriage, with ll the irons marks 

- F422 "rn on them, ſuch as are now made. 
} 

Tron. wort of travelling Carriage, 0 
r 

| 1 breaſt ” — 1 — | 

Tranſom bolts with burrs center, © 

trail | © : — 1 

breaſt — 1 

Tranſom plates with hooks Qcenter — = 
trail — , { 

Trunion plates =— _..- £ 
Cap ſquares with joint bolts — =» —_—_ 

Spring keys ok chains and ſtaples — 
| ore. down 1 — 

Eye bolts 4. 4 * _— = 

Breaſt plates — — , — _ — © 
garni 

lates with roſe > 3 

. bol | —.— | L — 
Garniſh? Bolts 183 — 

nails — — 
Axle - tree bands — — — — 
Side ſtraps — — — 
Draught rings with bolts and burrs - 
Locking plates — — — 151 * 

Laſhing rings with loops — — 
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N forelock keys Nn e $08 * 

ce chain with ſtaple— 
* 

fſhinges — ates | 

ber haſp with ſtaples Ks tk an 

ſoo ſcrews 0 8 

my roſebuds * 

diamond headed 
als counterſfunk - * 917 

trail | 130220 
Fate plates upper and under — — I 

A. Nave — . 
B, Spokes — — 
C. Fellies — — 
n, Dowel pins — — 
a Streaks — — 

b. Streak nails — — 
& Nave hoops — — 

f 
— 

s . 

1 

= 

9 

** 

* * 4 

E 

d, Nave boxes — 
„ Dowledges— 
3 Rivets for ditto — — 

Nave hoop ſtubs * Ny 
k. Box pins — n 

The dowel pins are wooden pegs, of about three 
ches long, and three quarters of an inch in diameter; 
ey ſerve to faſten the fellows together; and the dow- 
Ages are iron plates, faſtened and ſunk into the fellies 
the outſide, ſo are not ſeen here; they ſerve to 
png the joints of the fellies ſtrongly together, each 
ith four pins. I. 
The nave is always made of elm, cut fix months 
gore. it is uſed, and left in the bark all the while till it 

0 

© + Wa. 

Kd as dry and well ſeaſoned as poſſible z the fellies are 

Names of the parts of a wheel, Plate IX. 

'ued ; the ſpokes are made of elm or young oak, and 

likewiſe 
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Are 
likewiſe made of dry elm, or in default of which v0. 
beech ſplit in two only will do as well, if not bett 

and the axle · tree is made of dry elm, young oak, 
ben.... al | 
The cheeks and tranſoms are always made of dry 
on account that this wood is very pliable, receives 
nails better than any other, and does not ſplit; ye 
have ſeen ſome made of young oak, and am of opui 
ha much ſtronger than elm, and I think may anf 

ter, | | 

Dimenfions of wheels for travelling Carriage. 
1 —_ 

Caliber ) „ * 

Wheel, diam. inches — 
Nave, length '— — 

Diameter Juni a 
linch — m_—_ 

„ Cthickneſs —— 
Fellies — 8 

thickneſs — — 

Spokes breadth — — [4 
FT 8 : EF 

The mortiſes of the ſpoke ſhould be placed in | 
middle of the nave, but the workmen make them 
inch nearer to the linch. The ſpokes are ſomewhit 

near the fellows than at the nave; they are likes 
inclined: towards the linch three inches in a wheel | 
feet high, and fo in proportion in one of any ol 
diameter; which the workmen call diſbing. How t 
found out that this inclination renders the wheels 
perfect is not eaſily known; thoſe that I have conve 
with knew no more than that it was an old colic 
which made me inquire farther into it, and I have fe 
that it is grounded on true mechanical principles, 
may be ſeen in my Elements of Mathematics, pages 
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The laſt column in the preceding table contains. the 
neral dimenſions of the reſpective parts for wheels of 
f ſuch carriages, expreſſed by the parts of the diame- 
of the ſhot divided into 24, as in the conſtruction of 
5, and proportional to the dimenſions of a wheel for 

A pounder's carriage. Theſe general dimenſions are 
ry uſeful in ſeveral reſpects: ſuppole it were required 
make wheels for any other calibers than thoſe above, 

ou mult either refer thereto, or elſe perform the 
M by gueſs. Again, theſe dimenſions being expreſſed 
the ſame parts as the guns, they may both be con- 
ted upon the ſame ſcale; which cannot be done in 
common manner without a great deal of labour and 

ficulty : in ſhort, artillery would be incomplete with- 
them; becauſe it is not ſufficient to know how to 
:cute what has been done before, but any other work 
the lame kind that may be neceſſary. 
The Span, or interval between the wheels, varies in 
ferent countries; even every county in England ob- 
es a different width, which is very inconvenient for 
de who travel in carriages. The artillery carriages . 
made like thoſe in Flanders, which is four feet eight 
hes; but as the fellies are not of the ſame breadth 
il wheels, we ſhall make the diſtance between the 
idle of the fellies five feet in all the carriages uſed 
land, which are hereafter mentioned, the truck one 
epted, 

Iron-work of an Axle- tree. Plate IX, 

Axle-tree bar — — — 7 
body — — — — 2 b. Clouts $i N "oy „ 

lincech — — 2 
Axle - tree hoops 15 — — — 2 

body — — 2 
d. Hurters with ſtraps — — — 2 
Waſhers — — — 2 

g· Linch 
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B. Axle- tree bolt — — * * 

Clout nail . 

n, N er 
: . FR i | | | 10 

Tools neceſſary to prove and load Guns. Ty * 

The ſearcher is an iron ſocket with branches, fn 
four to eight in number, a little bent outwards, w 
ſmall points at their ends: to this ſoeket is fixed 
wooden handle, from 8 to 12 feet long, of abou 
inch and a quarter diameter. This ſearcher is int 
duced into the gun after it has been fired, and tur 
round, to diſcover the cavities within; and after t 
diſtances are marked on the outfide with chalk, t 
make uſe of another ſearcher, that has only one pte r 
about which a mixture of wax and tallow is put tot 
the impreſſion of the holes; and if there are any « 
quarter of an inch deep, or of any conſiderable lei; 
the gun is rejected as unſerviceable to the governm 
though the iron is ſold to merchants; The gun ot in 
proved and ſearched twice. 1 

The reliever is an iron ring fixed to a handle by n oun 
of a ſocket, ſo as to be at right angles; it 
diſengage the firſt ſearcher, when any of its points 
retained in a hole, and cannot otherwiſe be got out 

The worm is a double-wired ſcrew, fixed to al 
dle by means of a ſocket ; it ſerves to draw out the! 
ding or bottoms of cartridges which remain in the 
after frequent firing, and which would otherwiſe ¶ new 
mulate ſo much, that other cartridges could not 
rammed home enough to reach the priming, bnd to 
the gun would miſs fire. | 

The ladle is made of copper, about three diam 
of the ſhot long, and the thickneſs equal to the wing * Th 
of the gun: it is of a cylindric form, having and 3 
ing above of about a ſixth part of the circle, and nM..." cept th 
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e a ſcoop at the end. The uſe of the ladle is to 
:roduce the charge of powder into the gun, when it is 
x made up into a cartridge, or to looſen the ſhot, and 
a0 it, in caſe it is retained by duſt got into the gun 
ter much travelling. fi HER 
The rammer is a cylinder of wood, whoſe diameter 
d length are each equal to the diameter of the ſhor, 
ith a handle fixed to it; it ſerves to ram home the ſhot 
xd powder when the gun is loaded. | | 
The ſponge is likewiſe a cylinder of wood, from 10 
12 inches long, of the ſame diameter with the ram- 

er, and covered with lambſkin, fo as to fit the gun 
actly; it is commonly fixed to the other end of the 
mmer's handle in ſmall guns, but has a ſeparate one 
thoſe of larger calibers. The uſe of the ſponge is 

clean the piece before and after it is fired, The IX th 
late repreſents the forms of theſe tools, whereby the 
ader may have a clear conception of them. 
Guns are proved various ways, to find whether they 
e {ufficiently ſtrong z the moſt common in England is 
th a charge of powder, which weighs as much as the 
jot in all pieces under a 24 pounder; which, if braſs, 
loaded with 21 pounds, the 32 pounder with 26 and 
2 ounces, the 42 pounders with 31 pounds 8 ounces “; 
tin France they are charged with two thirds of the 

ots weight only. Sometimes water is forced into 
em, but this proof is inſufficient ; it has been found, 
at though the water penetrated through the piece in 
veral places, yet they were very good and ſerviceable. - 
he beſt and ſureſt way of proving pieces made after 
new pattern, or of ſome new metal, is to charge them 
th no more powder than they are loaded with in action, 
nd to fire them 2 or 300 rounds as quick as poſſible ; 
dif they ſtand this trial, there is no danger of their 

. 

The charge of the iron 24 pounder is 18 pounds; that of the 
15 21 pounds 8 ounces; and the 42 is 25 pounds. As to the light 
als feld pieces, they are proved with half the weight of the ſhot ; 
cept the 24 pounder only, with 10 pounds, 

burſting 
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Burſting afrerwards, This has been done by ur il 
6 pounders, when they were firſt introduced into of 

ſervice. Mr. De Valliers, lieurenatit- general i 
. artiflery in France, has propoſed 4 method 
Proving pieces, Which is, inſtead of loading them 
ſhot, to ram clay in as hard as poſſible two fett 
But I doubt whether an iron cannon could and fuel 
proof, not would I adviſe the trill. 

70 conſtrutꝰ field Carriages, Plate xXx 
As field pieces are ſhorter and much lighter than til 
above, their carriages like wiſe obſerve. the amg 
portion. They have the ſame form, but their 
are only four feet two inches high z which, in m 
nion, is too low; for the draught of low wheel carrian 

is known to be greater than the higher: and thaugh 
guns are light, yet that is no reaſon to make the draugll 
greater. I think, if they were 4.5 feet high, it woul 
be much better; but it being no eaſy matter to chan 
any thing eſtabliſhed by cuſtom, we ſhall inſert the 
menſions uſed at preſent, that the reader may ſee wh 
has hitherto been the practice, leaving my obſervarianl 
to his judgment, either to approve or not, as he pf 

Dinenſſons of feld Carriage. 
ä : 2 =. 44 == . 

4 , \ 

/ 

Calibers — — 24 12 | 

Length : C os 106 
Height & of the plank 4 1g. 6 | 
Thickn. 4.5 3.7 
Checks, height before — 14. 3012. 7/18: 
8 Jcenter — |12 10. 9, 9. 8 2M 

Height at tue | hover — 110 1 9.2 8. 4 12 16 

Length of the trail — | [10. 5/10 | 1 
From head to center — io 45 [40 11. wa} | 0 
Width within J before. — = 85 715 | 2 | 
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SARTIULERY. . ing 
Dimenſions of the wheels, 

ben — — | 24 | 12 | 6 | Parts 
8 0 * | * — * 

1 height . 4 80 50 (60 
pe, lengtng — 15 g 12. 3: © 
—Chedy . 13 [11 to. 60 2: 10 

T Clinch 
> (height — 

4 Hi d 

meter O middle —— 14 12 1. 60 2: 15 

breadth 1. 80 1. 0: 9 
1 thickneſs 3. 5 321 2.9 o 17 ö E — 

Caliber — 126 

Axle· tree, length | 72 |76 
length. . 40 [42 

Body < breadth -| 5:6 6: | 
C height 7 | 6 

Arms, length 16 16. 7 
Dj body 5.580 5 
Diameters Aurach 3 13.5 

Theſe dimenſions are in inches and decimal parts, except | 
general ones in the fourth column, which repreſent +50 

of the ſhot and parts, the whole diameter | 
wg divided into 24, as in the conſtruction of guns. | 
e length of the planks are here 13 diameters of the 
and four feet. The width within of thele carriages 
be more or leſs, as the thickneſs of metal is varied. 

The conſtruction of travelling carriages given before, 
likewiſe for theſe, by making ule of the laſt di 

nGons inſtead gf the former; the only difference i: 
lt. there is no bed tranſom here, becauſc ſcrews are 

I uſed 

| if 
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114 ARTILLERY, _— 

uſed to raiſe theſe light pieces inſtead of wedgen 
which reaſon the center tranſom is two diameters bat 
and but one thick ; it is placed in the middle off 
height of the cheeks at the center, ſo that the gl 
the cafcable anſwers to the middle of the breadth of 
tranſom, the ſcrew being fixed there. 
It muſt be obſerved, that on each ſide of theſes 
riages is a locker or box of two feet long, its upp 
face even with, or about an inch above the upper pail 
the axle · tree, extending from thence towards the wil 
and its depth is equal to the height df che ang 
Theſe lockers ſerve to hold ot upon a march, a 
covered each by another box that ſlides on, And 

 ened with a bolt, in which cartridges are lodged, ual 
ready for firing at any time, without having recounl 
the ammunition carts, 2 | 

The iron work of theſe carriages is nearly thall 
as in the former, only not fo ſtrong z and there is but 
garniſh bolt, which ſupports the | An part of the locks 
and no garniſh nail, though there ate thtee marked 
miſtake in the XIth plate. The eye bolt next 
Joint bolt paſſes through the axle-tree band behind? 
not before as in other carriages ; the fore pati 
band is only faſtened by the fore eye bot. Wew 
marked but one tranſom bolt at the center and 
the trail, though they make two at preſent in earl 
theſe places, which is ſuperfluous ; the Saxony 8 
brought thele pieces into ule here, made no mois 
draught hooks are placed tofthe breaſt-'tranfomap 
inſtead of fixing them to the axle-tree, as practioednl 
cauſe the horſes draw with more ſtrength when'mews 

are nearly breaſt high. Laſtly, inſtead of mal 
hooks to the trail tranſom plates, there are {ubl 
nails about four inches long, which we ĩmagine a 
more convenient than the former. The "waſhers 
alſo hooks, to which are faſtened the ropes by 
the gunners draw the gun along. | 4 
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IA TIL LER. 115 
| There is one gun carriage more, which ig called 
Calloper ; it ſerves for a pound and a half gf This 
ewriage has ſhafts ſo as to be-drawn without'a limber, 
d is thought by ſome artilleriſts to be more convenienc 

preferable to other field carriages ant as it may 
ſhi ſerve for our light-three and Ax an we 
* the . | | 

4 | Dineyfons of a galleper Carriage. Plate XII. 
1 

* length of the lhafes, © 12 

Uo mm 

FEM 
Te? {or end to the fore croſs bar, 6: 4 

hind £9 to the round part, — $5 : © 
ind end, — — 0: 6 

dreh £1 woes end, — — : 3 
ind and before — o: 3. 

— Lin the middle, ; — — 0: 4 
Math within behind. — 2: 6. 
4 croſs bar — — 2: 4 It the fore 3 4. 1 
from the hind end to the axle tree, — ©: 11 
Croſs bar from the hind end, — 0: 3 
Length 3 12 £ 
Freadth & of the cheeks, — — oO: 2.5 
Height oe” — Oo: 6.5 

. 1; F before, — — 0: 8 
Midth within 2 behind, — — o: 11.5 
Total length of the arle· tree, — 6: 4 

' body — — 3: . 5 Length of che prom 45 e 
N — 0: 5 

[7 the body, 4 — 0: e | 

þ diameter of the arms 1 DO 5 : — 

Diameter of the wheel, — — 1: 3 
Mye, length, © — 1 1 

| YL +0. -18 Diameters, 
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The dimenſions not inſerted here may be taken i 
the draft. OY e 4 

Of Limbers, Plate XIII. 

A limber is a two wheel carriage with ſhaft 
ſerves to ſupport the trail of field carriages, by ml 
of the pintle or iron bolt, when they are to be di 
from one place to another they are taken off 
when the pieces are to be fired. Their dimenhGoas 

X of 
Caliber, — — 124 | 2 

5 _ a: 
Wheels diameter, — 48 48 
Nave length, — — 16 15 

| body, — 13. 5/13. 
Diameters <middle, — 4 14 

linch, — — 2 112 

Fellows height, 

breadth — 1. 80 1. 
Spokes thickneſs, : 4 | 3+ 
Axle-tree length, — 

length, - 
Body eee — 

breadth, '— — 6 
Arms length — 

Diameters Frome 88 
7 

1444 __ D 2 © 
- " . 

$4 
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© +> + Q > a £ 
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ARTIELER 

3.5 

3 | ©. 

1. 5 
3*5 

E. 

. hind end, e — 15.50 

hind end, * 3 

Height fore end, — — 3 

dolſter height, — — 10 

Lengths — 2 40 
Freadth, _— . 5 — 5.5 

breadth, — 4 
Fore croſs bar hight «tym Ip 

breadth,  - — 3. 5 
Hind croſs bar 8 * 

lie tree from the fore croſsbar, 11. 
Leif 
11.8 

3 I 
11. 5 

All ſhafts are about two feet open before, ewo feet ten 
inches in the middle, and ſomething leſs near the axle- 
tree, according as the wood happens to be more or leſs 
trooked; for it is never cut acroſs the grain, becauſe 
that would weaken it too much. The bolſter diminiſhes 
wards both ends, as in the drafts; ſo that the height 
given here | is to be meaſured 1 in the middle. 

Iron wich 7 tbe hafts. 

k Aber bolt, 
* Shaft rings, 
c. Shaft pins with chains, 
d. Breech hooks, 
e. Ridge chain with hook ond lo | 
f. Limber chain with hook and rings, 
g. Single forelock keys, 
« N Ys diamond headed, 

- „ — 

— 

nails, — — 
l EB hoops, — 
m. Pi intle, — — 

a. Pintle waſher, — 
Kubs for bolſter hoops, — 

I 3 

— 
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118 ARTILL EX. 9 
The iron work of the wheels and axle tree hein 

ſime as before, only lighter in proportion to che M 
Work, we think a repetition needleſs. WEIS 

 ReEemWwaARrksS, os 

The wheels of the limbers being but four feet hi 
and the extremities of the ſhafts five, the draught of 

| ſhaft horſe becomes ſo oblique, that the; greateſt parti 
his force is loſt in ſupporting the fore ends of the ſhall 
which the other horſes draw down again, fo as to bl 

the whole dravght in a right line from the axle-rrend 
the breaſt of the fore horſe ; whereby the ſhaft hore 

ſo ſhook (the difference between the height of ch 
end of the ſhafts and the center of the axle-tree being 

leaſt two feet) that he is ſpoiled in a ſhort time, 
rendered unfit for ſervice ; on the other hand, the bail 
of a 24 pounder limber is 14 inches high from the 
ter line of the axle-tree ; when the carriage is moving 
endeavours to turn the hmber about its axis, ana 

trail would flip out of the pintle, were it not for 
limber chain that retains it. All theſe oblique m9 
being confidered, it will be found by thoſe convert 
in mechanic principles, that worſe cannot be conf7 
It is very difficult to contrive better: for-the tral 
field carriages cannot be altered; and if the wheels wan 
made higher and the bolſter lower, the carriage 
turn ſo well. in a narrow road, nor can the trail-be an 
under the axle-tree for the ſame reaſon : the only re 
that can be found, in my opinſhn, would be to fix ann 
or ſhafts in ſome way or other to the head of the 
riage, ſo as to draw it forwards, and the trail to (ide 
the ground like a ſledge; but how this may-bean 
mult be left to ſome ingenious workman. 9 1 
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"ARTILLERY wg 

Of mortar beds and howitz carriages. 

HE land-mortar beds are here made of ſolid tim- 
ber, conſiſting generally of four pieces; thoſe of 

- royal and cochorns excepted, which are but one 
ngle block. As to ſea mortars, their beds are made 
quite different from theſe, as will be ſhewn each | in their 
order. 

N Dimenſin ons of nd mortar beds. Plate XIV, 
yo 

—— — 

Pore, 3 = 13 160 8 TFT 4-6] 
. — — — — 

length, — 84 66 50 o 0 
ne ahd. — — 33 [20 jo O0 | 0 
i height, — [13 09 o | o 

7 length, — 33 [65 49 31.6028. 5 
Upper be breath — 832 253 |19,-|16 4 

a height, — 13 12 f 10 | 9 
greadth quarter round, — 3: | 2.5] 2. 1 0 © 
1 fillet, — 43.830 0 
Length of the cavity, — 20 6 12 8 5 

JI. 17 
2 

Trua, hole from fore end, 31 20 (16. 
3.4 Diam. 2 5. 

Depth of trun. holes, 4 7 6 3.2 

Ihe diſtance of the trunion holes is meaſured from the 
quarter round, and not from the end of the bed. The 
joint of the two pieces of the upper bed, in the 13, 10, 
and 8 inch beds, are ſo contrived as not to be directiy 
dyer the joint of the oY in the under bed, 

I 4 Names 



110 F 
7 

Names and mumber of i irons in a I 3, 10 and 8 inc bd 

a. Cap ſquares, — WAS 
b. Eye bolts, — a, Ne ; 
C. Joint bolts, N — — | — g Low 

d. Under and upper bed 1 8 
f. Dowel bars, , — ö | 1 3 

g. Rings with bolts, — — — pp 
h. Reverſe bar, C 
k. End rivetting plates, —_ — rea 

1. Middle plate, — — — of q 
m. Rivetting bolts, —B Dian 
n. Square rivetting plates, — i bept 
p. Traverſing bolts, — — — nter 

J. Keys, chains, and ſtaples 2 — — bei 

| Tl 
Names and number of ir irons in a oro and * bed WM netei 

diam. 
n. cap ſquares, — — — urs. 
b. Eye bolts, — — — the en 
c. Joint bolts, — — * Tt 
d. Rivetting bolt with ring, 2 — earl. 
f. Handles with ſtarts, e. — dose 
g- Square rivetting plates — — them 
h. ans chains wich ſtaples, — — 8 houl, 

as and c 
whicl 
obſer! 
Franc 
In reg 
Remy, 
tiſe u 

as he 
to rea 
not 9 



ARTILLERY. 121 

Dimenſions of beds for the three new mortars. 

4 Diameter of the bore, 30 30 

length, — 6: 10 4: 28 
loser bed 3 breadth, — 2 J: 26 
| C thickneſs, - 25 0: 22.5 

(length, — 8 4: 23 
Upper bed eren $20 l 2 24 

(thickneſs, - 225 1 22. 6 
Preadth of the ogee, — 11 4.5 
| 5 quar. round and fillet, FS 2 46] 
a lam, f ' , + 13. [O.7 14 MW Depth of trun, holes 1 9.5% 9 

AF Interval between them, bs 8+ & 
Their length, — e: 14 * 23: 

The firſt numbers in each column expreſs the dia- 
; WH meters of the bore, and the ſecond the parts of that 

diameter divided into 30, as in the conſtruction of mor- 
tars, The center line of the trunion hole paſſes through 
the middle of the upper bed. 
The dimenſions of the firſt of theſe beds will hold 

nearly true in regard to the preſent mortars. As to 
thoſe uſed at preſent, there 1s no proportion between 
them; ſome are larger and others ſmaller than th 
ſhould be; for it has been obſerved, that when the royal 
and coehorn are fired, their beds kick about very much, 
which is a certain ſiga that they are too ſmall. We have 
obſerved before, that the mortars both here and in 
France are not conſtructed by any rule; the ſame is true 
in regard to their beds; and it is no wonder, ſince St. 
Remy, the only author who has wrote a compleat trea- 
iſe upon artillery, did no more than copy ſuch memoirs 
as he received from the workmen, without pretending 
to reaſon upon the ſubject, and in all appearance was 
not qualified for it, 2 

General 
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ARTILLERY. 

General dimenfions of the i iron work. 

length, —|1 77 1 fig ir: 9.] 
Cap ſquare breadth, — [0:12 |0: 10; 10:88 

thickneſs, — jo: 3 (o: 2. 30: 3 
| 8 from the trunionn? - | '*} 8 
| ; hole, | ' — : — 0:16 fo: Jo: al 

height, — [o: 8 [o: 7 fo: 67 
| Eyebolheadybrexrh o: 75. o: 6 so: 5 
[ thickneſs, o: 3.50: 3.30 3 
| Joint bolt. diameter, — o: 11 |0: 8.50: 7,8 

{head Q thickneſs, — o: 3.50: 3.30% 
ft. from the trun. hole, o: 10. 50: 9.560: 
raverſing bolt length. o: 23 [0:20 4 
1 head, — [o: 4.50: 3.30 3 

Diamerer of Abel — o: 4 O: 2. 0 
Their diſtance below,. - [o: 12 (0: 11 40110 
from Lend — Ii: 2 (o: 29. o: 

FJ length, — [2:8 (2: 0 22 
Mid. ple} breach, — — o: 9 o: 7 [9:05 

101 . O: 1. 60: 1.30: h# 
. iameter, — o: 3 ſo: 2,510: 2» 

Bed bolt t J ength, — 12:10 2: 2 12264 
Rin diameter, ——[O:14 [0:12 {0:40 F 
RE thickneſs, —[O:.3 ſJo: 2-510: Sv 
Diameter of the rivetting | £..; 

bolts, — — o: 3 Jo: 2.30: 2 
Diameter of the ring ri-| | : 1! io 
vetting bolts, g f O: 2. 50% 2 

Diſtance from the ends of C1: . - 
the plates. — 0: 6 [o: 5 o: 4 

Dia. of the bed bolts burs o: 6 o: 5 [o: 4 
length, — [127 1:1 1:14. 

Rivetting — — 10: 8 O: 2 0: 5 
Plates thickneſs, — O: 1 o: 1 408.9 

From the quarter round, o: 8 o: C. 
Diameter of the tra ver! 2 

ſing bolt plates, —ſo:rt lo: 10 otro 
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I ARTILLERY. 133 

We ſuppoſe theſe mortars ſo fixed in their beds as to 
& moveable, quite contrary to the preſent practice, 
od that they may be raiſed from an angle cf 10 
grees to any under go; for which reaſon the depth 

if the trunnion hole is not equal to its diameter, and the 
iy in the bed is to be made in ſuch a manner as to 
eceive the wedges by which the mortar is raiſed. 
i 
: 

; Dimenſions of ſea mortar beds. Plate XV, XVI. 

DIL Fameter of the bore, = — 

Freadth > of the td, —— — . 47 : 

Height | — — 127 23 

Pintle hole from the fore end, — 39 32 
Diameter of the pintle hole — — 6. 5 6.5 
Tronions from the fore end, — (6 |42- 

3 of the trunion holes, 1 by: 's G | 

. of the circular bed, 2 * 15 w 4 

Diſtance to the bed bolſter, — — 16 16 
Depth of the cavity, — — 1 2 
Its opening above, — — 30 21 
bed bolſter length, — — 52 144 
Length below, — — 29 | 2.1 
ts height, — mn — 16 47 
Its breadth, — — [14 (12 | 

— 

Theſe beds are placed upon very ſtrong timber 
fames, fixed into the bomb ketch, to which the pintle 
8 fixed ſo as the bed may turn about it. The fore part 
of theſe beds is an arc of a cirele deſcribed from the ſame © 
center as the pintle hole. The plans, elevations, and, 
different ſections ſhew in a diſtinct manner the ſeveral 
parts of theſe beds, "ho 

| Iron 
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es — theſe bed 4522 Y 
TIO. © * [i\1 52438 

a. \. Cap ſquares, - * — — — 
b. Eye bolt. — _— 
c. Loop, bolts, | — +. — 

d. Traverſing bolts, gory es, | ©, 0 On 
e. Middle plate, wm — 
f. Riveting plates, — — 
Riveting bolts — — — 
Croſs bed bolts, —— 

J, Square riveting plates for Uirto, "A | 
k. Down bed bolts, — —— 
m. Bed bolſter plates, - AY — 
Keys, chains and ſtaples, - —— © "=X8 
Nails to the bed bolſter bed, — ? — 

Bed bolſter rings wich epa — 7 2 

Dimenſions of an cigh inch bowitz carriage. Phu xv 

Length of the checks, 
Thickneſs, — 

. A center, 2 Height at the trail, . 

Length of the trail, 
Height of the plank, 
From the head to the center, 
Trunion holes from the heady 

length, - 
Breaſt tranſom 4 height, 

thickneſs, © 
length, 
height, 
thickneſs, = 
* 

Center tranſom 

breadrh, 
thickneſs, 

Trail tranſom 
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| ARTILLERY. . 125 
he iron work of theſe carriages is the ſame as in 
Bd carriages z but there are only four garniſh nails, 
ok a ſide, becauſe they are ſo ſhort as not to admit 
more. As to the wheels and axle-tree they are the 

ne as in an 18 and 12 pounder's carriage. 

PART VL 

of different forts of carriages uſed in the artilkry. 
* 

Dimenſions of @ Tumbrel, Plate XVIII. 

Inches. 
lameTEeR of the wheel, — - — 60 

1 J Nave length, — — 15 
F body, — — 12 

Diameters middle, — — 13 
linch, — — — 10 

breadth, — — — 2,2 
Spokes thickneſs, — — — 3.3 

breadth, — — — 4.5 
Fellows thickneſs, — — — — 3.5 
Axle-tree length, — — — — 76 

length, — — — 42 
Body He — — — 8 

height, — — — 6.7 
Arms length, — — — 17 

Diameters Tuck. „„ r 5 5 

Shafts total length, — — 147 

From the hind — bar to the fore cut, — 62 
From the fore cut to the fore end, — 78 

Breadth, 
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x26 ARTILLERY. 

21 behind 7 As 
| JA the e cut v— * 

Wan Jin de dkl. 
| at the fore end — a 
Height 24 the hind end to the fore cut — 
Height at the fore end — "gt 

behind and at the fore cut 
Width within Ji the middle 

at the fore end - 
breadth — | 

Croſs . bars Senat 43 
length — 

length — 
Fore cut < breadth — — 

thickneſs — > 
__ Clength — 

Raves A breadth — | 
thickneſs | * 

length — 
Standards . REG 

thickneſs | aa 
length — 

Ha bars breadth 5 
thickneſs — 

length — 

Uprights Yea — 
thickneſs — 

Iron work of a dunbrel. 
A pair of wheels and axle-tree compleat. 
Axle- tree pins with rings and keys 
Fore cut pins — 
Breech hooks —_ _ 
Shaft 'rings — — 
Shaft pins with chains and ſtaples 
Ridge chain with hook and — 
Bail ſtaples — 

eee PE 1 

44 

1111 | 15 «A He A+" 

3 . 

. $ » 1 4 * "ue "= 
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5 ARTILLERY. 127 
"The common uſe of tumbrels is to carry the pioneers 
d miners tools; but they ſerve hikevile to carry the 
wotey of the army. © | 

** Dimenſions . a et cart. Plate XI X. 

"mJ wheels and nr are the lame as in the tum- 
hel, except the height of the wheels | is here 5.5 feet. 

Inches 
Sides with ſhafts, total length — 180 

end to the croſs bar „ 
From the hind — bar to the fore croſs bar 88. 5 
From the fore croſs bar to the fore end — 977.5 
1 _ — — 3 

| ore croſs bar — — 4 
Freadth J middle — — 4 

before  —— — 8 

bl. behind — — 
Height 2 fore croſs bar — 

before 1 * 8 

Opening behind, and at the fore croſs bar 
middde — 

at betore — 

Two ſhaft croſs bars A breadth 
length — 

CITI] KRS eee 

height 
ä length f — _ 

Under croſs bars Fee — — 
height — 

length — — 1 
Side pieces A breadth — — 13 

height — — 5 
The axle-tree paſſes through the fide p picces 
from the bottom — 3 

From the ſhafts to the beginning of the roof 6 
Height of the roof 12 

| len th 5 ——— —-„—- 88 

Lids Hate — . — 10 
| { thickneſs; ——— — 1 
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length | | —— i I Nt” 8 

Roof lids He, D —— 1 Rn 10 

thickneſs — SR 

The roof is covered with oil cloth to prevent da 
neſs from coming to the powder, and each that locks 
is divided into four parts by boards of an geg 
which enter about an inch into the ſhafts, Fach 
theſe c Carts « can ſtow four barrels of 1 hn 

Shs. _ * — 

o Cap? — 15 

Tron work of a bud cart. 

a. Side bolts with ſcrews — 
b. Croſs bolts with ſingle keys 
c. Double hinges for the for lids _ 
d. Staples and keys with chains 
e. Hinges for roof lids — 
f. Haſps, ſtaples, and keys for ditto 
g · Axle-tree pins with keys — 
Compleat 1 irons for . wheels, and axle. rb 4 

 Dimenfons of an ammunition waggon. Plate ** 1 

0 7 : In Ce 

Fore wheels, height — — 4 
Nave, length — — — = 

ekt — — is 
Diameter Feat 25 — — 14 

linch „ — — = 10 
breadth — — — 

Fellous de ig ht 2 p 2 N — ; 4 

2— — — — > 
Spokes thickneſs — — — A 
Hind wheels, height | — — bo 
Nave, length — — — 3 

Diameters Jaa | — — 1 
linch — — Jo 

Fell 
+> * 

Fas 4 * 

„ 2. * 

Tick: 

- — 

* « 
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err 

1 8 —— — — 

nx Fl —— — — 

thickneſs — . * 
aule tree, total lengtn — — 

breadth — — na 

height — * has 
18, length — — — 

| linen FER 8 
d axle- tree, total length * 

length — — — 
by 1 —— 3 >_> cas 

height — — — 

ns, * — — — 

_ Tuck — — — 
length — AO TR 

+ bolſter breadth * 3 
heigglt— — — 

_ lengt — — — 
d bolſter He — aide 

| : height | — — — 

lengtn — — * 
Jha — — — 

CTCheight — — TRE 
length _— — 

mers and ſides Fe — 2 
height — — 

length — — —ꝛ 

* before — — — 
ſquare behind — — — 

ä length — e 
Aale bar 4 breadth — — * 

height — — 

K 
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ength to the axle - tree 
breadth at the head — 
| — 

— 

ſquare at the axle- tre: 

— 

— 

— 

Hind guide 

opening at the axle · tree 
length to the axle · tree 

l breadth before — 
DM breadth . — — 

thickneſs ws 
Leng of the ſtraight part — 1 | 
La from the axle-tree to the hind end 

to receive the tong — 
Opening * the axle- tre: — 

. length — — — 

Sweep bar Fee — — 

| length — — — — 
Raves He | — —̃ —ñ— 

height — — — 

length — — — 
Flate ſtaves A breadth . T— 

thickneſs — — 
Shafts length — — 2 

Length of the ſtraight pond] — = 
behind — 25 

Breadth Zat the fore ſhaft bar — — 
(before — 2 — 

Thickneſs before —_— — — 
at the _ bolt — Ht 

BY at the fore ſhaft bir —_ _— 
| Openng in the middle — — 

before — — 
| breadth _. — — 
Shaft bars ; 2 14 RB — 

Clength — _ — 1 

{ thickneſs — — 

- * "3s —_ 
' —3 5 

7799 
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TERT 1 1LERY. _ -<302 
| Inches, 
* of the guide * — nn 

| dh Ja the middde — 3 
eaatn Jat the end — — 4.5 
Wickneſs = — — 1. 5 
Diſtance from the center of one axle· tree to the 8 
other — — 9 

The ſommers go 10 inches beyond the fore axle-tre, 
nd 38 beyond the hind. 

Iron work of a an ammunition waggon. 

Fintle mn OS. i . 0 
dle pin Lc 
Hiſter pins with keys 6—— — 4 

king plates s — 2 
Wil ſtaples © 1771, — — 16 
Weep bar pins — — — 2 
aft bolt with key I Tg 
Ming tree pins * n mn: 
dok s for ditto — — 1 

hrs to fix the ſwing · tree to the axle- tree — 2 
lace tor the croſs bar of the fore guide — 
Making plates for the ſhafts — — 2 
biſter bands © © — _ — — 4 
ale plate — — — — 1 
lrons compleat for ſhafts, __ trees, wheels, dow- 
ledges excepted. 
Ibis waggon ſerves likewiſe to carry bread, it being 
ed round in the inſide with baſket work. 

' Dinenſions of a * carriage. Plate xx. 

** Inches. 
dre wheels, height — — 48 
we length, — — es 13 

_ — — 14. 
lameters ) middle — — — 15 

linch — _ — 13 
E Fellows 



Hind _ height 2235 
Nave, length — — 

Diamerers Fee — 7; 
wy 08.0 linen — 

Fellows . . 

breadth, — ——— | BE! 

Stokes A thickness . 
Fore axle- tree, total length 

 Clength — — 
Body Fee 2 — 

height — — 
Arms, W | — _ 

Diameten Jo. — — 

length — — 
Bolſter Je >; — 

height _ — — 
Hind axle-tree, total length — 

| | length — — — 

"Sw breadth” — — 
height — — 

Arms, —M | — — | 113 Lag 

Diameter linch — — 
length — 

Bolſter breadth — | — 

length  ' -—- — 
Side pieces Abreadth . 

height — =_ 
Diſtance between the axle-trees — 

5. e » * * — F 

-_- 

= 

> . ö k 

: 8 4 

4 * - * | 

* pe * © ' 4 ” # "4 % - 9 * g < 

2 0 . 8 2 - | | 

1e 
4 
[ 
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iche 0 

e fide pieces project VEE by — 24 
tts, length + — — 96 
2 behind — 8 8 1 

-3ffWridth Zin the middle — — — 6 
6⁰ before — — — 3 
17Wneth of the ſtraight bar — — 19 
14 behind — — 258.3 
1h ening middle — — — 32.5 

abt of the ſhafts = — — 3 
4 length — — 46 
2M Port | — — ne 
4 height a — — 3838 
ral between the fide pieces — — 12 
0 ade pieces are let into the rider and | kind way 
olſter — 
8 * 

' Iron wk of a Block carriage. 

s compleat for wheels, axle-tree, and ſhafts, 
| Iron bar to faſten the hind axle-tree to the fore 

| Bolts to fix this bar to the axle-trees, 
Bolſter bolts. 
Hooks faſtened to the ade N with two bolts 
burs. 
Bar to faſten the ide pieces in the middle. 
Staples for ſhafts, and two iron bands with loops. 

oops, one faſtened to the rider, and the other to 
und bolſter, 

e uſe of this carriage is to carry guns in 0 field, 
are too heavy to be tranſported upon their own 

ges, as likewiſe mortars and their beds. 

K 3 | - Dimenſions 



2 9 « fng warges. Paz XX, 
J 

length — — 1 <0 152 
breadth ' — —g— 
height 3 — — 7. 

opening —. — RR 
exceed, axle- tre 

Interval between the centers of the n 4 
Fore wheel, height oo — 

Nave, length — — {= , 

Diameters « middle _ — 1 
43 ; linch — — — 

\ {breadth — — — 
N Fellows height — — — 

( breadtetngn wn 0 
Spokes thickneſs  — — 
Hind wheel eigne 
Nave, lengtg— — 

linch - mw. ww 

Side pieces 

* 

1 

r 

| breadth 7  ,,———= 
Fellows ————_— 

breadth  — : —  —_— 
Spokes cen — 
Fore axle · tree, lengtn — — 

x length — . =» 7 — + 

Body = | _— _ — —=- 

Arms, eng _ — — — x 

Diameter 2 1 _ 4 

Hind axle-tree-length, - — — 
(length — — — 4 
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Is, lengtn — i TOO 
er body — _ 

pan ter J Hach — — 3 
L  Clength — — — 41.5 
1 alter Fee — — > 

| height — — — OP" 
J length — a DI. 51 

d bolſter Heere — — 5 
_ - height — — ww 11 

(length — 8 W 
be Jorg — — 5 

height — — — 7. 2 

* length below — to 
Geeks ro ſupport ] length above — 22 
the rack work ] height — — 20 

= - breadth — — 6 
Ai, lengtl— — — ._. 

behind — — 35 
readch Jil — — — 4 
| (before 2 — — 3 

Ipening 4 middle _ — — 34 
| before — — 25. 

Jaickneſs of the ſhafts — WW 

Iron work of a ſling waggon. 

Cap ſquares, 
{Eye bolts, 

#2 Irunion plates. 
Beam hooks. _ 
Iron to faſten the tooth wheel. 
Rack work with pland and handle, 
An iron bar to ſtop the jack. 
Bolts with ſcrews to faſten the cheeks to the ſide 

pieces, 

2 Hind-axle-tree ſtays with bolts, | 
K 4 - A croſs 

"7 

ARTILLERY. 



| A croſs WY to o faſten the ade pieces og 08 
4 Hooks faſtened to the ſide pieces with bolt and 

burs. 
4 Bolſter bolts with rings and keys. 
Pintle with band and waſher. | 1 
4 Boiſter hoops, 
Wheels and ſhafts compleat. 1 
The uſe of this carriage is to carry mortars or r be 

guns from one part of a place to another at a ſal 
diſtance, 

| Dimenfon of a ſling cart, Plate XXII, . * 

- Wheels beight — — 
Nave, length -— — — 14.5 

75 Diameter middle | — — 16 
- linch — — — 

2 breadth c — — — 2 3.4 
| Fellows beight _ 3 0 — LY. 

breadth _ — — .. — = 
Spokes thickneſs | — — 1M | 

Axle-tree, length — — — 774 
. length _ m—_—_— — 04 

Body Ferre — — — 
height — — — 

Arms, length — — — 16.3 
body — — — 

Diameter linch 8 — 

N Shafts, total length — — — — = 
From the center of the axle-tree to the fore 

end — — 7 144 | 
3 rom the center to the hind end — 26 

from the hind end to the fore croſs - 

Dead! e = — 4 
middle — VEL — = 

fore end — — — 3-4 

Open 
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| Inches. 

| axle-tree and fore croſs bar — 23 
ing middle 2; —ê 30 

Height of the mY — — 3. 6 

breadt — — — 4 
Crols ours thickneſs — — 2 

8 * | length below - —_— 
above 6 — — 7 

C 2 
the ro N | thickneſs - — * 
ES interval — — 32 

Diameter of the roller. — — 7 

This cart ſerves for the ſame uſes as the former wag- 
gon, but chiefly to carry the guns from the water ſide 
to the proof place, and from thence back again. 
The iron work of this cart is the ſame as before, as 

"alſo of the wheels, axle-tree, and ſhafts. 

Dimenſions of a truck carriage. Plate XXIV. 

i Inches, 
body length — 32 
breadth i | — — 5 

Fore axle-tree < height — — _ 
arms length — — 6,5 
diameter — — 3 

breadth — — - 
Hind axle-tree ( height — — 2 

| arms length ' — — 5. 
diameter — — 3 

| length — — TOO 

0 breadth — — 10 

2 n hei ht — — ; — 248 

de p * — — — 10 t 
to the fore axle · tree — 15 
to the hind axle- tree — 15 
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9 [oe | | 25 lack 

Fs — — 
r 4 . ' p N — * — | A 2 * 

Hind bolſter breadth —- —-¾ 

4 | (le th ys 3. A „ l 
. nent the bolt — — = 

Opening middle — — — 35 

| | of r. * 5 — — 8 

Breadth middle — —— = 

From the end to the ſtraight croſs bar — 12 
length 2 
breadtn — 

0 

* =, 

"_ e . = 
interval — — 103 

diameter. — — 256 
Trucks Uhickacls — If 4: 

The reg pier fixed = the ford ends of the ade 
proces is 5 inches broad, 3 high before, and 1.5 beh. 

The croſs piece-behind rhe fore bolſter under boa 
pieces i is ten inches broad, and-1.5 thick. The bolt 

wor 

Caxyiage, that it would be needleſs to mention it. 
he uſe of this carriage is to carry timber and ork 

burthens from one Place to another. 

nau of a ; traveling forge." Plate XXV. 

* 9 
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are 6 be the fide pieces abqut half an inch. The iro 
ſo diſtinctiy ſeen in the plan and elevation of this 

10 | 
4 

4 
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. . W r 1ochigh 1 
Wheals : at . 5 —— x : \ — 56 | 

Diancull 1 
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8 Inches. | 

_ SN. — 12 
iameters < middle — — 1 
ia ; linch — bi _ 9 

breadth — — 3 

Fellow height — | — 4 
3 — — 1.7 

Spokes BEN — | — 3 

Axle-tree length — — 76 
(length — _ 2 

Body breadth BY — 5 

| height — _ 6 

Arms, length | — — 17 

Diameters 3 3 2 - ; 

Shafts with ſides, total length — 167 | 
Length of the ſhafts —— — 72 

behind | — — 4 
| Breadth middle — — 45 

before * — 89 
behind — — 3 

Height <middle — — 1 
before „ — 2.8 

before — — 25 

axle tree — — 30 
(length — — 61 

Raves Fre — — 3 
| height bn 1 

3 length — — 27 | 
Uprights Jbreact — — 3 

thickneſs 1 — — 2.2 
breadt — — 

Fore croſs bar thickness . EY: 4 . 

From the hind upright to the end — 40 
From the hind end to the axle- tree — 55 | 

ExPLANATION, {| 
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ExpLanarion, 

a. Tbe bellows. | | 
b. Place boarded up to put the tools S 
c. Iron plate for the fire place. 
d. Wooden trough for water, 

f. Iron plate to receive the cinders,, and to. * the 
+ hammers and tongs upon, 

p * 

g. Iron plate to prevent the flame ſetting fire to the 
| carriage. 
n forge is very ill comeivat] it ſhould have fouk 
x wheels, that it might ſtand firm, and be eaſier carrie 
the French uſe ſuch as this laſt deſcribed. 
Since the firſt impreſſion of this work theſe forges 

have been made with four wheels: the ſame. h 
been done in regard to the pontoon carriage, where 
now uſe limbers, which mend it in part, but not 
pleatly; for it ought to be a compleat four -· Me 

riage, and not one with limbers. 

Dimenfians of a pontoon carriage, Plate XXV 

68 
16.6 

14 
15 
12 

Wheels, diameter — — 
Nave, length _ — — 1 Mz * 

Diameters griddle — — — 
8 linch | pe — — — 

4 breadth — — 
Fellows harte — — — 

| readth — 3 
Spokes J thickneſs — — — 
Axle · tree, length — a 

length — — — 
Body &@ breadth — _ 

| height _— 
Arms, length — 
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p body — | 
Daerr linch — — 

q length —ͤ reef 

Whiſtcr Jeet | 
height | 3 

Ve pieces with ſhafts length — 
axle · tren 2, . ah 

| before — — SW 

| behind the axle- tree — — 
) before the axle - tree . 

Heght at 21.5 from it -— — 
at the end — SS 

. near the axle- tree — * 

rene at the fore croſs bar — NEE 

before non i Res 

| breadth — — 

Fore croſs bar he 2 — 
length | my — 

ikance from the 1 end — — 
breadt — gat 

Next croſs bar 1 * | ane 

Diſtant from the fi | — — 

The croſs bar next to the axle tree is of the ſame 
dimenſions as the laſt, and 24 inches diſtant from the 
Ale · tree. 
The ſhafts flip through the axle · tree, and are pinned 

behind, ſo that they may be taken out when the carriage 
do be put into the ſtorehouſe; for which reaſon = 

made higher before, ſo as to afford a ſhoulder again 
te axle-tree, 

Dimenſions of a pontoon. 

Feet. Inch. 
Total length of the pontoon — 21:0 
Length of the bottom — — 16:23 

| Width 



U 

: Depth within 3 

Breadth of the q 

covered with the ſtrongeſt tin plates; the outſide bat 

if a hole ſhould be made in the outſide by a thaw 
accident, the inſide might not be filled, and then 

* 
— — 

- = 
* F 

5 
. 

* 

4.4 * 

* 

Inc 
10 
5 
11 
5 
1,6 

3 

5-4 
b. 

4 

a I 
- Width above and below at the outfide 

Height of the ſides — 
| "7 "REY above | — 

Width within 12 the bottom 
BESS 

0800000 tw 0000- 

x - + (three long bars underneath. 
Width of 1 two Me ones underneath 

upper ones 3 
croſs bars — 

Diftant from each other — 
Length of the timbers laid acroſs 
Breadth and height of ditto 5 

8 60 

l 

1e 
„„ 

| 
There are four of theſe timbers for each pont 

as they lay acroſs over two pontoons, there are 
at the ſide of each other, the planks Iaid over then 
an inch and a quarter thick, and 11.5 feet long, ha 
are likewiſe two long narrow boards laid on each ide 
the bridge over the ends of the ciofs ones, and fall 
to them with wooden bolts, to keep the carriag 

running off. The XXVIth plate ſhews che pla 
pontoon, one part of which is left open at the H 
to ſhew the wooden work; both out and inſide 

is of the ſame breadth as the pontoon is at the topaal 
ſiges included, but the inſide bottom is leſs broad 
125 there is a hollow between the inſide and -oulln 
divided into apartments by the fide pieces, in ordeal 

toon rendered leſs boyante. = 
The French cover the outſide of their pontoons ml 

ſtrong copper plates, and uſe no lining within, wh 
in my opinion, is preferable to our method, beg 
copper is much ſtronger than tin, and is not dam 
by ruſt; and a ſtump of a tree or any thing that 
make a hole in ours will not be able to hurt theirs 12 
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AR FILLER T. 14 
kace we have copper of our own, I cannot conceive the 
reaſon why we do not follow their method. 
The pontoon carriage is as ill contrived as poſſible, 

or its length is greater than that of any waggon, and 
jet it is ſupported by two wheels only; they have ſince 
added a limber to it. The great ſtreſs that lies on the 
haft horſe, - would, one would think, be more than 
he can ſupport, eſpecially in going down hill; and I 
have been informed, that twenty men are ſcarcely ſuf- 
cient to aſſiſt him; and in going up hill the men are 
obliged to ſupport the carriage behind, for fear the 
weight ſhould overbalance that of the horſe. This 
being ſufficiently experienced in the laſt war, it is ſur- 
priſing that no artillery officer or artiſt have not contrived 
2 more convenient carriage. The moſt obvious would 
be to have a limber ts it, ſuch as the field carriages 
have; this the French have to theirs, but inſtead of 
making it with a high bolſter as uſual, I wouid make 
the wheels higher, and no bolſter at all, or only as high 
„ the naves, ſo that the pontoon might lie as low as 
poſſible: by this means the carriage would go with 
more eaſe, and the ſhaft horſe draw as free as any of 
the others. To make uſe of two- wheel carriages in 
tavelling a great way, and through bad roads, is com- 
tary to ſenſe and reaſon ; becauſe the whole weight 
lying upon two wheels muſt needs make them {ſink 
more in the ground than thoſe of a tour wheel carriage, 
vhere but half the weight is ſupported by two: it is 
true that carts may be uſeful in a town at home, where 
they go upon pavement, and they are betides cheaper; 
but that is no reaſon they ſhould be uſed abroad, for 
which, I dare ſay, they were not intended, _ 

Of the gin. Plate XXVII. 

The uſe of this machine is to mount cannons upon 
their carriages, or to diſmount them: alſo to heave 
Mortars on or from their beds. It conſiſts of three 

round 



144 ARTILLERY; 
round poles of about x2 or 13 feet long, whoſe diametey 

at the lower end are about four inches, five juſt beloy 
the roller, beſides the cheeks that are added to them in 
that place, and about 3 or 3.5 inches above. | 

I) be roller is 74 inches in diameter, and fix feet long 
20 inches are left ſquare at each end for the holes made 
in them to receive the hand- ſpikes, by which the role 
is turned; the middle part is made round to wind the 
cable upon; the two poles, which ſupport the roller, 
are faſtened together by two iron bars, the one aboy 
28 inches below the roller, and the other as much aboye 
it. Theſe bars are fixed with one end to one of the that it 

poles by means of a bolt, and with the other end to the oo 
other pole with a bolt and key, ſo as to be taken out, 25 

in order that when the gin is to be carried abroad, the 
| Poles may lay cleſe together upon the waggon ; ſone- 
times wooden bars are uſed inſtead of theſe iron one, 
which coſt leſs, and anſwer the purpoſe as well. Ther: 
are two iron bands and two iron bolts to faſten eat Thi 

_ Cheek to the poles, and hikewiſe iron plates round the vf a 

| poles where the iron or wooden bars are fixed. Tie" * 
poles are hooped at each end, and thoſe above hav © 
ſtraps, through which the iron bolt paſſes. This bok ok 
keeps the upper ends together, as likewiſe ſerves to 
ſupport the iron to which the windleſs is hooked : thi 
windleſs contains two braſs pullies, about which the 
cable goes, which is fixed to the dolphins of the gun 
or mortar with another windleſs, containing two bral 

-/ pvllics likewiſe. 5 
The firſt figure ſhews the form of the gin, as likt- 
wiſe the dimenſions of the different parts, with all th 
iron work; therefore it would be needleſs to ſay an 

nnin, 
(wer 

e po 

idle 
ere 1! 
vo in 
alf at 
e pet 

more of its conſtruction, It muſt be obſerved, that — 
when it is to be uſed, it is laid flat on the ground, the bre 

lower end of the ſingle pole extends the contrary way, 
in order to faſten the upper windleſs after the cable ha 
been turned round them; after this the upper end i 

railed 

le tw 

je inc 

thde 
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filed gradually till the three poles ſtand nearly at equal 
iſtances. | HAR 8 
475 French gins differ from ours; viz. the two. legs, 
ich ſupport the roller, are faſtened together by three 
-ooden bars, nearly at equal diſtances z the third leg is 
ot fixed to the others, but enters into a notch or mor- 
iſe above, ſo as not to ſlip when it is uſed; the upper 
vindleſs is fixed to the two legs by means of an iron 
tolt, ſo that when they want to uſe the gin, a man gets 
p by means of the bars, and paſſes the end of the cable 
ound the pullies. This I heard objected againſt, ſayin 

that if the gun is mounted near an enemy, it would be 
dangerous; but as that gin is as eaſily raiſed as ours, 
they need not climb up, but when they can do it with 

Of Petardi. Plate XXVII. 

The French petards are made in the form of a fruſtum 
of a cone, with the vent in the leſſer baſe; in England 
they are made nearly in the ſame manner, only ſome 
re round towards the ſmalleſt baſe. The ſecond figure 
ſtews the ſection of one as they are made here; ir is 8.5 
ches within at the bottom; the diameter at the be- 
inning of the round part is 6, and diſtant from the 
wer baſe 9 inches; the circular part is deſcribed from 
e point where the perpendicular to the ſides meets the 
idle line or axis; the thickneſs of metal is 1.6 inches; 
ere is a brim at the bottom that projects the metal by 
zo inches, and is one thick, in which are fix holes of 
af an inch diameter, which ſerve for ſcrews to faſten 
epetard on a board in a firm manner; there is a cavity 
thin at the bottom half an inch deep, and as much in 
ght, to fix a board, to keep the charge in the petard 
fore it is fixed to the board or plank. There are like- 
ſe two handles of about three inches from the flat ring, 
e inches long, ſeven tenths thick, and 1.8 from the 
Aide ro the metal. Laſtly, a hole of an inch dia- 

: L meter 
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meter is made either at the top or on the fide, to Kei ha 

in an iron fuſe to fire the powder by, which fuſe is fille 
with a flow compoſition, in order that when it is lighted 
the petardier may have time to fetire out of danger, So 

Petards are made of various dimenſions, ſome laren ' 

and others ſmaller than this; but it may be obſerve ever) 

that they ſhould not be too heavy, otherwiſe it vou pon 
be troubleſome to carry them to the gate or ally pol ten 
Where they are to be fixed; and if they are too lu te 
the effect would not be ſufficient, and therefore wou alone 

be uſeleſs. In ſhort, the largeſt ſhould not weigh abs defir 

4 pounds when loaded and fixed to its plank, and t P 
eaſt not leſs than 45 or 50. Jam 

| It will be eaſy to make any other petard larger or le . 
in proportion to this, whoſe diameter of the biſe ter 
given, by making all the other parts in the ſame pr Cert: 

portion; thus, ſuppoſe the given diameter is 10 inchef i te 
to find the height between the two baſes, ſay, the di did 1 

meter 8.5 is to the height 9, as the diameter 10 is « 
the height required, which will be 10.59 inches, and M. © 
find the thickneſs of metal, ſay, the diameter 8.5 is 
the thickneſs of metal 1.6, as the diameter 10 is tot 
thickneſs required, which is 1.9 inches. In the fa 
manner the dimenſions of any other part may be found 
The common way of loading the petard, and the bt 
in my opinion, is, to fill it gradually with powder, al 

every two or three inches thick, to put a wooden mo 
into the petard, which being beat upon with a mall 
ſo as to preſs the powder as cloſe as poſſible, withe 
bruiſing the grains, end when it is quite full, the boa 
is put upon the powder, and over this a cloth with r0 
and bound round the brim with packthread to keep! 
charge and board together, till the petard is ſcrewed 

the plank or board; then the part that exceeds the br and 
is cut off, and the other being preſſed by the brim, p fere 
vents any air coming'to the powder. ther 

The board to which the petard is fixed, is about i and 
feet long, 18 or 20 inches broad, and 2.5 inches thi Whe 
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i his two iron bands on the back, placed croſs - ways, 
and a hook to hang it up againſt the gate or ddor, by 
means of a ſerew, when it is to be uſed, 
Some moiſten 1 with ſpirits of wine, and 

dry it in the ſun to make it ſtronger, and then ſprinkle 
wery layer of powder of two inches thick with mercury, 
won which they lay powder again, and preſs it down, 
then ſprinkle it again with mercury, and continue ſo till 
the petard is filed; but in my opinion good powder 

defired effect. 
Petards have been much out of uſe fince King iI. 

jan's wars, when Mr. Feuguier forced open many fmall 
towns in Germany by their means; but the danger that 
attends ir, has deterred officers and partizans from un- 
dertaking . ſuch enterprizes. Nor do I find any other 
pation but the French have uſed them, and even they 
did not uſe them in the late wars, 

* 4 4 . 2 . = LW 4 . " , FRY li tt „* 
—— — — 

rar il 
The practice of artillery at home in time of peace, and its 

ſervice in time of war. | 

AVING given in the former part of this work 
the. conſtructions of the ſeveral pieces of artillery 

now in uſe, as likewiſe thoſe of their carriages, in the 
moſt conciſe and eaſy manner we could, we intend to 
give here a deſcription of what is practiſed at home 1n 

1 WF time of peace, in order to inſtruct the gentlemen cadets 
ad private men. in what they have to do upon the dit- 
ol ferent occaſions that may happen in time of war; and 

then we ſhall deſcribe the different operations in the field 
ad in a ſiege, taking the liberty of making obſervations 
ol wherever we think the preſent practice may be improved; 

La. | not 
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done, well preſſed down, is ſufficient to produce the 
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From any duſt or ſparks of fire that might remain in it, 
4 

148 "ARTILLERY. 

not with any view of preſcribing rules of my oy 
making, but only to ſet before the judicious reader ſuc 
things as may poſſibly be of ſervice to thoſe young 
gentlemen, who have not had an opportunity of learning 
them in real ſervice; for we do not preſume to off 
theſe fentiments to thoſe experienced officers of artillery 
whoſe conduct and courage in the late war, fo wel 
known to every military gentleman, exempts' them fror 
all ſuſpicion 1 being deficient in any part of their duty 

The practice at home. 

In the ſpring, ſo ſoon as the weather permits, the 
exerciſe of the great guns begins, with an intention te 
ſhew the gentlemen cadets and private men the manner 
of laying, loading, and firing the guns, at varioo 
diſtances from the but or mark; and as the line of di 
rection is not marked upon the guns, they have a ſmal 
inſtrument called a perpendicular, to find the center line 
or two points, one at the breech, and the other at the 
muzzle, which are marked with chalk, and whereb 
the piece is directed to the target; this being done, 
quadrant is introduced into the mouth, in order to give 
it a proper elevation, which at firſt is gueſſed at, ac 
cordiag to the diſtance the target is from the piece. 
When the piece has been fired, it is ſponged, to clear it 

and loaded : then the center line is found, as before; 
and if the ſhot went too high or too low, the elevation 
is altered accordingly. This way of firing continues 
morning and evening for a month or ſix weeks, more 
or leſs, according as there are a greater or leſs number 
of recruits. In the mean time, others are ſhewn the for tl 

motion of quick firing with field pieces, by 
88 tle 

vou! 
ſorm 

REMARKS 
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7 REMARKS. 
uct | | 

| No gun is ever turned ſo true, that the outſide cor- 
xſponds exactly with the inſide ; becauſe, if the blunt- 

eſs of the tools and the heavineſs of the work is rightly 
-onfidered, it will be found morally impoſſible that it 
hould ; and the manner of laying pieces, or finding the 
ine of direction, by an inſtrument applied on the out- 
ide, can be but very dubious and uncertain ; it alſo 
niſguides the gunner; for when the perpendicular is not 
aways placed exactly in the ſame manner, it will give 
lfferent lines of directions, whereby he is not able to 
pdge when the ſhot does not hit the mark, whether it 
owing to his want of ſkill, or to the falſe direction; 
ind conſequently is never certain whether he underſtands 
lis buſineſs or not. 1I ſhould imagine, that if the line 
of direction was marked, as was formerly the cuſtom, 
vith a ſlit or cavity at the breech, and a button at the 
nuzzle, it would be much better ; for though this line 
hould not exactly anſwer the direction of the bore, yet 
yhen the gunner has once found out its defect, he will 
ally know how to rectify it: this I have ſeen in a piece 
formerly in France, which, when directed at the mark, 
vent a great deal to the left; but the gunners after the 
firſt ſhot, hit the mark with it as well as with any other. 
It is true, that an objection is made againſt this fixed 

ine; for it is ſaid that the platforms are never laid fo 
exactly level, but that one wheel will always be higher 
than the other; and in that caſe the line of direction 

es MW nuſt be falſe. But as I never have ſeen a platform 
re nade without a maſon's level, and this is, as far as I 
er bow, an univerſal cuſtom, I cannot ſee any foundation 
e or this objection; but let us ſuppoſe that one wheel was 

2 trifle higher than the other, this would cauſe very 
Ittle error in the direction, which however the gunner 
would rectify the very next ſhot : but though the plat- 
ſorm ſhould be level, it is ſaid the wheels do not always 

8. | L 3 ſtand 
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| ſand exactly in the ſame place, whereby the line « 
direction is changed every time; this the gunners alway 

aboll 

engiſ 

hat 

engt! 
und 0 

oſt 
how [ 

yas 0 

re ch 

take care of, by marking the ſituation of the wWherh bete 

and the hind part of the carriage with chalk on the ply the e 

form. Therefore, ſince the lay ing a piece with the lin plat 
of direction upon it, is more expeditious, and at t the a 

fame time more certain, it appears to be preferable g ery ! 
the common. practice. | 

As the quadrant is introduced into the mouth of j 
piece, merely to know its elevation, and when the ſhi 
oes either higher or lower than the mark, it is lowerg 

or raiſed by gueſs only, without having any rule to; 
by, the uſe of that inftrument can be of no advantag 
in practice; on the contrary, it prevents the gunng 
from learning to judge by the eye, what elevation i jontr 

piece ſhoyld have according to its diſtance from i hr 
object, which he ſhould be able to do when he con ih t 

to real action; for which reaſon it ought to be rejede(iiſ! © 
as well as the perpendicular, whether a line of dite men 

1s marked on the piece or not. | undr 

As the intention of the exerciſe in time of hen n 

to render the young artilleriſt ſkilful in all the dH d 
branches of his buſineſs, 1 thick, that if faſcine baum 1, 
were frequently raiſed, and platforms laid, that th andy 
may know how to do it in time of war, and at the ſu er, 

time accuſtom the men to fire through embraſures ei! 
would conduce very much to their perfect ion: for HI of 
manner the exerciſe is carried on at preſent upon a ſin Ul be 
platform, without any declivity, and without bred agine 

work, can give no true idea of the firing in a ſiege; if! the 
molt it can do is to repreſent a taint notion of firing.” wh 
a battle, where no battery or platform is made, excl at of 

in ſome caſes where a poſt is to be defended, I kn * Sn 
an excuſe is made, that it is the duty of the engine * 

and not that of the artillery officers to make the batter i de 
and they have hitherto mace them accordingly, a1 . 10 
as | know: yet as this cuſtom is grounded upon ! — 
erroneous principles, as we ſhall prove, it ought to 

| aboliſh 
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zboliſhed: For how ſeldom does it hagen that an 

engineer in this country has an opportunity to make a 
pattery ? and when he has, how ſhall he know whether 
the embraſures are rightly made, or what declivity the 

MF. 1:iform ſhould have, except he is well acquainted with 
nc artillery, or is inſtructed by the officers of artil- 

ery? It may be ſaid, he ought to be acquainted with 
hat has been done, by former engineers; but as the 
ength and weight of pieces is changed almoſt every day, 
ind of courſe the making the embraſures and platforms 
aſt change likewiſe, it is impoſſible he ſhould know 

Wow to make a battery in a proper manner, unleſs he 
725 ordered to make experiments every time that pieces 
re changed, which is never done. Whereas, on oF 
ontrary, the officers of artillery are on the ſpot, and, 
yy firing theſe guns, have all the opportunity they can 
iſh to determine theſe things; and to ſhew the neceſſity 
f it, we ſhall give an inftance which makes it evident: 
rmerly, when a 24 pounder weighed from 31 to 52 
undreds, and its length was 10 feet, the platforms were 
hen made 18 feet long, and 9 inches higher behind 
han before; and now we make 24 pounders, that weigh 
but 17 hundreds, and whoſe lengths are 5.5 feet; and 
$it may happen that theſe pieces are uſed upon a bat- 
ery, how ſhould an engineer be able to 5 one pro- 
erly ? and if he makes it as cuſtomary, the guns will 
un off their platforms every time, by which the ſervice 
ll be retarded, and who is to be blamed ? not the 
ngineer, as I conceive, ſince he had no opportunity to 
y theſe pieces before-hand. Again, the diameter of 
he wheels for heavy gun carriages is 58 inches, and 
hat of the light pieces 30 only; fo that the height of 
he embraſures muſt be made leſs for the latter than for 
he former. The diſtance of the battery from the ob- 
ct depends on the range of the pieces; and as the 

abt carry not fo far as the heavy, by reaſon that their 
harges are leſs, a battery for the light pieces mult be 
carer the object, than that for the heavy. And ſince 

„„ no 
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no one can be a better judge than the artillery of 
who daily practiſe them, they are therefore the propereg 
to direct the making of batteries. WB 

As the word point blank is often miſunderſtood, ye 
ſhall endeavour to define it here according to the general Af 

and proper acceptation; which is, ſuppoſe a piece ſtooi 1nd { 
upon a level plain, and laid level, then the diſtanceMuſval 
between the piece and the point where the ſhot touches Ml trace: 
the ground firſt, is called the point blank range of tu the 1 

piece; but as the ſame piece ranges more or leſs, . being 
cording to a greater or leſs charge, the point blank ram place 
is to be underſtood to be that, when the piece is loadeſ they | 
with that charge, which is uſed commonly in acta e l 
It is therefore neceſſary that the ranges of all pieceMincre 
ſhould be known, ſince the gunner judges from then bade 
what elevation he is to give to his pieces, when he i the . 
either farther from or nearer to the object to be fired Ml fuſes 

and which he can do pretty nearly by ſight, eſpecial T 
if he has practiſed it often. batte 

Ricochet firing is likewiſe neceſſary to be practiſii pow. 
that is, the pieces are elevated from three to fix deg a gi 
and loaded with a ſmall charge, in order that the di that 
may be bound and roll along the inſide of the papa This 
for which reaſon a front of a polygon ſhould be mad ir 
to ſhew the gunners clearly the object of theſe battetii be: 
and to try and find the charges for various diſtance [ing] 
but as no work of this kind has hitherto been mii vie 
(though according to the inſtructions of the academy reac! 
there ſhould) piquets or ſtakes might be placed at p tiene 
per diſtances, to repreſent the traverſes or the angles of cow. 
the front of the polygon, which will anſwer the purpoglt tion 
nearly as well as if there were real works. As thigh then 
method of firing ſaves a great deal of powder, and i they 
more dangerous than the uſual way, as will be ſhewy ink 
hereafter, it ought by all means to be practiſed in ting thro 
r 8 an | 
SO | elev 

Mun gr 
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Mortar practice. 

After the gun exerciſe is over, that of mortar begins, 

ind ſometimes they are carried on both together; the 
\ſual manner is thus: a line of 12 or ,1500 yards is 
traced in an open ſpot of ground, from the place where 
the mortars ſtand, and a flag fixed on the end; this 
being. done, the ground where the mortars are to be 
placed is prepared and levelled with ſome ſand, fo as 
they may ſtand at an elevation of 45 degrees; then they 
ae loaded with a ſmall quantity of powder at firſt, but 
increaſed afterwards, by an ounce every time, till it is 
Jaded with a full charge: the times of the flights of 
the ſhells are obſerved, to determine the length of the 
fuſes. | 
The intention of this practice is, when a mortar 

battery is raiſed in a ſiege, to know what quantity of 
poder is required to throw the ſhells into the works at 
2 given diſtance, and to cut the fuſes of a juſt length, 
that the ſhell may burſt as ſoon as it touches the ground. 
This is certainly a very good method, with regard to 
its intention; but in a ſiege ſhells are not or never ſhould 
be thrown with an angle of 45 degrees, but in one 
lngle caſe only, which ſcarcely ever happens, that is, 
when the battery is ſo far off that they cannot otherwiſe 
reach the works. For when ſhells are thrown from the 
trenches into the works of a fortification, or from the 
town into the trenches, they ſhould have as little eleva- 
tion as poſſible, in order to roll along, and not bury 

wy themſelves, whereby the damage they do, and the terror 
di they cauſe to the troops, is much greater than if they 
ll fink into the ground. On the contrary, when ſhells are 
in thrown upon magazines, or any other buildings, with 

an intention to deſtroy them, the mortars ſhould be 
elevated as high as poſſible, that the ſhells may acquire 

W 3 greater force in their fall, | 

I 
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It is ſaid that howitzes are made to throw ſhells with 
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a ſmall angle of elevation, and therefore it is not ge. 
ceſſary to uſe mortars for that purpoſe, and that an ang|; 
of 45 degrees is ſufficient in a bombardment ; which 
may likewiſe be done with leſs powder than at any other 
elevation. | | 5 

Granting this, I ſhould be glad to know the uſe of 
mortars, at leaſt of the ſmall; ſince no leſs than 12 

inch are or ought to be uſed in throwing ſhells upon 
magazines, and even thoſe are not always ſufficient ty 

' break through the arches of powder magazines; there. 
fore it would be needleſs to carry any ſmaller to the field, 
But the true reaſon 1s, our mortars are immoveably 
fixed to their beds, and the .cuſtom has preyailed far 
fome years, to laſh them ſtrongly with ropes to their 
beds, which could not be done if they were moveable, 
and the belief that without this laſhing they would kick 
up before, and fall backwards when fired. But to con- 
vince the reader of the inſufficiency of this reaſon, he 
muſt know that the French never laſh their mortar, 
though they are much ſhorter and lighter than our, 
and often fire them with an angle of 75 degrees, with- 
out their ever falling back, as we abſurdly imagine, 
This is demonitrable without having recourſe to any 
experiments; for we have ſhewn that confined powder 
acts every where alike when fired, but being reſiſted in 
pieces of artillery on the ſides by the ſtrength of the 
metal, the ſhot is driven forward, and acts likewiſe on 
the oppoſite part ſo as to make the piece recoil, Noy 

as action and re- action are always equal and oppoſite, 
whilſt the action on the upper part of the chamber 
endeavours to raiſe the mortar, that on the under fide 
oppoſite to the other acts with the ſame force down- 
wards ; and therefore theſe two forces being equal, and 
in oppoſite directions, they deſtroy each other. Hence, 
there is not the leaſt occaſion to laſh the mortars to their 
beds, nor fix them immoveable, as hitherto has been 
the cuſtom, 

N. B. 
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N. B. What ve have ſaid here relates to land mortars 
only; for thoſe on board bomb- veſſels are ſo heavy, 
and the motion of the ſhip fa variable, that it 
would be needleſs. to attempt any other method 
than what is uſed. | 1 

In firing mortars no wadding is uſed here upon the 
f wder, in order that the blaſt of the powder in the 
Chamber may light the fuſe of the ſhell by means of a 
| WF quick match; on the contrary, the French put a wad 

WF vpon the powder, and fill the reſt of the chamber with 

earth; and when the mortar is fired, one gunner fires 
the fuſe, while another fires the powder in the chamber. 

hut as the fuſe might by chance take fire before the 
WH powder, the ſhell might burſt in the mortar, ſpoil it, 
| 
| 

*% 

and endanger the lives of the men, and as the earth can 
make but very little reſiſtance, the powder acts nearly 
wich the ſame force as if there was none; therefore 
this method is very defective, and much inferior to 
ours. | | h 
Inſtead of loading mortars. with looſe powder, as is 

the cuſtom, 1 would chuſe to uſe cartridges as well as 
in guns, for the following reaſons; becauſe when the 
powder lies looſe, its ſurtace ſpreads near horizontally, 
lo that the lower part lies nearer the ſhell than the upper, 
which makes its effect much leſs than it would be were 
it confined 3 neither can the chamber be filled with as 
much powder as it can hold, for which reaſon they are 
always made larger than they ſhould be, whereby the 
effect is never ſo great as it would be otherwiſe ; thus, 
in our thirteen inch mortars the chamber holds nine 
pounds of powder, whereas it is well known that fix 
pounds is the moſt that is wanted; and ſince looſe pow- 
der never acts with that force it does when confined, it 
is evident, that the firing mortars with looſe powder is 
not ſo advantageous as when they are fired with car- 
tridges, Another advantage this manner has over the 
other is, that when the chamber is not filled, the car- 
tridge may be left cloſe to the ſhell, and the empty ſpace 

| | | ak 
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It is ſaid that howitzes are made to throw ſhells with 

a ſmall angle of elevation, and therefore it is not ne. 
ceſſary to uſe mortars for that purpoſe, and that an ange 
of 45 degrees is ſufficient in a bombardment ; which 
may likewiſe be done with leſs powder than at any other 
elevation. | " "FN 

| Granting this, I ſhould be glad to know the uſe of 
mortars, at leaſt of the ſmall; ſince no leſs than 12 
inch are or ought to be uſed in throwing ſhells upon 
magazines, and even thoſe are not always ſufficient tg 
break through the arches of powder magazines; there. 
fore it would be needleſs to carry any ſmaller to the field, 
But the true reaſon is, our mortars are immoveably 
fixed to their beds, and the .cuſtom has preyailed for 
fome years, to laſh them ftrongly with ropes to their 
beds, which could not be done if they were moveable, 
and the belief that without this laſhing they would kick 
up before, and fall backwards when fired. But to con- 
vince the reader of the inſufficiency of this reaſon, he 
muſt know that the French never laſh their mortar, 
though they are much ſhorter and lighter than our, 
and often fire them with an angle of 75 degrees, with. 
out their ever falling back, as we abſurdly imagine, 
This is demonſtrable without having recourſe to any 
experiments; for we have ſhewn that confined powder 
acts every where alike when fired, but being reſiſted in 
pieces of artillery on the ſides by the ſtrength of the 
metal, the ſhot is driven forward, and acts likewiſe on 
"the oppoſite part ſo as to make the piece recoil, Noy 

as action and re- action are always equal and oppoſite, 
whilſt the action on the upper part of the chamber 
endeavours to raiſe the mortar, that on the under fide 
oppoſite to the other acts with the ſame force down- 
wards; and therefore theſe two forces being equal, and 
in oppoſite directions, they deſtroy each other. Hence, 
there is not the leaſt occaſion tolaſh the mortars to their 
beds, nor fix them immoveable, as hitherto has been 
the cuſtom. 

N. B. 
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[ridge may be left cloſe to the ſhell, and the empty ſpace 
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N. B. What ve have ſaid here relates to land mortars 

| only; for thoſe on board bomb veſſels are fo. heavy, | 

and the motion of the ſhip: fa variable, that it 
would be needleſs to attempt any other method 
than what is uſed. 3 

In firing mortars no wadding is uſed here upon the 
wder, in order that the blait of the powder in the 

chamber may light the fuſe of the ſhell by means of a 
quick match; on the contrary, the French put a wad 
upon the powder, and fill the reſt of the chamber with 
earth; and when the mortar is fired, one gunner fires 

the fuſe, while another fires the powder in the chamber, 
But as the fuſe might by chance take fire before the 
powder, the ſhell might burſt in the mortar, ſpoil it, 
and endanger the lives of the men, and as the earth can 
make but very little reſiſtance, the powder acts nearly 
wich the ſame force as if there was none; therefore 
this method is very defective, and much inferior to 
ours. | | | 
Inſtead of loading mortars with looſe powder, as is 

the cuſtom, J would chuſe to uſe cartridges as well as 
in guns, for the following reaſons; becauſe when the 
der lies looſe, its ſurtace ſpreads near horizontally, 

ſo that the lower part lies nearer the ſhell than the upper, 
which makes its effect much leſs than it would be were 
it confined 3 neither can the chamber be filled with as 
much powder as it can hold, for which reaſon they are 
always made larger than they ſhould be, whereby the 
effect is never ſo great as it would be otherwiſe ; thus, 
in our thirteen inch mortars the chamber holds nine 
pounds of powder, whereas it is well known that fix 
pounds is the moſt that is wanted; and ſince looſe pow- 
der never acts with that force it does when confined, it 
is evident, that the firing mortars with looſe powder is 
not ſo advantageous as when they are fired with car- 
tridges, Another advantage this manner has over the 
other is, that when the chamber is not filled, the car- 

ak 
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- at the bottom of the chamber, whereby the powder ag; 
with more violence than if the powder was at the bot. 

| hell; this colonel Deſaguiiers and myſelf tried many 

powder a greater effect may be produced, than with z 
greater quantity, which ought not to be neglected. 

; degrees, is half the range of that body, if projected wild 
” the ſame force with an angle of 45 degrees. 
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tom of the chamber, and the empty ſpace near the 

times with half the charge, and the range was alway, 
nearly double in the firſt caſe than in the ſecond. ' When 
the powder is looſe in the chamber, if a piece of writing 
paper be put over it to keep it up, it will make a greater 
range than otherwiſe : all this confirms, that with lek 

We have ſhewn the inconveniency of fixing mortar; 
to their beds ſo as not to be moved, becauſe they never 
will produce the effect that might be expected; we ſhall 
add another reaſon, which is, that when the charge in the 
ſame, and the elevation varies, the rules of projeQtiles 
may be uſed, which, though deduced from the theory 
of bodies moving in a non-reſiſting medium, and the 
reſiſtance of air is conſiderable in ſwift motion, yet they 
will give the ranges very near under 1200 yards for 
which reaſon we ſhall ſet them down here, leaving it to 
practitioners to try them, or let them alone, as they 
think proper. 

Practical rules for horizontal ranges. 

I. The range of a body projedted with an angle of 15 

Il. The range of a body projected with an angle of 4; 
degrees, is equal to the ſquare of. the time of its flight, a. 
preſſed in ſeconds multiplied by 16. 1 feet. 

III. If 2 body be projected with the ſame force, but wit) 
different angles of elevations, the horizontal ranges are 4 
the fines of angles double thoſe of the elevations reſpeivel, 

IV. Tt 
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:M 1V. The times of the flights of the ſame body, projected 

t. with the ſame force, with different degree of elevations, 
ewe to each other as the fines of the angles of elevations, + 

3 Theſe rules are demonſtrated in my Elements of Mathe- 
u natics, Book the fourth, Section the third. * 

7 ExAMPLE I. 

La body projeied with an angle of 45 degrees of eleva- 

tion be 12 ſeconds in its flight, what is the horizontal 

range? | ä 

he ſquare of 12 is 144, which multiplied by 16.1, 
ses 2318.4 feet, or 772.8 yards, by rule the ſecond, 

tor the range required, 

ExAMPLE II. 

If the range of a body projected with an angle of 25 des 
grees be 200 yards, what will be the range if the body 
is projeted with the ſame force under an angle of 30 
degrees ? 

The ſine of 50 degrees, double of 25, is 56604; 
and the ſine of 60, double of 30, is 86602 ; therefore 

o,: 86602 : : 200: 226, equal to the range re- 
bWquired by the third rule. 

EXJAMPLE III. 

if the range of a body projefied with an angle of 20 degrees 
be 200 yards, what muſt the angle of elevation be 10 
project the body with the ſame force at a diftance of 300 

"WM Jards 2? | 
dj I 

The fine of 40 degrees, double of 20, is 64278; 
vhence 200: 300: : 64278 : 96417, equal to the ſine 
If the angle double the required one: this ſine anſwers 

to 

by 



to an angle of 54 degrees 37 minutes, Half of which 

15 37 degrees 18.5 minutes, for the angbe fought, 

ExaMPLE IV. 

The borizontsl range of a body projetted with an engl 
45 degrees being 1000 yards, to find the ume of i; 
flight ? | 2 

| "Then fay, 48 16. 1 feet is to the given diſtance 3005 
in feet, ſo is unity tothe ſquare of the time required 
which is 186, whole ſquare root 13.6 ſeconds Will be 
the time required. 

ExTAMPLE V. 

F the time of flight of a body projected with a ang 
45 degrees is 20 ſeconds, 'what will be the time of il 
ſame body projetied with the ſame force with an angle 1 
35 degrees? 

As the ſine of 45 degrees is 50710, that of 454: 

grees 57357 3 whence 70710: 57357 : : 20: 16, cc 
io the time required, 

This laſt example ſhews how to compute the tin 
of the flight of a ſhell when the range can be meaſure 

and from thence the length of the fuſes; as likewiſe i 
ſea, where the diſtance is known from the mortar tt 
the object, the time being computed when a ſhell 
thrown, it may be known whether it fell ſhort, or go 
beyond the object, according as the time obferyed d 
the flight is leſs or greater chan the time computed 

Theſe are nearly all the different exerciſes of th 
artillery in time of peace, except that the men are ſhes! 
ſometimes how to take the guns off their carriages, at 
to put them on; whence the reader may ſee, that ih 
artillery art is chiefly reduced to fire guns and mortar 
but as theſe exerciſes are ſoon over, and a great dealt 

ti 
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time is ſpent in doing very little, which generally makes 
the private men get idling about, ſpend their money, 
and do miſchief for want of other employment, I pro- 
poſe the follow ing ſcheme to employ them for the good 
of the public, without any hardſhip to them. 
When all the field exerciſes and that of ſmall arms 

are over, and nothing to be done, a detachment of 
private men, commanded by young officers, conſiſting 
of about a ſixth part of the garriſon, ſhould. be ordered 
to attend the laboratory, to make and prepare all kind 
of military ſtores that are neceſſary, during three hours 
in the morning, and three in the afternoon; at other 
times they ſhould be employed to make fireworks for 
the uſe of artillery, and for rejoicings ; this would be 
no hardſhip upon the ſoldiers to be employed once a 
week for {ix hours, the officers would have leſs trouble 
to keep them clean and ſober; they would likewiſe 
know how to prepare thoſe ſtores when they are wanted 
to be ſent abroad, where there is no laboratory, and yet 
neceſſary to be had. Laſtly, great expences would-be 
ſaved to the public, without any hardſhip or detriment 
to any body, | ; 
This would alſo be a means to inſtruct the young 

officers in that branch of their buſineſs, of which they 
ſhould not be ignorant: for how often does it happen, 
when a detachment is ſent to the Eaſt or Weſt- Indies, 
where having powder, ſhells, and ſhot, it is neceſſary 
to make grape ſhot, fill the ſhells, and drive the fuſes ; 
or after having gained a victory, to make fireworks for 
rejoicing ; now if an officer does not know to order 
how theſe things are to be done, what a figure mult he 
make before a-commander in chief, who requires it of 
him, and expects he ſhould be able to do it = 

I think it alſo neceſſary that an artillery officer ſhould 
know the names of every thing neceſſary for a field 
equipage, eſpecially of all the parts of a gun, a mortar, 
and their carriages; for if any accidents happen in a 
liege, how can he ſend word to the workmen, who are 

| gencrally 
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generally in or near the park of artillery, of what is 
wanting ? for they, not knowing what is broke, mug 

come perhaps a mile to ſee it, and go back again to 
fetch it; in the mean time the piece cannot be fired, 
whereby the ſervice is retarded. 2 
It appears alſo to be neceſſary upon many occaſiom 
that the officers ſhould be acquainted with the prineipa] We: c 
conſtructions of gun and mortar carriages ; for it may Mhic ia 
happen, that when they are ſent upon an expedition Point. 
to the Eaſt or Weſt- Indies, where either new carriages may In thi 
be wanted, or old repaired, they may always find wood Wkerfu 

and iron; as likewiſe ſmiths and carpenters in te ble t 
country, but who not being acquainted with this king Nad t 
of work, if he knows how to direct them, it will be Wire m 
both an advantage to him as well as to the ſervice ed 
may be ſaid, that there are always workmen ſent with Ne fir 
thoſe detachments by the board of ordnance," whok WI At 
duty it is to do thoſe things; but if thoſe artificers ſhould Wien) 
die, which may happen, what muſt be done then? if Not. 
the officer does not know how to direct others, the con- Whefore 
ſequence will be, that the ſervice muſt be retarded, and ben 

| who will be blamed? | y ſtri 
It is likewiſe very material, that an officer ſhould o no 

| know the quantities of ſtores and their kinds that ate n my 
{ required upon any expedition. It is true that this de. ill be 

tail is commonly made out at the Tower; but if by mi: Wee los 
take any materal article ſhould be omitted, when he ill b 

comes to an action and wants it, the commanding officer Mur lig 
* would blame him, and not thoſe that ſent them. It h; 

: owitz 
dvant 
te ob 

The pieces are generally placed upon ſome riſiag Worſe, 
ground before, and at the ſides of the firſt line, where Way rc 
the enemy is ſuppoſed to make the greateſt effort, or in Would 
ſome village, garden, or near ſome hollow way through Ney ar 
which he can march; and as they are to advance or e day 
retreat, according as the army moves and the enemy is ſo 

approaches, 

— 

The ſervice of ARTILLERY in à land engagement. 
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hyproaches, there is no time for raiſing batteries, except 
; pot of ground is taken poſſeſſion of the night before, 

nter, and neceſſarily to be kept and defended ; the 
heavieſt pieces ſhould be placed there; and the others 
in the moſt advantageous manner the ground will admit 
if: every time they are fired the men advance them to 
he ſame place again; ſo that when the guns are once 
vinted right, they continue ſo all the time they remain 
in the ſame place. Our preſent light pieces are won- 
jerfully well adapted for this ſervice, the men being 
ble to move them as they pleaſe with very little trouble, 
nd the ſcrews uſed to keep them at the fame elevation 
re much more Convenient than the coins which were 
ſed before, becauſe they fly off every time the pieces 
re fired, 
At firſt the guns are fired with balls, but when the 
nemy comes near, they are then loaded with grape 
hot, In this caſe the charge ſhould not be ſo much as 
fore, becauſe it has been found by experience, that 
hen the charge is great, the ſhots ſpread too much, 
y ſtriking againſt each other, whereby many of them 
lo no execution, which ſhould be avoided if poſſible. 
n my opinion a ſixth part of the weight of the ſhor 
ll be ſufficient upon this occaſion. But when pieces 
re loaded with balls, one fourth, or perhaps one fifth 
ill be the proper charge, ſince no more was uſed in 
ur light pieces during the laſt war, 
It has been obſerved by ſeveral artillery officers, that 

owitzes might be uſed in an engagement to very great 
dvantage, if they were placed in the flanks, ſo as to 
re obliquely upon the enemy's line, or amongſt their 
orſe, when loaded with ſmall charges, that the ſhells 
ay roll and bound along, whereby a great diſorder 

Would enſue among them; which being perceived, if 
ey are briſkly charged, might be the means of gaining 
e day. For it muſt be obſerved, that cannon ſhot 

— 

— 

als fo ſwift through the ranks, that men are killed 
M without 
— — 

vhich is advantageous for covering either a wing or the 
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will accumulate fo that the tube cannot reach the pow 
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without ſeeing the danger, which the reſt look upon a5 

an accident attending their buſineſs; but when they 
perceive the ſhells rolling along with their fuſes burning, 7 
and expecting them to burſt every moment, the brave Th 
amongſt them will hardly have the courage to wait fo ow 
their coming near him, p 

When pieces are fired with cartridges, the bottoms . 
will remain in them whatever care can be taken; the 
muſt therefore be drawn from time to time, or elſe the; 

der. The ſhorteſt way of doing this, is to fix a worm 
at the head of the ſponge with a good ſpring, fo x 
when it is preſſed upon, it may ſponge the bottom of 

the piece, and draw out the remaining bottom at tie W 
ſame time; for all other methods propoſed by foneMfom 
artiſts are inſufficient. Another method I think mighdM;1ev: 
likewiſe do, is to pierce the vent from behind the breech Ml ork 
in the manner the Saxon guns were, whereby the tub they 
cannot mils to reach the powder, provided it is of n ſu 

| ſufficient length: beſides, the cartridge being pierced i 11 
the bottom, ſome grains of powder may probably fall fic 
between the cartridge and the end of the bore, and (ol wer 
blow out the bottom with the reſt, | ever 

It is to be obſerved, that the powder carts ſhould bal ſa 
near the batteries, not only to ſupply them with pouder |: 
bur likewiſe the troops near them, when that which they like 
receive before the engagement is all ſpent ; becauſe i the 

batteries are objects or marks of ſuch a nature as to bal nu{ 
- known at a great diſtance, whereas, when the powder The 

is placed any where elſe, the troops do not know he con 
to find it if they are in want. But at preſent every bu the 
talion has two field pieces to attend them, which I ſop i und 
pole have powder carts along with them, that contain ſery 
a ſufficient quantity to ſupply the battalions, con 

| arti 
ner 

as | 
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ther be ſervice of AKTILLERY in au attack. 

The firſt batteries erected in an attack are generally 
placed about. a hundred yards before the firſt parallel 
pon a riſing ground, if there is any that lies conve- 

ently, and as they commonly are made for ricochet 
ring, mult be at right angles to the faces produced of 
he works in the front attacked, and there being eight 
aces in the front, when there are ravelins and a covert- 
yay, ſo there muſt; be eight batteries, each of four 
guns at leaſt, beſides ſome mortars placed in the ſame 
batteries. | 
When ricochet firing is uſed, the pieces are elevated 

from three to fix degrees, and no more; becauſe if the 
clevation is greater, the ſhot will only drop into the 
work, without bounding from one place to another; 
they are to be loaded with a ſmall charge, and directed 
in ſuch a manner. as juſt to go over the parapet. | 
Mr. Vauban ſays, that half a pound of powder is 

ficient for a 12 pounder in moſt caſes ; which is one 
wenty-fourth part of the balls weight: therefore where- 
ever this firing can be practiſed, it ſhould be done, ſince 
t ſaves much powder, and the pieces will not be heated 
kt them be fired ever ſo much. The ſame batteries will 
likewiſe ſerve to diſmount the beſieged guns placed in 
the faces oppoſite to them; bur in that caſe the charge 
muſt be one fourth, or one third of the ſhot's weight. 
The chief engineer and the commander of artillery 
conſult together how to place theſe batteries, and when 
the places are fixed upon, the pioneers are ſet to. work, 

under the command of an artillery officer in the French 
ung ſervice, where they have a particular number called 

commiſſaries, who are not attached to the regiment of 
artillery, and when the ground is thrown up, the gun: 
ners make the inſide facings with faſcines themſelves, 
as likewiſe the embraſures, and lay the platforms ; for 
nobody can be a better judge how to do this work than 

Ms: they, 
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they, and therefore they ought to practiſe it in time el nan peace, as we have obſerved: before. 

The next batteries ro be raiſed are thoſe for makin 
breaches, and to deſtroy the flanks : the firſt are place 
upon the glacis, within 18 or 20 feet of the coven 
way, directly oppoſite to the faces in which they are tg 
make breaches, and the others alſo upon the glacis x 
the ſame diſtance from the coveri-way, oppoſite: to the 
Tanks, This diſtance is left for the thickneſs of. i 

breaſt- work or parapet. | 
It has been cuſtomary to charge the pieces with havana 

the weight of the ſhot ; but experience has ſhewn, tha 
one third or leſs is ſufficient ; for provided that the ſho 
Juſt enters the wall, the effect will be greater than when 
it penetrates a great way. The manner of makings 

. 

breach is to fire at firſt as low as poſſible, and to dite Th 
the pieces ſo as to hit in an horizontal line near each utter 
other; if they are fired together, and not one after eta! 
another, the ſhock will be the greater. ent, 

The reaſon for battering ſo low is, that if the wall nd? 
cut low in an horizontal line, the part above falls do lickn 
all at once; whereas if the wall above is beat down atWreſen 
firſt, the rubbiſh covers the lower part in ſuch a manner the 
as not to be deftroyed afterwards, and without which ich h 
the breach becomes impracticable. When the wall u eng 
once beat down, it will be advantageous to fire ſhells Nov 

into the earth, for each ſhell] will produce the ſame effet 101 
as a little mine; whereas the ſhot will only make a hole] : 0 

of its own bigneſs, without any great effect. It bar ne 
been found that the vents of battering pieces have been the 
ſo much ſpoiled in a ſiege, as to render the guns un. Inbra 
ſerviceable: this may be prevented by firing with tubes, {Wltroy 
as in quick firing it has been found by experience that Wage 1 
they preſerve the vent, for we fired a ſix pounder zoo oner 
rounds in 3 hours and 27 minutes, without widening Wtwes 
the vent in the leaſt ; conſequently this manner of firing Never 
faves great expence, ſince the ſame guns may ſerve in FÞrces 

[., many Nied 
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nany ſieges, without having them recaſt, as was the 
aſe heretofore. ee Saks ae 
The antients made uſe of much larger calibers for 

battering pieces than we do; they knew very well that 
he breach is ſooner made with them; but they imagined 

tolfihar the greater the force was, the quicker the work was 
one; for which reaſon they loaded their guns with as 
nuch powder as the ſhot weighed ; and as the ſtrength 
of the guns was made in proportion to the effort they 
ſtained, they became ſo very heavy, as hardly to be 
managed ; for which reaſon none but 24 pounders are 
ſed at preſent, whoſe ſtrength is made ſo as to bear a 
harge of two thirds of the ſhot's weight; and though 

heir weight has not been diminiſhed, 
This was the reaſon that induced us to make the 

attering pieces lighter, for we made the thick neſs of 
netal but three quarters of the ſhot's diameter at the 
znt, inſtead of a whole diameter, as in the preſent, 
\nd as the ſtrength of a piece is in proportion to the 
lickneſs of metal, that of ours will be to that of the 
reſent pieces, as 3 to 4; and the forces being nearly 

ith half the force of the old; and conſequently their 
trength is more than ſufficient upon all occaſions, 
Now as our new 42 pounder weighs 47:1: o, and 

$10 feet long, and the old 24 pounder weighs about 
1:0:0, and is only 9.5 feet long, we conceive that 
ur new piece is much preferable tor making a breach 
the old 24 pounder. For it enters farther into the 

mbraſures by ſix inches, and of conſequence does not 
eltroy them ſo ſoon ; it requires no more men to ma- 
ze it, and no more horſes to draw it; and as it will 
oner make a breach, there can be no compariſon made 
tween their uſefulneſs. As to the charge, I would 
ever uſe more than ten pounds of powder, for the 
ces of ſhots are in proportion to their weight multi- 
ied by the weight of the powder; whence a 42 poun- 

M 3 der 

xperience has ſhewn that one third was ſufficient, yet 

the quantities of powder, ours will be acted upon but 
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der loaded with ten pounds of powder will produce z 
force, which is to a 24 pounder loaded with the ſame 4 
charge, as 42 to 24, or as 7 to 4. This is the par gro 

cular excellency of large calibers, that they produce M tha 
greater force with leſs powder in proportion; and con fee: 
ſequently they are much preferable in moſt caſes, An, g 
they have another advantage, which 1s, when you fn poll 
at a diſtance with a proportionable quantity of powder ma 
the reſiſtance of the air is reciprocally proportional 1M circ 
the diameters of the ſhots nearly; thus the diameter off bec 
a nine pound ſhot is 4 inches, that of a 49 pounde of | 
y nearly; and therefore the reſiſtance of the 9 pound one 
is to the reſiſtance of the 49 pounds, as 7 is to 4 nearly the 
Whence it appears, that the firſt will meet with a oft 
ſiſtance near Fouble that of the ſecond, _ iS, oa omen | od 

Conſtruction of batteries, mo! 
0 

To make a battery before the face of a vigilant enen 1 
ſtrong and durable, and to uſe no more materials , ad 
workmen than are neceſſary, is perhaps the moſt im of. 
ortant work in a ſiege: though the enemy do na 14 
oak their ſituations, yet may gueſs where they ſhoulil ze 
be, and prepares his fire accordingly ; and fo ſoon a Wl 401 
hears the leaſt noiſe of workmen, will do all he cant 4in 
annoy them both by his fire and ſallies; being ſenib 1 
that when they are once made they will deſtroy all ii feet, 
defences, and diſmount his guns; and when that end 
effected, the approaches may be carried on without a eact 
other obſtacle than the fire of ſmall arms, againſt iq; of e 
the workmen may eaſily cover themſelves. _ laye 
Io proceed with order, the quality and quantity MM to h 
the materials, as well as the number of workmen a 2 
their tools, muſt be determined as exactly as the natuſ faſci 
of the ſubject will admit. From the known dimenſion g . 
of a battery, the quantity of the materials may be 4 feet 
termined and their kind from their ſituation. , For tif aun 
parapet or breaſt-work is 18 or 20 feet thick, and 
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of 8 feet high; each gun takes up 18 feet parapet, and 
each end about 10: the embraſures are 3 feet from the 

nd, 2 feet wide within, and 15 or 16 without; ſo 
that the merlons or part between the embraſures are 16 
feet long on the inſide, and 4.5 or 5 feet high. 
The dimenſions of the faſcines are various, but the 

following are in my opinion the moſt convenient in 
many reſpects; their diameters ſhould be 10 inches or 
circumference 31.5, and their length 10.8 and 6 feet : 
becauſe one of 10 feet and one of 8 make the thickneſs 
of the parapet z one of 10 and one of 6 the merlons; 
one of 10 the ends; and one of 10 and 8 the inſide of 
the embraſures : laſtly, 9 layers make up the height 
of the parapet. Another advantage of the above lengths 
js, that the ends of one layer will not be over thoſe of 
the next above it, and they are made and carried with 
more eaſe than thoſe that are longer, ſuch as the French 
generally uſe. . . 1 
Hence a battery of two pieces will be 40 feet long, 

and requires two faſcines of 10 feet, one of 8, and two 
of 6 for each layer from the ground to the embraſures, 
and four layers 8 of 10, 4 of 8, and 8 of 6 feet, which 
are required for that height; becauſe four layers make 
40 inches in height, and the under one being funk about 
4 inches into the ground, there remains g feet. 
The diſtance between the two embraſures being 16 

feet, requires one of 10 feet, and one of 6, and each 
end one of 10, that is, three of 10, and one of 6 for 
each layer; and if we take 6 layers, 18 of 10, and 6 
of 6, which makes the parapet 8 feet high; though .5 
layers will be ſufficient on moſt occaſions, yet it is proper 
to have ſome ſpare faſcines. 
As the embraſures are likewiſe to be ſecured with 

faſcines, each layer requires one of 10 feet, and one of 
d; fo that the ſix layers require 6 of 10, and 6 of 8 
feet; and as two embraſures require four times that 
number, that is, 24 of 10, and 24 of 8; to which muſt 
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166 ARTILLERY, 
be added one to lay over each embraſure of 6 feet long, 
to cover the gunner againſt the plunging muſket ſhot 

which two added makes 24 of 10, 24 of 8, and 2 of 6, 
for the number of faſcines required for the embraſure 
The ends of the parapet, are likewiſe ſupported with 
faſcines, one of 10 feet, and one of 8: and the ten 
layers 10 of 10, and 10 of 8; and both ends 20 of 19, 
and 20 of 8 feet long. os 71 | | 

So that a battery of two pieces requires 70 of 10, 43 
of 8, and 16 of 6 in all. When a battery is enfiladed 
by ſome of the outworks, they muſt have flanks from 
10 to 12 feet thick, and 18 long, which requires 10 
faſcines of 10 feet, and 10 of 8 each flank ; and when 
the ſoil is ſandy, it is ſcarcely poſſible to keep up the 
earth on the outſide without faſcines, at leaſt from the 
berm to the embraſures ; for which it requires 8 of 10, 
4 of 8, and 8 of 6, in any battery of two pieces. 

Beſides theſe battery faſcines. others of a ſmaller ſize 
are required, which 1 ſhall call 3avins, to lay along the 

rope which traces the plan of the battery, and confines 
the earth ti:] the other faſcines are laid and picketed; 
as likewiſe to cover the powder magazines: their dia 
meter may be 5 inches only, and length 6 feet.  Thele 
magazines muſt hold as much powder as is expended in 
a day; ſuppoſing a 24 pounder to fire 100 rounds ina 
day, and loaded with 8 pounds each time, requires 
8oo Ib, or 8 barrels; and as a barrel is about 15 inches 

diameter, and 30 long, 3 bavins will cover one; and 
as they are placed one over another, 12 bavins will covet 

the powder of one 24 pounder. 
As it is alſo neceſſary to ſupport the ends of the fal 

cines in the front, the others being laid upon the bank 
of earth, and an upright poſt when the magazine 5 
large: they are ſometimes covered with planks when 
they can be hac. | 

The length of platforms are commonly 18 feet,“ 
broad before, 15 or 16 behind ; the planks a foot broad, 
and from 2 to 2.5 thick. The hurter to ſtop the _ * 3 — 
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from damaging the faſcines is 5 by 6 inches ſquare, and 
feet long. There are five ſleepers to each platform to” 

ly the planks upon, 3 by 4 inches ſquare, and 18 feet 
bog ; each ſleeper is faſtened by pickets drove faſt in 
the ground, two at each end, and two in the middle; 
and the laſt plank by 4 to keep them cloſe together : 

there requires then 34 pickets for each platform. 
The faſcines muſt be well bound, thoſe of 6 feet by 
bands, of 8 by 4, and of 10 by 5: the length of the 

pickets to pin down the faſcines muſt be from 3 to 5 

ſquared at the heads, and ſharp at the points. There 
are three required for a faſcine of 6 feet long, four for 
one of 8, and five for one of 10; which makes 590 
ickets in all for a battery of two pieces. 
A ſoldier may make 12 battery faſcines a day with 

the pickets required, when proper wood is to be had 
conveniently : a horſeman may make 20 bavins a day, 
bound in two places only, becaule they require'very little 

rally make theſe kind of faſcines. 3 
Twelve ſoldiers will make a ſufficient quantity of faſ- 

cines in a day for a battery of two pieces, and three 
horſemen a fant quantity of bavins at the ſame time. 
Each man muſt be provided with a hand-bill and two 
hatchets for the whole detachment to cut the branches 
from off the trees. Te | 
In the conſtruction of a battery of two pieces, it 

requires 10 mallets to drive the pickets, 15 ſpades, 
ſhovels, and pick-axes for digging, according to the 
nature of the ground. It has been found that 0 men 
are ſufficient to make a battery of two pieces in one 
night, 70. go for one of 4 or 6 pieces. 
The following table contains the number of men, 

their tools and materials, to conſtruct in one night bat- 
teries from 2 to 20 pieces of cannon, as nearly as we 
could compute them ; but as it is convenient to have 
ſome faſcines and pickets to ſpare, and to repair the 

| | | battery, 

{eet, the diameters of the heads from 2 to 3 inches, well 

care to make them neat ; for it is the cavalry that gene- 

—ͤ—— — ——— —— 



battery, we ſhall leave it to the engineer to mak 
allowance he pleaſes, We have not inſerted the 
of faſcines and pickets required for the flanks; and 1 
there are any, their number determined above muſt be 
added. We have neither marked the number of men 
or materials for batteries of an uneven number of piece, 
becauſe they may be eaſily found, by taking half the 
ſum of the next greater and leſs, to have the numbe; 
that is wanted. | 

e What 

Ricochet batteries. 

Formerly batteries were made at the opening of the 
trenches to protect the workmen, but ſo ſoon as the 
firſt parallel was made they became uſeleſs z and ay they 
are expenſive to make, and require much time and 
labour, this method has been rejected; and now none 
are made before the firſt parallel is finiſhed. Beſides, 
the approaches are now made the firſt night as far x 
the firſt parallel, and the parallel itſelf ſo far as to be 
finiſhed and perfected the next day; and when that is 
done, the batteries are erected about 100 yards before 
them perpendicular to the faces produced, which they 
are to enfilade : when they are compleated, do remain 
till the ſiege is finiſhed. Theſe batteries ſerve likewiſe 
to diſmount the guns placed on the other faces nearly 
oppoſite to them, 
As the beſieged will ſpare no pains to fire upon the 
© workmen, and retard their conſtruction as much as they 
can, I would adviſe the engineer to continue the trenches 

of communication from the parallel to the battery by 
ſap quite round it, in taking care to leave a ſufficient 

ſpace for the ditch before the battery to get the earth for 
making the parapet : then the workmen may go on 
night and day till the whole is finiſhed with yery little 
danger. / 3 

Theſe firſt batteries muſt be made as ſubſtantial as 
poſſible, in order to reſiſt all the fire the beſieged can 
3 TE briog 
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bring upon them : as they are too far from the works 

of the tortification, they can ſcarcely be enfiladed, and 

therefore require no flanks. | 

Batteries on the glacis, | 

Theſe batteries are made to make a breach in ſome 
of the outworks, or in the faces of the baſtions, and to 
deſtroy the flanks; and as by this time the beſieged 
cannons have been or ſhould be diſmounted, except 
thoſe placed in the flanks, their parapets need not be 
above 10 or 12 feet thick; and as by this time the 
trenches are advanced upon the glacis within 12 or 15 
feet of the covert-way the batteries are placed in them; 
by which leſs labour, leſs materials, and leſs workmen 
are required: but as they are generally ſeen in the re- 
verſe, they require flanks againſt the fire of ſmall arms. 
Sometimes approaches are made ule of to place bat- 

teries in them; in ſuch caſes they are widened back- 
wards as far as is required for the recoil; and if the 
approaches are too deep, the bottom muſt be raiſed to 
a proper height with faſcines and earth to place the plat- 
forms upon them; and the parapet or breaſt- work muſt 
be made of a ſufficient thickneſs, and lined with faſ- 
cines in the ſame manner as mentioned before. 

Mortar batteries, 

They differ from the former in having no embraſures, 
and may be ſunk into the ground: 1o that whilſt the 
workmen without, throw the earth inward to make the 
parapet, others within, may work to throw the earth 
forward; by which the parapet is much ſooner com- 
pleated than thoſe of cannon: the inſide ſlope ſhould 
be conſiderable, that the bombardier may place two 
pickets, one at the top, and the other abour the middle, 
in order to mark the line of direction for each mortar. 

frees » | The 
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The platforms are about 6 feet ſquare, 8 diſtant from 
each other, and as much from the parapet, ſloping for. 
wards, and are compoſed of 6 planks of 6 feet long 
one broad, and 2 or 2.5 inches thick, 4 ſleepers, and 
about 28 pickets. As our mortar beds are made of 
ſolid timber, they commonly make a bed of gravel and 
ſand inſteadof a platform; but this method is diſapproved 
by the moſt experienced officers, eſpecially in ſieges. 

When mortars are placed in the approaches, it is only 
widened ſo much as to have room for the loading and 
firing the mortar, and the earth dug up ſerves to heighten 
and thicken the parapet without any other preparations, 

Battery in a moraſs. 

To find a convenient ſpot of ground in ſuch ſitua. 
tions, as likewiſe to make a road for the cannon and 
ammunition firm and ſecure, meets often with great 
difficulties, and ſeldom can be done but on or near the 
cauſeway that leads to the town ; and if the place is 
properly fortified, it has always a flank that enfhilades 
the cauſeway from one end to the other: in that caſe a 
battery muſt be raiſed near enough to diſmount the guns 

of the place, in order to carry on the approaches by 
Zig-zZagues on the cauſeway, till you come within a 
reaſonable diſtance to make a breach: the ſituation of 
the battery being fixed upon, ſaſcines, ſtone, and earth 
muſt be thrown in to make the foundation of the breaſt- 
work and platforms; when this 1s done to a proper 

height and levelled, the reſt of the parapet is finiſhed 
with gabions, ſome of 4 feet diameter, and as much in 
height ; and others 3 feet high only for the embraſures. 

It requires 10 for the firſt row in a battery of two 
guns, and ; for the thickneſs of the parapet, that is, 
50 gabions tor the under bed, The row towards the 
town muſt be placed firſt, and filled with earth brought 
in bafkets and ſand-bags, or elſe theſe gabions muſt be 
ttuffed with wood; then the next row is placed cloſe 

. | | to 
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0 the firſt, and filled as quick as poſſible ; and when 
mother row is placed over the middle of the two firſt 
ind filled, the workmen will be covered againſt the fire 
of the ſmall arms. When this is done the embraſures 
ire marked, and gabions placed all round the merlons, 
beginning always with thoſe towards the place; or elſe. 
the embraſures may be made with faſcines as before: 
and then the inſide or coffers may be filled with gabions, 
havins, or faſcines, and earth to fill up the intervals, 
and make the parapet ſtrong and ſolid, If the height 
of two gabions is not ſufficient, faſcines and earth may 
he uſed to make up the deficiency, 
The beds of the platforms are made with faſcines, and 

earth over them, ſo as to make it ſmooth and firm; and 
if that is not ſufficient, hurdles may be laid upon that 
bed, and more earth, and then the platforms in the 
manner as deſcribed before : when the whole is finiſhed, 
and the faſcine over the embraſures fixed, the gabions 
that maſk the embraſures are taken away, or elſe puſhed 
vith a pole into the ditch before it, or ſo as not to pre- 
rent the ſeeing the defence of the place. 
If there is no ſituation near the cauſeway, where the 

battery can be placed to make a breach, or to diſmount 
guns which may ſee the breach, there is no other remedy 
than to carry a road made of faſcines, hurdles, and 
earth, either from the cauſeway, or the neareſt firm 
ground to the place where the battery is to be made. 
t happens ſometimes that the ground where the bat- 

tery can be made is ſeen by a ſuperior battery, that will 
amount the guns of yours; in this caſe a breaſt- work 
muſt be made at 20 or 30 paces before your battery, 
and embraſures cut in it ſo as that you may fire through, 
nd prevent the beſieged from diſmounting your guns: 
tis may always be done if there is ever ſo little bias, 
4 it happened at Oſtend, when beſieged in the former 
war by the French, There was a ſpot of ground above 
the water, which overflowed all the adjacent ground 
"hen the tide was in: from this ſpot the harbour could 

be 
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be enfiladed. Upon the fall of the adjoining baſtion to 
the harbour were placed fourteen 18 pounders, which 
bore obliquely upon the French battery of fix 4 pounder;. 
but by raifing another breaſt-work about twenty paces 
behind the firſt, they fired during the whole ſiege into 
the harbour, without being ſeen or diſturbed by the 

| ſuperior battery of the beſieged. ITY 

Battery upon @ rock. 

Such a ſituation is the moſt difficult of any, becauſe 
there is in many caſes no earth to be found but at a great 
diſtance, ſo that the parapet muſt be made with ſtuffed 
gabions and blocks of wood; the platforms partly cut 
out of the rock with pick-axes, and partly filled with 
earth and ſaſcines: and if the ſituation is ſeen by the 
beſieged guns, which can ſcarcely be avoided, and the 
battery not finiſhed in a dark night, it muſt be maſked 
with large trees or palliſades, otherwiſe the beſieged will 

r all their fire upon the workmen, to make it in a 
manner impoſlible to finiſh it; ſince the ſplinters of the 
rock are no leſs dangerous than the ſhots. 

If there is no road to the rock but what paſſes near 
the place, the firſt thing to be done is to convey the 

cannon and ammunition before the beſieged have any 
notice of your intention, otherwiſe they will oppoſe all 

they can to prevent it; and if they cannot, will render the 
© paſſage ſo dangerous, as ſcarcely to make it prafticable. 

The ſituation of batteries is generally determined by 
the object to be battered, yet the advantage of the 
ground is often taken, ſuch as a hollow, hedge, buſhes, 
or old building, if the befieged have neglected to clear 
the ground; but care muſt be taken that the battery is 
not too obliquely to make a breach, as it happened a 
Carthagena in 1742, where a battery of twenty 24 poun- 
ders was made in a copſe, and when finiſhed its ſitus- 
tion was ſo bad, that after a week's firing the breach 
was ſo little, that a ſingle man could not mount it with. 
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out being ſupported. At Minorca the French made 
battery under cover of ſome empty houſes z and at the 
Havannah we made batteries againſt the fort Moro under 
cover of a wood. But when there is no cover, and you 

are obliged to make a battery near the enemy, the beſt 
method is to raiſe a great heap of earth by way of x 

cover, and make the battery behind it; and when iti 
finiſhed,. the earth is puſhed forward in the ditch; if 
there is any. | 
Io ſecure the gunners againſt the fire of ſmall arm 
whilſt they are loading the guns, ſhutters are made the 
width of the embraſures, either ſliding in grooves, or 
faſtened with hinges, ſo as to open or ſhut as occaſion 

requires. As to the reſt we refer the readers to our 
attack and defence, page 38, where they will find z 
plan, and a further explanation of every thing neceſſary 
not mentioned here. 

ak 
hd — 

PART VIL 

Calculation of the quantity of AgTILLERY afhd SToRts 
neceſſary for à field equipage, 

— 1 —— 

| HE eſtimates of an equipage either for the field 
5 or a ſiege, which have hitherto been made, are 

intermixed with ſo many other things, which the duty 
of an artillery officer has no immediate connection with, 

that it is ſcarcely poſſible to diſtinguiſh the one from 
the other. It is true that theſe things are neceſſary in 
the field, but then J would mention them in ſeparate 
articles, and let the artificers determine what tools and 

materials each branch wants. We ſhall therefore com- 
pute here the quantity of artillery, ammunition, and 
itores; leaving the determination of the reſt to thoſe 
who are employed to do this buſineſs. Th 

0 
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The quantity of artillery required upon different oc- 
ſions depends on. ſo many circumſtances, that nothing 
eciſely can be determined; not only the ſtrength of 

be army is to be conſidered, but likewiſe the particular 
cumſtances in regard ta the action they are about; the 
ture and ſituation of the country; the ſtrength of places, 
ether ſea port towns or inland, great or ſmall, ſtrong 
r weakly garriſoned; their quantities of guns and 
ores 3 in general, every thing that makes it neceſfary 
have more or leſs artillery muſt enter into the de- 
mination before a reſolution can be taken. It was 
teemed formerly, that an army of 50000 men ſhould 
ve 50 pieces of cannon, with all their appurtenances, 
nd ſo more or leſs in proportion; but ſince that time 
much greater number has been uſed, eſpecially now, 
hen two field pieces are allotred to every battalion, 
elides a ſeparate equipage, to be employed upon par- 
cular occaſions, © * 

be manner of computing the quantity of powder and ſhot 
=T for an army. 

t will be neceſſary that young officers ſhould know 
ie manner and principles upon which the quantity of 
ores for an army are determined; for which reaſon 
e (hall begin with the common light field pieces. 
The 3, 6, and 12 pounders light, are commonly 
harged with a quarter of the ſhot's weight; therefore 
3 pounder requires for 100 rounds 75 pounds of pow- = 

er, and 300 pounds of ſhot neat weight. 
A 6 pounder for the ſame number of rounds, 150 
ounds of powder, and 600 pounds of ſhot. The 12 
under for the ſame number, 300 pounds of powder, 
nd 1200 pounds of ſhot. The 24 light pounder is 
aded with 5 pounds, therefore requires 500 pounds of 
oder for 100 rounds, and 2400 pounds of .ſhor, 
tele four pieces, which are the only calibers uſed ar 
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| breach, as found by experience. Hence, à 3 

number of ſhot as before. 

Wk. ART LESS 7 
preſent in the field, require therefore 1025 pound. of 
powder, and 4500 pounds of ſhot for 100 rounds, 

The long heavy pieces require a charge of one thirs 
of their ſhor's weight, and no more even for making, 

heavy requires 100 pounds of powder for 100 rounds, 
a 6 pounder 200 a 12 pounder 400 and a 24 pouy- 
der 800: Total 1500 pounds of powder, and the ſumt 

The quantity of powder required for howitzes- ac 
mortars is uncertain z for it depends on the diſtunces i 
ſhells are to be thrown. 3 

Powaer and ſhot for muſkets, carbines, and Piſtols, 

29 muſket bullets weigh 2 pounds; and hence 50 
men, or a compleat battalion require 24 , pounds 0 

B 
lead for one round, or 2407 pounds for 100 round nes 
muſkets, carbines, and piſtols require a charge of poi af 
der for loading and priming, equal to half the weigh — 

of the bullets; therefore a battalion requires 120 ;j. 
pounds of powder to fire 100 rounds, | "= 
20 bullets for carbines weigh a pound, whence 1 7 

men, or a ſquadron of horſe require 600 pounds of ſi piec 
for 100 rounds, and goo pounds of powder. 34% b hi; 
lets for piſtols weigh a pound; fo that a ſquadron . fron 
quires 176 pounds of lead, and 88 pounds of pound (ve 
for 30 rounds. ST 

Now it the ſtrength of an army is known, as well wor 
the number of rounds allowed them in a campaign, 
will be very eaſy to know the quantity of powder a 
bullers that 1s required. There is ſcarcely more rount 
allowed than what we have mentioned here, which ſeen 
to be quite ſufficient for the foot, eſpecially when it 
conſidered, that perhaps one third of an army does! 
act in an engagement. As for the horſe there is m 
than what is neceſſary, ſince their action conſiſts chit 
with the ſword, whilſt chey are on horſeback; but 

- 
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the dragoons fight alſo on foot in a cloſe country full of 
hedges and ditches, where the horſes cannot paſs, they 
may be ranked wilt the foot. A ys eo 

It has been found by experience, that a man may raiſe 
z weight equal to his own, and that he may carry or 
draw about 50 2 to a moderate diſtance; and it 
has been found, that one horſe can draw as much as 
ſeven men ; therefofe a horſe will draw or carry 350 
pounds, though it is commonly ſuppoſed, that a horſe 
can draw but goo for a length of time; and it is upon 
this. ſuppoſition that the number of horſes required in 
the artillery is computed. We have found likewiſe that 
ſix men will draw a light 6 pounder in the field back- 
wards and forwards. . * | 

Number of horſes. 
Before we can compute the number of horfes, it is 

nteeſſary to know the weight of each piece; from whence 
it appears, that a 3 pounder requires but 1 horſe, a 6 

nder 2, 4 12 pounder 3, and a 24 pounder 6, of 
the light ſort; and the heavy 3 pounder 4 horſes, the 
fix 7, the twelve 10, and twenty-four 17 or 18. 
Therefore the number of horſes, for a ſer of light 

pieces is 12, and the number for a ſer of the heavy 38, 
which is above three times more than the former ; and 
from thence one may imagine how much expence is 
ſaved by making uſe of theſe light pieces in a campaign 
in this article alone, beſides what is ſaved in metal, 
workmanſhip, and in men to manage them. | 

Light Pieces. Heavy. 

Taliber. | Weight, | | Caliber. | Weight. | 
r ana 
6 61 0 ig: % 

12 383 12 2920: 0 
1 16: 2 13 1411 

HFgelid. Hyaraul, vol. i. p. 44. art. 123. 
N 2 It 
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It muſt be obſerved, that though horſes may draw 4 
ſuch a weight upon a common carriage, yet as thoſe of fil ; * 
guns are ſo injudiciouſly contrived, and the draightf Sp 
diſadvantageous, as we have ſhewn in the conſtrudion 
of limbers, the 12 pounders and upwards require more 
horſes than what we have ſet down here. But to give ſome 
idea of the number of horſes required in the artillery, 
we ſhall ſet down here the number employed in the 
campaign of 1747, given to me by Colonel Michelſh, 
where the reader will find many articles that could not Co 
be known without experience; and from thence. it may MW Co: 
be gueſſed what would be neceffary in fieges, ' Ma 

Number of horſes uſed in the campaign of t747, 4 
| | . 16 

Number ö 5 Each Total Qu 
1 Kettle drum — ,. 14, 1 Sur 
2 Tumbrels | — — 0 ws Pay 
6 Twelve pounders — 5: Pa) 
6 Nine pounders — - — 11 — 606 9 

14 Six pounders — — 7 — 98 Ch; 
26 Three pounders — 4 - 10 Cor 
2 Howitzes  — — 5 — 10 22 

20 Ammunition carts — 3 — 60 20 
2 Forge carts — — 2 — 4 2 C 

30 Pontoons — — 7 — 210 Cor 
3 Spare carriages for ditto — 7_ — 21 Bric 

| 16. 
Spare carriages for guns. c 

1 Twelve pounder — 7 — 7 _y 
1 Nine pounder — 8 — 6 
2 Six pounders — — 5 — 10 

4 Three pounders — 3 — 1 

Spare limbers, Flag 

3 Twelve pounders — 2 



Spate horſes 

ARTILLERY, 
Nine pounders 
2 Six pounders 
3 Three pounders 

Total number of horſes 

114 1 

Boxzoge Waggons fir the 22 

Colonel 
Comptroller 
Major 
4Captains 

- 

5 Captain Lieutenants 
16 Lieutenants and Col. clerk 
Quartermaſter 
Surgeon 
Pay maſter 
Paymaſter's aſſiſtant and ſurgeon's 
mate 

Chaplain and Compt. clerk 
Commiſſary and waggon maſter 
2 Aſſiſtants to ditto 
2 Commiſſaries of ſtores 
2 Clerks of ſtores 
Conductors of ſtores 
Bridgemaſter 
16 Engineers 
5 Company's baggage 
Contractors, artificers 

Total 

lery guard ä 

— 

f 
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4 
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181 
6 
2 7 

3 
20 

—— 

750 

Waggons Horſes 
10 

11 

— 59 — 186 

. aggons for ſtores. 

Flag-waggon for the army and artil- 

N 3 Picket 
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in order to underſtand it rightly. The flag gun, which 
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Pieket and Provoſt — 
12 Pounders ſtores 
Pounders ditto — 

6 Pounders ditto — 
3 Pounders ditto — 
40 Rounds for Howitzes and Pe- j 4 

tards | —_ — $ ome: - of b 

50 Rounds Royal, Ge. — 2 — 6 | 
Ammunition for 35,000 men — 122 — 360 

Intrenching tools  — — 24 — 72 
Laboratory ſtores — _. — 2 — 6 Apr 
Gin waggon ——ͤ 
Small ſtores, artificers tools — 20 — 60 
Spare waggons — — 10 — 30 Axl 

Total — 225 — 655 
From which is to be deducted * 

20 Ammunition carriages — 10 — 30 Ax 
For three ue of boxes — 12 — 36 

Total — — — 22 — 66 
Remains — — 203 — 609 

Add baggage waggons — 59 — 186 
Horſes for the guns — — 738 

Sum total — — 262 1883 

N. B. Several remarks are to be made on this account, 

is a 12 pounder, had 17 horſes to draw it, although 
the 1eſt had but 15, which makes up the number 92 
horſes for the ſix 12 pounders : with regard to the wag- 
cons, ſome were drawn by three horſes, and others by 
four; thus the comptroller had two waggons drawn by 
four horſes, and one by three, As to the ammunition 
carriages which were deducted, the colonel forgot on F 
what account; all he remembers is, that they were 

either 
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either detached, or were not brought into the field that 
campaign 4 but as to the number of horſes employed, 
the account is right. Hence it appears, that there are 
many things neceſſary,,which can no otherwiſe be known 
than by practice. We ſhall therefore add an account of 
the ſtores carried into the field the ſame year, where the 
reader will find how neceſſary it is to ſtudy that branch 
of buſineſs, if he intends to be a compleat artilleriſt. 

Er 

Stores for the army, in 1747, alphabetical. 

Aprons of lead | 

Axle-tree bound, ſpare 

— RS 3 _—_—_— 
For 8 forge, Ce. — 3 

b fellin — | 150 
Axes Upick 8 A 145 5 

ot, flints — — 634 Bags for 19 2 — 

Barrels, budge — — 20 
Banners for kettle drum — — 2 
Bayonets — 840 

wheel — a — 50 
Barrows had _ — 

guns — — 12 
Beds for 1 mortars — — 
Bills, hand — — — 1499 
Bridles for kettle drum chariot — ä 4 
Bruſhes for harneſs to ditto — — 4 
Buckets of leather — — 36 

12 pounders — 7 
Carriages, travelling with 19 — — 

limbers, compleat 46 — 23 
| L3 — — 26 

For 8 inch howitzes — — 2 
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For pontoons | — 2 
12 pounders — 1 | 

Cartridges, flannel, 39 —_— — 192 coins * 
fixed with grape }6 — — 360 
* 3 — VO RO0 - 

For howitzes =_ — ꝛ0 couple: 
; 12 pounders — 2 

: Fs Re, Deals 
Ditto with round ſhot 2 30 

„ Drums, 

— — 130 Miſes fc 
12 pounders — 649 

Empty paper cartrid 1 — * 650 ted 1 — — 1550 {WFlambe 
3 — — 2220 

Cartridges for muſkets = — 7615: MW lints 
Carts ammunition — — 20 

forge —— — 2 

Candies tallow — — 80 Forme 
Crows, iron — — 13 
Canteens — — — 230 
Caps for mortars _ — 6 Worelo 
Cartouch boxes — — 100 blue, 
Chariot for kettle drum — — 1 ceaſe 
Cloths * 3 — 1 Eins c 

8 1 Wy * Hamn 
Clouts, ſpare e — os od 

= 12 pounders _ — 7 WHacd 
Chains, draught 5 | op = 7 "I 

Chains for howitzes — — 2 
| char. buſhels _ — 12 
Coals ſea, ſacks — — 22 Horſe 
Colours, quarter, with ſtaves — — 
Cord, whip lb. 

Harn. 

Latc! 



5 pounders — — 1 
7 — — 1 

2 coias 6 _. — * 

0 Þr howitzes — | 2 * 
0 Couples for chain traces — — 500 

0 whole — I 
eas 2 git bs. - 

a "I —_— 
0 WPrums, kettle, pair ** 3 1 
ces for draught chains — — 0 
) union —_— 0 4 

) Flags Jed "IA "Fs - 

) WFlambeaux, doz, — 5 5 
) muſket — 2198510 
; WF lints Lee — — 572⁰⁰ 

12 pounders — — I 

Formers for 6 — | = : 
3 — — 

Forelock keys — — — 423 
Glue, Ib, — — | 3 6 

Greaſe, firkins — 3 33 
Eins compleat | — „ 

claw — — Hammers ſmall a T hen : 

Hand ſpikes — — 148 

Hand grenades _ —_—_ — 
empty — — 4000 

thill — 8 95 

Horſe harneſs G ace, m 8 
wanries — — 95 

bit halter — — 484 
ESTA kettle drum chariot, 4 to a ſet I 

men, 12 to a ſet — 40 
klatchets, hand — — 1030 

Haverſacks 
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Jelves, ſpare, for pickaxes . — — 10 
Heads, ſpare, for kettle drums — 2 
Hemp rubbiſh, lb. _— als; $4; 
Hides tanned — | os 42 

Car a_> — 
Hooks, pairs fling my Wi 

Hoops, hazle ber — — 1009 

Horns, powder — — 9 
Howuzes. — — — 

| f flat — s —— 307 

Irons 4 bop 5 S468 . + 
rod — 212: 6 
ſquare — — 23:30 

Iron priming, 4 to a ſet — — 6 
Irons for marking horſes — — 
Kettles, copper, with covers — 4 
Keys, ſpring — — — 5 

12 pounders — 6 

Ladles with ſtaves 5 is ___ 
| — — 20 

* — 10 
Ladles for 8 inch howitzg — — \b 

dark — — b 

Muſcovy — — 6 
Lanterns ordinary — — 

tin — — 

12 pounders — aw ++ 1 
9 _ — 

Limbers ſpare 46 — — — 
— — J 

for howitzes — 
Links, dozens — — — 1 
Lines, Hamborough, Ib. — — 

with cocks - — — bo Lint ſtocks hues hong . Iz 
Locks, ſplinter, pad — — 00 
Lineh Po pairs — — 46 

Marl 

Maul 
Mate 
Meal 
co 
to 
do 

Mea! 

Med 

Mor! 

Mou 

Muſt 

Nails 

Ordr 

Panr 
Pape 
Pick 
Pick 
Peta 
Pails 
Font 
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A 

tarred, ſheets —— N gi NIH 

Marlin Lebic — PO] — 2 
2 WH Mauls, large wooden — — 4 
Match — FO 29:0: 27 
2 WM Meaſures for powder, 12 pounders — + 
copper, from 3 ld. 9 — — I 
| ER from 8 03.) — —_ 
to z fets | — 3 — — 1 
ueaſure for coals 1 buſhel — — 1 
8 Medicines, cheſts — — 2 
uMortars, coehorn — — 6 

| carbines — — 2 
iſtols — — 2 

0 Moulds for = Ws 1 — 

0 ditto — — 
; Muſkets — 3 — 92 
0 (40 — | - ———_—pOO00 

0 130 — _ — 2800 
20 — — 6000 

; 10 — — £5000 

1 5 = 
i clout — — — 3500 
, copper — 3213 — 

dog — — — 500 
) (ſtreak — — 128 
| 12 pounders — 6 

i Ordnance, braſs 2 TE 1 4 

a — — 26 
annels for carrying mortars — 6 
Paper, fine, reams _ — — 2 
Picket line, rope, 2 2 inch coils _ 5 
"WM Pickets, park, ſhod — — 60 
Petards fixed — — — 12 
Pais, wocden — — 6 
5 Fontoons = — 30 

Powder, 
— 
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-Powder, corned, barrels — "Dos 

| muſket . Ca i 

Rods for Jearbine | — 1 
- Cpiſtol —_ ny 

Rings for forelocks 1% +4 — — 
12 pounders — — 

Ropes, drag 56 — — 
1 | — 

Tor howitzes — «I — 

. tarred, 2 * inch feet — — 
5 inch — — 

Ropes, white, coils G r 
2 . ; — 

— — _ 
Saws croſs cut — | — 
Scales, braſs, pairs — — 

12 pounders — 

Screws for guns 2 * 1 7:1 

Shells, empty £22 n 2 SY 

Shells, filled - TS . 16 IM 
Sheep-ſkins 13 — — 17 
Shovels — — 1000 

4  C muſket, tons — 58:19 21 
Shot, lead 5 — fr 0 111 

- | piſtol — _0:10:0 
12 pounders — — 6593 
Fj: = — 89 Shot, round 36 ha — 1390 

3 _ — 2594 
12 pounders — — 90 Tire; 

Shot, grape - 5 * 

3 
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| lings for guns, pairs — 2 "IRA 7 

Fpikes for ditto __  — _, = — 200 

12. pounders.. — 6 

Sponges with rammers 2: 2 — — L. 

”— 33 2127172 = — 26 

Ditto for — 2 

flags "TORY ES] 2 

F K 
Shot iron for grape „„ 3 

veel SE _ I:2:16. 
vicks for kettle drums, pairs > 3 

Silliard with weight to weigh hundr 1 

| 12 pounders — 7 

| ir 9 — — 
Swing trees, pairs < - 5 Wi 1 

12 pounders — 6 
| r 

"WM Timpeons, with collars 25 — 1 

= how 112 — — 2 

Wis, wadmill — — 1 3 

erpaulins — — — 

field officers * 8 * 

| | Tru — — 
ſubaliern _ 20 7 

Tents J horſemens 3 1 

French dk FOR 140 

[rc — = —_— 

(laboratory — — — 

| fine — 3 Lat x 
Thread = b. 1 — 
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| | g=_ wang 2 , 

be: = -— Sma 
Tools for artiflcers Th 

: * | _— . 2 Cett 

| "= Mes 
(miners 1 dul 

| 12 pounders — MC 

Tin tubes 2 anvab „ 7 \ by 2 214 * 

ape 5 ng 3 , the. N $00 

| 3 __y —_—. _s 

Twine, OT 2. — e ee | * ö 1 Can 

Tug-pins, pate, pairs 5 — Cot 
| Por n Spi 

1 12 pounders — 1 cu! 

Wheels, pare, pairs 4 Fg. E 

. howitz — — 1:1 5" 
Ditto for <forge or tumbrel — 00. 

ammunition waggons — 1 | 
Is 12 pounders — — Me 

Wad-hooks 2 858 — 00 
| kw 20 Ir 

4 5 13 _ | = 1 Ko 
10 Waſhers, pairs — — . 
0 Weights, braſs — — I ie 
110 Whips fer drivers — — ;P 
1 | Q 

i Laboratory ſtores. 85 

Ml 71 7 inches — — 25 
| U | Fixed fuſes — 1 Ke I. 

N ( band — — 3000 
0 3 
N a ä 4 _—_— — - - 
0 Iron drills for fuſes 45 4 — — 1. 

— 

2 6: ˙ AS 

4 . — — be he i . 
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ſaking-boxes — 
Copper . for ſhells — 
Melting ladles of forts — 
Mealing table — 
Truſſes for ditto — 
Rubbers for ditto — 
Hand- bruſhes — 
dieves with tops and bottoms lawn 
Drawing Knives — — 
Quadrants — — 
Machine to draw fuſes — — 
1 — — — 

Lin kettle — 
Laboratory cheſt, with padlock and key 

411 

„ . 7. 

r 

titre 
E 

„ = 1 wt I 

had this account from the Tower, but could have 
wiſhed that the particulars of each fort had been in 
ieparate articles, which we might have donc, were je 

10 

- 

— — — —— —— — — — — — 
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Hland mallers of ſorts for ditto .[_—_:;: 6 
3 — 4 

copper hate 55 —_ 8 6 

cetters of wood for fuſes — — 4 

Mealed powder, Ib. _ 210: 

Sulphur ſublimate, 1b, pm—_ 74 

Compolition for fules, lb. — — N 25 

Quick match, lv. — * 62 

„„ he on SORES... + 1116 
Pockers of 2 1b. for ſignals — 
Rods tor ditto — cn 
Canvals, ells 1 
Cotton wick, lb. — 8 

Spirits of wine, gallon —. 
Cutting knives = . 
Raſps with handles — — 
Sciſſars, yo — — 
Pincers for fuſes — — 
Small hand- ſaws — any 

. 

— —— — 2  ——_————_— — ——äj 

* 
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not that we thought the reader would be pleaſed to eo 27 
the order and the particulars as cuſtomary. | 

C0 one f 

Order of General BELFORD's march 15 the 2 : by 
Ne 

1. A guard of the army. e Be: 

2. The company of miners, with their combed of Jo, 

tools, drawn by 2 horſes, * fy 

3. The regiments of artillery front guard. > or] 8 x 

4. The kettle drums drawn by 4 horſes, and thy ; 
trumpeters on horſeback. , 

5. The flag gun drawn by 17 horſes, and hive 12 7 
unders more, by 15 horſes each. 
6. Eleven waggons with ſtores for the ſaid Buns, and 

one ſpare, by 3 horſes each. 
7. Six 9 pounders drawn hy 11 n each. 
8. Nine waggons with ſtores for the ſaid guns, aud 

one ſpare, by three horſes each. 
9. Five long 6 pounders, by 7 horſes each. 
10. Seven waggons with ſtores for ditto, and a ſpar 

one, drawn by 3 horſes each, and 
11, Five long 6 pounders, drawn by 7 horſes each, 

12. Six waggons with ſtores for ditto, and a ſpare ſo me 
one, by 3 horſes each. arria 

13. Four long 6 pounders, by 7 horſes each, Th 
14. Five waggons with ſtores for ditto, and a pan z gu 

one, by 3 horſes each. ud c⸗ 
16. Two howitzes, by 5 horſes each. ſteem 

16, Four waggons with ſtores for ditto, by 3 horſes, ere 
17. Six ſhort 6 pounders, by 2 horſes each. ake 
18, Three waggons with ſtores for ditto, by 3 horſes IM Th 

each. nannt 
19. Six royals, with their ſtores in four waggons, by eam 

3 horſes each. oner 
20. One 12 pounder carriage, by 7 horſes; one 9 me 

pounder carriage, by 5; one long 6 pounder carriage, on 
by 85 two ſhort, by 2; one ſhort and one long lim- uon, 
bers, by 1 horſe; and two forges, by 2 each, 

21, Twenty 
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21. Twenty ammunition carts, by 3 horſes each. 
22. Nineteen waggons, with muſket cartridges, and 

one ſpare, by 3 horſes each. 3 | . 

23. Thirty waggons with powder, and one ſpare, 
by 3 horſes ect. 5 
24. Thirty waggons with muſket ſhot, and one ſpare, 

by 3 horſes 'each. 50 #7 
25. Twenty-five waggons with intrenching tools, and 

one ſpare, by 3 horſes each. | f 

26. Twenty-five waggons with ſmall ſtores, and one 
ſpare, by 3 each, a 5 | 2 

27. Six waggons for artificers, with 4 ſpare, each 
by 3. } 
's. Thirty-two baggage waggons, 9 by 4 horſes, 

and 23 by 3. 2 hb 3 
29, Thirty pontoons and 3 ſpare carriages, each 

by 7. | 
7 The artillery rear guard. 
31. The rear guard from the army. 

t muſt be obſerved, that there are parties of gunners 
and matroſſes marching with the guns; there are like- 
iſe ſome parties of pioneers interſperſed here and there 
o mend the roads, when they are ſpoiled by the fore 
ariages. es: | 
There was then 1415 horſes employed this campaign, 

2 guns, 2 howitzes, 6 ſmall mortars, 244 waggons 
nd carts, and laſtly, 30 pontoons; 20 of theſe laſt are 
teemed ſufficient for any part of Flanders, becauſe 
here is no river in this country that requires more to 
ake a bridge over it. n 
The French march their artillery much in the ſame 

nanner, but. divide it into brigades, each of which is 
ommanded by its proper officers, has a detachment of 
Joners to aſſiſt in bad roads, as likewiſe a guard of 
unners and matroſſes: the firſt brigade conſiſts always 
{ ſome light pieces, followed by their proper ammu- 
lion, and preceded by a waggon loaded with tools 

O in 



then as many pontoons march at the head as are 
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in order to make and clear the roads, 1 there is any 
occaſion; 4 gin follows each diviſign Jeaded 
ſpare carriage; the next brigade follows in tha 
order, and preceded with a carriage loaded with oa 
with a detachment of pioneers. 

The middle brigade conſiſts .of the ear 
and is called the park brigade; and as,.the ache 
only followed by ſo much ammunition as is 
upon a ſudden occaſion, the reſt follow the park — 
After this comes the baggage, and then, the 
with this reſerve, that if the army is to 60 

cient to make a bridge. 41 

ce 
N. B. The front guns ſhould always carry 1508 

rounds in their lockers, to be ready to fi, 
any ſudden occaſion, the pieces ſhould be Jail 
and the gunners have their matches lights during 
the march. 1 = 

The detachments which march at the heads of 
brigades, are to take care that the army bagga 
not croſs the artillery, and the pioneers, if any 
is overſet or ſtopt, to aſſiſt it; and in that ca 
is given to the brigades before to ſtop, till all arg 
to march, and when there is any ſtopping behind 
before draw up cloſe at the ſide you other, M 
reſt come up, and then march on a commog 
Regularity and order ſhould be obſerved by ally 
to prevent confuſion, which is almoſt impoſlible wn 
there are ſo many carriages. 

It muſt be obſerved, that the heavy 24 pound 
upwards, and the mortars, mult be carried upoꝶ 
carriages; for they would require too man 
draw them 2 their own. Thoſe who want a 
inſight into theſe affairs, may conſult S. Remy's Ti 
of Artillery, where they will find every — I 
in a very ample manner; and which we could not do 
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to moſt artillery officers, who expect to have a com- 
mand. 

To form 4 park of AgTiLLERY, Plate XX VIII. . 

The artillery is generally placed about 300 - paces 
before the middle of the firſt line of the army, upon 
ſome riſing ground, except a more convenient ſpot of 
.ground happens. to be before ſome wing ; but let the 
ſituation be where it will, the manner of forming the 
park is the ſame, except that ſome artillery officers differ 
in the diſpoſition of the carriages. Some place all the 
cannon and mortars in the front, with their ſpare car- 
riages; others are for dividing the equipage into bri- 
gades, and place the firſt in the front line, the ſecond 
into the next; and ſo on. But the beſt approved me- 
thod is to divide the artillery into brigades, and to place 
the guns of the firſt to right of the front line, and their 
ammunition behind them in one or more lines; then 
thoſe of the ſecond brigade next to the firſt in the front. 
leaving five paces between them, and their ammunition 
behind them, as before; and continue placing all the 
reſt in the ſame order, the pontoons forming the laſt 
line. General Befford's diſpoſition in the laſt war was: 

The firſt line conſiſted of 32 guns mounted upon 
their carriages, ſeven ſpare carriages, 20 ammunition 
carts, and two howitzes; the guns pointing forwards, 

ſecond line of 50 waggons. 
The third of 52 waggons. . 

fourth of 30 waggons. 
fifth of 14 waggons, 30 pontoons, and three 

ſpare carriages. Each carriage takes up two paces or 
yards, and they are placed at the ſame diſtance in the 
ſame line; the ſecond line is 30 paces behind the firſt ; 
the two next 20 from each other; and the laſt 30 

ain. | 
OOO O 2 =_ 

| fo ſmall a work as this. We intended to treat of the 
moſt eſſential part only, and ſuch as ſhould be known 
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Ihe artillery companies and miners are half in camped 
to the right, and the other half to the left of the park, 
in the uſual manner, with ſome of the lieutenants in the 
rear of them. 15 | * 

In the rear of, and 12 paces from, the park ate in- 
camped the civil liſt all in one line; behind theſe, and 
at 30 paces diſtant, is a line of the remaining lieute. 
nants; and behind theſe the captains and commiſſaries. 

Oppoſite to the middle, and 30 paces behind the 
captain's line, is the major's tent; and behind this, at 
20 paces, the colonel's to the right, and the comprrol. 
ler's to the left. i 2 

Oppoſite to the middle, and 50 paces before the park, 
is placed the army guard; and oppoſite to the right 
wing, the artillery guard at the ſame diſtance. 

The French method is; the cart loaded with tools, 
which marches at the head, is placed to the right of the 
firſt line; next to that the guns of the firſt brigade, 
which commonly conſiſts of 4 or 6 ſmall pieces, with 

a a ſpare carriage to the left of them; the ammunition 
carriages of this brigade are placed behind in one or 
more lines, at 30 paces diſtant from line to line. After 
this, the ſecond and ſucceeding brigades are placed in 
the ſame manner, leaving five paces interval between 
the brigades: they continue thus to place all the guns, 
with their ſpare carriages, in the front line; the laſt line 
is made by the pontoons and other carriages. 

S. Remy ſays, that ſeven pontoons vill be ſufficient 
to make a bridge over any river in Flanders; but I be- 
lie ve he did not mean the Schel or the Maeſe, which 

- ſeem to require more. It is however certain, that they 
carry no more than 20 pontoons and two ſpare carriages 
into the field ; which is one third leſs than we do. 

In the middle of the front two light pieces are ad- 
vanced at a diſtance of 20 paces, loaded with powder 
for the alarm guns ready to be fired when required. 

To the right of the park are placed the artificers, 
with their tools, materials, and baggage, in a line from 

the 
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the front to the rear. To the left of the park, the 
commiſſaries aud their baggage; to the right of the 
artificers is incamped the firſt battalion of artillery, with 
their baggage and officers behind them in the uſual 
manner; and to the left of the commiſſaries, the ſecond 
battalion in the ſame manner as the firſt. 
The horſes of the equipage are placed behind the firſt 

battalion, except thoſe of the picket, in the rear of the 

What has been ſaid here is ſufficient to give a clear 
idea of a park for a field equipage to a young officer; 
but, with regard to one before a town beſieged, we 
ſhall refer the reader to the works of French authors, 
who have wrote largely upon it, 

RE MAR E s. 

To determine the quantity of guns, ammunition, 
ſtores, and every thing eiſe neceſſary in the field or a 
ſiege, ſo as to have enough, and no more, requires more 
knowledge and experience than can be found in one 
man. The French have a ſet of officers, whole buſineſs 
it is to manage theſe affairs, and who are gradually 
initiated into it. It is from their works that moſt nations 
of Europe copy the quantities of ſtores wanted upon 
different occaſions. As our commiſſaries of ſtores are 
taken into the ſervice when they are wanted, and diſ- 
charged again ſo ſon as the war is over, it is impoſſible 
we ſhould ever have any one capable of making a proper 
eſtimate, unleſs the artillery officers. would undertake 
that branch of buſineſs, which they conceive not to be 
their duty; but as they have more opportunities to be 
informed than any body elſe, and if any material article 
ſhould be wanted in an action they may be blamed, I 
imagine it would conduce much to their honour,” and 
be at the ſame time for the public advantage, if they 
did. It was to aſſiſt them as much as in my power, 
that this work was wrote, which, by the help of expe- 

O 3 rience, 
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1 ARTILLERY. 
rience, will, I hope, be ſufficient to make an eſtimate 
of the moſt material articles, leaving the reſt to the 
artificers to determine the quantities of materials and 
tools they want, or to thoſe who have been employed 

in that buſineſs. * | 
Before we leave this ſybje&, we muſt take notice of 

ſome defects in our ſtore carriages, As there are a great 
number of them not ſo well contrived as they ſhould 
be, it not only increaſes uſeleſs expences, bur likewiſe 
cauſes more trouble in the marching, and ſhould be 
avoided. Firſt, as our powder carts hold no more than 
four barrels, and a great quantity is required in al 
expeditions, they are not ſyfficient z for which, reaſon 
there ſhould be powder waggons to hold twelve barrels 

each. It is true, that the powder carts carry leaden 
bullets and flints at the ſame time; and are therefore 
more convenient to follow the battalions z but the reſt 
ſhould be carried in much larger quantities, The ſame 
thing may be obſerved in reſpect to all other carts; 
though they may be uſeful upon ſome particular occa- 
ſions, yet they ſhould not be uſed in carrying great 
quantities of any kind; for the whole weight lying 
upon one axle-tree, muſt require more horſes to draw 
a weight, than when the ſame weight lies upon two, 
This every carrier muſt know; and therefore no more 
carts ſhould be uſed than are neceſſary. 

; As to the pontoon carriages, we have obſerved, after 
their conſtruction, how unſkilfully they were made 

the pontoons being twenty feet long, which is longer 
than any waggon, and yet are ſupported only by one 
axle- tree; therefore the ſhaft-horſe is hardly able to 
ſupport the weight laid upon it. As a pontoon cannot 
weigh above 12co lb. with all its appurtenances, it ap- 
pears very extraordinary, that there ſhould be ſeven 
horſes required to draw each, it can certainly be owing 
to no other cauſe than to the ill contrivance of the car- 
riage: I would therefore make them with four wheels, 
and the fore ones but low, with a high bolſter, that it 

may 

O 
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may turn with more eaſe in narrow roads; this being 
done, I am: perſuaded, that four horſes would be ſuffi- 
cient to draw them. The travelling forge is no better 

contrived than the pontoon carriages; for, when it is to 
be uſed, it is ſupported before by two props fixed to the. 
ſhafts,* which, by the leaſt accident, may give way, 
and down it goes. Nothing but the fandneſs for carts 
can excuſe ſuch a contrivance. | This has been remedied” 
in ſome reſpect, as we have obſerved before.] '' 

All carriages made uſe of in the artillery have ſhafts ; 
and, to prevent the great length of thoſe that require 
a great number of horſes, the rule is to draw by pairs 
a-breaſt, which is an abſurdity no where elſe to be met 
withz for when the road- is frequented by carriages 
drawn by two horſes a-breaſt, there is always a ridge in 
the middle, which the ſhaft-horſe, endeavouring to 
avoid, treads on one fide, whereby the wheels catch 
againſt the ruts, and ſtop the carriage; and when the 
fore horſes bring them back, he treads on the other ſide, 
where the ſame happens again ; ſo that the ſhaft- horſe, 
inſtead of being uſeful any other ways than to ſupport 
the ſhafts, becomes a hindrance to the reſt :, on the 
contrary, if the road is frequented by carriages drawn 
by horſes all in a ſtring, the fore-horſes muſt either tread 
in the ruts, or elſe the road muſt be quartered ; and in 
that caſe the ſhaft-horſe muſt walk in the rut; conſe- 
quently, in all roads, except they are paved, either. the 
ſhaft or the fore-horſes muſt draw with all the diſad- 
vantages poſſible. This has never been taken notice of 
by any of thoſe who have the direction of theſe affairs, 
though no carriages require more perfection in their 
conſtruction than theſe, on account of the great number 
wanting, and the heavy burthen that moſt of them are 
obliged to carry. 5 

This defect may be remedied by making two pair of 
ſhafts in all four-wheel carriages, in the ſame manner 
as is done in waggons that carry great loads, 

04 O 
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LABORATORY Works. 

My deſign is not to give bere any more than what is. 
juſt neceſſary for the young artilleriſt to know jn the 
courſe of his duty, referring that part which regards 

the Re wot code far rejoicing to the excellent Treatiſe 
on Artificial Fireworks, wrote by Robert Jones, Lieute- 
nant in the Artillery, who gives all that can be ſaid on 
that ſubject, and has himſelf practiſed every part of it. 
Printed for J. Millan. a 

GRAPESHOT. 

The number of fhot in a grape varies according to 
the ſervice or ſize of the guns; in ſea-ſervice g is always 
the number; but by land it is increaſed to any number 
or ſize; from an ounce and a quarter in weight, to 2 
or 4 pounds. It has not as yet been determined, that! 
know of, what number and ſize anſwers beſt in practice; 
which I think ought to be tried : for it is well known, 
that they often ſcatter ſo much, that only a ſmall num- 
ber take place. It would not be a uſeleſs experiment, 
to try at what diſtance they would do moſt execution, 
and what is the beſt charge of powder. In ſea ſervice, 
the bottoms and pins are made of iron, whereas thoſe 
uſed by land are of wood; for what reaſon this. diſtinction 
As made, I cannot tell, unleſs that theſe iroa bottoms 

« are ſuppoſed to deſtroy the riggiogs of ſhips more than 
the wooden would do. | 

Io make grapeſhot, a bag of coarſe cloth is made 
og 

Juſt to hold the bottom which is put into it; then as 0] 
many ſhot as the grape is to contain; and with a ſtrong d 
packthread they are quilted to Keepthe.ſhot from moving: d 
and when they are finiſhed are put into boxes for carriage, p 
to be tranſported where-ever it is neceſſary. When the a 
ſhot are very ſmall, they are put into tin boxes that juſt It 
fit the bore of the gun, Leaden bullets are me” d 

8 | VS uſe 
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uſed in the ſame manner. It muſt be obſerved, that 

whatever number or ſizes of the ſhots are uſed, they 
muſt weigh with their bottoms and pins nearly as much 

* 

as the ſnhot of the piece. 1 | 

CARTRIDGES. 

The loading and firing guns with cartridges is done 
much ſooner, and leſs liable to accidents, than with 
looſe powder. They are made of various ſubſtances, 
ſuch as paper, flannel, parchment, and bladders. When 
they are made of paper, the bottoms remain in the 
piece, and accumulate ſo much, that the priming can- 
not reach the powder; and therefore they muſt be 
drawn from time to time, which retards the ſervice, 
They have another inconveniency, which is, they retain 

the fire; and, if particular care is not taken in ſpunging 
the piece, they will ſet fire to the next cartridge, and 
the gunner that puts it into the piece will be in danger 
of loſing a hand or arm, as has ſometimes happened. 
When they are made of parchment or bladders, the 
fire ſnrivels them up, whereby they enter into the vent, 
and become ſo hard, that the priming iron cannot re- 
move them ſo as to clear the vent. Nothing has been 
found hitherto to anſwer better than flannel, and is the 
only thing uſed at preſent, becauſe it does not keep fire, 
and therefore not liable to accidents in the loading; but 
as the duſt of powder paſſes through them, a parchment 
cap is made to cover them, which is taken off before 
this is put into the piece, 
The beſt way of making flannel cartridges is, is my 

opinion, to boil the flannel in ſize; this will prevent the 
duſt of the powder from paſſing through them, and ren- 
ders them ſtiff, and more manageable z for without this 
precaution they are ſo pliable, that when they are large, 
and contain much powder, they are very inconvenient 
in putting them into the piece. The Saxon, who intro- 
duced our preſent light field pieces, had a particular 

method 
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method of preparing cartridges, which was ſuch; that 
when laid into the fire they would not burn; and yet, 
by dipping them into water before they were put into 

the piece, would take fire as —— as powder; but how 
he did it nobody could tell; for he would not part with 

his ſecret. Hae NW FA 9 
In quick firing the ſhot is fixed to the cartridge 
means of a wooden bottom, hollowed on one ſide fo as 

+ to' receive nearly half the ſhot, which is faſtened to it 
by two ſmall ſlips of tin croſſing over the ſhot, and te 
nailed to the bottom; and the cartridge is tied to the tt 
other end of this bottom. They are fixed likewiſe in 
the ſame manner to the bottoms of the grapeſhot, which P 
are uſed in field pieces. | * 1 

d 

PoR TFIRES. P. 
| 3 _— tl 

Portfires are uſed ſometimes inſtead of matches, to i 2 
ſet fire to powder or compoſitions; and are diſtinguiſhed b 

into wet and dry. The compoſition of wet portfires is, 0 
ſaltpetre 4, ſulphur 1, and mealed powder 43 when the » 
compoſition is well mixed and ſieved, it is to be moiſt- I 
ened with a little linſeed oil, and well rubbed with the 
hands till all the oil is well mixed with the compoſition, t 
The compoſition of dry portfire is, ſalpetre 4, ſulphur 1, K 
mealed powder 2, and antimony 1. Theſe compoſitions hs 
are drove into ſmall paper caſes, and ſo kept till they b 
Tee uſed, 1 6 

s | ; V 

4 QuickMaATCH, : 

Tt is made with three cotton ſtrands drawn into length, { 
and put into a kettle juſt covered with white wine vine- V 
gar, and then a quantity of ſaltpetre and mealed powder | 
is put in it, and boiled till well mixed. Others put K 

only ſaltpetre into the water. After that, it is taken a 
out hot, and laid into a trough where ſome mealed 62:2 
powder, moiſtened with ſpirits of wine, is thoroughly 

wrought. 
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wrought into the cotton, by foul it backwards and 

8 forwards with the hands: when this is done, they are 
taken out ſeparately, and drawn through mealed powder, 
then hung upon a line till dry. (EF ons 

 Tuszs uſed in quick fring. 

Theſe tubes are here made of tin : their diameter is 
two tenths of an inch, which is ſo as juſt to enter into 
the vent of the piece; about 5 or 6 inches long, with 
a cap above, and cut ſlanting below in the form of a 
pen; and the point is ſtrengthened with ſome ſolder, 
that. it may pierce the cartridge. Through this tube is 
drawn a quickmatch, and the cap is filled with mealed 
powder moiſtened with ſpirits of wine. To prevent 
the mealed powder from falling out by carriage, a cap 
of paper is tied over it, which is taken off when uſed; 
but latterly this cap is made of flannel ſteeped in ſpirits 
of wine, and with ſaltpetre diſſolved in it; and there is 
no occaſion to take it off, ſince it rakes fire as quick as 
looſe powder. BY | 
An objection is made againſt theſe tubes, which is, 

that the tin is apt to ſpoil the quickmatch when they are 
kept for ſome time; and it is imagined, that ſalt water 
would ſoon corrode them, and therefore not proper to 
be uſed on board of ſhips ; this however has not been 
tried as I know of. The French uſe a ſmall reed, to 
which is fixed a wooden cap about two inches long ; 
they are filled with mealed powder moiſtened with ſpirits 
of wine, and a ſmall hole is made through them the 
ſize of a needle, through which the fire darts with great 
violence, and gives fire to the cartridge, which mult be 
pierced beforehand with the priming iron. Theſe tubes 
may be kept a great while without being ſpoiled ; bur 
the piercing the cartridge rerards the quicknels of firing, 
The forementioned Saxon made his of copper, tapering 
towards the end, ſo as to enter the vent about half an 
inch, which is made ſo far in the ſame form, and = 
"Fi re 
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reſt very nartow : they are filled in the ſame manner as 
the French, and when fired, the flame darted through ud o 

the cartridge without being pierced, 

Fus Es for ſhells and hand-grenades. 

1 1) 144 

eos 

The compoſition for fuſes is ſaltpetre 3, ſulphur x, 
and mealed powder 3, 4, and ſometimes 5, according 
as it is required to burn quicker. Fuzes are chiefly 
made of very dry beech-wood, and ſometimes of horn- 
beam taken near the root; the upper part of that wood 
Iplits very eaſily, They are turned rough, and bored 
at firſt, and then kept for ſeveral years in a dry place: 

the diameter of the hole is about a quarter of an inch, 
a little more or lets is of no conſequence ; the hole does 

not go quite through, leaving about a quarter of an 
inch at the bottom; and the head is made hollow in the 
form of a bowl, The compoſition is drove in with an 
iron driver, whoſe ends are capped with copper to pre- 
vent the compoſition from taking fire ; and equally hard 
as poſſible ; the laſt ſhovel-full being all mealed powder, 
and two ſtrands of quickmatch laid acroſs each other 
being drove in with it, the ends of which are folded up 
into the bowl, and a cap of parchment tied over it till 
uſed. It will not be improper to obſerve, that, when 
ſhells are to be thrown at a ſmall diſtance, the compo». 
Gtion ſhould be made quicker than when they are to be 
hrown at a greater; for, by cutting them ſo as to burn 
but a ſhort time, they might not be long enough to be 

| well fixed into the ſhell, by which the blaſt of the pow- 
der in the chamber would blow them out, without the 

ſhell being able to burſt, It muſt likewiſe be oblerved, 
that the cuſtom of fixing the ſhells at home is very bad; 
ſince it is not known how long they ſhould burn; and 
if they do not burſt as ſoon as they fall, the execution 
is but trifling. Another diſadvantage attends this prac- 
tice; when they are carried into a hot climate the wood 
ſhrinks, though ever ſo dry before; and the fuzes "WP 
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ſo much, that they fall out in the flight of the ſhell 
before it falls to the ground. yt 
When the fuſes are to be drdve, the lower end is cut 
off in a Nope, ſo as the compoſition may give fire to the 
powder; and they muſt have ſuch a length as to burſt 
nearly as ſoon as the ſhell touches the ground. When 
the diſtance of the battery from the object is known, 
the time of the ſhell's flight may be computed nearly; 
which being known, the fuze may be cut accordingly, 
by burning two or three, and making uſe of a watch or 
a ſtring by way of a pendulum.” 22 2 Om 

Before ſhells are loaded, they muſt be well ſearched 
within and without by means of a copper grater, to ſe. 
whether there are no holes or cavities in them ; after that 
they are put into a tub of water, ſo as to cover them, 
with an empty fuſe drove into them ; and the mouth 
of a bellows, being introduced into the fuze, and worked, 
will cauſe bubbles in the water, if there are-any holes 
in the ſhell ; but if no bubbles appear, it is a ſign the 
ſhell is ſaund and fit for ſervice, ... , -_. 
When they are loaded, care muſt be taken that they 

are very dry within; and if the ſpike which ſupports | 
the corp when they are caſt, and which remains in them, 
is not beat down, it muſt be done then, otherwiſe it 
would ſplit the fuſe. Then the powder is put into it 
with a funnel, and not quite filled, that the fuze may 
have room to enter, which fuſe is preſſed in at firſt by 
the hand as far as it will go, and then drove with a 
mallet as hard as poſſible, taking care however not to 
ſplic it; for if the leaſt crack was in it, the compoſition 
would give fire to the powder, and the ſhell would burſt 
either in the mortar or in the air, and ſo do no exe- 
cution. 5 C _— 

It is a query how much powder is to be put into a 
ſhell, ſo as to make it burſt in molt pieces? It is agreed 
by moſt officers that they ſhould not be quite filled; one 
that has taken moſt pains to find it out is of opinion that 

they 
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bad found out a method, ſo 

the compoſition ; and it will keep as long as you pleaſe, 

4 

* 

melted, the pot is taken off, and the ingredients wel 
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they ſhould be filled within one third part of what they 
can hold, EU en 

Lieutenant Pirle, a very ingenious mechanic,” loſt in 
the Dodingion ſome years ago going to the EA, Indi, 

that as ſoon as the ſhell 
touched the ground it burſted : but being too modeſt 1 
man, had not the aſſurance to propoſe it to the maſter 
general of the ordnance, whereby the world was di. 
rived of ſo uſeful an invention. * 2298 
If the fuſes are to be kept for ſome time after they are drove, the top mult be covered with a mixture of pitch 

2, roſin 1, and bees wax 3, whereby no air can come to 

CARCASSES. 

None but round carcaſſes are uſed at preſent, the flight 
of the oblong are fo uncertain, that they have been quite 
laid aſide, The compoſition is pitch 2, ſaltpetre 4, ſul. 
phur 1, and corned powder 3. When the pitch iz 

mixed put in; then the carcaſs is filled with as much 
as can be preſſed in. | 

Light BAL Ls to diſcover the enemy's works, 

There are various ſorts deſcribed by different authors, 
Some are made of tow dipped into a compoſition of 
ſulphur, pitch, rofin, and turpentine ; and worked up 
all together into a ball. Others take a ball of ſtone ot 
iron, which is covered with ſeveral coats of compoſition 
much like that before-mentioned, till of a proper ſize; 
and the laſt coat is to be of grained powder. But the 
beſt ſort, in my opinion, is to make a ſhell of paper 
the ſize of the mortar, and to fill it with a compoſition 
of an equal quantity of ſulphur, pitch, roſin, and mealed 

wder ; which being well mixed, and put in warm, 
will give a clear fire, and burn a conſiderable time. 

T here 
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y There are many more things uſed in the defence of 
5 a breach; ſuch as ſacks filled with powder, bottles, bar - 
in rels, &c. but as the chief intent of all theſe is to ſet fire, 
i, and blow up the aſſailants, and which every military - 
ll gentleman may eaſily execute, we ſhall lay no more here 
4 about them; our deſign being only to inſtruct the young 
er artilleriſt in the moſt eſſential parts of his buſineſs z and 
l to make him maſter of theſe matters, he muſt work in 

| the laboratory; for practice is the beſt maſter. 
Ire 146 1 | 
ch FIRES EHI, bow to prepare it. 
to 
ſe From the bulkhead at the forecaſtle to a bulkhead to 

be raiſed behind the main chains, on each ſide and acroſs * 
the ſhip at the bulkheads, is ſixed cloſe to the ſhip ſides, 

a double row of troughs, two feet diſtance from each 
rhe other, with croſs troughs quite round, at about two 
te feet and a half diſtance ; which are mortiſed into the 
ul. others. The croſs troughs lead to the ſides of the ſhip, 
n to the barrels, and to the port- holes, to give fire both 
'ell to the barrels and to the.chambers, to blow open the 
ich ports; and the ſide-troughs ſerve to communicate the 

fire all along the ſhip and the croſs troughs. _- 
The timbers of which the troughs are mage are about 

five inches ſquare; the depths of the troughs half theic 
thickneſs, and they are ſupported by croſs pieces at every 

Ys, two or three yards, nailed to the timbers of the ſhip, 
| of and to the wood- work which incloſes the fore and main 
up maſts, and takes in an oblong in the middle of the 
> of deck, extending to the outſide of both the maſts, and 
ion in breadth is near one half of the deck; and is what | 
ze; makes the carpenter's room for his ſtores. The decks | 
the and troughs are all well feng. with melted roſin. | 
pet On each ſide of the ſhip are cut out ſix ſmall port- | 
100 holes, in ſize about 15 by 18 inches, the ports opening | 
led downwards, and are cloſe caulked up: againſt each port | 
rm, is fixed an iron chamber, which, at the time of firin 

the ſhip, blows open the poxts, and lets out the fire. 
| = 
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A the main and fore chains on each ſide is a wooden 
furmel fed over a fire barrel, and comes through x 
ſcuttle in the deck up to the ſhrouds to give fire to 
them; and between them are cut two ſcuttles on each 

ſide the — 25 which alſo ſerve to let out the fire, Both 
funnels and ſcuttles muſt be ſtopt with plugs, and have 
fail: cloth or canvas nailed cloſe. over them, to prevent 

bade ebe I e ee 341" 
100 buſtibles below. : | | 

The port-hole, funnels, and ſcuttles, not only ſerve 
to give the fre a free paſſage to the outſide and up 
parts of the ſhip, and its rigging, but alſo for the in- 
ward air, otherwife confined, to expland itſelf, and puſh 
through thoſe holes at the time of the combuſtibles being 
on fire, and prevent the blowing up the decks, which 
otherwiſe muſt of courſe happen from ſuch a ſudden 
and violent rarefaction of the air as will then be pro, 
duced, u! N i „ e een by 

In the bulkhead behind on each fide is cut a ſmall 
hole, large enough to receive a trough of the ſame ſize 
as the others; from which, to each fide of the ſhip, 
lies a leading trough, one end coming through a ſally 
port cut through the ſhip's fide ; and the other, fixing 
into a communicating trough that lies along the bulk» 
head, from one fide of the ſhip to the other, and being 
laid with quickmatch only, at the time of firing either 
of the leading troughs, communicates the fire in. an 
Anftant to the contrary fide of the ſhip, and both ſides 

« burn together. The communicating trough, which is 
fixed to the bulkhead, and the leading troughs, are the 
ſame ſize as the others. | | 

Manner of preparing S TOR 28. 

FIRE-BARREILS. 

The "Ree of the barrels ſhould be cylindric, both 
upon the account of that make anſwering better for 

filling 
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fling them with reeds, and for ſtowing them on board 
between the troughs; their inſide diameters are ſuffi - 
cient, if about 21 inches, and their lengths 33. The 
bottom parts are firſt filled with ſhort double dipt reeds 
ſet on end, and the remainder with fire-barrel compo- 

fition well mixed and melted, and then poured over 
them, | ta Þ 91 

There are 5 holes of + inches diameter, and 3 inches 
deep, made with a drift of that ſize in the top of che 
compolition while it is warm; one in the center, and 
the other four at equal diſtances round the ſides of the 
barrel, When the compoſition is cold and hard, the 
barrel is primed by well driving thoſe holes full of fuze 
compolition to within an inch of the top; then fixing 
in each hole a ſtrand of quickmatch twice doubled, and 
in the center. hole two ſtrands the whole length; all 
which muſt be well {ct or drove in with mealed powder; 
then lay the quick match all within the barrel, and cover 
the top of it with a dipt curtain, faſtened on with a 
hoop to ſlip over the head, and nailed on. | 

The barrels ſhould be made very ſtrong, not only to 
ſupport the weight of the compoſition before firing, in 
removing and carrying them about, but to keep them 
together at the time they are burning; for if the ſtaves 
are too ſlight. and thin, and ſhould burn too ſoon, ſo as 
to give way, the remaining compoſition would be apt 
to ſeparate, and tumble upon the deck, which would 
deſtroy the deſigned effect of the barrel, which is to 
carry the fire aloft, . 

Iro CnamMBeErRs. 

They are 10 inches long, and 3. 5 in diameter; and 
breeched againſt a piece of wood fixed acroſs the port- 
holes, and let into another lying a little higher; when 
loaded they are filled almoſt full of corned powder, and 
have a wooden tompion well drove into their muzzles; 
are primed with 'a ſmall piece of quickmatch thruſt 

P through 
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other men to take off the ſuperfluous compoſition hang. 

circumference, cut even at both ends, and tied with two 
bands each; the longeſt ſort is 4 feet, and the ſhorteſt 

1 
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through" their vents into the powder, with a part of it 
hanging out; and when the ſhip is fired, Ber blow 
open the ports ; which either fall downwards, or are 
carried away, and ſo give vent for the fire out of the 

CunrTains 

Are made of barras about 2 of a yard wide, and one 
yard in length; when they are dipped, two men with 
each a fork (on a ſhaft of the ſame ſize, with one prong 
in each it made on purpole) muſt run each of their 
prongs through a corner of the curtain at the ſame end; 
then dip them into a large kettle of compoſition well 
melted ; and when well dipped, and the curtain extended 
to its full breadch, whip it between two ſticks of about 
5-5 feet long, and 1.5 inches ſquare, held cloſe by two 

ing to it; then immediately ſprinkle ſaw-duſt on both 
ſides to prevent its ſticking, and the curtain is finiſhed, 

N. B. A copper fixed with a furnace is much bettet 
than a kettle that is not fixed, becauſe it muſt be 

taken off from the fire for every dipping, to pre- 
vent the ſtripped off compoſition from falling into 
it, which would unavoidably give fire to the whole; 
and renders the uſe of a kettle tedious that way. 

Reeds. 

Are made up in ſmall bundles of about 12 inches it 

2.55 Which are all the lengths that are uſed. One part 
of them are ſingle dipped, only at one end; the reſt 
are double dipped, that is, at both ends. In dipping, 
they mult be put about 7 or 8 inches deep into a copper 
vr kettle of melted compoſition z and when drained a 

little 
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lictle over it, to carry off the ſuperfluous compoſition, 
ſprinkle them over a tanned hide with pulveriſed ſul- 
phur, at ſome diſtance from the copper ? "xc 

Bavins. 

Are made of birch, heath, or other fort of bruſh- 
wood, that is both quickly fired and rough ; in length 
2.5 or 3 feet, the buſh-ends all laid one way; and the 
other ends tied with rwo bands cach. They are dipped 
and ſprinkied with ſulphur the ſame as reeds, only that 
the buſh-ends alone are dipped, and ſhould be a little 
cloſed together by hand as ſoon as done, before they are 
ſprinkled, to keep them more cloſe, in order to give a 
— fire, and to keep the branches from breaking 
off in ſhifting and handling them. 

DisposITION of the STOR £8 en board, when laid 
— 

for firing. 

The fire-barrels are placed under the funnels and 
ſcuttles, one to each; and are fixed between the croſs 
troughs leading to the ſides of the ſhip, and laſhed to 
them, and well clceted to the deck. Thoſe at the fun- 
nels give fire to the main and fore ſhrouds ; the reſt 
riſes over the deck through the ſcuttles. The 'plugs 
muſt be taken out of the funnels and ſcuttles before the 
ſhip is fired, and the curtains covering the fire-barrels 
cut open and rolled back, the quickmatch ſpread, and 
the top of the barrels well ſalted with priming compo- 
ſition, The curtains are nailed to the beams of the 
upper deck, hanging down over the troughs, bayins, 
and reeds. Ih 
The priming compoſition ; a part of it is laid along 

the troughs, and the reſt, after laying of the reeds and 
bavins, is regularly ſtrewed over all. The ſhort reeds 
double dipped, with ſome of the ſingle dipped, are laid 
along hoth the ſides and croſs troughs, and — 

P2 the 
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the fire both to the barrels and chambers.” The reſt or 
the ſingle dipped reeds and bavins are fer about the fire. 
barrels, and to the fides of the ſhip; and ſome flung 

. upon the deck. N55 N * 
The quick match is laid two or three ſtrands thick 

upon the reeds in the troughs, and about the fire barrels 
and chambers, to communicate a general fire at once. 
The reeds in the troughs with the quickmatch are laſhed 
on, to prevent their falling out by the rolling of the 
thi | 
The leading troughs are both laid with 4 or 5 ſtrand; | 

of quickmatch ; as is Iikewiſe the communicating trough, | 
that, by firing either of the leading troughs, 'the com. | 
municating trough may carry the fire to the other fide | 
of the ſhip; which then runs along the troughs by the | 
quickmatch on both fides, and give fire to the whole in | 
an inſtant, 

The Courostriox made uſe of for CurTains, Rxzps, 
and Bavins, are all the ſame, viz, | 

— — 

Divide the compoſition into five pots; the pitch and 
tallow muſt be firſt thoroughly melted, Tallow well | 
the outſide of the pot to take off the heat; and then | 

| Put in the powder by ſmall quantities, ſtirring ic well 
about. 

{ 
; 

. * EOS — 

1 Pitch 14 
i 8 4 N. B. For want of tar, take 3 lb 

MW Tallow 2 * 
| 7 Tar 1 

it | | | 
| | | 4 Fire- Barrel ComposiTion for one BARREL. 
it : Corned powder lvo. — on ng 
| =” P itch — — — — 60 | 

| | | Tallow — —— _ | 

Priming 
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Priming Compos1T10N for one Banger, , 2 

Corn powder Ib. „ 0 
Petre . : — — 50 

Sulphur — — — — 40 
Relg ? — — 6 
Oil, pints 2 e Lu | 

Take 20 Ib. of powder, which mix well with the 
petre, ſulphur, and roſfin, work them well together, 
breaking it well in workin "gs then put the reſt of the 

| powder 1n x: degrees, and work it altogether : ſpread 
le 1 in a trough, and through a hair ſieve run 3 pints of 
e oil all over it; then work it well together, and run it 
n through a cane ſieve. 6 

N. B. In the following-eſtimate for the quantity of 
ſtores requiſite, the reeds for the barrels are not 

included ; it will take 100 ſhort double dipped 
more than theſe ſpeciſied; but their value i ls in» 
cluded in the article of barrels. 

STORES for @ FIR ESRI of 150 tons. 

Numb, Value. 
| & +63 

Fire-barrels — — 8 — $0: 0:0 
Iron chambers — 12 — 12: 0:0 
Priming compoſition barrels, 3 -—— 21: 0:0 
Quickmatch barrels — „— 83: 029 
Curtains dipped — — 30 — 3: 0: 0 
Long reeds ſingle nga i 1350 — 10: 153: o 

double dipped 75 — 2:18: 
Short reeds 3 iogle —— 75 — ' 1:17 e 
Bavins ſingle dipped — 209 — 10: 0:0 

"148: "1&3 
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ARTILLERY, 

of @ FES. 
* - — ' * * d #.. — 

For 3. 5 barrels of priming 
compoſition — — 175 140 350 0 21 0 o n | 

* the curtains, bavins, 
and reeds for the ſhip, | | |} e 
and ſulphur for ſalting OO eee | 
them — — o 20% o [350/175] 500 250 

, | @ — — — 

22 7 CourosiT10N for preparing the. ran 

: Total Nl 2 340) 1310: "030 196/130! 26 | 

Total weight of the compoſition 3017 equal j 
C. 26: 3:2 

Compoſition allowed for the reeds for the barrels one 
fifth of the whole of the laſt article, which is equal 
to 1601b. and makes the whole 3177 pounds, ot 
C. 28: 1:13. 
We have completed the ſeveral branches of the art 

of war, in eight volumes in oZavo, as promiſed,” We 
have done all that lies in our power to treat them with 
perſpicuity and clearneſs, in order to reduce the whole 
to as ſmall a compaſs as poſſible, for the ſake of thoſe 
military gentlemen who have an inclination to be maſters 

df their buſineſs in a ſhort time, We could not en- 
*large upon every particular ſo much as might be ne- 
« ceſſary, yet whoever renders himſelf maſter of what 
we have ſaid, will find that nothing very material has 
been neglected, 

>> ww DB BB BD DB WW 
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hOOKS Pribted for J. MILLAN, near Wikte: hall.” ; © © 
I IST of his Majeſty's Land Forces and Marines, at Home and 
L Abroad, on Full and Half Pay, for this Year; alſo Liſts of 

the Army from 1754. or any ſeparate Year. | > 
2 Muller's Works of Fortification, Engineering, Mining, Ke. 

8 vols. 21. 88. Gd. . _ | | 
g Simes's Military Guide, containing a Syſtem of the Art of War, 

Parade and Field Duty, Regulations, Orders, Returns, War- 
rants, Salutes, &c. above 100 Figures on Copper. 

4 Simes's Milita Courſe, cuts, coloured. 
— —- Treatiſe on the Military Science, 4to. 
— Military Inſtructor, > ES 

7 King of Pruflia's Military Inſtructions to his Generals, cuts, 8vo. 
g nnn—_— — nn, 1zmo. Sh 
9 Smith's Univerſal Military Dictionafy, 4to, many large Plates. 

10 Donkin's 3 Remarks, 8vo. 3 
11 Bell's Eſſay on Military firſt Principles, 8 vo. 6; 
12 Weſton's Engliſh Flora and Supplement, 8yo.. 
13.— — Gardner's Pocket Kalendar. 
14 Dalrymple's Military Eſſay, 8 vo, cuts. | 
15 Elementary Principles of Tactics, 8vo. cuts, __ 
16 Obſervations on the prevailing Abuſes of the Army. 
17 Wolfe's inſtructions for Young Officers, | 
18 General Review Manceuvres, with the Exerciſe, cats, coloured. 
19 Artilleriſt's Companion, by T. Fortune. 
20 Diſcipline for the Norfolk Militia, by Lord Townſhend, &c. 

ſewed, 10s. Gd. ; 
21 New Exerciſe by his Majeſty's Order, 15. 
22 Recruiting Book for the Army, 2s. 6d. 
23 Regimental Book beautifully engraved, gl. 48» 
24 Returns for Horſe, Dragoons, and Foot, Atteſtations, Fare 

loughs, Diſcharges, &c. 8 
25 New Pruſſian Field Regulations, Cuts, 78. 6d. 
26 Captain Miller's Art of Self-Defence, on Copper Plates. 
27 Vegetius's ancient Art of War, with Notes by Capt. Clarke, 56. 
28 Mac Intire's Marine Diſcipline. | | 
29 Value of Commiſſions on Full and Ralf Pay, 2s. 
30 New Art of War, by Captain Anderſon, 78. 6d, 
3i Marine Volunteer, by Ologhlin. Cuts. 
32 Plans and Forts of America, from actual Surveys. 
33 Jones's Artificial Fireworks, with the Addition of Fireworks, 

Ordnance, &c. on a new Conſtruction, for Sea and Land 
Service, by Mr, Muller. SETS 

34 Drummer's Inſtructor, with the Engliſh and Scotch Duty, Beat 
ings, Marchings, Calls, &c. by R. Spencer, 28. 

35 Cadet, a Military Treatiſe, . 
36 Phipps's Syſtem of Military Diſcipline, 8 
37 Starrat's Practical Gunnery, diſplay'd in the moſt eaſy manner. 
38 A General Eſſay on Tactics, tranſlated from Guibert, 2 vols, 

8vo. 27 Copper Plates. : 

29 Mzjor Rogers's Journal of the late War in America, 55. 

2 
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| ted for. and Sold by J. MILLAN. ex * "ni 

40 Major Ragers's conciſeAccount of America, alſo the interior Path.” 
7 * ENS Nations aud Tribes of Indians on the great ; | 

and Rivers, their Cuſtoms, Government, Number, &c.-with 
many uſeful and entertaining Facts never before thought of, 

11 Dillenius's General Hiſtory of Land and Water Moſſes, Corals 
c. 1, 11s, 6d. Bf 
42. The Hiſtor Analyſis, &c. of above 200 veryrare flowering Plants, 

Flowers, Parts of Flowers, Flies, &. drawn and engrayedan 
19 Folio Plates, by the late ingenious George Ehret, F. R. S. #6; 
beautifully colour'd from his original Drawings, II. 118. 6477 

43 Sheldrake's Herbal 'on aboye 100 large Folio Copper Plates, 
drawn ia the moſt maſterly Manner from the Originals, whe 
in their higheſt Perfection, 41. 48.—6l. 6s. Royal. 

44  Sheldrake on Heat and Cold for Green-houſes, is. 
45 Columella on Agriculture, by Gibſon, 4to, 15s. $2 

Plates, by 45 Marine Fotfification and Gunnery, with 16 large 
Ardeſoif, gs, 
47 Obrien's Naval Evolations, Cuts, 10s. 6d. 85 
48 Obrien's Naval Tactics, Cuts, 105. 6d. | - 
49 Military Inſtructions for Officers detached in the Field, Cui 
50 Coldbatch on Miſletoe, 1s. . 'B 
51 Barrow's Medicinal Dictionary, 88. | . . " _ 
52 All Shell and other Fiſh, both Salt and Freſh Water, brouglity 
Market, with the Times of their being in Seaſon, from this 

original Paintings of VanHAEKEN, engraved on ꝗ fall Shelf 
Copper Plates, 108. 6d. 1}. 18. coloured. vp 

53 Hill's Review of the Royal Society, 4to. 10s. 6d, - 
54 Palladio, finely engraved by Ware, 7s. 6d. . 
55 Langley's Gothic Architecture, 4to. 158. by 
56-Inigo Jones's Deſigns for Cielings, Chimnies, Temples, W 

: 
\ 

tos. 6d. - | A 
7 Motris's Lectures on Architecture, 2 Parts, 6s. we 

58 Antiquities of Hereford Cathedral, 8vo, | - 
59 Perrault's Architecture, Folio, 10s, 6d. _ 
50 Pozzo's Perſpective, Folio, 15s, 1 
61 Caſtell's Villas of the Ancients, Folio. 4 

4 62 Orthopœdia, or the Art of correftiag and preventing Def 
nmiities in Children, 2 vol. Cuts, Wat = 

63 Dr. Sharpe's Engliſh-Hebrew and Engliſh-Latin Grammar. ] 
64 Dr. Sharpe's Defence of Chriſtianity, 2 Parts, 6s. Oligarchy wal 
65 Tandon's French Grammar to learn without a Mafter, :. 
66 Pine's Horace, 2 vol, 21. a2. = 
67 Nollet's Compendium of the Bible, Fr, and Eng. 2 v. 12mo. 6, 
68 Smith's Round Hand and Text Copies, beautifully engraved 

Wo on 28 Plates, 2s. 6d. 
69 Letters from a Perſian in England, 3s. 
70 Prior's Poſthumous Works, 2 vol. 8vo. 128. 

1 Prior's Poems, 12mo: vol ii. 38. 
52 Buckingham's Works, 2 vol, 8vo. 
73 Ozell's Telemachus, 2 vol. 8vo. 108. 
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